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Give thanks to God Who always gives to us
A triumph in Christ through every fear and woe;
Like Israel through the great Sea-exodus,
We raise our song of praise with hearts aglow.
Give glory to God Who vivifies the dead,
Like Abram of old apart from every doubt;
So let us now believe what He has said
To us; His praises let us shout.

Bless God and laud the glory of His grace,
For His vast love with which He loves us all;
Like Paul the four dimensions we would trace
Of love and grace within God's choice and call.
And still beyond, His triumph through His Son
Will reach with love and life to everyone.
D.H.H.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR JANUARY 1992
BEING THE FIRST NUMBER OF VOLUME EIGHTY-THREE

EDITORIAL
God blesses and is to be blessed. We may often find
ourselves focusing on the first and overlooking the
second. In concentrating on the blessings, we may fail
to recognize what they say about the One Who is
giving them. Consequently, we may fall into the fatal
error of supposing that we have earned the blessings
and so have brought them about ourselves.
This was indeed one of Israel's most serious failures,
and what is written concerning that nation "was written
for our admonition" (1 Cor.lO:ll). The people of Israel
enthusiastically grasped the promises concerning the
land, and accepted their allotment with exultation. But
the "thankful heart" was often missing. Brother Rocke
recounts Yahweh's instructions as to the "Firstfruits and
TKennial Tithe" in this issue of our magazine. These
were to be acknowledgements of Yahweh's gifts and
provisions. Yet even when the festivals were observed
and the sacrifices maintained, the hearts of the people
were seldom directed with thanksgiving and praise
toward God. On the whole, Israel did not realize that in
being blessed they had a Blesser, so that what seemed to
be blessing did not become a true blessing within.
It is for this reason that Israel is given a "new cove
nant" (see p.30). The point of this new covenant is not,

as some have thought, that the law is done away with
and replaced by grace. Rather it is that the law given at
Sinai is written "on their heart" (Jer.31:33). The result
will be that "they all will know [Yahweh]" (verse 34).
Because of the added blessing of an opened heart, a
willingly receptive mind, Israel will recognize the One
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Believing and Thanking God

Who blesses them, and so praise Him both by words
and deeds.
We rejoice in the blessings with which God is bless
ing us. We examine the revelation of these blessings in
Paul's epistles and are concerned that we understand
them rightly. This is, to a great extent, the mission of
this magazine. And so we speak of the blessings of
justification (see p.37), conciliation and reconciliation,
of the glories of our expectation (see pp.5,17) and the
purity and fullness of God's grace.
But in noting our blessings we want to grow in
appreciation for the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, Who is blessing us. Our enthusiasm over the
evangel does not end with seeing what it does for us,
but it extends to a recognition from the heart of the
God Who grants the grace through our Lord Jesus
Christ. Both matters are critical to our growth into
maturity and for "Implementing the Disposition of
Christ" (p. 19).
We are believing that we are saved in grace (cf
Eph.2:8,9), but the words "in grace" point to God Who
makes the "approach present," the sacrifice, Who loves
us while we are still sinners and gives His Son for our
sakes (c/Rom.5:8,9; 8:32). And so the blessings come
from outside of us. Furthermore, they do not become
operative in our lives unless the Giver is recognized,
for pride and jealousy, enmity and strife which are in
our flesh (c/Gal.5:20) keep cropping up.
As the various articles in Unsearchable Riches are
being read, our prayer is that they may so direct atten
tion to the Word of God that both the blessings and the
One Who blesses may be seen. May we all join Paul
daily and say from our hearts, "Blessed be the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Who blesses us."
D.H.H.

Our Happy Expectation

SHALL WE GO THROUGH
THE GREAT AFFLICTION?
This question would never be asked if God's beloved
saints understood the Mystery of the Gospel and its
companion truth, the Secret of the Resurrection. Very
briefly, therefore, we will consider God's attitude
toward the world in this administration, and His gra
cious dealings with His saints, as well as the special
secret connected with our resurrection at His coming.
Apart from this we will be sure to confuse the truth of
this economy with that of the next. We will fail to
correctly partition between this day of salvation and
the coming one of God's indignation. We will be mis
led by the Bible itself, thinking we have its support,
when, in reality, we are applying to ourselves what
belongs to others. There is no more insidious error for
earnest Bible students than the misplacing of His words.
Paul is the apostle for the nations. He was entrusted
with the evangel of the Uncircumcision, as Peter of the
Circumcision. Luther's translation of this passage
(Gal.2:7) is far from expressing the real truth. Paul
was not merely sent to the Uncircumcision with the
same evangel as Peter, but he had an evangel of the
Uncircumcision which differed in its scope, its con
tents, and its expectation, from that of the Circumci
sion. This was unknown to Luther, as his translation
shows. The Greek is the genitive, not the dative. It
speaks of character, not location. Luther recovered
somewhat of the truth of justification, as outlined in
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Conciliation and Reconciliation

the first four chapters of Romans and in Galatians, but
he never really entered into the fifth chapter or recov
ered the great truth for today, the conciliation.
PERCEIVING THE CONCILIATION

What is the conciliation? It is a startling commentary
on the apostasy of Christendom that few languages
even have a word which clearly expresses the peculiar
grace of God which is ours today. The Greek words
katallasso or katallage are seldom distinguished from
apokatallasso. Luther makes no distinction. I feel justi
fied in saying that no point in the theology of the
evangel is so tremendously important, yet no item is so
little known. No two words will enrich any language as
much as the pair which will clearly reveal the mean
ings of these two Greek words, and definitely define
their difference.
Protracted and exhaustive investigation has shown
that the shorter word connotes conciliation, a one-sided
amity, the longer denotes reconciliation, the restoration
of friendship on both sides of an estrangement. This
latter is found only in Ephesians 2:16 and Colossians
1:20,21. It is mutual. Both sides are at peace. This is
not true of conciliation. This sets forth God's side. God,
in Christ, conciliated the world to Himself (2 Cor.5:19).
The casting away of Israel was the conciliation of the
world (Rom.ll:15). We should pray the offender, "Be
conciliated to God!" (2 Cor.5:20). When we believe we
obtain the conciliation (Rom.5:ll).
This is that secret evangel (i.e., secret aspect of Paul's
evangel), long hushed in times eonian, yet now mani
fested and made known to all nations for the obedience
of faith (Rom. 16:25,26). You will search in vain for this
evangel in the Hebrew Scriptures, in the accounts of
our Lord's life, in Acts, in Hebrews, James, Peter, John,

The Keynote is Peace
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and Jude, and it is utterly foreign to the book of
Revelation.
The keynote of this evangel is peace (Rom.5:l).
When we were still sinners, Christ died for our sakes.
Much rather, then, being now justified in His blood,
we shall be saved from indignation through Him. May
this truth sink into our hearts! Under no circumstances
can we come under the divine indignation. If, being
enemies, we were conciliated to God through the death
of His Son, much rather, being conciliated, we shall be
saved in His life (Rom.5:8-10). The blood of Christ
shed for sinners gives justification and salvation from
His indignation. The death of God's Son for His ene
mies gives salvation in His life. Christ brings us into
court and vindicates us. God's Son opens the door of
His affections and reconciles us.
All enmity between us and God is gone. Even the
estrangement between us and those of the Circumci
sion who believe in this economy is gone. Christ, by
creating the two into one new humanity, made peace
between those far off and those nigh. He is our Peace
(Eph.2:14-16). As a result there is not only complete
amity between God's saints and Himself, but they also
should reflect His attitude toward the unbelieving
world. Our feet are sandaled with the evangel of peace
(Eph.6:15). We are ambassadors (2Cor.5:20; Eph.
6:20). God is not at war with the world now.
Israel's great affliction

In startling contrast with the present economy of
God's undiluted grace is the succeeding administration
of His unrestrained indignation. The true character of
this era is seldom clearly apprehended. It is simply set
forth as a time of unexampled trouble, especially for
the sons of Jacob. Let us distinguish its various aspects.
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Affliction on Israel

We, the nations, have no right to intrude ourselves into
Israel's affairs, as is the common custom. The "great
tribulation" (Matt.24:21; Mark 13:19-24) has absolute
ly no application to the Gentiles. The sons of Jacob suf
fer at the hands of the nations. The nations are the
persecutors, not the persecuted. Hence the question
with which we began is not intelligent. It wrests the
Scriptures concerning Israel and seeks to relate them to
us. We will therefore restate it, and ask, Will we go
through the era of God's indignation against the nations?
Let one point be clear. The nations will persecute
the Jews. God will hurl His thunderbolts against the
nations. It is this latter aspect which we should consid
er. All of God's saints suffer affliction. Some of us are
now passing through a "great tribulation." It is our lot,
as saints of God. Is this proof of God's indignation
against us? Far from it! It is evidence of His fatherly
care and discipline. Unbelievers also suffer, but never
due to an overt act of divine intervention. God is
conciliated now. He refuses to be offended. Then He
will be indignant. He will shake the earth and the
heavens. He will blow the trumpets of war. He will
hurl down the bowls of hoarded wrath. Will He visit
His saints of this economy with this wrath or will He
withdraw His ambassadors before He declares war
upon the apostate nations of the earth?
This question was one of the earliest to engage the
attention of Paul's converts. He did not confine his
preaching to the evangel, but taught them concerning
the day of the Lord. His earliest letter, to the Thessalonians, is burdened with this inquiry. They knew that
the terrors of God's awful wrath would precede the
coming of the Messianic kingdom. Had Israel as a
nation repented at that time, it would have followed
speedily. They were suffering sorely. Were these inflic-

Indignation on the Nations
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tions from man or God? Was He already dealing out His
indignation? Were they to go through that terrible time,
before the presence of Christ on the earth? This was
especially disturbing when some one, impersonating
Paul, assured them that the day of the Lord was present.
Let us not confuse the presence of the day of the
Lord with the presence of Christ. For the world and for
Israel, the day of Yahweh will be present more than
seven years before Christ Himself comes down to earth.
The interval between is the time of indignation.
In the first epistle they were especially concerned as
to those of their number who were reposing, that is,
who had died. What would become of them? To this
the apostle replied that God, through Jesus, will lead
them forth with Him. It is not, as in some versions, that
they are with Him, and will come down with Him. The
Greek does not bear this out, and the following context
shows that they rise from below and ascend with those
who have survived until that day. We, who live at that
time, will not precede them, for they shall be rising
first. The dead are roused immediately preceding our
snatching away to the air.
It is generally supposed that there are three distinct
personalities engaged in this great event, the Lord, the
archangel, and God. This is a serious mistake. It is the
Lord Himself Who comes. This is quite emphatic in the
original. He needs no assistants for this tryst. He utters
the shout of command. His is the voice of the Chief
Messenger, for all "angels" are subject to Him. He blows
the trumpet of God. These details are important, for
many confuse this event with His later advent and sup
pose that this is the seventh trumpet of Revelation.
The seventh trumpet (Rev.ll:15) is not sounded by
our Lord. Its blast is blown by a messenger, or "angel"
(Rev.8:2). This trumpet is accompanied by vastly dif-
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We Shall be Changed

ferent results. No dead are raised by the seventh
trumpet. The "first," or former resurrection is in the
era that follows (Rev.ll:18), but does not take place
until about seventy-five days later, according to Dan
iel. The seventh trumpet is followed by judgment and
dire calamities on those who are blighting the earth.
The nations are angered. None ascend to the air.
Living and dead are not united. The trumpets in
Paul's epistles (1 Cor. 15:52; 1 Thess.4:16) are blown
by Christ. They vivify the living, rouse the dead, call
them up to Him above, and have nothing in common
with the last trumpet in Revelation. In one we see
salvation, in the other judgment.
THE SECRET OF THE RESURRECTION

This event is in perfect accord, however, with Paul's
later revelation to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 15:51). It is a
secret This is most important. This does not mean that
it was a "secret rapture." It is not the manner of our
resurrection which was concealed. But there is to be a
change, which will not only restore the dead to life, but
which will radically alter both living and dead. This
change is intimated in Thessalonians. We, who are liv
ing, could not ascend to Him, or remain with Him in the
air, without a celestial body, suited to our new environ
ment. We now wear the image of the soilish. We shall
wear the image of the celestial (1 Cor. 15:40,49).
This change shall be made at the last trump, in the
half twinkle of an eye, to fit us for our celestial allot
ment. If we die, our corrupted corpse will put on
incorruption. If we are living, our mortal frame will
put on immortality. With this there will be a change,

which is a secret hitherto unrevealed, which is quite
unnecessary for the saints of the Circumcision who
will be roused at the beginning of the thousand years.

We Await a Saviour
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They will live on earth in bodies restored to Adamic
perfection, but terrestrial in their constitution and pow
ers. They will not undergo this change. That is reserved
for those who have a heavenly destiny. That is for us.
While the phrase "secret rapture" is unscriptural, let
us not confound this event with the coming of the Son of
Mankind as the lightning flash (Matt.24:27). The title,
Son of Mankind, shows that He is dealing with the race,
not with the saints alone, and He comes to earth, and
does not call His own to Himself in the air. In harmony
with the figure of the lightning, He comes in devastating
judgment. We do not look for lightning. We await a
Saviour (Phil.3:20,21). Our citizenship belongs to the
heavens, where the Son of Mankind has no jurisdiction.
At His coming to the earth no saints will be raised from
the dead. When our Saviour calls us, He will transfigure
the body of our humiliation, to conform it to His body
glorious, in accord with the operation which enables
Him to subject even the universe to Himself.
paul's distinctive language

When Paul wrote his Ephesian epistle, which first
definitely changed the destiny of those under Paul's
ministry to a place among the celestials (Eph.l:3), he
had to make it clear that it did not apply to the twelve
apostles and the Circumcision. Israel's destiny is on
earth, and the twelve shall rule them there. Paul was not
sent to them. He does not deal with their destiny. His
message is for those who are called during Israel's apos
tasy. But how shall he define these saints? He does this
partly by designating them as "those who are also believ
ers in Christ Jesus." This lays emphasis on our relation
ship to God's Son as He is presently glorified in heaven.
Another designation is most remarkable. The trans
lators have been unable to make much of it. Literally it
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Our Rescuer out of

is "the ones-having-before-expected in the Messiah"
(Eph.l:12). Paul himself was by no means the first
who trusted in Christ, nor were those to whom he was
writing. That cannot be the meaning. The verb is in
the perfect tense, and denotes a state rather than an
action. They were in a state of prior expectancy.
Among the very earliest words to be penned by Paul
in his ministry to the nations are these: "to be awaiting
His Son out of the heavens, Whom He rouses from
among the dead, Jesus, our Rescuer out of the coming
indignation" (1 Thess.l :10). The picture is a vivid one.
A great storm is brewing. We are not in it, but we can
see it coming. Just before it falls on us we are snatched
out of its destructive path. Or, to use an illustration
which fully accounts for the highly figurative words,
out of (which seem to imply that we are in it), let us
turn to a later letter. To Timothy Paul writes, "I am
rescued out of the mouth of the lion' (2 Tim.2:17). It is
not probable that he was actually in the lion's maw. His
words are true to feeling rather than to fact. Similarly,
we are rescued "out of" the coming indignation.
Later on the apostle elaborates the point. He exhorts
them to put on the helmet, the expectation of salva
tion, "seeing that God did not appoint us to indignation,
but to the procuring of salvation through our Lord
Jesus Christ, the One dying for us that, whether we
may be watching or drowsing, we should at the same
time be living together with Him" (1 Thess.5:10). This
has been mistranslated, as though it was a figure for
living or dying. It is a plain statement of the graciousness of our future salvation. In the past it was not by
works, and in the future it is not by watching. It is
based solely on the death of Christ
NOT APPOINTED TO INDIGNATION

Dorcas and Eutychus furnished us with good illus-

the Coming Indignation
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trations of the difference between Peter and Paul in
the matter of resurrection. Dorcas was a good, deserv
ing woman, like the faithful of Israel who will be raised
seventy-five days after Messiah's advent to Israel. But
Eutychus' only accomplishment seems to be that he
fell asleep when Paul preached. How like the saints
today! Paul always puts them to sleep! Dorcas, like the
saints she represents, deserved a reward. Eutychus
may have merited a rebuke. He carelessly sits where
he will fall if he sleeps. He certainly was not watching!
Yet such is the grace revealed to the nations through
Paul, that he is instantly recalled to life. God grant that
we grasp more of His gratuitous grace!
The Thessalonians had been deceived into the idea
that the day of the Lord was present. A careful stu
dent of the Revelation of Jesus Christ and the prophet
Daniel will note that the day of the Lord commences at
least seven years before Christ comes. The seals must
be broken, the trumpets must be blown, the bowls
must be poured out during this period. The Thessalon
ians imagined that their afflictions were due to these
inflictions. Paul appeals to them through the truth he
had taught in his first epistle, and his oral teaching
while he was with them. None of the signs of the day of
Yahweh were present. The man of lawlessness was not
unveiled. Lawlessness was still in its secret phase. So
long as they were restraining it by their presence it
could not come into the open. They must be removed
before the day of Yahweh comes.
Paul appeals to them by his previous teaching. The
day of Yahweh cannot be present because they were
not appointed to indignation. Before God unleashes
the forces of destruction they will be gathered into
Christ's presence in the air. To get these matters clear
it is necessary to carefully follow the argument. Paul
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The Day of the Lord

does not say that our gathering to Christ must be
preceded by the apostasy. That is the first feature in
the day of Yahweh. Its absence proves that that day is
not present. Paul presents our gathering into Christ's
presence as an argument that they cannot be in the day
of the Lord at all.
The day of Yahweh cannot coincide with the present
economy of God's grace. In it Yahweh, as the God of
Israel, raises the holy nation to its proper place as
priests and kings over all the other nations of the earth.
Conciliation vanishes. Jews once more are nigh, while
Gentiles are far off. It is all a day of righteousness and
judgment, but this is most marked in its first phase. It
would be absolutely ridiculous for us to preach concili
ation when God Himself is hurling His bolts of ven
geance upon Israel's enemies. Every characteristic truth
which is ours clashes with conditions which obtain
during the first phase of the day of the Lord. If we are
here then, waiting for Christ's coming to the earth, it
would occasion the utmost confusion and disaster.
Instead of imitating God, we would be clashing with
Him at every turn. We would be preaching peace
while He is waging war. Accustomed to grace, we
would be crushed by wrath. It is utterly impossible!
Let us not be misled by the phrase "first resurrec
tion" in Revelation 20:5,6. The Greek word has the
significance of first of a series, not necessarily first
absolutely. The scope of the Unveiling is limited. It
does not include the present grace. Those who take
part in the former resurrection (i.e., the first of the two
resurrections in view in the context) become priests
and reign with Christ the thousand years on the earth.
Our rule will be in the heavens. Paul felt the necessity
of distinguishing the resurrection to which he testifies
from this "former" resurrection. He called it an out-

The Former Resurrection
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resurrection, because not all the saints would be raised.
Only those within the sphere of his ministry are includ
ed in this oitf-resurrection (c/Phil.3:ll), with its secret
change and its upward call to the air, and its transfig
ured body. None of these features is found in the
"former" resurrection. Paul desired to attain to this
resurrection in his present experience.
We repeat that those who do go through the "great
tribulation" or are martyred in it, receive a reward
utterly out of keeping with the destiny which is ours in
Christ Jesus. Our blessings are spiritual, among the
celestials (Eph.l :3), while theirs are largely soulish and
material, among the terrestrials. The thousand years'
reign is on the earth. It is characterized by priesthood.
The saints shall reign for the eons of the eons, up to the
consummation (Rev.22:5), but not as priests. There
will be no temple and no priests in the day of God.
Christ's Melchisedek reign is limited to the thousand
years. Israel's priestly supremacy then comes to an end.
Our reign is in the heavens. We are never called priests.
Our place and portion is unutterably higher than that of
those who go through the "great tribulation."
The bride of the Lambkin is so often confused with
the body of Christ, that a few observations may be
timely at this point. The destiny of the bride is the new
Jerusalem, which comes down out of heaven to earth
(Rev.21:2). It is the destiny of saved Israel, not the
body of Christ, which has its place in the heavens, not
on earth. Not a single feature of this city harmonizes
with the present grace. Paul is our apostle. He is given
no place in its foundations. It has a wall, shutting out
the nations. We are the nations, and all barriers are
broken down. It is Israel's home, and the nations are
subordinate (Rev.21:24-27). This is directly contrary
to the mystery, for the body is a joint body, in which the
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Ambassadors of Peace

Jew has no preeminence. Israel was the wife of Yah
weh. She shall be the bride of the Lambkin. We have a
nearer and dearer place. She was once divorced. He
cannot divorce His own body!
"by the word of the lord"

Much of the confusion on this subject has come from
failure to see that Paul received it by the word of the
Lord. It was a secret, unknown to the Circumcision. It
is never referred to before. The coming of the Son of
Mankind (Luke 18:8; 21:27,36, etc.) always refers to
His coming after the "great tribulation," to the saints of
the Circumcision, who go through it or are martyred in
it. The name "Paul" means "interval." This economy is
a parenthesis in God's dealings. It is set forth only in
Paul's epistles.
To sum up: All saints go through tribulation of some
sort, but only Israelites will endure the "great trib
ulation" of the end time, when the most violent of
Jewish pogroms will test their faithfulness to Yahweh.
Now, God is conciliated to the nations, as such. When
the day of Yahweh comes, He will manifest the oppo
site attitude. We, who have received this conciliation,
are at peace with Him and are His ambassadors to the
world. Before He can declare war, and vent His indig
nation on the earth, we must be withdrawn. Hence
we are pre-expectants, who await Christ at least seven
years before He descends to the earth. Then there
will be an eclectic resurrection, leaving the Circumci
sion saints until later. Both living and dead will be
vivified and changed to accord with their celestial
destiny and snatched away to the air, before the great
affliction of the Jews, and before God's indignation
visits the earth, and before the Son of Mankind descends
in glory to the earth.
A.E.K.

Questions and Answers

THE "SNATCHING AWAY"
Question: "Since the word 'rapture' does not appear
in the Bible, why do you use it?"
Answer: It is true that the word "rapture" is not a
scriptural expression, but only in the same sense that
"millennium" is a not a scriptural expression. That is,
both terms are close equivalents of scriptural phrases.
Just as "millennium" and "the thousand years" (Rev.
20:5,6) are synonymous, "rapture" and "snatch away"
{cf 1 Thess.4:17) are synonymous.
Actually, it is not the custom of the Concordant
Publishing Concern to use this word ("rapture") in its
teaching ministry; the only exception would be in speak
ing informally, or if we should make reference to the
teachings of others, ones who use this term quite freely.
The word "rapture" itself, however, is a perfectly
good English word. Indeed, one of its definitions is in
reference to the Pauline prophecy of 1 Thessalonians
4:13-17 in which the apostle declares that, in that day,
the believers will be "snatched away" (or "raptured")
to meet the Lord in the air. This is because the English
"rapture" is a close derivative of the Latin word for
"snatch [away]" (viz., rapere) which was used in the
Latin Vulgate translation of the New Testament.
The question at issue does not at all concern this word

itself (much less the popular prejudice of many, ones on
both sides of the actual issue), but only whether this
"snatching away" (or "rapture") of which Paul speaks is
before or after the time of Israel's great affliction ("tribu
lation," AV). Fundamentally, the question is whether
the presence of Christ in 1 Thessalonians 4 is a distinct
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Together With the Lord

event, an event which is not a phase of or otherwise
connected with the presence of Christ as recorded in
Matthew 24, at the time of His return to the earth.
Concerning this question of the "snatching away" (or
"rapture"), some have pointed out that, prior to the early
nineteenth century, "church history" does not record the
teaching of the pre-tribulational position. While this
may well be so, such a consideration cannot be decisive
for those who base their faith not upon church history
but upon the Scriptures themselves. Much truth was lost
very early, and at any given time, simply may not as yet
have been recovered. Indeed, this could have easily
been so insofar as those groups of believers which are
recognized in extant historical works are concerned.
Over the centuries, the great majority have denied
the thousand-year, terrestrial reign of Christ itself. So
it is not so surprising that church history would have no
record of those who affirmed a pre-tribulational resur
rection preceding it.
In light of these facts, it becomes evident that those
who, in their quest to repudiate the pre-tribulational,
presence-of-Christ teaching, deride the word "rapture"
or make appeals to church history, only expose their
own ignorance and bias.
If we are able to do so, let us by all means decide the
question, Shall we go through the great affliction? (see
pp.5-16). But in any case, may we freely be anticipat
ing that happy and glorious day—let its relationship to
other events be what it will—when we will be "snatched
away" (or "raptured") together, to meet the Lord in the
air, and thus always to be with Him (1 Thess.4:17).
Accordingly, then, we are waiting for God's Son out of
the heavens, Whom He rouses from among the dead,
Jesus, our Rescuer out of the coming indignation
(lThess.l:10).
J.R.C.

Imitating Paul as he Imitated Christ

IMPLEMENTING THE DISPOSITION
OF CHRIST
"For let this disposition be in you, which is in Christ
Jesus also" (Phil.2:5). What an overwhelming state
ment! Who does Paul think we are, that we might
actually display Christ's disposition in our lives? The
earthworm may just as well try to imitate the eagle!
Paul, give us an example with a little tarnish on it! Give
us a pattern with clay feet so we can more easily identify
with it! We dearly love the Lord, and wish to be like Him
in everything, but how can we emulate One Who was in
the form of God and left the glories of heaven?
Paul must have sensed the immensity of this exhorta
tion, for he left us another example—himself. In the
following chapter Paul speaks of himself, comparing
and contrasting himself with Christ, and in doing so, he
gives us an example which we can more readily follow.
Christ was inherently in the form of God. We can
hardly imagine the attendant glories that would devolve
upon One Who is the Image of the invisible God, the
Effulgence of His glory, the Emblem of His assump
tion. Such majesty escapes us! But then, we have our
glory too—the glory of the flesh—in which so many

place all their confidence. Paul was well stocked with
it. Indeed, he excelled among the most zealous for
religious heritage and piety. And in the eyes of men,
Paul's religious stature could certainly be designated
as "gain." But as Christ gave up true divine glories
when He emptied Himself, so also, our closer example
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A Slave of Christ Jesus

gave up the corruptible glories of human respectabili
ty, emptying himself of those things in which the flesh
places confidence.
Having emptied Himself of all rightful glory and
authority, Christ was left to take the form of a slave.
And in emulating this Paul takes great delight. Repeat
edly he calls himself the "slave of Christ Jesus." For
Christ, taking the form of a slave is a great condescen
sion. But for Paul and us to take the position of a slave in
His service is a great escalation. Probably we are too
far removed from slavery to fully grasp the thought of a
slave's glorying, but it was a very real thing. To be a
slave of someone who was rich and powerful could be
a much superior station in life than to be a poor free
man. It is to our exultation that we are slaves of the
One Who is the Enjoyer of the allotment of all. And we
echo the sentiments of the Psalmist who said, "I would
choose to sweep in the House of my Elohim, rather
than abide in the tents of wickedness" (Psa.84:10).
But our slavery to Christ is also a transcendent lifting
from a shameful bondage which held us fast. The Lord
Jesus said, "Verily, Verily, I am saying to you that every
one who is doing sin, is a slave of sin" (John 8:34). And
Paul tells us too that when we were obedient to Sin we
were the slaves of Sin, but being made free from Sin we
became enslaved to Righteousness (Rom.6:16-18).
The verb empties is amplified by the three partici
ples following: taking the form of a slave, coming to be
in the likeness of humanity, and, being found in fash
ion as a human. Each of these verb forms defines a
deeper step in the humiliation of Christ. He was inher
ently in the form of God. Then He took the form of a
slave. There are celestial beings that are servants, and
yet are much higher than any human. Yet Christ's
descent dropped Him completely out of the celestial

All Deemed a Forfeit

.
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realm. He came to be in the likeness of humanity. Yet
this was not the likeness of humanity that we read of in
the opening verses of the Bible when man walked
among the trees of the garden that God had planted.
Far from it! Christ was even found in the current
fashion of a humanity that had been sinking in sin and
depravity for centuries.
Paul's disposition also reflects Christ's in these suc
cessive steps. He deems anything that is a gain to him,
pertaining to the flesh, to be a forfeit. Then he goes a
step further, not only those things in which the flesh
rests its confidence, but all is deemed a forfeit because
of the superiority of the knowledge of Christ Jesus.
This knowledge of Christ includes knowing Him in His
exaltation, as well as in His humiliation, because our
knowledge of Him is not according to the flesh. Noth
ing of this life can be considered more than refuse next
to the knowledge of Christ. Yet beyond this Paul longs
for more. The flesh sees nothing in the cross but shame
and weakness. But that is no hindrance to Paul; he
wants to be found in Christ. If the world sees that as
undesirable, foolish or weak, so be it! Paul wants no
identity of his own, only that identity which is based on
the work of Christ. O how gladly Paul dons the name
and shame of Christ! The scorn of the world is less
than a trifle to one who is glorying in Christ.
And what a blessing it is to be found in Christ! In Him
we have no righteousness of our own. Far better, we
have the righteousness of God through the faith of Jesus
Christ. This is not a righteousness obtained by the effort
of the flesh under law—a righteousness that commands
nothing more than human respect. Here is a righteous
ness that crowns us with justification and reconciliation
to God, a righteousness that invigorates us with life!
"He humbles Himself, becoming obedient unto
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Stretching Out to What is Ahead

death, even the death of the cross"—"to know Him,
and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship
of His sufferings, conforming to His death" (2:8; 3:10).
Christ is the revelation of God, and the cross of Christ
is the pinnacle of that revelation. To know Him, we
must somehow, to some degree, realize the love that
stoops from the heights of the heavens to the lowest
parts of a sinful, dirty earth. Only a flawless, pure and
loyal love would endure such shame and suffering for
such unworthy objects. And without a doubt, when
such a love as this takes root in the hearts of the
beloved, they will employ the power of His resurrec
tion to fellowship with Him in His sufferings and to
become conformed to His death.
While this may appear to be the end of Christ's
exemplary disposition, there is yet another step in the
comparison. "The Inaugurator and Perfecter of faith,
Jesus ... endures a cross, despising the shame ... for
the joy lying before Him" (Heb.l2:2). And the Father
exalted Him, giving Him a name above every name
(Phil.2:9,10). Paul's spirit of service (3:11-14) radiates
his fervor. "If somehow I should be attaining to the
resurrection that is out from among the dead.... Yet I
am pursuing, if I may be grasping also that for which I
was grasped also by Christ Jesus ... yet stretching out
to those in front—toward the goal am I pursuing for the
prize of God's calling above in Christ Jesus" (3:11-14).
Our expectation should be a driving motivation.
"Whoever, then, are mature, may be disposed to this,
and if in anything you are differently disposed, this also
shall God reveal to you" (3:15).
J. Philip Scranton
Unsearchable Riches is also published annually as a clothbound
book (288 pages; $12.00). We are currently accepting orders for
volume 82 (1991), to be shipped in late winter.

Studies in Deuteronomy

FIRSTFRUITS AND TRIENNIAL TITHE
At Sinai, the people stood afar, yet Moses came close to
the murkiness [the dark cloud mass] where the One,
Elohim, was Who spoke to Moses: "Now these are the
judgments [guiding principles or ordinances] which
you shall place before them" (Ex.20:21; 21:1).
Moses recorded all the divine guidelines in the scroll
of the covenant (Ex.24:4,7). Among these guiding
decisions in chapters 21 through 23, we find the earli
est mention of "the festival of the harvest of the firstfruits of your yields from what you are sowing in the
field" [i.e., the harvest of the early barley in April, and
the end of the harvest of the other cereal crops seven
weeks later], followed by the harvest of all the crops
from orchards and vineyards in the autumn: "the festi
val of ingathering when you gather your yields from
the field" (Ex.23:16).
The festival of Weeks (fifty days after "the start of
the scythe in the raised grain," Deut.l6:9; Lev.23:16)
is described as "the firstfruits of the wheat harvest,"
(Ex.34:22); it is "an approach present of new grain to
Yahweh. From your dwellings shall you bring bread as
a wave offering, two loaves... as firstfruits for Yah
weh" (Lev.23:16,17). The following verses describe
the additional ascent offering, approach present, sin
offering, and a sacrifice of peace offerings that the
priest will wave together with the bread of the firstfruits as a wave offering before Yahweh (23:18-20).
Earlier in his address to the post-Sinai generation,
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None Shall Come Empty-handed

Moses had dealt with the three major festivals* in the
Israelite calendar: "Three times in the year all your
males shall appear before Yahweh your Elohim in the
place that He shall choose: at the festival of Unleav
ened Bread, at the festival of Weeks and at the festival
of Booths. And none shall appear before Yahweh emptyhanded, but each according to the gift of his hand,
according to the blessing which Yahweh your Elohim
will give to you" (Deut. 16:16,17). When Moses had
finished dealing with the specific statutes and ordi
nances (chs. 12-26), he described in some detail two
particular ceremonies that should be observed after
the entry into the promised land: the firstfruits offer
ing, and the first celebration of the triennial tithe. Both
matters had been dealt with before; now they are
spelled out in more detail and are set in the context of
the entry into the promised land.
THE FIRSTFRUITS BASKET

"It will come to be when you come into the land that
Yahweh your Elohim is giving to you as an allotment,
and you tenant it and dwell in it, that you will take
from the first of all the fruit of the ground which you
shall bring in from your land that Yahweh your Elohim
is giving to you, and you will place it in a basket and go
to the place where Yahweh your Elohim shall choose to
tabernacle His Name. And you will come to the priest
who shall come to be in those days and say to him: I
profess today to Yahweh my Elohim that I have come
to the land about which Yahweh had sworn to our
fathers to give to us.
"Then the priest will take the basket from your hand
*"Three Pilgrimage Festivals," Unsearchable Riches, vol.81 (Sep
tember 1990), pp. 195-203

Expressions of Gratitude to God
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and leave it before the altar of Yahweh your Elohim"
(Deut.26:l-4).
In transjordan, the people stood close to Moses and
heard of a ceremony that had never been observed
before during the forty years of journeying through the
wilderness areas. This special statute would go into
effect in the near future, when they come into the land
that Yahweh their Elohim is giving to them as an allot
ment, when they tenant it and dwell in it. The ceremo
ny would not take place upon setting foot in the prom
ised land, but rather after the people would have settled
in it and had the first chance to enjoy its rich produce.
The ceremony must not be understood as a onetime
symbolic action as if they were claiming ownership of
the ground for themselves. What we have read in these
verses is rather the description of a ceremony to be
observed not only when the people first settle down in
the promised land, but in the harvest seasons of all the
years to come as well. In this statute Moses tells the
people how to acknowledge the divine gift of the prom
ised land as an allotment from Yahweh Elohim, the
Owner of the land. The people would farm it and pay
their respects to the Owner by means of the yearly
firstfruits basket, to be handed over to the priest while
professing the prescribed declarations. The first one
(in verse 3) was meant to express the gratitude of the
individual farmer to Yahweh his Elohim for the privi
lege of enjoying the blessings of the promised land. At
the same time, the first declaration was a testimony to
the faithfulness of Yahweh Elohim, Who had promised
the land to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob long ago and
Who had now fulfilled the ancient promise by accept
ing the post-Sinai generation as tenants in this land.
Enjoying the rich benefits from the divine gift was
both undeserved and unearned.
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Rejoicing in Yahweh's Provisions
A RESPONSE OF GRATITUDE

"And you will respond and say before Yahweh your
Elohim:
"My father [Jacob] had been a homeless Aramean.*
Later he went down to Egypt, sojourned there with
few adult males and became there a nation, great,
substantial and numerous. The Egyptians did evil to
us, humiliated us and put hard service on us. But we
cried to Yahweh Elohim of our fathers, and Yahweh
heard our voice and saw our humiliation, our toil and
our oppression. Then Yahweh brought us forth from
Egypt with a steadfast hand and with an outstretched
arm, with great fear-inspiring deeds, with signs and
with miracles. And He brought us to this place and
gave to us this land, a land gushing with milk and
honey. Now behold, I bring the first of the fruit of the
ground that You have given to me, O Yahweh!
"Then you will leave it before Yahweh your Elohim
and bow yourself down before Yahweh your Elohim.
You will rejoice in all the good that Yahweh your Elohim
gives to you and to your household, you and the Levite
and the sojourner who is among you" (Deut.26:5-ll).
After the priest had taken the firstfruits basket from
the professing Israelite and had deposited it before the
altar, the latter would add another declaration of grati
tude by telling the story how Israel as a nation had
received the great gift of the promised land.
What was remembered best about the patriarchs
(specifically about Jacob) was that they had wan
dered about, not having a land of their own. In the
service of Laban, Jacob led the life of a man exposed
*His mother, Rebecca, had come from Aram-naharaim [in central
Mesopotamia], where he served Laban the Aramean [Syrian] as a
herdsman for twenty years.

Declarations of Thanksgiving
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to all the inclemencies of the weather; in his own
words: "I have been on a job where the drought
devoured me by day, and the ice by night; and my
sleep would flit from my eyes" (cf Gen.31:40,41).
Since Laban regarded Jacob's children as his own
(Gen.31:43), i.e., as Aramean like their four mothers,
Jacob seemed to have lost his identity as a son of
Abraham and Isaac. Thus reduced in esteem and
rank, he was disparagingly called a homeless Aramean.
In contrast to this bleak picture, Jacob was then seen
as the head of his clan that became "a nation, great,
substantial and numerous" in Egypt. The hard years of
compulsory labor were remembered next, as well as
the people's crying to Yahweh Who heard their voice
and saw their humiliation, their toil and their oppres
sion. Then Yahweh brought the people out of Egypt
with a strong hand and finally gave them "this land, a
land gushing with milk and honey."
The second declaration of thanksgiving ended with
the worshiper's personal confession of faith: "Now
behold, I bring the first of the fruit of the ground that
You have given to me, O Yahwehl" Then the offerer
would bow himself down before Yahweh his Elohim;
now he was ready to join those who had come with him
to the place where Yahweh tabernacled His Name at
the time; and together they would rejoice in all the
good that Yahweh their Elohim had given them.
THE TRIENNIAL TITHE

The book of Leviticus ends with a tithing instruction
that Moses had received from Yahweh for the sons of
Israel while he was on Mount Sinai. During their forty
years of wilderness wanderings they were a people
without a land; they had no fields or fruit trees of their
own, even if they stayed for months in an oasis like
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Come Before Yahweh your Elohim

Kadesh. If they harvested any crops, they would have
to tithe the yield, just as a tenth of the herd and the
flock should become holy to Yahweh* (Lev.27:32).
The eighteenth chapter of Numbers deals with the
income of the priests (8-20) and of the Levites (21-24).
Yahweh had said to Aaron: "As for the sons of Levi,
behold, I give all the tithe in Israel as an allotment in
exchange for their service in which they are serving,
the service of the tent of appointment" (18:21).
In the wilderness, the tabernacle had been in the
center of the Israelite camp, where the people would
find the tithe collector. In view of the future situation
in the promised land, Moses had to adjust the former
law of tithing: those who would dwell far from the
central sanctuary were advised to convert their tithe
into silver. At their arrival at the tabernacle, they could
buy for that money a festive meal before Yahweh and
enjoy it together with the accompanying Levites from
their hometown (c/Deut. 14:22-27). And Moses had
added: "At the end of every three years you shall bring
forth all the tithe of your yield in that year and leave it
within your gates, that the Levite may come (for he has
no portion or allotment with you), and the sojourner,
the orphan and the widow who are within your gates,
and they may eat and be satisfied, so that Yahweh your
Elohim may bless you in all the work of your hand
which you do" (Deut. 14:28).
The substance of this verse is repeated in Deuterono
my 26:12 where Moses added the following enjoinment: "Then you will say before Yahweh your Elohim: I
have taken out the holy gift from the house and have
indeed given it to the Levite, to the sojourner, to the
*c/ "Tithing Under the Law," Unsearchable Riches, vol.81 (May
1990),pp.l09-117
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orphan and to the widow according to all Your instruc
tion that You have enjoined on me. I have not turned
aside from Your instructions, and I have not forgotten
[any of them]. I have not eaten of it in my sorrow [while
mourning]; I have not taken out any of it while unclean,
and I have not given of it for the dead [at a funeral feast].
"I have hearkened to the voice of Yahweh my Elohim.
I have done according to all that You have instructed me.
Gaze from Your holy habitation, from the heavens, and
bless Your people Israel and the ground that You have
given to us just as You had sworn to our fathers—a land
gushing with milk and honey" (Deut.26:13-15).
In this solemn declaration of obedience, the worship
er would say "before Yahweh" at the central sanctuary
in the promised land that he had obeyed all the instruc
tions pertaining to the triennial tithe. It had been kept
sacred during the days when it was collected in the
worshiper's house until the time when it was dealt out to
the Levites and the destitute in the hometown. The
declaration ended with a prayer for Yahweh's blessing
on Israel and the ground that He had given to the people
in accordance with His sworn statements to the patri
archs. This declaration concluded (just as the other one
in 26:9) with a thankful heart for "the land gushing with
milk and honey."
H.H.R.
CHANGES

Newspapers report many political, economic and social changes
in our world. Naturally these are of interest to us. But many of the
most important changes spoken of in Paul's epistles nearly two
thousand years ago have never been widely noticed. Certainly the
conciliation, which literally means down-change in the Greek, has
been sadly overlooked. We pray that some of the articles in this
magazine will help stir up renewed interest among our readers in
the spiritual changes instituted by God through the evangel pro
claimed by our apostle.

"A New Covenant9

TRIUMPH IN CHRIST
The events of life often shatter our dreams and com
forts. Our hopes may be quickly dashed by unexpected
events. So it was with the apostle Paul when he came
to TVoas, heralding the evangel of Christ. It was not
that there was no readiness there to hear the message
of God's love in the giving of His Son for sinners, for the
evangel was eagerly received. But Paul was disturbed
by what may seem to us a small thing. "Now on coming
to TVoas for the evangel of Christ, and a door being
open for me in the Lord, I have no ease in my spirit at
my not finding Titus, my brother" (2 Cor.2:12,13).
It is not our purpose here to speculate on the reasons

for Paul's unease. It is the fact of his unease that strikes
us. The apostle's anxiety over the absence of Titus is
exhibited again when he writes of its resolution later in
this epistle: "But God, Who is consoling the humble,
consoles us by the presence of Titus" (2 Cor.7:6).
Then he adds words that speak of the loving concern
of Titus and of the Corinthians for each other and for
Paul who himself was laboring with love on their behalf:
God consoled Paul by the presence of Titus, "yet not
only by his presence, but by the consolation also with
which he was consoled over you, informing us of your
longing, your anguish, your zeal for my sake" (7:7).
There must be afflictions, perplexities, disappoint
ments, even persecutions (c/2 Cor.4:8,9) so believers
can experience the consolation and joy of the saving
power of the evangel of Christ. It is such a disappoint-

A Fragrance of Christ
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ment as Paul suffered in IVoas that leads to the exulta
tion, "Now thanks be to God, Who always gives us a
triumph in Christ" (2 Cor.2:14).
A LETTER OF CHRIST

Paul brought the "evangel of Christ" to TVoas as he
also brought it to Corinth. Now in the letter of 2 Corin
thians we see in nearly every word the way in which
this evangel becomes operative in the lives of those
who are believing (cf Philemon 6). The love of Christ
for them constrained Paul, Titus and the Corinthians
(cf 2Cor.5:14) to be genuinely concerned for each
other. Each of them was a "letter of Christ" (3:3).
For Paul and Titus who were bringing the evangel
to the Corinthians, the testimony was: "Now thanks
be to God, Who always gives us a triumph in Christ,
and is manifesting the odor of His knowledge through
us in every place, for we are a fragrance of Christ to
God, in those who are being saved and in those who
are perishing" (2Cor.2:14,15). For the Corinthians,
Paul declared, "You are our letter, engraven in our
hearts, known and read by all men, for you are mani
festing a letter of Christ, dispensed by us, and en
graven, not with ink, but with the spirit of the living
God, not on stone tablets, but on the fleshy tablets of
the heart" (3:2,3).

Despite all their failures in the flesh, in fact because
of the very human condition of affliction and weak
ness, the Corinthians were broadcasting the evangel of
Christ through their lives which were being trans
formed. To be sure, their progress was fluctuating with
their faith, but as their faith grew, so also the fruit of

the spirit was taking hold on them (cf Gal.5:22,23).
This is the power of God for (daily) salvation to every
one who is believing (Rom. 1:16). God's spirit was
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Dispensing the Evangel of Christ

operating in the Corinthians as in their teachers, pro
ducing triumphant displays of concern and consolation
where once there was only self-centeredness.
DISPENSERS OF A NEW COVENANT

Paul and his fellow workers had brought the evangel
of Christ to the Corinthians. The message was as given
in Romans 5:8, "God is commending this love of His to
us, seeing that, while we are still sinners, Christ died
for our sakes." Now this evangel of love was operating
in the believers, who, by their concern for others, were
becoming a "letter of Christ" to those around them.
The believers Paul had ministered to were becoming a
testimony to the saving power of the evangel, and so in
this way they were being "read by all men" (2 Cor.3:2).
By this grand figure of speech Paul shows how the
work of evangelizing expands from the speaker to the
believer's heart into the believer's life and on to others
who "read" what is being said in that life. Paul had
dispensed the evangel of Christ to the Corinthians, and
now the Corinthian believers were manifesting this mes
sage of Christ that had been "dispensed" by him (3:3).
Yet Paul does not put this in literal terminology by
saying that he had dispensed the evangel of Christ, but
rather he keeps to the figurative language of letters
engraved on the heart, language which he borrowed
from the prophets. He speaks of himself and Silvanus
and Timothy and Titus as dispensers of a new cove
nant. "Now such is the confidence we have through
Christ toward God (not that we are competent of
ourselves, to reckon anything as of ourselves, but our
competency is of God), Who also makes us competent
dispensers of a new covenant, not of the letter, but of
the spirit, for the letter is killing, yet the spirit is
vivifying" (2 Cor.3:4-6).

Language Borrowed from Jeremiah
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Paul borrows thoughts and expressions from Jere
miah 31:31-34, but he is not writing an exposition
of the prophet's words. He is not announcing the
fulfillment of the earlier passage or pointing to its
realization within believers in the current era as though
they were some sort of "spiritual Israel," taking the
place of the nation and carrying out its function in
God's purpose. There is much that is the same be
tween Jeremiah's prophecy concerning "the house of
Israel and the house of Judah" (Jer.31:31) and the
evangel of Christ, and much that is similar between
Israel under the new covenant and believers today
under the evangel of Christ. We want to note and
appreciate these points of continuity, for that is the
apostle's purpose in employing this language. But in
doing so we must not fail to keep in view the major
distinctions between the two passages, lest we miss
the full value of the "triumph in Christ" to which Paul
was directing attention.
CONTINUITY AND DISCONTINUITY

As there is both continuity and discontinuity between
the covenant of Sinai and the new covenant spoken of
by Jeremiah, so also there is continuity and discontinu
ity between the new covenant of Jeremiah 31 and the
evangel of Christ dispensed by Paul and figuratively
called "a new covenant." The law delivered at Sinai
remains as part of the new covenant, but under the
new covenant it is placed by God Himself into the
hearts of the Israelites. "I will put My law within them,
and I shall write it on their heart" (Jer.31:33).
Most importantly, it is the same nation being ad
dressed in Exodus and in Jeremiah. It is that nation
physically descended from Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
Jeremiah speaks of that nation which was locked up in
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God Carries Out the Conditions

stubbornness and was being taken into captivity. "The
new covenant is based on flesh, for it is only for the
descendants of Israel according to the flesh."*
This fact is generally overlooked by those who claim
the promises of blessing spoken of in the prophets for
the "church." If the new covenant of Jeremiah 31 and
similar promises as in Ezekiel 36:22-38 are not to be
given to that very nation to which they were addressed,
that very stubborn and sinful people who were endur
ing the indignation of God in siege and deportation,
then how may we say that God's love commended to
sinners in the death of His Son is meant for us? Does
God indeed deny His mercy to Israel because of their
rejection of the Messiah and instead grant blessings
promised "not on [their] account" but on account of
His holy Name (cf Ezek.36:22) to others?
No, there is continuity in the law given and in the
nation involved in both the covenant given at Sinai and
that promised in the prophets.
The difference between these two covenants, how
ever, brings out an important point of continuity
between Jeremiah's new covenant and Paul's. The
great difference between the covenant made through
Moses and that promised through Jeremiah is that God
Himself carries out conditions of the new covenant. He
reveals His Son to the nation as spoken of in Revelation
1:7. "Lo! He is coming with clouds, and every eye shall
be seeing Him—those also, who stab Him—and all the
tribes of the land shall be grieving over Him. Yea!
Amen!" This is the One Who shed His blood for them
as the "blood of the new covenant that is shed for many
for the pardon of sins" (Matt.26:28; cf lCor.ll:25;
*A.E. Knoch,
p.284
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Heb.9:15-26). In thus revealing His Son God will give
the nation what they lacked before, a spiritual enlight
enment and invigoration so that they will in truth
honor Him as God and obey all His precepts.
Hence, under Israel's new covenant God will bestow
His spirit within them (Ezek.36:27). This is much like
God's blessings to us in Christ. As believers our lives
are engraved "with the spirit of the living God" as Paul
told the Corinthians. The evangel of Christ as "a new
covenant" proclaimed by Paul and his fellow workers
is a glorious message of spiritual invigoration and grace.
We rejoice in it as we see it operating in the lives of
believers. We also want to encourage each other in the
faith so that the fruit of the spirit may be operating in
our lives more and more.
But in our joy over this evangel, let us not make
Paul's figurative language the literal fulfillment of what
was promised to Israel. We do not wish to deny the
actual, spiritually invigorated fulfillment of Jeremiah
31:31-34 within the redeemed nation of Israel, descen
dants of the very ones addressed at Sinai and by the
prophets in the dark days of deportation and by our
Lord as He faced the results of their most severe of
sins, their refusal of their Messiah, God's only begotten
Son. We do not wish to deny that God will grant them
the spiritual blessings gained by the blood of this One
Who died for all sinners. Denials such as these can only
lay a basis for doubts about God's word to us and lessen
the sincerity and force of our joy and thanksgiving.
THANKS BE TO GOD

How glorious are the ways of God!

He is operating all in a way that displays both His
faithfulness and His patience, both His righteousness
and His love. He has purposed long years and many
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Thanksgiving for God's Triumph

reverses for the nation of Israel along with promises of
blessing which He will fulfill on account of His Name.
He has also purposed many centuries of time in which
"little" distresses, such as Paul experienced when he
came to TVoas, would enter the lives of many people out
of every nation, so that, like Paul, they may come to
know the power of the evangel for salvation and the
spiritual joy that comes in believing when all about
seems to be wrong and dark and hopeless.
The evangel of Christ is "a new covenant" that God
has placed in our hearts, a message of grace and peace
that turns every experience of distress, of disappoint
ment and of being cast down, to victory. And so we say,
as the literal descendants of Israel will say when all
Israel is saved, and as Paul said in the midst of his unease
in Troas, "Now thanks be to God, Who always gives us a
triumph in Christ!"
D.H.H.
JEREMIAH 31:31-34

Behold, the days are coming, averring is Yahweh, when I will
contract a new covenant with the house of Israel and the house of
Judah. Not like the covenant which I contracted with their fathers
in the day I held fast onto their hand to bring them forth from the
country of Egypt, which covenant of Mine they themselves annulled
while I was Possessor over them, averring is Yahweh. For this is the
covenant which I shall contract with the house of Israel after those
days, averring is Yahweh:
I will put My law within them,
And I shall write it on their heart;
I will become their Elohim,
And they shall become My people.
No longer shall they teach, each man his associate,
And each man his brother, saying: Know Yahweh!
For they all shall know Me,

From the smallest of them to the greatest of them,
Averring is Yahweh;
For I shall pardon their depravity,
And I shall not remember their sin any longer.

The Just Justifier

JUSTIFICATION

One of the contrasting features of Paul's evangel, which
cut it off from that which was proclaimed by Peter and
the other apostles, and which marks it as a new depar
ture in God's ways, unique and to be distinguished
from that which was heralded before, was justification.
The fact that, in Paul's message, the believer was
justified, and that irrevocably, is a fundamental and
revolutionary change in the way God is dealing with
sin. Previously He had passed over the penalties of sins
in His forbearance, but now He justifies sinners. This
amazing fact seems to grip but few. That God can
justify that which has wrecked His creation, that He
can change the character of these disruptive acts, is a
miracle that only God can accomplish.
This must be apprehended in order to grasp the
superiorities of Paul's evangel. That his message is an
advance over what was proclaimed by our Lord and
the twelve, and by Paul himself during a part of his
ministry, is apparent to those who realize its distinctiveness. Repentance and baptism in water for the
pardon of sins, and the gratuity of the holy spirit are to
be contrasted with faith and justification and the hom

ing of God's spirit within the believer. What is essential
to man's obedience becomes less onerous and exact
ing, and what is given by God is vastly superior. Repen
tance and baptism emphasize human activities, steps
to be taken, things to be done. Man must change his
mind regarding his sins and he must be immersed in
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water. On the surface his own actions are predomi
nant. He must alter his attitude toward his former
aims. What he had previously thought to be right, he
must now perceive to be sin. His whole manner of life
had been wrong, for it had not been directed toward
God. Of this he needed to repent.
In faith, however, the emphasis is on God. He is the
One Who has acted, and He has spoken regarding His
actions, and what He says is true. Faith acquiesces in
what God does. It is believing God. It looks away from
human disabilities, and does not become absorbed
with sins, but concentrates attention on God and His
Word. "Let God be true! and every man a liar!" are
faith's words. Our feelings, our thoughts, our actions
are probably wrong, but God's Word is meticulously
exact and should be fervently believed.
We see in Paul's evangel a withdrawal from the flesh
and an emphasis on spirit. The essentially spiritual
activity of believing God is linked with a baptism
which is not apparent to the senses, but which is
experienced in the spirit of the one believing, and this
results in a justifying sentence. This in its turn has no
physical foundation at present, but is enjoyed in spirit.
It awaits its realization in the future day, when we shall
be displayed flawless in His presence, unassailable,
though many might wish to charge us with sin.
We do not justify our sins. The injuries we wittingly
or unwittingly do to our fellow humans we dare not
claim to be right. We cannot do evil that good may
come. We cannot justify our conduct. But God is able.
This is realized in spirit and is the only solid foundation
of true happiness. In Paul's evangel the flesh is reced
ing into the background. It finds its true place—cruci
fied. The flesh, and that which pertains to it, meets its
inglorious end on the cross, that shameful, dishonor-
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able, degrading and accursed stake. This is the heart of
Paul's evangel, not so that of the Circumcision.
BEING JUSTIFIED GRATUITOUSLY

Justification, the marvelous gift of God, so graciously
granted to those who believe Him, is to be carefully
distinguished from pardon. The two terms have differ
ent meanings and separate associations. It is true that
each is linked with sin, each has to do with misdemea
nor, with failure. Pardon, however, is temporary in
character and hinges on subsequent good behavior. A
persistence in sin after pardon would not necessarily
bring forth fresh supplies of mercy. Pardon presup
poses a repentant spirit and a changed disposition,
leading to good works. The act or acts which were
pardoned still retain their original character, they are
still misdemeanors. It is as if the record has been
erased, but future grants of mercy cannot be guaran
teed. There is some uncertainty and doubt, for it
depends in measure on subsequent good conduct.
Pardon is connected with the executive authority,
the king or governor. He is lenient regarding past
offenses, is merciful and willing to show grace. In the
loose but expressive terms of idiom it is as if the authori
ty were saying, "Let bygones be bygones. Shake hands
and forget. Clean the slate of the past and start afresh."
Firmly allied with this tolerant attitude is the tacit
agreement that future conduct must show an apprecia
tion of the favor accorded, as any future lapse might not
meet the same clemency. This consideration of the
term pardon we have transferred to our common under
standing of the word and its associations, and such a

meaning is clearly inherent in its scriptural usage also.
Notice that in Luke 1:77,78 pardon of sins is associ
ated with the merciful compassions of God, and com-
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pare this with justification which is founded in His
grace, a deeper and more God-like characteristic. In
Luke 4:18 pardon is heralded to captives, and the
oppressed receive its benefits, figures which accord
with its kingdom character. Its instability may be seen
in Matthew 18:21-35, where our Lord utters the para
ble of the wicked slave whose lord had remitted to him
vast debts which he was unable to pay. The slave, not
appreciating the mercy shown, oppresses one of his
own fellow slaves for an insignificant debt. His failure
to show such mercy as he had himself received caused
the pardon to be withdrawn and the wicked slave was
forced to pay all that he owed. Our Lord ends by
saying: "Thus shall My heavenly Father also be doing
to you, if each one should not be pardoning his brother
from your hearts."
These scriptures are true in their context, but should
be cut off from Paul's marvelous unfoldings, where
grace transcendent and unadulterated without aught
of works is displayed.
THE ESSENTIAL PLACE OF EVIL AND SIN

In Paul's evangel is revealed a righteousness of God:
No longer is God passing over the penalty of sins. No
longer is forbearance necessary. No longer is sin cov
ered up. The temporary expedient of pardon is replaced
by something permanent, enduring. In Christ Jesus
God has dealt with sin once and for all time. The sins of
humanity, nay of all God's myriads of creatures, were
dealt with at the cross. In Christ Jesus is deliverance
for all. The sufferings of God's Anointed are of such
intrinsic value that God is able, through them, to justi
fy all sin. This is the marvel revealed in Paul's evangel.
How can it be said that God was righteous in cursing
His Beloved? Did He do right in forsaking Him on the

God is Righteous
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accursed stake? He gave His Son over to malignant men
and maKcious spirit foes, and did not move in His defense.
It was God Who wielded the knife that slew this Sacri
fice. It is important to view the death of Christ from the
Godward aspect, as too great an emphasis on what man
did will cloud our minds to the vast issues involved. God
was the prime mover in every detail surrounding the
death of Christ. Satan, men and messengers were His
agents in that dreadful tragedy. We do not minimize the
fearful sin of those who had a hand in it, but we wish to
stress the part God played in these events. Peter throws
a flood of light on the sufferings of Christ when writing:
"The precious blood of Christ, as of a flawless and
unspotted Lamb, foreknown, indeed, before the disrup
tion of the world" (1 Peter 1:19,20). Before that great
cataclysmic upheaval which rent the primeval creation
of God, spoiling and ruining its perfection and leaving it
waste and sterile, empty and unproductive, useless to
God and His creatures, before this had occurred, Christ
was known as the flawless and unspotted Lamb. Even
when all was still perfect, the sufferings of His Christ
were part of God's eonian plan. Christ, too, in those
distant days, knew of His agony and what the Father
had willed for Him. But the first act of the eonian
tragedy had not yet been staged. Satan had not yet been
created to oppose and destroy. The first of the wicked
eons had still to begin. Yet all was foreknown by God.
We cannot, we must not relieve God of the responsibility
of anything that has occurred since creation began in
Christ. Evil and sin are not intruders invading the uni
verse contrary to the intention of God. They are an
essential ingredient of God's eonian plan and have been
introduced by our loving, wise God to form the basis of
His eonian operations. They are essential and funda
mental to a full-orbed revelation of God.
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Apart from sin the revelation of God would be incom
plete. It is the mistakes, the injustices, the irreverence
and the offenses that supply the material with which
God works during the eons. Before the eons these
were absent, and after they have run their course,
there will be no necessity for such, for their work will
have been done. In order to understand the tremen
dous problems which life provides we must realize
that all that occurs during the eons is in accord with the
intention of God and is being used by Him to achieve
the end He had in view ere the eons began, which end
was to become All in all His creatures. Everything
contributes to this grand goal.
This understanding of the eonian tragedy is neces
sary in order to apprehend how God can justify sin.
The damage and destruction, the suffering and shame
can be justified because God Himself introduced into
His creation the conditions which produced these
results, but with an end in view which would fully
justify the means. The three great pillars of truth
which support and establish the great doctrine of justi
fication are:
(1) All is out of God.
(2) All blessing is a result of the sufferings, death,
and resurrection of His Son.
(3) All is for God. He will be All in all.
Who can compute the terrible toll of sufferings which
has resulted from Adam's original sin? The history of
the past two eons is darkened with despair, burdened
with misery, and weighted with woe. What a deluge of
disasters has proceeded from the disobedient act of
one man! Its issue is seen in millions on millions of
humans doomed from birth to sin. Suffering and mis
ery have been the close companions of many for most
of their days. None of us is capable of assessing the
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terrible destruction wrought in God's creation through
sin. What measure of quantity shall we give to the
sufferings of one human? Multiply this by the numbers
born since Adam and what a soul-shattering sum of
misery and woe is there represented! Yet all this our
great God, Who is love, intended. Let this grip our
hearts, for it is vital.
Who can measure the extent of the sufferings of
Christ? To such a subject we must approach with
reverent and adoring spirit, but it behooves us to give it
our earnest consideration, for His sufferings form the
basis of the salvation of all.
He had been the Father's beloved from the begin
ning. He was the only Son of God, fondled and favored.
God had showered on Him all His affection and graced
Him with all His gifts. He was unique in God's cre
ation, having the glory of God and the spirit of God
without measure. He was the Creator of all, for through
Him the visible and the invisible universe was created.
None but God was before Him in time, and no other
was His equal in status. He was supreme. Before His
humiliation He could view the entire universe as His
handiwork, His achievement, created for His Father
and Himself. It was His by right of creation and by
right of gift, for for Him all was created. This exalted
One was He Who suffered as a result of sin. He it was
Who was smitten by the hands of His God, Who offered
Him up a sacrifice to display the depths of His love.
ACCORDING TO GOD'S INTENTION

The sufferings of Christ are the answer to this tremen
dous question: Can God be just and a Justifier of the

sinner? What miracle is wrought so that these acts of
ours, which hurt and harm our fellow humans and
offend our loving God, can be justified? How is a sinner
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acquitted by the court of heaven? The cross of Christ
provides the answer. But wherein lies the potency of His
sufferings? How does the blood of Christ alter the char
acter of our actions? For this is what is required. It is no
legal fiction that has been performed, whereby wrong is
termed right. A sin must be transformed into an action
that satisfies the requirements of a God Who is Light.
The answer is bound up with the tremendous truth
that all is out of God. God it was Who inflicted on man
the tragedy of the eons. There was no question of choice
by man in the matter. He was created by God with a
view to his becoming involved in evil and sin. God is
supreme and does with His creatures as He wills. He
molds them to the pattern He intends, and we, the
molded, cannot protest, "Why does He make me thus?"
He who knows not the love and purpose of God might
argue, "Why does He then blame, if all accords with His
intention?" (c/Rom.9:19). But who are we to put such a
question to our Creator? He is Supreme and is free to do
with His creatures as He wills.
But does God stand aloof from the eonian tragedy,
watching as a spectator His vast designs being worked
out in His creatures, but unaffected Himself thereby?
No, for He, the Lord inherent in all His works, is vitally
involved in the dread result of sin, and affected more
deeply than His creatures. Sin has ruined His handi
work, spoiled His creation, and has deprived Him of
love and worship and glory which is His by right as the
Source of all. We ourselves have some minute appreci
ation of the havoc wrought by sin, and feel each day
the pains and penalties of sin's curse. Is this not a
feeble replica of what God, the Source of all, must feel
in the midst of His ruined achievements? Does He not
react to the tragedy of the eons? Does His heart not
ache? Are not the sufferings of humanity echoed in the
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heart of the Father? He, no doubt, suffers with His
creation throughout the course of the eons. But sin's
most bitter blow was dealt when it pierced His heart,
depriving Him of His Beloved. Let us not think of our
God as a hard, impersonal Deity, above and apart from
eonian suffering, but a compassionate Father.
God has introduced sin into the universe with a view
to the working out of His intention of ultimately becom
ing All in all. In order to attain this objective it is
essential for all His creatures to be thoroughly con
vinced that God Himself is the sum of all their desires,
the fulfillment of all their hopes, and the consumma
tion of life's experiences. It is essential that they know
failure and distress, humiliation and pain, in order that
when God reveals Himself to them, they will unhesitat
ingly and spontaneously worship and adore Him as
their loving Father and Source of all bliss. God Himself
introduced sin into the universe through the agency of
Satan, and at the cross He Himself became most inti
mately concerned with the dread results of sin s curse,
for His Son, His Beloved, was made sin for the sake of
humanity. Sin which had wrecked and ruined His hand
iwork achieved its most frightful end when it killed His
Son. What a dread catastrophe was this! Creation itself
had been devastated by sin. Now He through Whom all
began, and in Whom all has its cohesion, hung on a
stake, derided by men, opposed by Satan, and deserted
by His God. Thus evil and sin brought forth its most
bitter fruit, and degraded the only begotten Son of God,
so that He hung with the robbers and malefactors,
among the outcasts of human society.
But this was in God's plan for His creation. Yet in it
all God remained righteous. All His actions were unim
peachable. Although He introduced sin through the
agency of His creatures, yet He did not sin in so doing.
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For it was no mistake, no failure of His. It was in accord
with His intention, and it will be justified by the benefi
cial results obtained through its agency. As in the cross
of Christ, which was man's most dreadful misdeed, yet
God's righteous act, so in all else. God is justified in all
He does, for His final intention to glorify Himself and
bless His creatures is the dominating purpose which
adds luster to all His eonian operations. In the brilliant
glory of His ultimate the most somber and gloomy
features of earth's history are transformed into a bril
liant display of His power and wisdom and love.
THE JUSTIFICATION OF GOD

In the blood of Christ, sin is justified because through
His sufferings God is able to uncover the deep reserves
of love that otherwise would have remained hidden
within His heart. It was essential for Him to offer His
Son as a Sacrifice as it was the only way of displaying
His love. The humiliation, shame, suffering, and death
of Christ, the beloved Son of God, is God's method of
displaying to the myriads of His creatures the vastness
of His affection. Is this not a clear justification of sin?
Let us express it clearly, thus:
God intended to reveal His love.
His affections could only be unveiled through the
sacrifice of His Son.
Sacrifice could only be occasioned by some dire need.
The need for a Sacrifice was provided by a sinwrecked universe.
The Sacrifice was first provided, and then the condi
tions that called for the Sacrifice were introduced. He
first determined to reveal His grace and then supplied
the circumstances that tested to the utmost limits the
deep resources of His love and which revealed the
immeasurable dimensions of His affection. The suffer-
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ings of Christ were the only method by which all this
could be effected. It was essential therefore that they
should occur. His sacrifice was determined by God
before the disruption. Without it creation would have
remained ignorant of the love of God. The divine order
is the explanation of justification: the Sacrifice was
provided first, sin came after. The crucifixion of the
Son of God was in its final analysis an act of God. Man
was offering up for God the Sacrifice Whose sweet
savor would endure throughout the eons and beyond.
Man's sin and degradation culminated in the sufferings
of Christ, yet form the essential basis of God's glory
and man's blessing. The sins of humanity from Adam
onward partook of the same character as the supreme
sin. Man at heart is irreverent, a detester of God,
refusing to acknowledge Him, and failing to glorify
Him as God. None seek out God, but all avoid Him.
But this depravity, this ruinous behavior, that disrupts
society and hurts and harms God, is justified, because
only through it God is enabled to reveal the recesses of
His heart through His indescribable gratuity. Justifica
tion is firmly founded in the grace of God.
God is just in justifying the sinner, but is He just in
inflicting His Son with the indignities, the shame, the
suffering and the death of the cross? How does God
justify such treatment of His Son? His deserts were
otherwise and He was suffering for the sake of others.
Can this be justified? Yes, for the fruit of glory that
Christ will garner as a result of His sufferings will be
His reward for all He endured. Because of His obedi
ence in leaving the heights of heaven and humbling
Himself, even to the death of the cross, God highly
exalts Him, and graces Him with a name which is over
every name, the name of Jesus, to which every knee
will bow in adoring worship. This is His reward. Before
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His humiliation He had been sovereign in the uni
verse, and now He is so once again, yet with a vital
difference. Now He is Saviour, Deliverer, Reconciler.
Through His sufferings He wins the affections and gets
the unforced adoration of the myriads of God's crea
tures, and all this is God's doing. Will He not then
justify His Father for all that He put on Him at Gol
gotha? During the final eons every creature in the
heavens and on the earth and under the earth will
have learned of the sufferings of the Christ, and of the
depths of the Father's love revealed in them, and every
knee will bow to Him Who died, acclaiming Him Lord,
for the glory of God the Father. Very feebly we can
enter into the joy, the satisfaction, the thankfulness
that will be His as He views the vast potentials of love
and adoration that will be pulsing within the heart of
each of the myriads of the Father's happy family.
Thus will all ultimately be justified. No other way
would have done. God's matchless wisdom, serving in
the cause of His love, has produced a method of salva
tion that calls forth the adoring wonder of our hearts.
What a God we have! We worship before Him with
Paul's words within our hearts:
"O, the depth of the riches and the wisdom and the
knowledge of God! How inscrutable are His judg
ments, and untraceable His ways! For, who knew the
mind of the Lord? or, who became His adviser? or, who
gives to Him first, and it will be repaid him? seeing that
out of Him and through Him and for Him is all: to Him
be the glory for the eons! Amen!"
D. G. Hayter
Fairview community in South Carolina was the location of a three-day
Scripture Study Conference held on November 29-December 1. The theme
of vivification, as well as the topics of conciliation, reconciliation, and the
righteousness of God were considered. Those in attendance enjoyed much
good fellowship around the Word of God.
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EDITORIAL
To be growing in the realization of God is the greatest
undertaking imaginable. God reveals Himself in our
hearts and minds through His Word as He grants faith to
believe and experiences that make that faith meaningful.
The great mystery to humanity concerning God is
how there can be One Who has the power to create and
sustain life, Who is righteous and wise and loving, and
yet the world is filled with evil. Many (like Cyrus, see
p.89) have concluded there must be two entirely sepa
rate powers, one good and one evil. But this only leaves
the universe and its fate in greater chaos than ever. It is
only as we believe there is one God Who is good and is
operating toward a good end that we can have any
hope, and it is only as we believe the evangel concern
ing our Lord Jesus Christ that we can have conviction
of this goodness.
For the editors of this magazine there has been much
personal loss during the past few months. It is always a
sorrowful experience when a friend or close relative
dies. But the deaths of our co-workers, John H. Essex,
Ernest O. Knoch and Luise Rocke have been especially
sobering and sad losses to us.
However, Paul says that God graciously grants us
both faith and suffering (Phil. 1:29). This combination
of believing that Christ died for our sins and our expe
riences of distress makes us better acquainted with
God. He gives us faith to believe that His delight is to
reconcile all through the blood of His Beloved's cross,
and along with this He puts us in a world filled with
hate and enmity. The evil makes the good news some-
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thing that is more than academic. It takes it out of the
realm of theory and puts it into the realm of practicality.
Because of sufferings we learn the value of God's grace
and the glory of His purpose. In fact, much of our
appreciation of God grows out of our awareness that
He has a purpose.
It is significant that Peter Feddema s brief article on
"The Living God" in this issue was prepared for a
memorial service for another believer who had died.
Similarly, the evangel presented in 1 Thessalonians
4:13-18, discussed in the article by A. E. Knoch, is
made precious to us through our losses of those close to
us. Again, the distress described in Psalm 120 and
experienced by Hezekiah when the Assyrians taunted
Jerusalem (see p.83) led to an invigoration of confi
dence in Yahweh and His faithfulness.
Hence, through such experiences of suffering joined
together with believing what He says to us, we find
ourselves growing in realization of God. Since both
the sufferings and the faith are gifts from God, so we
look to Him for growth in realization and maturity in
disposition and walk (see Brother Coram's article,
starting on p.67).
In many ways, believing is even more difficult than
facing affliction. What God says in His Word seems so
impossible to the flesh. For example, the spiritual new
creation (see p.60) is not apparent, and is, in fact,
opposed by our senses. But as God grants us faith to

believe what He has said concerning it, while still in
these bodies of humiliation, we discover God as the
God of love and victory more surely than otherwise
possible.
Thanks be to God Who gives us both the faith to be
believing His Word and the experiences that make this
faith so valuable and real.
D.H.H.

Our Happy Expectation

CONSOLATION IN EXPECTATION
(1 Thessalonians 4:13-18)

Console one another with these words (1 Thess.4:18).
The earliest revelation concerning our future fate was
given to saints sorrowing for their loved ones. And to

this day there are no more comforting words for the
bereaved believer than Paul's message concerning
those who were put to repose in Thessalonica. Here
we have the balm we need for our wounded feelings
when a beloved believer is put to repose. All has to do
with our future experience at His presence. It is a
solace for our souls. In this it differs from Paul's revela
tions to the Corinthians, for that gives us the glories of
our resurrection bodies, and ends with an exhortation
to abound in the work of the Lord (1 Cor.l5:58). The
expectation of our calling (cf Eph.4:4) with all its
glories as the complement of the Head of all future
rule, appeals to our spirits. We shall consider only the
first of these aspects of our expectation at this time —
the consolation of our souls.
To fully appreciate Paul's consoling words to the
Thessalonians we should seek to transport ourselves
into their special circumstances. After Paul's call to
Macedonia (Acts 16:9), and his release from the
Philippian jail he came to Thessalonica, where there
was a synagogue. For three sabbaths he argued with
the Jews, with the result that some of them were
persuaded. It was a rather discouraging harvest for the
great apostle among his brethren according to the
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flesh. But, in contrast to the few Jews, a vast multitude
of the reverent Greeks believed, and of the foremost
women not a few (Acts 17:4). Moreover, the Jews of
Thessalonica made up a mob and sought to persecute
Paul, and even followed him to Berea.
paul's ministries

The attitude of the Jews and Gentiles in Thessalonica
is characteristic. It is most important that we grasp the
situation, if we would fully appreciate the force of
Paul's epistle to them. Paul had a number of ministries.
In Acts we find him bearing the message of the king
dom to the Jews of the dispersion. Jerusalem and
Judea had rejected the testimony of the twelve. Paul
then carries the kingdom message to those scattered
among the nations. In his early ministries he always
acted on the principle, to the Jew first. So it seems that
his principal efforts in Thessalonica were directed toward
reaching them although the result was that he reached
the nations. It may be this background which leads
him to write, "having perceived, brethren beloved,
your choice [by God], seeing that the evangel of our
God did not come to you in word only, but in power
also..." (1 Thess.l :4,5). To the Jews the message came
in word only, for God had chosen the Gentiles. It was a
small epitome of the present work of God, and needed
only the conclusion to make it complete. And this is
given us in Paul's epistle.
Paul seems to have spent his time in Thessalonica
chiefly in arguing with the Jews, seeking to prove that
Jesus is their Messiah (Acts 17:3). He was not allowed
to stay much more than three weeks, hence he had not
many opportunities to teach those among the nations
who had believed, what he later wrote to them. Had he

done so, his revelations concerning the future would

both in Word and in Power
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not have been at all agreeable to the Jews who might
be present, for this epistle practically involves the
repudiation of Israel. Neither could these things find
any record in the book of Acts at that time, for they go
beyond the theme of that treatise, which closes, once
the Jews among the nations finally reject the kingdom
message. Most appropriately, this new revelation is
made in writing, not to the few Jews in Thessalonica,
but to the Gentiles. To them, in their sorrow, God is
pleased to reveal a future coming of our Lord which
was quite unknown to the prophets of old, or to the
disciples of our Lord on earth.
THE DAY OF THE LORD

Under the circumstances we can readily see why the
Thessalonians should be ignorant of what the future
had in store for them. They probably were not ignorant
of the destiny of Israel. No doubt they had heard much
of what Paul had said to the Jews, and of the glorious
return of the Messiah to set up the kingdom. They had
been accurately informed concerning the times and
the eras. The day of the Lord, coming as a thief in the
night, was no mystery to them, even though, in the
second epistle, it would seem that they were later
alarmed by a letter, supposedly from Paul, teaching
that the day of the Lord was already present (2 Thess.
2:2). In reading the Thessalonian letters let us always
remember that the background is Paul's heralding of
the kingdom to the Jews. Then we will not be per
plexed by the many allusions to that which concerns
them at the time of the end. Of their own expectation
they were ignorant, but not of the expectation of Israel.
Perhaps, in their first love and abounding joy, they
hardly gave any thought to their own future. But this
was forced upon their attention in a most tragic man-
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ner, for some of their members died, and the first
thought concerning their loved ones was that they
would miss the anticipated kingdom. What would
become of them? The faithful Jews would be raised to
have their portion in the kingdom. Even the proselytes
would have some share in that glorious day. But their
reposing friends—nothing seemed in store for them,
for nothing had been revealed. It was a sorrowful
outlook. Paul later reminds the Gentiles of it in his
Ephesian letter: "Wherefore, remember that once you,
the nations in flesh... that you were in that era
... guests of the promise covenants, having no expecta
tion ..." (Eph.2:ll,12).
It is not easy for us to put ourselves in the position of
such as the Thessalonians at that time. Israel still
monopolized all prerogatives. The Thessalonians had
gone to Jewish meetings to hear the evangel. They had
believed on Israel's God, and they no longer had one of
their own. They had no political rights in Messiah's
kingdom, for they were alienated from its citizenship.
As to the covenants they were merely guests. Perhaps
no better picture can be given of them than that which
our Lord Himself used—they were hardly more than
puppies at Israel's board. But what distressed them
was not their present state, but the future of their
dead. They had no expectation concerning them. Of
what use were all these future glories to them if they
were to have no part in them?
No marvel that the apostle did not want them to
remain in ignorance! They had an expectation, a glori
ous prospect, a hope more marvelous than that of
Israel. This he now proceeds to unfold to them (1 Thess.
4:13-18). It is the great antidote for hearts sorrowing
over those who have died, or rather, according to the
expressive figure used by the apostle, who have laid
their weary limbs down for sweet repose.
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THOSE REPOSING

"Those who are reposing!" What comfort there is
even in these words! Some of us have loved ones whose
lives, at least in part, were anything but repose. There
was toil and anguish, and the daily ordeal was like the
torture of the rack, until death mercifully released the
groaning frame. How often did we wish that some
miracle could be wrought to provide a transient rest!
And now comes death. Is it really an end of suffering
for the time? That alone is cause for thankfulness. Yet
we know what glories lie beyond. And, indeed, our
sorrow is not like that of others, who see naught ahead
but the black shadows of an unknown night.
The Thessalonians looked for the coming of Messiah
and hoped to survive until His presence on the earth, but
they had no definite idea as to their own place in the
future. We need not be surprised at this, for thousands
today know even less than this and are satisfied with a
mere consciousness of salvation. Other thousands con
sider the Lord's coming too deep a subject for this life. Its
intense practical value in this vale of tears is often unheed
ed until some great sorrow sinks the soul in despair, and
loosens its hold on the things of this evil eon.
JESUS DIED AND ROSE

The foundation on which our every expectation rests
is the resurrection of Christ. For our souls, our bodies
(1 Cor. 15.14), and our spirits, our faith is directed to
the empty tomb near Golgotha. "If we are believing
that Jesus died and rose," all else is possible. Then
those for whom He died must share in His resurrection.
Let us note the names here. It is Jesus, our Lord's
personal appellation, which presents Him as Saviour.
This reminds us of Paul's amplification of this very
point in his epistle to the Romans. There righteousness
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is reckoned to those who are believing on Him Who
rouses Jesus our Lord from among the dead, Who was
given up because of our offenses, and was roused
because of our justifying (Rom.4:24,25). He was not
roused because of His own justness, but because we
had become just. He was made sin for us, and, until
expiation of our sin had been made, until we were
utterly cleared from its slightest taint, until we were
justified, He could not be roused.
To believe "that Jesus died and rose" involves ever so
much more than the casual reader apprehends. It is, so
to speak, the salvation of our Saviour. And this involves
our future welfare. The work which He accomplished
for us led to His being roused by God and guarantees
our own resurrection. Through this Saviour, God will
lead us forth with Him. And this applies to all, even to
the far-off Gentiles like the Thessalonians, who only
listened in on Paul's arguments with the Jews, and who
only wished a few crumbs from God's redundant provi
sion for themselves.
FURTHER QUESTIONS

But this great truth was not enough. It would give
rise to questions. The dead will be raised, but When?
Where? How? Will it be at some far distant time, the
"last day" (John 11:24) of which Martha spoke at the
grave of Lazarus? Will the dead miss all the bliss of
being with Messiah in the day of the Lord? Will we be
separated from them in that day? How long will the
ones who survive until that day precede those who
have fallen asleep? And, since the Messiah is the King
of Israel, how will it be possible for any of us to be with
Him in His exalted and exclusive majesty?
These questions could not be answered by an appeal
to the prophets, for the situation is just the reverse of
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that contemplated by them. "Rejoice, ye nations, with
His people" would almost need to be read backward,
as, Rejoice, His people, with the nations. Paul was not
succeeding in his efforts to reach Israel. The nation, as
such, even in the dispersion, was rejecting their Messi
ah, and their expectation of possessing the kingdom
was receding. In contrast with this, multitudes among
the nations were believing notwithstanding Israel's
apostasy. If this goes on (as it did), then Israel will not
be blessed at all, hence will not be in a position to
dispense blessing to others. It is clear, therefore, that
God will need to step in and resolve the dilemma. A
new revelation is needed. And this is just what the
apostle receives.
A FRESH REVELATION

"This we are saying to you by the word of the
Lord..." This solemn formula is not often used in
God's later revelations. It marks a new departure, a
fresh unfolding of God's ways. It is useless to seek for
this revelation in any previous portion of God's Word.
No prophets mention it. Our Lord said nothing of it.
Even the Circumcision apostles, in their later minis
tries, give no hint of the glorious event which Paul is
about to foretell. More than that, this "word of the
Lord" concerning our recall from death introduces a
wedge between the recipients of Paul's evangel and
the Circumcision evangel which eventually split them
wide apart, so that, not only in their future expecta
tion, but in all else they constitute a distinct and differ
ent work of God, dependent, not on Israel's acceptance
of the evangel, but on her rejection of God's Christ.
As the main motive of the apostle is to console, he
first assures the Thessalonians that they would not get
ahead of their reposing friends. "We, the living, who are
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surviving unto the presence of the Lord, shall by no
means outstrip those who are put to repose ..." This
alone should have satisfied the Thessalonians, and dried
their tears. But this sorrow of theirs, and its consolation,
is only a God-made opportunity which must serve a
higher and a greater purpose. God's grace has been
dammed up so long that it must overflow. The sorrow of
the Thessalonians has opened up a crevice for it to flow
forth. But the crevice soon widens into a crevasse, and
breaks down the dam of legalism and fleshly privilege,
bringing floods of blessing to the nations.
MARVELOUS FAVOR

God declares the end from the beginning, so it comes
that the first real revelation concerning God's present
work of grace among the nations deals with the closing
scene of this administration, if, indeed, it should not be
counted with the next. Then "the Lord Himself will be
descending from heaven with a shout of command,
with the voice of the Chief Messenger, and with the
trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ shall be rising
first." Marvelous moment! Ecstatic expectation! Most
entrancing sound! Those blessed lips have already
given commands to His own, but none to compare with
this! When will the voice of the Chief Messenger bring
mankind more bliss, or trumpet blast sound sweeter?
The Lord Himself—and not another! We, sinners of
the Gentiles, unworthy of a place at Israel's board,
would be highly honored to have Him send the meanest
of His servants to call us back to life. Or, how marvelous
if He should delegate an archangel for this task! In His
unveiling, when He deals with the earth in judgment,
much of His work is delegated to mighty messengers,
who fulfill His will. Let us charge our hearts to give due
heed to the favor which is poured forth upon us in this
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precious phrase. To be sure, we are last, and least
deserving. Yet, in this new dispensation, which has its
birth in this very revelation, the last are made first and
the least greatest. Even in the kingdom He will do
much through His servants, such as David, and His
apostles, who will rule the twelve tribes, but when He
bids us to His presence He will come Himself to raise
our bodies, rouse our souls, and vivify our spirits, to
make us fit and welcome in our celestial home.
A.E.K.

(To be continued)
LUISE A. ROCKE

We feel great sadness in announcing the death of our
fellow-worker and friend, Luise Rocke, wife and helpmate
of Brother Herman H. Rocke, and we offer heartfelt sympa
thy to him, their son, Hans, and daughter, Elisabeth Renate.
The latter has prepared the following memorial: "Luise
concluded this earthwalk with peace and serenity on Febru
ary 11,1992. She lived this life out of an abundance of love
and mastered the art of finding joy in seeming adversity. Her
youth was characterized by hard work and many depriva
tions and a world war, her middle years with losses and
dislocations during another world war, and then the last
third with blessed sufficiency and great peace working with
the Concordant Publishing Concern.
"Her leitmotif is: God's grace overwhelms, with faith and
love in Christ Jesus.
"Thank you, Lissi; in spirit we are one in the One."
At the gravesite, Brother Rocke repeated Paul's words in
Ephesians 1:1-14, which had been the last prayer she spoke
in an audible voice. He also prepared a brief account of her
life and service which Brother Coram read at the Memorial
Service in Santa Clarita on February 29. This concluded
with words echoed in all our hearts: "We love her, we thank
her, and we thank the Father of glory Who made her compe
tent for a part of the allotment of the saints, in light."

A New Creation

HE WHO SHINES IN OUR HEARTS
To know God as He is revealed in the evangel is to
enter a new world. It is, as Paul expresses it in 2 Corin
thians 5:17 and Galatians 6:15 to be part of "a new
creation." With the light of the evangel, God shines in
our hearts with a view to the illumination of the knowl
edge of His glory in the face of Jesus Christ (2 Cor.4:6).
The old creation was introduced in Genesis 1:3 with
the words, "Let light come to be!" but although light
was separated from darkness, nevertheless darkness
remained as a feature of the universe. We see this old
creation all about us, in the beauties and pleasures of
the world, but also in afflictions, sufferings and groanings. Along with the light, darkness, death and sin
continue to operate in our world.
For each of us personally, acquaintance with this old
creation is centered in the human body, in which we
often "are groaning, being burdened" (2 Cor.5:l-4).
Yet always, as Paul writes of present struggles, he
points us to God and the illumination He gives us in the
word of His grace. Physically we are in the old creation
with its hopes and fears, passing pleasures and accu
mulating failures. But in spirit we are in a new creation
where we are coming to know the glories of God
through His achievements in Christ Jesus, and where
this growing acquaintance with our God affects our
thinking and doing for the good.
THE OLD CREATION

What we perceive in our environment and in our
flesh is the old creation. There is much that is good,
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much that is of the light. But there is also much that is
evil and of the darkness. "We are being afflicted,"
writes Paul of his own experiences, and "we also are
suffering" (2 Cor. 1:6). At one point, he testifies, "we
were inordinately burdened, over our ability, so that
we were despairing of life also" (1:8).
We ourselves today are also very much aware that
the old creation is still with us. It is "what is being
observed" (2 Cor.4:18). The bodies of this creation are
described as earthen vessels and terrestrial tabernacle
houses (2 Cor.4:7; 5:1). It is a decaying creation.
Because of the presence of sin and death, the flesh
effects such things as "adultery, prostitution, uncleanness, wantonness, idolatry, enchantment, enmities,
strife, jealousies, furies, factions, dissensions, sects,
envies, murders, drunkennesses, revelries..." (Gal.
5:19-21). These must be done away with; they cannot
be everlasting. There must be a new creation if God is
to be known as the God of righteousness, wisdom,
power, grace, peace and love.
A NEW CREATION

Long ago, through the prophet Isaiah, God promised
there would be a literal and physical "new creation."
Hence we read in Isaiah 65:17,
"For behold Me creating new heavens and a new
earth,
And the former shall not be remembered,
Nor shall they come up on the heart."
Peter also spoke of this as still in the distant future in
"God's day" (2 Peter 3:12,13), and John saw a vision of
it as described in Revelation 21. But the evangel Paul
brought is even now accompanied by spiritual blessings
that correspond with the blessings of that future, culmi
nating era, so much so that Paul had told the Corinthians
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that "the consummations of the eons have attained" to
us who are believing (1 Cor.lO:ll). Now in 2 Corinthi
ans, the apostle speaks of our foretaste of these spiritual
blessings as "the earnest of the spirit" (1:22; 5:5). There
is an earnest of the spiritual fruit of love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness,
self-control (c/Gal.5:22) in our hearts and lives.
The love of Christ constrains us (2 Cor.5:14). As we
come to realize what has been done for us and for all
mankind and, in fact, for the entire universe, we begin
to see things differently. We see that God does have a
plan and a purpose. He knows where He is going and
what He is doing. He is working all together for good.
There is a reason for present sufferings and failures,
and these will give way to the manifestation of God's
righteousness and the appreciation of His love.
To be in this new creation is to view the glories of
God in the face of Jesus Christ. The evangel shows us
over and over again that God is operating all in accord
with the counsel of His will (Eph.l:ll). And so what
seems devastating to us in the flesh is viewed as part of
God's preparation for becoming "All in all," for head
ing up all in the Christ, for the reconciliation of all on
the earth and in the heavens.
A MOST ACCEPTABLE ERA

In the midst of our experiences as part of the old
creation, we are given the illumination of the evangel
of the glory of Christ, Who is the Image of the invisible
God" (2 Cor.4:4). God shines in our hearts in making
known the evangel to us. This evangel is termed "a
new covenant"* in 2 Corinthians 3:6, and now in
2 Corinthians 5:17 the effect of the evangel on our
lives is called "a new creation."
*see the article, "Triumph in Christ," in our January number, p.30
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For the believer, the present is a most acceptable era
(2 Cor.6:2). It is a time when the future new creation
spoken of by Isaiah has entered spiritually into the
hearts of God's chosen ones. We groan in bodies of
humiliation. We know the sorrows and struggles of this
world just as everyone else knows them. But, in spirit,
God has made known to us what will be, and He is
giving us a foretaste, is showing us a foreview and filling
us with an earnest of the enjoyment of the new creation.
God, Who was in Christ conciliating the world to
Himself, is "placing in us the word of the conciliation"
(2 Cor.5:19). This is the relationship enjoyed between
mankind and God in the new creation to come. It is one
of the removal of every barrier and bulwark built up
by the offenses of humanity. It is the experience of
access with boldness and confidence to the heart of
God. It is the assurance that "God is for us" (Rom.8:31).
It is the acquaintance with "the peace of God that is
superior to every frame of mind" (Phil.4:7).
We have a great advantage over the unbeliever in
that while we all are part of the old creation and
experience its evils, we have enlightenment within
concerning God's glorious victory over sin and death in
His Son, our Lord Jesus Christ. "Wherefore we are not
despondent, but even if our outward man is decaying,
nevertheless that within us is being renewed day by
day. For the momentary lightness of our affliction is
producing for us a transcendently transcendent eonian
burden of glory, at our not noting what is being observed,
but what is not being observed, for what is being
observed is temporary, yet what is not being observed
is eonian" (2 Cor.4:16-18).
A SPIRITUAL NEW CREATION

Some years ago, Brother A. E. Knoch commented
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on the spiritual nature of this new creation. "The
prime purpose of creation being the revelation of the
Supreme Who is Spirit, it necessarily follows that, as a
descriptive appellation, this term [new creation] would
be used in a figurative way for things spiritual. It is
evident that there was no physical recreation of the
earth and the heavens in Paul's day, so it must have
been in the spiritual sphere ....
"We are the recipients of the richest treasures of
[God's] heart! Such is the radical revolution which
occurred in the spiritual sphere in the era closing the
book of Acts and commencing in Paul's early epistles.
The primitive passed by. Lo! there has come new!
(2 Cor.5:17). Nothing under the sun, during the eons,
can be compared with it. The deluge, the tower of
Babel, the call of Abram and the separation of the
nation of Israel were insignificant and temporary when
viewed in its light. The captivities of Israel, the coming
of John the Baptist, and even the Messiah Himself and
the Pentecostal outpouring were not such complete
convulsions as the [callousness] of Israel and the con
ciliation of the world."*
We are given some touching pictures of the reality of
this new creation in the believers' lives in 2 Corinthians
chapter 8. There the darkness of the old creation is
removed by our Lord Jesus Christ, Who "being rich,
because of you He became poor, that you, by His pover
ty, should be rich" (v.9). This is a message of illumina
tion from God. With it, He shines in our hearts with
revelation of His glories. This word of the evangel had
so penetrated into the hearts of the Macedonians that
their world had been transformed from one of fretting
about afflictions and poverty to one of "riches of ... gen*Unsearchable Riches, vol.44, pp. 162,239
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erosity" (v.2). The new creation was also beginning to
dawn on the Corinthians who had expressed willing
ness to share with others and now were being readied to
"complete the doing also" (verses 11 and 12). And the
new creation was manifested as well in the lives of Paul
and Titus as described in verses 16-24.
THE CROSS OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST

In 2 Corinthians 5 the evangel appears most directly
in the words, "One died for the sake of all" and in the
message that God was in Christ "conciliating the world
to Himself, not reckoning their offenses to them" and
in the declaration that God makes the One not know
ing sin to be a sin offering for our sakes. In Galatians 6
this evangel is simply referred to as "the cross of our
Lord Jesus Christ" (v.14, cf v.12).
In Galatians, as in 2 Corinthians, the apostle sees
this work of God in giving His Son as the end of the old
scheme of things. If Christ died for all, then, conse
quently, all died. The old humanity was put away.
Similarly, the cross of Christ signifies the crucifixion of
the world. "Now may it not be mine to be boasting,
except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through
which the world has been crucified to me, and I to the
world" (Gal.6:14).
The old having been put away makes room for the
new. "For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is anything, but a new creation" (Gal. 6:15).
Here the apostle is concerned with one feature of the
old creation, a distinction between two groups of human
beings signified by an act upon the flesh. The context of
2 Corinthians was more general and so perhaps more

applicable to our own situations. But like the Galatians
we also are often cast down by comparisons of ourselves
with others whose works and standing in the flesh are
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superior to anything we can claim. How happy it is for
us to know that such distinctions have been crucified!
All believers are on the same level in Christ, and this
level is described as "a new creation."
LET LIGHT COME TO BE

Consequently, God shines in our hearts today with
the evangel of His Son. And lo! there has come new!
We are enlightened concerning the righteousness of
God now manifested through the faith of Jesus Christ
(Rom.3:21,22). We have obtained the conciliation
(Rom.5:ll). We have been called in grace and are
being blessed with every spiritual blessing among the
celestials in Christ Jesus. None of this can be verified
by the flesh. We accept it by faith. But in doing so,
everything is changed.
God's earliest word, "Let light come to be!" now
becomes "Let the light of God's righteousness, joy,
peace and love come to be in the heart of the believer."
Let this light illuminate your life. Praise God Who
shines in our hearts with these revelations of His
achievement. Because of our spiritual blessings, we
may truly say, "There is a new creation "
"Furthermore, brethren, rejoice, adjust, be entreat
ed, be mutually disposed, be at peace, and the God of
love and of peace will be with you" (2 Cor. 13:11).
D.H.H.
FELLOWSHIP CONFERENCES IN MICHIGAN

Each month except December and January, Scripture Conferences are
held in various centers in Michigan. Usually these are one-day meetings, but
there will be three weekend conferences this year. Brother Rick Farwell of
Wagener, South Carolina, will be the speaker on May 15 and 16 in Almont.
For details write to: Saviour of All Fellowship, 6800 Hough Road, Almont MI
48003. Then, three-day gatherings are scheduled in Baldwin on July 31-August
2, and October 2-4. For further information concerning these latter meet
ings, write: Grace and Thith Chapel, Box 84, Baldwin MI 49304.

The Grace of God in Truth

THE DISPOSITION WHICH MUST BE
(Romans 12:3)

For I am saying, through the grace which is given to
me, to everyone who is among you, not to be over
weening, beyond what your disposition must be, but to
be of a sane disposition, as God parts to each the
measure of faith (Rom.l2:3).
"Long before we were aware of anything, the minut
est detail, as well as the great outlines of our career,
were determined, and our most fervent wishes were
granted, in the love of God (Rom.8:26-39).
"In the language of inspiration, the idea of prayer is
essentially concerned with having. To this is added the
thought of good, well-have, that is, a wish. If this is
directed toward anyone, especially the Deity, then it is
toward-well-having, prayer.

"According to the Authorized Version, we ought to
know what to pray for (Rom.8:26). The word ought,
however, stands for the word dei (it-is-BiNDiNG), hence
cannot be rendered we ought, but it. It does not refer to
us, but what. We are not aware what must be, so that
we can pray accordingly. If it referred to us, then the
word hemas (us) would have to follow, as in Acts 27:26,
it-is-binding us to fall on a certain island. This passage
also shows that the word means must, not "ought."
Ought belongs to the word owe, as in John 13:14, "you
also ought to be washing one another's feet
"
"The difference between the AV as we ought and
the CV to accord with what must be [which is-BiND-
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ing] is almost infinite. One confines us to ourselves and
our soulish and selfish interests. The other occupies
our spirits with God and His great plan and purpose.
Our prayer should always be in tune with His universal
symphony. It is impossible for us to know the infinite
details of His grand designs. These are as fixed and
immutable as His holy Word. Not a 'jot or tittle/ not
one iota or serif, not the smallest letter or even a part of
a letter of His revelation can be changed by our prayers,
neither can the minutest part of His plan for us be
altered by our petitions. In one case we look within at
our failing selves, in the other we look above, at the
infinite perfection of God. Our attitude and outlook
are revolutionized.
"Let us beware, in our prayer, that we do not set
ourselves above the Supreme. Let us not inform Him
Who knows all, or reform Him Who has made all. He is
not an idol of putty, so that we may remold Him to
conform to ourselves. Those who know Him do not
wish to change Him. They are satisfied and delighted
to have Him as He is. Neither do they wish to change
His purpose or His plan. His will, to them, is the only
good. They wish to change themselves, not Him. They
would have Him inform them, through His Word. They
want Him to conform them to His will."*
WHAT MUST BE

Even where the accurate CV rendering has been
accepted, this entreaty in Romans 12:3 for us not to be
"overweening," or engaged in any kind of excessive
dwelling on the self, has sometimes been misunderstood.
This is because of the phrase, "beyond what your
disposition must be." Some have taken the entreaty as
*A. E. Knoch, Unsearchable Riches, vol.77, pp.5-7
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saying we should not be thinking in a self-occupied
way with regard to all our affairs except for certain
ones which "must be." It is felt that in such cases, since
there is nothing we can do about them, Paul therefore
makes an exception. But it is also supposed that in all
other matters progress is finally up to the individual,
not to God. Of course there is an abundance of opinion
ated disagreement as to just what one can and cannot
help doing, with the judgments concerning these things
nearly always being much more favorable toward one
self than toward one's associates. Such ponderings have
led away altogether from the original purpose of Paul's
words, and have actually caused an increase in selfcenteredness among believers.
The words "beyond what your disposition must be/7
first of all, are an expression of realization and under
standing that it is inevitable, until the time God con
forms us to the image of His Son, that we will all
remain at least somewhat overweening, according to
our own disposition. Until then, no one can achieve
perfection in the disposition of Christ.
Paul's words are plain: "your disposition must be."
We need to face these words and recognize their signifi
cance. Now if it should be true that even some of the
things to which we are disposed must be—and who
has authority to say which ones are excluded?—there
is no logical ground for objecting should we find that
this is true concerning all.
Now in saying that a certain thing, at present, must
be, we are not at all suggesting that God will not
change it at a later time (perhaps, even in the immedi
ate future), and do so through our toils. Our only point

is that whatever must be—whatever it may consist of
at any certain time—is that which cannot be otherwise.
If we know God's good purpose in evil, we may be
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afforded much consolation and insight through these
words, even as when the apostle says, "it must be that
there are sects also among you" (1 Cor.ll:19), or, "for
what we should be praying for, to accord with what
must be, we are not aware" (Rom.8:26).
Here, in the opening words of Romans 12, we stand
in the presence of the great truth that all is out of,
through, and for God (Rom.ll:36). Since this is true,
our disposition, even as all else, is necessarily included
in that which must be.
That which must be is that which occurs due to a
cause. A caused event cannot be avoided, any more
than an uncaused event, were such an event ever to
occur, could be avoided. Either one chooses as he does
due to a cause, or he does not. And, either way, "free
will" is impossible.
"It is often said that no one can change the past. This
is true enough, but it is seldom added that no one can
change the future either. If the past is unchangeable,
the future is unavoidable—on anyone's account. The
future exists, tunelessly, of the sequence of events that
will happen, whether determined to happen or not,
and it makes no sense to speak of avoiding those events
than it does to speak of avoiding those events that have
already happened."*
Even if, though unscripturally, we were to conceive
of the future as that which "need not be," instead of,
scripturally, as that which "must be," the popular con
ception of free will would still be precluded. Either
way, free will is false. It is not simply that it is not true,
but that it cannot even possibly be true.
It is not a question whether an event is a divinely
*D. C. Dennett, Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth
Wanting, p. 124 and p. 127 note; Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1985
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determined event or a se/f-determined event.* In fact,
it is not a question of whether an event is a determined
event at all. The point is this: ultimately speaking,
there are only three possible accounts of human behav
ior, (1) a causative account, (2) a non-causative account,
and (3) an account that is partially causative and par
tially non-causative. And, all three of these accounts
preclude free will.
One cannot categorically avoid doing what he does,
(1) if all of his deeds are ultimately caused, (2) if none
of his deeds are ultimately caused (i.e., if, thus, they
are all acts of "sheer chance"), or (3) if some of his
deeds are ultimately caused and some others of his
deeds are not ultimately caused.
Therefore, it follows—"on anyone's account"—that
categorical avoidance of future events (i.e., contrary
choice, or "free will") is simply impossible. This con
clusion can be evaded and denied; it can be disliked,
disapproved of, and condemned. Through misrepre
sentation, it can be made to appear ridiculous and
immoral. It can be ignored, neglected, or misused. It
can be practically denied even where not propositionally denied. Or it can simply not be understood and
recognized. Nevertheless, since this conclusion, indeed,
is conclusive, it cannot be made inconclusive.
THE BASIS OF PAUL'S ENTREATY

Though free will is false, and all must finally accord
with "what must be," Paul's entreaty, nevertheless,
remains: "I am entreating you, then, by the pities of
*Behavior determined from within (i.e., solely due to internal
causes) would still be determined behavior. It would be impossible
to avoid, as much so as behavior determined from without, or, as
much so as undetermined behavior.
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God, to present your bodies a sacrifice, living, holy,
well pleasing to God, your logical divine service, and
not to be configured to this eon, but to be transformed
by the renewing of your mind, for you to be testing
what is the will of God, good and well pleasing and
perfect" (Rom.l2:l,2).
It is true, relative to the degree to which we heed
this entreaty, that, in this sense alone, we can indeed
change our habitual failures, including those concerned
with overweeningness or self-centeredness. Our apos
tle, however, wishes for us to approach this goal in a
realistic way and in light of certain vital facts.
In making his entreaty, Paul tells us plainly why he
is entreating us. It is because of all the good news he
has presented hitherto (especially the good news that
all is out of, through, and for God), and because the
evangel is God's power for salvation to everyone who
is believing (Rom. 1:16).
The basis for the apostle Paul's entreaty is the glorious
fact that all is out of, through, and for God. Though it is
impossible for us to do anything of ourselves, since God,
nonetheless, can do all these marvelous things of Romans
12:1,2 in us, and since the means He uses to accomplish
this through us is the influence of His Word upon us, the
apostle declares, "I am entreating you, then, brethren,
through [these] pities of God..." (Rom. 12:1).
Consequently, in seeking to heed his entreaty, we
must remember that we cannot exceed the limitations
imposed upon us (1) by our present disposition (i.e.,
inclinations and preferences) "which must be," and (2)
by the limited degree of power inherent in the limited
measure of faith which God has dispensed to us. We
will do well to view all our endeavors in light of these
realities, and to recognize that these limitations will lie
upon us in all our pursuits.

our Present Limitations
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Whatever progress in useful service we may achieve
will only take place because it too comes to us out of,
through, and for God. It will be for His glory, not our
own. But the emphasis we are especially considering
at the moment, as recorded in Romans 12:3, is the
emphasis of Paul's seeking our response to the entreaty
which he has just given us in verses 1 and 2.
The words "beyond what your disposition must be,"
were not written to inform us that Paul would not
bother to entreat us at all concerning certain aspects of
our self-centeredness, no matter how terrible. For
indeed, he has just entreated us to present ourselves to
God ideally, in a way that debars all such unprofitable
self-mindedness. It cannot be that he immediately
contradicts himself. Similarly, neither are we to rea
son, according to our false imagining, that even though
many things need not occur, since there are at least
some which must occur, the apostle would not have us
concern ourselves with living above their level. Besides,
apart from some special revelation, we could never
know just what was to be included in such a class!
We believe that God is operating all in accord with the
counsel of His will (Eph.Lll) and that all thus accords
with what must be. We are not fatalists, however, but
divine determinists. Indeed, it is a mistake to suppose
that determinism implies fatalism. Fatalism says that
future events will come about in spite of what we do.
Determinism says that future events will come about

because of what we do. Fatalism says that my morrow is
determined no matter how I struggle. Determinism says
that my morrow is determined through my struggle.
"For I am saying ... not to be overweening... but to
be of a sane disposition, as God parts to each the
measure of faith" (Rom.l2:3). Paul's point is this: We
are not to be engaged in any kind of thoughts that are
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centered in excessive dwelling upon the self; to the
contrary, we are to be of a sane disposition—"as God
parts to each the measure of faith [which produces
this virtue]!9 Now we rely upon the living God. He is
our Saviour, our Deliverer and Preserver, in this mat
ter as in all else.
The phrase "beyond what your disposition must
be," then, is an interjectory ellipsis, not an appositive.
It interrupts; it does not qualify. We are "not to be
overweening— ... beyond what your disposition must
be .. . — but to be of a sane disposition, as God parts to
each the measure of faith ..."
These words do not exempt us from seeking certain
ideals. Instead, they are words of understanding and
consolation, that we might avoid self-hatred and con
demnation when we fail, and self-righteousness and
pride when we succeed. For, "A man cannot get any
thing if it should not be given him out of heaven" (John
3:27). Therefore, whatever disposition we may have is
the disposition God has given us. It is what "must be."
And, beyond what our disposition must be—the ellip
sis is—we cannot go.

The sense is: Do not be overweening. Yet, in endeav
oring to heed this counsel, remember that you cannot
heed it perfectly, for you cannot transcend what your
disposition must be. Even so, be of a sane disposition,
as God parts to each the measure of faith—the mea
sure of faith which produces this virtue.
Let us seek to heed Paul's words of entreaty and
counsel here, but only with the prayer that in it all God
might be fulfilling every delight of goodness and work
of faith in power, so that the name of our Lord Jesus—
not our name—may be glorified in us, and we in Him,
in accord with the grace of our God and the Lord Jesus
Christ (2 Thess.l:ll,12).
J.R.C.

The Living God

OUT OF GOD, AND THROUGH GOD,
AND FOR GOD IS ALL
God creates all God operates all God justifies all. God
reconciles all God saves all God vivifies all God
subjects all
ALL IS OUT OF GOD

"Seeing that out of Him and through Him and for
Him is all: to Him be the glory for the eons! Amen!"
(Rom. 11:36).
"Alas, my Lord Yahweh! Behold, You Yourself made
the heavens and the earth by Your great vigor and by
Your outstretched arm; Nothing at all is too marvelous
for you" (Jer.32:17).
GOD OPERATES ALL

That God operates all is of great comfort to us, for
this, in itself, is assurance that our God, Who is love,
will operate all to His Glory and our well-being.
"... I am He, and there is no rescuing from My hand.
I shall effect it, and who shall reverse it?" (Isa.43:13).
".. . in Him in Whom our lot was cast also, being

designated beforehand according to the purpose of the
One Who is operating all in accord with the counsel of
HiswilT (Eph.lrll).
GOD JUSTIFIES ALL

A very important part of His operation is to justify
all. In ourselves we are sinners. "Not one is just—not
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even one" (Rom.3:10). "By works of law no flesh at all
shall be justified in God's sight" (Rom.3:20).
"Yet God is commending this love of His to us, seeing
that, while we are still sinners, Christ died for our
sakes"(Rom.5:8).
"Consequently, then, as it was through one offense
for all mankind for condemnation, thus also it is through
one just award for all mankind for life's justifying"
(Rom.5:18).
GOD RECONCILES ALL

Besides justifying all, God reconciles all. Reconcilia
tion brings us into a much closer relationship to God
than even justification alone. Please, be comforted by
the powerful declaration:
"... and through Him [Christ] to reconcile all to Him
[God] (making peace through the blood of His cross),
through Him, whether those on the earth or those in
the heavens" (Col. 1:20).
GOD SAVES ALL

The salvation of all is a blessing that belongs insepa
rably with the justification and reconciliation of all.
"Faithful is the saying, and worthy of all welcome,
that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners
It does not say that Jesus came into the world to try
to save sinners, or "to give sinners a chance to be
saved." No, He came to save sinners, and He will be
accomplishing it most perfectly!
"... for this is ideal and welcome in the sight of our
Saviour, God, Who wills that all mankind be saved and
come into a realization of the truth" (1 Tim.2:3,4). If
God wills something, who can hinder (cp Eph.l:ll)?
"Faithful is the saying and worthy of all welcome (for

All Through Him
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for this are we toiling and being reproached), that we
rely on the living God, Who is the Saviour of all man
kind, especially of believers" (1 Tim.4:9,10).
In verse 10 it does not say "exclusively." Believers
have a "special" salvation, but salvation is not "exclu
sively" theirs alone. Eventually, all mankind will be
saved, for God wills all mankind to be saved.
"And we have gazed upon Him, and are testifying
that the Father has dispatched the Son, the Saviour of
the world" (1 John 4:14).
Once more, we have the assurance that Christ Jesus
is the Saviour of the world. It does not say "the poten
tial" Saviour of the world. The statement is positive
and straightforward, full of good news!
GOD VIVIFIES ALL

To everyone, God will give life that is beyond the
reach of death—life that is immortal and incorrupt
ible, full of joy and glory! How marvelous that vivification is clearly stated in the Scriptures.
"For even as, in Adam, all are dying, thus also, in
Christ, shall all be vivified9 (1 Cor.l5:22).
"Thus it is written also, The first man, Adam, 'became
a living soul'; the last Adam a vivifying Spirit" (1 Cor.
15:45).
"The last enemy is being abolished: death" (1 Cor.
15:26). If death shall be destroyed, then it follows that
only life shall remain.
GOD SUBJECTS ALL

Wholehearted, loving subjection to God, is the prop
er, normal, natural, and agreeable relationship of the
creature to his Creator.
"Now, whenever all may be subjected to Him, then
the Son Himself also shall be subjected to Him Who
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subjects all to Him, that God may be All in all" (1 Cor.
15:28).
May this collection of texts from God's Word be of
much help for personal comfort and encouragement.
"For in Him we are living and moving and are .. "
(Acts 17:28).
That all is for God (1 Cor.8:6; Rom.ll:36) is the
most powerful and blessed medicine ever provided for
sorrowing and dying humanity. To the living God, Who
is the Saviour of all mankind, out of Whom and through
Whom and for Whom is all, be all the glory!*
Peter Feddema
"The preceding article is adapted from Brother Feddema's remarks given at the
memorial service for Sister Auguste Haag, November 10, 1991.

GRANVILLE WALKER

We are very sorry to hear of the death of Brother Granville on
January 17. This is a loss to us all, but especially to the fellowship in
Britain where he lived and labored in the Word for many years. His
written ministry in the pages of Grace and Truth magazine was
unique and uplifting. Brothers Donald Fielding and Frank Orton
shared some timely scriptural thoughts at the funeral service.
Death remains a great enemy, but the triumph in Christ, achieved
through His death and resurrection, is certain of full realization.
JULIUS SHAW

Born in London on October 18,1894, Brother Julius Shaw died
in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, on February 29,1992. His energy, his zeal
and enthusiasm in sharing the evangel, remain in the memories of
those who knew him, as a testimony of God's grace. Like Paul, he
was born "of the race of Israel," and like his beloved apostle, he was
overwhelmed with faith and love in the grace of our Lord. Through
the years, he ministered the Word mainly in Oklahoma, Kansas,
Texas and Arkansas, but also carried on an extensive correspon
dence with fellow believers in many places. Recently he wrote to us
with regret that he was no longer able to read and would have to let
his subscription to Unsearchable Riches expire. But, as with all his
struggles, he accepted this in the comforting awareness that God
is working all together for good.

Concordant Version of the Old Testament

ENDURANCE AND PATIENCE WITH JOY
As we continue to work on the Concordant Version of
the Old Testament (CVOT), we often find ourselves
praying Paul's prayer of Colossians 1:9-12, especially
the request for spiritual power "for all endurance and
patience with joy." The pace of work is slow and full of
frustrations, yet because of these we are led time and
again into a greater appreciation of the God Whose
Word this is and Who Himself is made known in these
Sacred Scriptures. In this there is indeed a great deal
of joy as well as a strengthening in endurance and
patience.
Much of the basic translation work is completed. We
are presently working on 2 Chronicles and a review of
Ezekiel to bring it more in harmony with the transla
tions made since 1977 when the first edition of Ezekiel
was published. In addition we are beginning the long
process of typesetting.
PUTTING THE CVOT IN TYPE

A "concordant" translation must endeavor to keep to
a pattern of consistency. Hence, as idiom allows, we
strive to avoid the use of any English word for more
than one Hebrew word, even though several English
words may be required to do duty for a single Hebrew
term. This is a chief value of a concordant translation,
and is an indispensable feature for those who wish to
"have a pattern of sound words" (2 Tim. 1:13).
The CVOT incorporates many typographic features
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in order to convey additional information to the reader.
These include boldface and lightface type, which are
employed to distinguish the English words which rep
resent Hebrew words from those that are added in
order to make readable English. In addition, a wide
array of superior symbols are also incorporated into the
text. These serve as literal word indicators, as signs of
certain grammatical forms, and as indicators of the
sources of variant readings. Footnotes are sometimes
included as well, to clarify the meaning of the Original.
NECESSARY PROCEDURES

Because of the vast amount of detail involved and
the level of precision required, the CVOT typesetting
work is difficult to do. At present, we are striving to
determine the best procedures to follow. All of the data
from the present, typed manuscripts must be incor
porated into computer files. Before actual typesetting
can begin, these files must be revised in order to
conform the data from these earlier manuscripts to
that of our final research and translation work.
These "office" computer files must be in a form that
is satisfactory not only for final, revision work and
proofreading prior to typesetting, but in a form that is
readily convertible into actual typesetting files. These
interim files must contain all the detailed information,
yet in a form that is not too complex for our workers to
use. This is very important, for unless this work is
done in a highly accurate way, the files will be unus
able for typesetting.
We are making our requests known to God that He
might be giving us the wisdom and skill, even as the
strength and endurance, to complete these final phas
es of the CVOT work. May He grant our requests, for
the laud of His own glory.

Concordant Version of Psalms 120-122

THREE PSALMS
PSALM 120
A Song of Ascents

To Yahweh in my distress
I call +that He may answer me.
Yahweh, do rescue my soul
From the false lip,
From the deceitful tongue.
What shall He give to you,
And what more shall He add for you,
Deceitful tongue?
He will send arrows of the masterful, whetted
With glowing embers of broom!
Woe to me, for I sojourn in Meshech;
I tabernacle ""among the tents of Kedar.
Long enough for itself has my soul tabernacled
With a people hating peace.
I am for peace, +yet 'when I 'speak
They are for war.

PSALM 121
A Song for Ascents
I am lifting my eyes to the mountains;

From where shall my help come?
My help is from wi Yahweh,
dMakerl of the heavens and earth.
He shall certainly not fallow your foot to slip1;
Your Guardian1 shall certainly not slumber.
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Peace be Within you

Behold, He is neither slumbering nor sleeping,
The Guardian1 of Israel.
Yahweh is your Guardian1;
Yahweh is your Protecting Shade onat your right hand.
By day the sun shall not smite you,
+Nor the moon *by night.
Yahweh Himself shall guard you from all peril;
He shall guard 'your soul.
Yahweh Himself shall guard your going forth"
and your coming" in,
Henceforth and unto the eon.

PSALM 122
A Song of Ascents, Davidic
I rejoiced *with those saying to me,
Let us go to the House of Yahweh.
Our feet bare standing
In your gateways, Jerusalem.
Jerusalem, being built
Like a city "'that is joined to itself as one,
Where the tribes ascend,
The tribes of Yah, a testimony for Israel,
To acclaim y the Name of Yahweh.
For thered are located thrones >of judgment,
The thrones >of the house of David.
Ask concerning Jerusalem's peace;
May those loving you be at ease.
May peace bbe within your estate,
Ease within your citadels.
For the sake of my brothers and my associates,
Let me spsay pragain, Peace be within you.
For the sake of the House of Yahweh our Elohim,
Let me seek your good.

Concordant Version of the Psalms

THE SONGS OF ASCENTS
The fifteen "Songs of Ascents" (Psalms 120-134) lead
upward from distress, to recognition of divine help,
then to praise. They are divided into five groups of
three psalms each, the first group of which is presented
here. Psalm 120 recounts the singer's distress because
of the "deceitful tongue" of the enemy. In Psalm 121
the "Maker of the heavens and earth" is presented as
the One Who helps and guards "from all peril." Then
the psalmist is brought into rejoicing and the acclama
tion of God in Psalm 122.
This third song centers on Jerusalem and the House
of Yahweh, and so we are reminded that the Psalms
are concerned with the nation of Israel, and it is mainly
by way of parallels and types, by comparison and
contrast, that they speak to us. They are a treasureladen portion of God's Word and are filled with revela
tions of the ways of God, of His wisdom, mercy and
power. But in endeavoring to correctly cut the word of
truth (2 Tim.2:15), we need to relate these songs direct
ly to Israel and then glean from them revelations of
God that relate to His message to us through Paul.
Hence in these studies we will examine the songs
first of all in their relation to the nation of Israel and
God's promises to them. But while doing this, we wish
to point out patterns of human experience and of God's
ways that may help us appreciate God's grace and
power in our lives today.
ASCENDING TO ACCLAMATION

In Psalm 122:4 Jerusalem is designated as the city
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"where the tribes ascend, the tribes of Yah, a testimony
for Israel, to acclaim the Name of Yahweh." Psalms 120134 may have been selected as songs for Israelites on
their annual festival pilgrimages to Jerusalem. In his
book, The Chief Musician, Dr. E. W. Bullinger discussed
the probable relationship of these psalms with the life of
Hezekiah. This was based on a suggestion made by John
Lightfoot some 300 years ago. In the words of E. H.
Clayton, writing on Isaiah 36-39, "Particularly, the whole
fifteen psalms have themes which are memorials of the
annals of these chapters of Isaiah, and they contain the
thoughts of Hezekiah in his subjection to [Yahweh],
amidst the outstanding matters of his reign. Doubtless
they are the praises to which he played the accompani
ments in the [House of Yahweh] (Isa.38:20)."*
Indeed, many thoughts in these psalms remind us of
Hezekiah. The very word "ascents" recalls Yahweh's
sign given to this king, verifying that fifteen years
would be added to his life. It is the same word as that
translated "steps" and "stairs" in 2 Kings 20:8-11, as
follows (the verb "go up" is also directly connected
with the noun "ascents"): "Now Hezekiah asked Isaiah,
What is the sign that Yahweh shall heal me, and I will
go up on the third day to the House of Yahweh? Isaiah
said, This is the sign for you from Yahweh that Yahweh
shall perform this word that He has spoken: The shad
ow has gone on ten steps; should it return ten steps?
Hezekiah replied, It is but a slight thing for the shadow
to decline ten steps, but not that the shadow returns
back again ten steps. So Isaiah the prophet called out
to Yahweh; and He reversed the shadow on the steps
that had descended on the stairs of Ahaz back again
ten steps."
Unsearchable Riches, vol.57, p.78

Rising to the Praise of God
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We will note some other parallels between these psalms
and Hezekiah's experiences as we proceed. But let us
pause here and consider the significance of the word
"ascent" in Israel's national life. Both Hezekiah and the
Israelites at their annual festivals "ascended" to Jerusa
lem and to the House of Yahweh. To go to Jerusalem and
to the temple precincts was to go up. Whatever the use
of these psalms, whether by Hezekiah or ordinary
Israelites, the psalms are like steps that ascend from
everyday troubles and sorrows to a recognition of God's
power and provision, and finally to the praise of God.
A CALL IN DISTRESS

Psalm 120 tells of one who was in distress. He
pleads for rescue from the false lip and the deceitful
tongue (v.2). An enemy threatened his peace (v.7), and
it seemed as though he were removed to a foreign
place (v.5). We may well relate this to the time when a
chief official of the Assyrian king stood outside the
walls of Jerusalem and taunted Hezekiah and his people:
"Then the rab-shakeh stood and called out in a loud
voice in Judean. He said, Hear the word of the great
king, the king of Assyria. Thus speaks the king: Let not
Hezekiah lure you, for he is not able to rescue you. Let
not Hezekiah make you trust in Yahweh, saying, Yah
weh shall rescue, yea rescue us" (Isa.36:13-15).
And so the psalmist prays, "Yahweh, do rescue my
soul from the false lip, from the deceitful tongue"
(Psa.l20:2).
It was a day of distress. "It came to be when king
Hezekiah heard it that he tore his garments, covered
himself with sackcloth and entered the House of

Yahweh. He also sent Eliakim who was over the house
hold and Shebna the scribe and the elders of the
priests, covered with sackcloth, to Isaiah the prophet,
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the son of Amoz. They said to him, Thus speaks Hezekiah: A day of distress, reproof and indignity is this
day" (Isa.37:1-3).
MAKER OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH

As the psalmist called to Yahweh in his distress, so
also did Hezekiah. "Hezekiah took the scrolls from the
hand of the messengers and read it and went up to the
House of Yahweh. Then Hezekiah spread it out before
Yahweh, and Hezekiah prayed to Yahweh, saying: O
Yahweh of hosts, Elohim of Israel, dwelling over the
cherubim. You by Yourself alone are He, Who is the
Elohim over all the kingdoms of the earth. You Yourself
have made the heavens and the earth" (Isa.37:14-16).
The Assyrian enemy would have Hezekiah look for
help by submitting himself to Assyria. Perhaps this
temptation is reflected in Psalm 121:1, when the psalm
ist says, "I am lifting my eyes to the mountains; from
where shall my help come?" Mountains are often used
as figures of the nations in the Scriptures. But immedi
ately the psalmist "ascends" with his whole heart to
find his help "from Yahweh, Maker of the heavens and
earth" (Psa. 121:2), the very one Hezekiah addresses
in his distress. "Behold, He is neither slumbering nor
sleeping, the Guardian of Israel" (v.4).
Yahweh's reply to Hezekiah concerning the Assyrian
was, "By the way he came, by it he shall return, yet into
this city he shall not enter. This is the averring of
Yahweh. I will protect this city to save it on My account
and on account of My servant David" (Isa.37:34,35).
A messenger of Yahweh came to the Assyrian camp
at night (while the Assyrians slumbered and slept) and
smote them, so that a vast number died (Isa.37:36).
But as for Judah, "Yahweh is your Guardian; Yahweh
is your Protecting Shade at your right hand. By day the

Our Afflictions are Momentary
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sun shall not smite you, nor the moon by night. Yahweh
Himself shall guard your going forth and your coming
in, henceforth and unto the eon" (Psa.l21:5-8).
PEACE WITHIN JERUSALEM

Nevertheless, some years after Hezekiah's day, the
enemy did enter Jerusalem, and the temple was left in
ruins. Then again, in A.D. 70 the city and the temple
were destroyed. The promises of Psalm 121 are not yet
brought to full realization.
Hezekiah rejoiced in the promises of Yahweh, as
have many faithful Israelites through the years. Each
could sing the lines of Psalm 122, rejoicing as they
went to the House of Yahweh, exulting as they stood at
Jerusalem's gateways, but the perfect meaning of this
psalm remains for the future: "Jerusalem, being built
like a city that is joined to itself as one"(Psa.l22:3).
BUT NOT DISTRESSED

"In everything," wrote the apostle Paul, "being afflict
ed, but not distressed" (2 Cor.4:8). Our afflictions in
our terrestrial tabernacle houses (5:1) do not lead to
despondent distress, for we have the treasure of the
evangel of God's glory in us as we live our daily lives
(4:7). Our afflictions are momentary and light in com
parison with the transcendently transcendent burden
of glory ahead (4:17).
There are "rab-shakeh's" in our world today, men who
would taunt and tempt us away from faith, but we do not
wrestle with blood and flesh (Eph.6:12) but see that
spiritual forces of wickedness are behind these attacks.
Hence we would take up the large shield of faith and
walk among men with our feet "sandaled with the
readiness of the evangel of peace" (Eph.6:13-17).
Furthermore, sufferings may be graciously granted
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to the believer which are "for Christ's sake" (Phil. 1:29).
Instead of distress and worry concerning them we are
led to prayer, making known our requests to God with
thanksgiving (Phil.4:6). In all of this there are definite
parallels with Psalms 120-122.
But perhaps the grandest parallel where indeed we
are blessed beyond the fondest hopes of the psalmist
is in the matter of peace. Our afflictions lead like
those of Israel to prayer and praise, but we have
received the evangel that "God was in Christ, concili
ating the world to Himself (2Cor.5:19). It is not
merely that we are for peace while the world is at
enmity with God (c/Psa.l20:7), but that we have a
message "as of God entreating through us, Be concili
ated to God!" (2 Cor. 5:20). Peace is made through
the blood of the cross of God's Beloved (Col. 1:20).
Consequently, it is the peace of God that garrisons our
hearts in Christ Jesus (Phil.4:7).
D.H.H.
ALAN REID

Brother Reid was a quiet and humble teacher of the Word of
God. It seems to us that he exhibited both the "mind of Christ"
and the "disposition of Christ," which he distinguished in an
article in Unsearchable Riches for September, 1979, as follows:
"The disposition of Christ was revealed in the fullest measure in
His emptying of Himself of the form of God, His taking the form of
a slave, His humbling of Himself and in His obedience to the death
of the cross (Phil.2:5-8). The mind of Christ is unique, for it has
the character and capacity to receive 'those things which are of the
spirit of God.'"
He was born in India but lived most of his life in Scotland. In
previous years he aided in the preparation of the Concordant
Version, working with the late, E. H. Clayton, and more recently
helping his close friend, John Essex, in the preparation of Grace
and Truth magazine. He died on January 14, at the age of 83. Alan
is survived by his wife, Grace, their daughter, son-in-law and
grandsons, to whom we extend our sympathy.

To God be the Glory

YAHWEH'S MESSAGE TO CYRUS
(Isaiah 45:5-7)

Suppose for a moment your name is Cyrus. You are
king of Persia. One day, someone comes to you with an
ancient scroll with a message on it supposedly directed
to you. It is said you are even mentioned by name! How
would you react?
This really did happen to the ancient Persian king
who ruled from 549 to 530 B.C. The message was from
Yahweh Himself, found in the scroll of the prophet
Isaiah. It is so amazing that people have tried to find
some way to discredit the prophecy for centuries. How
could the prophet have named a king yet unborn? How
could he be so accurate? How? Because the message
came from Yahweh, God of heaven and earth, just as
Isaiah claims!
We do not know exactly how Cyrus reacted when
the scroll was first made known to him. (Josephus
reports he was excited by it and eagerly sought to fulfill
the prophecies, but this work has credibility problems
that leave us uncertain as to its accuracy and authen
ticity.) He may have been surprised or suspicious. Part
of the message was personally flattering, but the mes
sage also contained ideas which did not agree with his
beliefs nor the popular philosophies of the day. As
such, he may not have been totally receptive to the
message at first.
You see, Cyrus was not a follower of Yahweh ... at
least not from the start. The religious background of
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Persia was different from Judaism. Cyrus was raised in a
religious culture strongly influenced by the teachings of
the Persian prophet Zoroaster. Understanding some
thing of the major tenets of his faith will help us appreci
ate the arguments Yahweh has Isaiah lay before him.
RELIGIOUS BACKGROUNDS

Zoroaster was a great teacher in ancient Persia.
Tradition teaches that he was a contemporary of the
prophet Daniel, living from 628 b.c. to 550 B.C. Most
scholars, however, believe the evidence suggests that
he actually lived earlier, around 1,000 B.C. This ques
tion of the era in which he lived is of interest to us in
light of a key teaching of his faith. According to
Zoroastrianism, Zoroaster was a prophet whose birth
began a great series of events. Following Zoroaster,
three great teachers/saviours would be born into the
world at one-thousand year intervals. The judgment of
the world would take place following the birth of the
final teacher. If modern scholars are correct in dating
Zoroaster to 1,000 b.c, then the magi who wandered
into Bethlehem one thousand years later (Matt.2:l,2)
may have had an additional reason for doing so.
The faith that came to bear Zoroaster's name taught
that there were two opposing forces at work in the
universe: Ahura-Mazda, who created everything that
was light and good, and Angra-Mainyu (who is also
called Ahriman), who created the darkness and every
thing that is evil. Mankind was seen as being caught
in the middle of the ensuing battle between these
forces of good and evil. This belief in dual creators is
known as Dualism.
Zoroastrian dualism has influenced the thought of
many philosophers and religious leaders. In the course
of history a religious leader named Manis arose in
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Persia (c. a.d. 225) who took Zoroastrianism, blended
in some Christianity, and founded what is called Manicheanism. God (Yahweh) took the place of AhuraMazda and Satan took the place of Angra-Mainyu
(Ahriman). Manis attracted a large following. This did
not please the leaders of the day. In time, Manis and his
followers were condemned as heretics. Manis and sev
eral of his followers were put to death, but his beliefs
continued to be spread throughout the world, remnants
of which are still found within Christendom today.
It may be because of the remaining elements of
Zoroastrianism and Manicheanism within Christen
dom that many find it so hard to accept the words of
Yahweh though the prophet Isaiah. Just as the words of
Yahweh challenged Cyrus' faith so long ago, these
same declarations of Yahweh challenge the dualism
found in the religious philosophies and faith of men
and women today.
yahweh's declaration

Remember the tenet of Zoroaster that taught that
two gods were responsible for creation? One who formed
all that was light and good, and the other, all that was
dark and evil? Note the words of Isaiah 45:5-7:
"I am Yahweh, and there is no other;
Except for Me, there is no Elohim;
I am forearming you, yet you do not know Me,
That they may know,
From the rising of the sun and from the west,
That there is no one apart from Me;
I am Yahweh, and there is no other.
Former of light and Creator of darkness,
Maker of good and Creator of evil
I, Yahweh, make all these things."
These were thoughts quite foreign to Cyrus' training
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and personal beliefs. They are also quite foreign to the
philosophies and beliefs of modern man. Hence, let us
observe carefully what is written.
Yahweh asserts clearly that He alone is Elohim.
There is no other elohim ("god") besides Him. He
alone has formed light and darkness. He alone is the
Maker of good and the Creator of evil. There is no one
else to look to as the creator of darkness and evil.
Yahweh states that He is the One Who is responsible.
As such, the dualism taught in Zoroastrianism, Manicheanism and all other faiths is wrong. That which has
crept into Christendom is also wrong. Yahweh alone is
Elohim. He alone has created all that is. His Word
entreats us to believe this.
It should be noted that most English translations
have the word "peace" in place of the word "good" in
verse 7. This is because they are based on the Masoretic Hebrew text. The discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls in Qumran brought about an interesting discov
ery in this text. The Isaiah scroll at Qumran (which
pre-dates the oldest copy of the Masoretic text by
about one thousand years) has the word "good" (tov) in
verse 7 instead of the word "peace" (shalom). Restor
ing the word "good" back into the text reinstates the
contrast found throughout Scripture (and in Zoroastri
anism) between good and evil.
Actually, a similar idea is still conveyed even by
contrasting the word "peace" with "evil," although the
force of the phrase is weakened (in comparison to the
use of the word "good" instead). The contrasts being
made by Yahweh are major contrasts: light versus
darkness; good versus evil. These are the concepts
which addressed the cultural and religious background
Cyrus was raised in. Hence, we have cultural, theologi
cal, and textual reasons for using the rendering "good,"
as in the most ancient text.

does Not Sin in Making Evil
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Why do people hesitate to accept the statements
made in this text? Remember, at one time Cyrus did so
himself. Who are we, that we should expect to be any
wiser than he, apart from accepting the revelation
given to us in the Scriptures? The same Adversary who
was at work hiding and distorting truth in Cyrus' day is
still at work today. Could it possibly be that he would
like us to believe he is more powerful than he really is?
He masquerades as a messenger of light (2 Cor. 11:14).
Could he also be masquerading as a creator?
None object to the thought that Yahweh created the
light and the darkness, nor that He creates that which
is good. Yet many balk at the thought of evil coming
from His hand. Why?
WHAT IS EVIL?

One reason why people hesitate to accept that Yah
weh created evil is because the term "evil" is not
clearly defined nor understood. Many people have a
tendency to identify evil with sin or wickedness, even
though it signifies something different. In Hebrew, the
word "evil" (ra) refers to that which is destructive,
harsh and uncomfortable. It is that which causes pain
and sorrow, suffering and death. Unlike wickedness,
evil is not in itself a matter of morality. Evil is not sinful
unless employed unjustly. Since God is righteous in all
that He does and one of the things that He does is
create evil, we may be assured that it is not a sin for
Him to create it. This is so whether we have in mind
"natural" evil or "moral" evil.
The context of evil actions and events determines
whether any such entities are righteous or not. The
ultimate context is the will of God. To destroy some
thing at Yahweh's command is certainly neither sinful
nor wicked, yet it is "evil" (by definition) nonetheless.
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To understand Yahweh's message to Cyrus, it is essen
tial to properly define the terms He uses. Our defini
tions must agree with His revelation.
A second reason people fight the idea of evil coming
from the hand of God is because they would not choose
to create it themselves, given the choice. People are
most comfortable with a god made in their own image.
The dualistic view seems easier to contemplate. To
acknowledge that Yahweh created evil makes Him too
complex to understand. Somehow it seems easier to
blame the existence of evil on someone else. If men
only knew God's purpose—that all is "for Him" (1 Cor.
8:6) and that all will finally redound to His glory
(Rom. 11:36)—they would no longer conceive of evil as
an object of ultimate blame.
Some postulate that Isaiah 45:7 refers only to "phys
ical" evil, but not "moral" evil. The problem with this
argument is that Cyrus would not have separated the
issues in this fashion.* In Isaiah 45:7, light is contrast
ed with darkness, good with evil. The question of
origins was under discussion. Zoroastrianism relegat
ed all physical and moral evil (along with darkness) to
Angra-Mainyu. Yahweh is challenging this thought by
asserting that He alone has created all things, light and
darkness, good and evil. Cyrus would have clearly
understood the contrasts being made.
THE GREATNESS OF YAHWEH

In consideration of Isaiah 45:7, it is well to remem*It should be noted as well that while the word ra signifies "evil," it
is often used in reference to sin and wickedness, as in Genesis 6:5,
"Yahweh saw that the evil of humanity was multiplying on earth,
and every form of the bent of its heart was surely evil all the day." In
the AV, ra is translated "wickedness" at least fifty times in the Old
Testament, in passages which have in view the evil of human sin
and wickedness (e.g., Gen.39:9; 1 Sam.l2:17; Psa.7:9).
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ber Isaiah 55:8,9, where Yahweh reveals: "For My
designs are not your designs, And your ways are not
My ways .... For as the heavens are loftier than the
earth, So are My ways loftier than your ways, And My
designs than your designs."
As Yahweh explains in Isaiah 45:9, it is not proper
for the one formed to question the wisdom of the One
Who formed him or to criticize the way in which He
has done so.
"Would anyone contend with his Former?
Earthenware of the ground with its artificer?
Shall the clay say to its potter,
What are you making?
Or your contrivance say,

It has no hands?"
Man is reminded a number of times in Scripture that
he is the clay, and Yahweh is the Potter. It is foolish to
second-guess our Creator or challenge His wisdom.
The ancient philosopher Epicurus was wrestling with
these very issues when he posed the idea that evil
presents a problem to all those who believe in an
omnipotent and benevolent God. He posed the thought
that the existence of evil either indicates that God is
not omnipotent (or He would have removed it), or is
really malevolent at heart (as a benevolent God would
have no use for it).
Philosophers and theologians have wrestled with
these issues for centuries, but few have seriously con
sidered the proposition that evil has a place and pur
pose in Yahweh's creation. According to Isaiah, evil is
not a blemish or accident of some sort. Yahweh created
it, just as He revealed to Cyrus. We may not know why
He chose to do so, nor appreciate the consequences,
but He knows why and has everything under control.
This is what we are called to believe. This is what
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Cyrus was being asked to believe. It challenged the
very core of his faith.
Cyrus had encountered a God Who was greater than
any he had heard of before, a God Who controlled both
the light and the darkness, Who makes good and brings
forth evil, a God Who is in control of creation and
history. This was not the god he had grown up believ

ing in. His god, Ahura-Mazda, required the Help of a
long list of ahuras (lords) to battle the dark lord Ahriman
(Angra-Mainyu) for control of the universe. As such,
the ideas put forth in the scroll of Isaiah were radical.
They were also true.
As believers today, we not only have the record of
Yahweh's own words in Isaiah 45, but also the further
revelations of John and the apostle Paul who tell us
that our God and Father has created all things through
the Lord Jesus Christ:
"A// came into being through it [the Word], and
apart from it not even one thing came into being which
has come into being" (John 1:3).
"... even as there are many gods and many lords,
nevertheless for us there is one God, the Father, out of
Whom all is, and we for Him, and one Lord, Jesus
Christ, through Whom all is, and we through Him"
(lCor.8:5-7).

"... in Him [Christ] is all created, that in the heav
ens and that on the earth, the visible and the invisible,
whether thrones, or lordships, or sovereignties, or author
ities, all is created through Him and for Him, and He is
before all, and all has its cohesion in Him" (Col. 1:15-17).
Accept the message Yahweh has revealed in the
Scriptures. Meditate on His words to Cyrus and the
truths revealed through John and the apostle Paul.
There is great peace in knowing we have such an
awesome God.
Daniel L. Newell
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EDITORIAL
Prophecy was to be exercised "in accord with the
analogy of the faith" (Rom. 12:6). The gracious gift of
being able to express revelations from God in that
period before the Word of God was completed was to
be exercised with the same qualities of compassion
and humility that are displayed in "the faith," i.e., in
the evangel itself. So also the joy and peace expressed
by this good news fills every instalment of truth
thereafter. Correct teaching will always correspond to
the pattern of love and righteousness found in "the
faith," in what we believe concerning our Lord Jesus
Christ. Worthy walk will reflect the evangel that moti
vates it. The fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness,
self-control (Gal.5:22,23), simply because these are
the features of the seed of faith planted in our hearts.
Brother Donald Fielding from England comments in
this issue on God's grace in making known His secrets
to believers. Both the secrets and their revelation fol
low the analogy of grace that characterizes our faith.
The doctrine of unending, conscious suffering in Hell
for millions of people does not accord with the faith, as
Jim Coram points out in his article, "God, Our Gra
cious Saviour." But the secret of God's will to head up
all in the Christ perfectly corresponds with the truth
that God commends His love to sinners in the death of
His Son for their sakes.
Again, the rousing of those believers who are now
reposing follows the pattern expressed in the evangel:
"Jesus died and rose" (cf 1 Thess.4:13-18). What Broth-
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er A. E. Knoch writes in his article, "Our Lord Shall
Descend," shows how our expectation accords with
our faith in the qualities of unity and joy.
When teachers claim some new truth or the recov
ery of some long hidden revelation, it should be tested
by the standards of the faith given through Paul's
writings. Similarly, traditional teachings, no matter
how long they have been held, need to be checked by
the pattern of grace and peace found in the evangel.
The foundation of righteousness, peace and love found
in Romans guides and guards the deeper revelations
found in Ephesians. The power for "wisdom and revela
tion in the realization of [God]" matches the power in
the rousing and exaltation of Christ (see p. 117).
The latter articles in this magazine are all based on
"Old Testament" passages in Deuteronomy, Psalms and
Lamentations. But the themes of God's nearness to His
people (cf "The Covenant Reaffirmed," and the study
of Psalms 123-125), and God's purpose to bring good
out of evil (c/"How Solitary Sits the City") are themes
of Paul's epistles as well. The very Hebrew title and
theme of Lamentations seem to be reflected in Paul's
exclamation, "How inscrutable are [God's] judgments
and untraceable His ways!" (Rom. 11:33). Consequent
ly, both passages lead us to the appreciation "that out of
Him and through Him and for Him is all: to Him be the
glory for the eons! Amen!" (Rom.ll:36).
What we believe sets forth a pattern that follows in
all else. The grace of God in giving His Son, the love of
Christ in dying for all, the gratuity of righteousness
and conciliation, all of these become an analogy of
further revelations and our own standing and service.
All of God's ways and purpose follow the pattern of His
wisdom, power and love shown in the death and resur
rection of His beloved Son.
D.H.H.

Our Happy Expectation

OUR LORD SHALL DESCEND
Three sorts of sounds combine to recall the dead to life
and vivify the living. One is an inarticulate sound, the
trumpet's stentorian tones, which will raise the bodies
of the dead and change the living. The second is the
voice, of a messenger bringing tidings of great joy. The
third is an order, a command to be obeyed.
A SHOUT OF COMMAND

It is well worth the effort to contemplate the differ
ent titles which Christ assumes when He comes down
to the air to meet His members, after His voice has
raised them from the dead. They are very distinct from
those He has had previously. He is no longer the ideal
Shepherd, but the Faithful and True One on a white
horse. Can we not here, in spirit, get a glimpse of the
mighty Conqueror, who, in His blood-dipped garments
descends to this earthly battlefield, leading the armies
of heaven to the final combat, in which we will surely
be included in His hour of triumph? The same One,
Whom we see here (Rev. 19:11-16) will be the One
Who will call us to Him with the shout of command.
One of the grave difficulties in this passage is our
being snatched into the air. How can this be? It is not
explained here, but fully expounded later in Paul's
letter to the Corinthians. Even here, however, we have
an indication of this secret of the resurrection, for only
changed bodies could respond to such a command.
Peter had the secret of it in his heart when he said to
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his Master, Who was walking on the Galilean waves,
"Lord, if it is Thou, order (keleuson, the verb of this
word)—order me to come to Thee on the waters."
Then came the shout of command, "Come!" And,
stepping down from the ship, Peter walks on the waters,
to come to Jesus (Matt. 14:28,29). If He gives an order,
it carries with it the power needed for obedience.
Peter, alas! had not been permanently changed, his
faith failed, and he began to sink. We need more than
Peter's scant faith to obey the command that will call
us up into the air to meet Him there. We will have
glorious power in spiritual bodies, which will be equal
to obeying any command.
The touching scene on Galilee seems to picture
Christ's coming to Israel in the days ahead. But be it
they or we, what other order could He give than this
one blessed invitation, "Comer? "Depart 1" is for those
who know Him not. We would not be at all surprised if,
in that supreme moment, when the last trump has
transformed our feeble and dishonored frames into
glorious, powerful, spiritual bodies, the first word that
we shall hear will be His order, "Comer
When Peter heard it, he stepped down from the ship
and walked upon the water. But we shall go up from the
earth and meet Him in the air. Every such contrast is
intensely significant just at this juncture, when God's
grace is being switched off to another track. We, who are
accustomed to the thought of heaven as our future home,
can have little conception of the astonishment this must
have created in Thessalonica. Our Lord returned with
Peter into the ship. But there is not a single hint that He
will return with us to the earth, but simply the statement
that we are to be together with Him always.
All this is full of meaning, and worthy of much
meditation. All is symptomatic, and points forward to
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the grace which was about to be revealed. All is contrastive, and indicates a change in God's dealings with
mankind. The most important point is the position of
our Lord. He is not on earth, hence the kingdom has
not come. He is in the air, which is a higher and more
spiritual sphere. He does not descend to the earth,
though He undoubtedly does so later. This fact, howev
er, is definitely excluded from this revelation, for it has
no bearing upon it. If we did not have any further
unfolding of this theme, we might not be able to see
the significance of all this, but now that we know that
our destiny is not terrestrial but celestial (Eph.l:3),
that our bodies will not only be vivified but changed
(1 Cor. 15:52), and that our citizenship belongs to the
heavens (Phil.3:20), every syllable glows with a celes
tial light. The gates are opened to the great grace
which is ours in Christ Jesus, and we get a small
glimpse of our future glory.
There is a pleasing contrast between the orders
given by our Lord and those issued by other characters
in the sacred records. His commands bring blessing,
theirs usually result in evil and even death. When He,
in His compassion, wishes to feed the throng, He orders
them to recline on the grass (Matt. 14:19), the better to
receive His bounty. At Jericho, when the blind mendi
cant implores, "Jesus, Son of David, be merciful to
me!" He stood and orders the blind man to be led to
Him (Luke 18:35-40). Here we have a beautiful little
foreview of His future coming to Israel. In those days
they will be blind in the depths of despair when He
restores their sight so that they may behold His glories
and follow Him. The false rulers gave far different
orders. The Idumean, Herod the Great, orders the
head of John the Baptist to be given to Herodias'
daughter (Matt. 14:9). Another Herod orders Peter's
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guards to be put to death (Acts 12:19). The orders of
men bring suffering and death. His order, which all of
His will hear, betokens life and lasting joy.
THE VOICE THAT RAISES THE DEAD

The voice of this chief messenger is none other than
the voice of our blessed Lord, Jesus Christ, the Son of
God. The hour is coming when the dead shall be hear
ing the voice of the Son of God, and those who hear
shall live. For even as the Father has life in Himself,
thus also He gives to the Son to have life in Himself.
... The hour is coming in which all who are in the
tombs will hear His voice, and those who do good shall
go out into a resurrection of life (John 5:25,26,28,29).
And this same voice gave a foretaste of its power when,
in later days, it clamored loudly at the tomb of His dear
friend, "Lazarus, come out hither!" And the dead man
heard and obeyed that vivifying voice.
In His dealings with Israel, in heralding and setting
up the kingdom, God uses many messengers. John the
Baptist was sent before the Lord to prepare His way.
Gabriel was sent to announce His birth to Mary. Many
mighty messengers will be employed in the judgments
which usher in the kingdom. Wherever God needs a
courier to carry His messages or carry out His decrees,
especially when these are not in direct harmony with
the heart of His great Mediator, or of a nature which
He cannot perform, He uses other messengers. Our
Lord could not announce His own birth, so Gabriel
came. Christ could not be His own forerunner, so John
the Baptist was sent. Christ's great function is to save,
not to destroy, so the destructive judgments of the end
time are delegated to other messengers. But when the
time comes for the deliverance of our bodies He takes
the announcement of this glad message upon Himself,
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and we will hear the news from His own mouth, as the
chiefest of all God's couriers.
THE CHIEF MESSENGER'S VOICE

Gabriel (Hebrew: Gbrial Master-subjector) who
stands in the presence of God, was sent to Daniel to
reveal to him the great prediction concerning the seven
ty heptads, of which now only one remains unfulfilled.
Later he was sent to the virgin Mary to announce to her
the birth of her divine Son. But this time it is not
Gabriel who descends to bring a prophecy. It is Christ
Himself, Who with a voice of authority ushers in the
greatest conceivable change. He is in effect God's great
est and foremost Messenger. The word "chief" must
often be translated "prince." It designates the highest in
rank. We read in the Hebrew Scriptures that one and
the same communication, given to men by Yahweh,
was also given by His messenger. Christ is His foremost
Messenger. The prophet Malachi (3:1) calls Him a
messenger, the Messenger of God's covenant. No mere
"angel," not even Michael who is also called the chief
messenger, would be sent to call Christ's beloved mem
bers, His own complement, to be forever with Him. We
no longer deal with "angels." We have Christ Himself.
Paul rarely mentions other than satanic messengers.
We are to withstand these evil powers not through the
power of intercepting angels, but because of Christ's
victory on the cross over all His foes. And the message
which He brings to us when He calls us is the announce
ment that now the greatest change has come—for
Him, for us, for the world, which will no longer be
dealt with in grace, and for the satanic hosts, whose

territory will now be invaded and ruled by those whom
God has chosen before the disruption, to bring all into
subjection to Him.
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He will be Trumpeting
THE TRUMPET OF GOD

Only God can call dead bodies back to life, yet He
has delegated this power to His Son, our Lord, Jesus
Christ. This is pictured most perfectly for us in the
phrase "the trumpet of God." By using a trumpet a
man may magnify the power of his voice beyond all
human proportions. In using the divine trumpet, His
voice reverberates with the power of God, which alone
can raise the dead.
In the beginning God worked by means of His spoken
word. God said, "It shall become light," and it is becom
ing light. Resurrection is a much greater work, so is
appropriately pictured by a much more forceful sound,
by which life is given to the dead, as well as immortality
to the living. Though listed last, it would seem that this
will be the first of the sounds to be heard, for how can
the dead hear a message or hearken to a command
unless they have been brought back to life? As Paul told
the Corinthians, the work of resurrection will take but
an instant to transform the corruptible to incorruption
and the mortal to immortality. The trumpet will sound,
but nothing will occur until the concluding blast.
Noting the literal meaning of the Greek word which
we ordinarily translate "God" will be helpful here. It
means Placer and this thought is especially revealing
in connection with this trumpet. The Deity is related to
humanity on the earth as their Subjector, in His Hebrew
revelation. But when we are about to leave the ranks of
humanity and enter His celestial realm, this is not
enough. It will need a Placer to blow His trumpet, to
transport us into the air and to our celestial kingdom. It
would seem as if a Commander's shout will rouse us
from the dead, and the Chief Messenger will raise us to
stand upon the earth, and the trumpet of the Placer
will cause us to rise to meet our Lord in the air.
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THE DEAD RISE FIRST

Once again the apostle reassures the Thessalonians
in regard to those who are reposing. We shall by no
means outstrip them because they will be rising first,
before any of us leave the earth. As there is no con
sciousness in the death state, it has no practical effect on
their expectation. It is just as if they had lain down to
slumber, instead of dying. And that is why the apostle
persists in speaking of "those who are reposing," where
we would say "the dead." The fact is that they died, but
the far more truthful figure is that they are reposing.
When they awake they will not be in His presence.
They will first join the living (who will have been
changed, as we shall see later), and, as one company,
just as if none had ever died, all together will be snatched
away in clouds for meeting the Lord in the air.
Especial emphasis is laid on the simultaneous ascen
sion of the saints. At various times teachers have arisen
who claimed that the resurrection does not occur at
one time, but that some, more faithful or more privi
leged than the rest, would be raised earlier. Some have
even claimed that Paul himself reversed these words in
a later revelation, when he made known an "outresurrection." But this is an eclectic resurrection, leav
ing the vast multitude of mankind in their graves. It
does not even include those believers who belong to
the kingdom. Paul's later characterization (Phil.3:ll)
describes this resurrection (viz., 1 Thess.4:14-17), rath

er than distinguishes another from it. A careful read
ing will show that the words, at the same time, are not
necessary for the sense, for the word "together" con
veys the same thought. It is emphatic. Simultaneously,
the dead and the living, if "in Christ" and blessed
according to Paul's evangel, will be snatched away in
clouds for meeting the Lord in the air. Whatever lack of
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unity may have been caused by division and death, all
will be one the moment we hear His vitalizing voice.
THE LIVING, WHO ARE SURVIVING

The normal outlook of the believer of this dispensa
tion of God's grace is not death but life. From Paul
down to the present day the prospect put before the
saint is the vivifying presence of Christ. From the
beginning all have been kept in ignorance of the date
when this will occur, for an imminent expectation is
the most powerful and blessed means of producing a
consecrated life. It was no mistake on Paul's part when
he said, "we ... who are surviving" (1 Thess.4:15; cp
2 Cor.4:14). It is a serious error and shortcoming on
the part of critics, to condemn it because they hold no
such vital hope. Day by day, hour by hour, moment by
moment, the next event for which we yearn should be
the trumpet's joyful note.
And in these last days this should be the case as
never before, for the next administration is already in
formation, the signs of the next era seem prematurely
present, so that we sometimes wonder why we are still
here, performing our little part while the stage is already
being rearranged for the final act of earth's tragic
misrule. We feel out of place and in the way, for all
seems ripe for the day of the Lord. The storm clouds
are gathering, out of which will come the lightning and
the thunder of God's wrath. We view its oncoming
terrors unafraid, for we know that, before the storm
shall burst, we will be above it, safe and serene, in His
presence. May God grace us to live in constant and
joyful anticipation of this expectation.
SNATCHED AWAY IN CLOUDS

Clouds have their place in the air, hence the first
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thought which usually comes upon one reading this
passage is that we shall be screened from the earth by
vapory clouds floating in the sky. It may be so, but the
absence of the article—not "the clouds," but simply
"clouds"—and the close connection with the words
"snatched away together with them in" suggest that it
may be the saints, living and raised, who may form the
clouds here spoken of. That is, the saints will not go
separately, but in company with others, in groups of
sufficient numbers to form figurative clouds. Like these
fleecy formations they will be composed of particles
which can float in the air. The Lord will act like the
summer sun on the surface of the water. Heavy as that
fluid is, it rises into the empyrean at the sunbeams' call.
A would-be scientist might bring all sorts of objec
tions as to the practicability of this event. One might
say, "If all ascend from all over the earth, they will not
meet, but scatter." But nothing is said here of ascending.
The word snatched will allow of any direction.
Not so many years ago some would have said that no
sound could possibly be heard all over the earth at the
same time. But that idea is now outdated. If men can
mount their messages upon the wings of light and send
them to every portion of the earth in a small fraction of
a second, this will not be impossible to Him Who in the
beginning said, "Let there be light!" None of these
things compares with the greatest of all miracles, which
precedes our going, the impartation of life and incorruption to millions of reposing saints.
MEETING THE LORD IN THE AIR

For those like the Thessalonians, who had never
heard of a heavenly hope, and who had some knowl
edge of the kingdom on earth as heralded to Israel at
the time this was written, the thought of meeting the
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Lord in the air must have been most marvelous and full
of mystery. A little later the Corinthians found it so,
and Paul was called upon for further explanations.
Now that our celestial destiny has been revealed (Eph.
1:3), and the prospect of "heaven" is common to every
one in Christendom (albeit through false tradition con
cerning the state of the dead), the surprising nature of
this revelation is not appreciated. Yet even for us it
lacks finality. No one thinks of this as the permanent
abode of the saints. It leaves us with a feeling of
incompleteness. We know that our Lord will not remain
in the air. He will come down to earth a little later.
Then, if our destiny is on earth, why should we be
given the marvelous power of traversing the air? Israel
will not be able to do this. There is something here
which suggests that we will go up, and not down, that
our abode is the heavens, and not the earth, but it is
only intimated, not revealed.
In this way, after this manner, shall we be together
with the Lord. Early was this blessed expectation lost,
and ever since some of the saints have sought to intrude
into His presence by another way. They have tried to
find Him behind the portals of Death, although He is
the Life. They have even altered Paul's own words.
When he found no attraction in life or in death, he
revealed his heart by saying that he was pressed out of
these by his desire of being with Christ, which, rather,
is much better. Living is not now being with Him. How
much less is dying! No one of His will ever be ushered
into His presence alone, apart from the rest. First those
who are in Him will be gathered. Paul found it neces
sary to insist that the living shall not precede the dead.
Today we must insist that this clearly shows that the
dead shall not precede the living! And so, both,
simultaneously {hama in the Greek), at the same time
will be snatched away to meet Him in the air.

Among the Celestials
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It might be a difficult matter to tell just "where we
will spend eternity," so the Scriptures describe our
future sphere in the almost all-embracing terms, "among
the celestials." The popular conception of heaven, some
what like the great festive halls I have seen in the
palaces of Europe, in which each one has a place in the
orchestra, is unscriptural. Leaving out the earth, the
heavens, in which our future lies, comprise the whole
universe. Now we are confined to an exceedingly nar
row stratum near the surface of the earth. Our limita
tions will not allow us to go very far below its crust, nor
ascend very high above its atmosphere. Bars, much
stronger than iron, cage us in, so that we cannot come
forth. But then all limitations will be withdrawn and
the boundless universe will be before us, and the
object of our ministrations. How impossible to describe
our whereabouts in that supernal sphere!
Only one location need be given, for this includes all
others and imparts to every place the one thing needed
to make it all that heart can wish. And that is circum
scribed by the simple words that allay our fears and
soothe our sorrows, and crown the future with a halo
which no other phrase can ever impart. Our bliss will
not consist in being in a place, but in being with the
Lord! His presence would make "hell" heaven, and
what would heaven itself be without Him? And so, in
the midst of life, as well as in the presence of death, let
us console one another with these words.
A.E.K.
REPOSING IN CHRIST

We have received reports of the deaths of our fellow believers, Brother
Walter B. Craig of Kirkland, Washington on February 12, and Brother
Howard J. King of New Port Richey, Florida on December 22. They will
be roused and vivified in the glorious day of Christ's advent.

Questions and Answers

GOD, OUR GRACIOUS SAVIOUR
The following, in edited form, is a letter I prepared in reply to an
inquiry received concerning our teaching on the salvation of all; it
was accompanied by a lurid tract graphically depicting the terrors
of a fiery Hell. Perhaps it will be helpful to some of our friends in
considering this fearful matter with others. For vast numbers of
people are convinced that the Scriptures teach at least some form
of awful, eternal punishment. Indeed, a great many seriously insist
that this will entail an endless life of unspeakable pain and misery
in an asbestos ("unextinguishable") body, in the midst of a raging
fire, "for ever and ever."

Dear Friend in the Lord,
Greetings in the grace and peace of Christ. Thank
you for your letter. I would be glad to refer you to certain
of our publications or recorded messages concerning
our understanding of the various scriptures which you
made mention of in your letter. I would say at this time,
however, that I do not think there is anything in those
passages themselves which would prohibit the eventu
al salvation of all men, though there may be much that
can be inferred from them counter to the salvation of all
(cf 1 Cor.4:6). It is very common for believers to believe
their own negative inferences from certain passages,
while not believing the positive declarations of the
Scriptures themselves found in other passages.
I would like to say at the outset that if God willed
eternal punishment, this would be right, evil, awful,
and unmerciful as it would be. Yet God wills all to be
saved (1 Tim.2:4). Therefore this is right, good, won-
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derful, and merciful as it is. But in any case, what we
would like, what we would approve—whether at pres
ent or eventually—can by no means even be the surety
of truth, much less the arbiter of truth.
All blessing is based upon the blood of Christ. Where
human works are essential—whether for salvation, as
under law for Israel, or for service, as in our own case
today as members of the body of Christ—all is to be
traced back to God, to Whom be the glory. Only thus is
all boasting in the flesh debarred.
As to the tract you enclosed, and the various testimo
nies we have all heard of those who claim they have
visited Hell, I would simply say this: Our faith is to be
placed only in the Word of God. We do not need the
assistance of any contemporary visionaries to strength
en our convictions, "for by faith are we walking, not by
perception" (2 Cor.5:7). And, "If we are obtaining the
testimony of men, the testimony of God is greater"
(1 John 5:9).
Even if I intensely believed in the popular Hell,
even such a fiendish one as depicted in that tract,
on that behalf, I would still consider it utterly shame
ful to make any appeal to man, and to his real or
imagined experiences. I would wish to follow the
same principle just as firmly were I to hear of some
one having a marvelous vision, whether at the brink
of death or any other time, of the glories of universal
reconciliation.

When I first believed, I too was taught, and accept
ed, the teaching of eternal punishment, that of death.
For the beginning believer, though he seeks to follow
the Bible, is easily misled and is not competent to make
skillful judgments. On the other hand, when one has
been a believer for many years, but simply has not
been given understanding in a certain area, he is just as
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prone to err as the novice. And it may well be much
more difficult for him to change his position.
I am well aware of the reasons why men hold to the
teaching of eternal death, as well as the much more
widespread view, that of conscious, excruciating and
endless bodily suffering. Yet I was constrained to aban
don all such beliefs, strictly on exegetical grounds,
when various key matters were pointed out to me.
GOD MAKES FAITH GROW

It is well for us all to recall that we can do no more
than "plant" or "irrigate" the Word on behalf of our
fellow believers; only God can make our faith grow up
(cf 1 Cor.3:5-7; Rom.l4:4). So it is especially impor
tant for us all to act in humility and kindness toward
one another. I would suggest, but, I trust, only in a
spirit of grace, that it is not helpful to me for you to
make the charge (even if it should be a correct one)
that we are "so stuck on that universal salvation idea"
which "is only supported by a few Scriptures when
taken out of context." I might easily make a similar
charge toward those who hold views contrary to my
own. But that would not be a helpful claim either, even
if I should consider it a valid one.
If you feel we need correction concerning these
matters, I would suggest that, through the study of our
publications, you first acquire a substantial understand
ing of the main reasons why we believe as we do, and
then endeavor to show us why our position is untenable.
Until then, we can only assume that you simply do not
understand our position, and only oppose it out of
ignorance of its foundations. Until then, you cannot
help us, and we cannot help you.
But please do not, as so many do, presume that we
ignore or twist those passages which speak of severe
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judgment, whether in the close of the present eon or
during the thousand years (e.g., 2 Thess.l :9; Matt.25:
30-46; Matt.lO:28; Mark 9:42-48; cit. Isa.66:23,24),
after the thousand years in the day of judging (Rev.20:5,
11-13; cp Rom.2:5,9), or as to the lake of fire (Rev.
20:14,15), which is the final adversative judgment
revealed in Scripture. We believe that all the lost (by
far the greater portion of mankind) will stand before
the great white throne, and that events will proceed
even as the Scriptures declare. Likewise we believe
that following the judging, the lost will enter the sec
ond death, and that this will occur by means of a literal
conflagration of tremendous proportions.
The question is not whether those who die in unbe
lief are lost. Indeed, while "He who is believing in the
Son has life eonian, yet he who is stubborn as to the
Son shall not be seeing life, but the indignation of God
is remaining on Him" (John 3:36). The question is not
whether the unbeliever is lost, or whether he is subject
to divine wrath, even to the second death as well. The
question is just one thing: Is the second death the
unbeliever's final end?
The question is not whether there is a second death,
but whether, subsequently, there is life for those who
enter the second death. This itself depends upon the
will and counsel of God, according to the design of the
cross. In the Revelation, the apostle John simply does
not address this question; instead it is left for the
apostle Paul to settle, through his own ministry, which
completes the word of God (Col. 1:25).
According to Paul, Christ's saving work is a matter of
gratuitous grace (Rom.5:15), not of human qualification.
The day will come when God will abolish death
(lCor.l5:26). God will be All in all (1 Cor.l5:28).
"For since, in fact, through a man came death, through
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a Man, also, comes the resurrection of the dead. For
even as, in Adam, all are dying, thus also, in Christ,
shall all be vivified" (1 Cor.l5:21,22; c/Rom.5:18,19).
BELIEVING ALL THE WORD

Now concerning your claim for the need of multiple
texts (which you term "the testimony of two or three
witnesses") reiterating any certain teaching before it
may be accepted, let me say this: According to Moses'
law, concerning the charge of sin against an associate,
it was necessary for there to be a minimum of two
witnesses to the alleged transgression before the mat
ter could be brought before the priests and the judges
(Deut.l9:15-17). In Matthew 18:15-17, the Lord
instructs the disciples to follow this same principle "if
ever your brother should be sinning."
Paul makes use of that passage himself in 2 Corin
thians 13:1,2, likewise concerning sin, among the Corin
thians, in order to make the point that if he should be
coming to them again, he would not be sparing. They
were to understand that his words to them in this
matter were to be counted upon; they would "stand."
He avails himself of these words of Moses only to make
the point to the Corinthians that thus they were to be
assured that indeed he would act as he said when
coming to them. It is not that they were thereby to
imagine that they actually had had no need to take him
seriously before, when he had first declared this same
warning to them!
Besides, such matters have nothing to do with God's
declarations. When apostles, or other writers, were
composing their portions of the Sacred Scriptures, they
were recording the word of God. Now if He should
speak to us only once concerning any matter, we will
do well to believe what He says. Even to delay, or to be
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"tardy of heart to be believing on all which the proph
ets speak," is to be "foolish" (Luke 24:25), for "the
scripture can not be annulled" (John 10:35).
Furthermore, though there may be but only a rela
tively few passages that directly deal with this theme,
there are nonetheless several passages—not only one—
which are concerned with the significance of Christ's
work on behalf of all men, and of the saving benefits
which it will bring to them in due time.
god's grace not just an offer

It is true that only those who believe are saved today.
Likewise I agree that the Lord declares, "Let him who
will [lit., "the willing"], take the water of life gratu
itously" (Rev.22:17). Yet inasmuch as the one who is
willing will take it "gratuitously" (dorean, cp "without
a cause" [i.e., unwarrantedly], AV, John 15:25), it can
not be that he is given permission to do so because of
his willingness, for then he would do so on a basis of
reward, not gratuitously. Besides, whenever God intends
(Rom.9:19), He is quite able to make men willing (cf
Psa. 110:3), and does not need the help of His crea
tures to accomplish His goals. Whenever we succeed in
being obedient concerning any matter, we should thank
God for this, not seek to boast in ourselves therein.
If membership in the body of Christ is by grace, it
cannot be by obedience, even if the only "require
ment" we were to be given was to believe on or accept
Christ. For that is to represent salvation as a reward for
believing or accepting, and to give our faith the place
of spiritual currency, while repudiating the fact that
our faith itself is a gracious gift (1 Cor. 15:10,11;
Phil.l:29; 1 Tim.l:12-16). It simply does not follow
from the fact that only those who believe are in Christ,
that one's possession of faith fulfills a requirement or
is a matter of "human responsibility."
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It is evident, then, that the question as to the nature
of man's will can have no bearing on the issue of
salvation in Christ. If salvation in Christ is by grace
(and so is not a matter of reward), it cannot actually be
that God merely "offered" to save us, but instead that
He graciously chose to save us and did so. Reward for
obedience has its place, for us, at the dais of Christ
(2 Cor. 5:10); but it has no place whatever as to mem
bership in the body of Christ.
Insofar as this matter is concerned, it is irrelevant
even to discuss whether or not we might be able to turn
down an offer should one be made to us. Instead, the
point is this: Since God has made us no offer, it did not
fall upon us to accept or reject one. Any claims we may
have heard about "offers" were made to us merely by
mistaken ministers, men who no doubt believed they
were doing the right thing therein, even though they
were not. Entrance into the terrestrial kingdom under
law is one matter, and the apostle Paul's evangel of
grace among the nations is quite another.
The gospel to us, we who have been graciously
granted to be believing that Jesus died and rose
(lThess.4:14; cf 1 Cor.l5:3,4), is that God already
chose us long ago, to be holy and flawless in His sight,
and to be conformed to the image of His Son (Eph.
1:3-11; Rom.8:28-30). This was not a matter of par
tiality, but of purposefulness (2 Tim.l :9). Besides, "elec
tion" is only concerned with membership in the ecclesia,
and with eonian salvation and glory (2 Tim.2:10), not
with that even more glorious salvation beyond the
eons, which is endless and for all (1 Cor. 15:22-28).
May it be that our God and Father will be gracing us,
more and more, to be recognizing and glorifying Him
as our gracious Saviour, and not, instead, only as
a Rewarder.
J.R.C.

The Might of God's Strength

CHRIST'S ROUSING

AND THE SUBJECTION OF ALL
The transcendent greatness of God's power for us
accords with the rousing of Christ from among the dead
and the resultant exaltation of Christ over every other
power in the universe (Eph. 1:19-21; c/Phil.2: 9-11).
For us to understand the nature of this power and enjoy
an earnest of its benefits in our lives today, it is neces
sary for us to appreciate the character of God's power in
these two crucial operations presented in this Ephesian
passage. The resurrection of Christ and His exaltation
over all sovereignties and lordships are presented as the
standard of the power of God's spiritual operations in
those who are believing. If we misunderstand either
the rousing of Christ or the subjection of all to Him we
will likely fail to see and appropriate the power that
God provides for us even in this present era.
ROUSED FROM AMONG THE DEAD

Paul prays that God may be giving us a spirit of
wisdom to perceive, among other blessings, what is
"the transcendent greatness of His power for us who
are believing" (Eph. 1:15-19). This power is both mea
sured and described as being "in accord with the opera
tion of the might of [God's] strength which is operative
in the Christ, rousing Him from among the dead" (v.20).
We might glance back in history at some of God's
many displays of power. His triumph over the priests of
Baal on Mount Carmel (1 Kings 18:17-40) was cer-
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tainly impressive. The victories under David and oth
ers over the enemies of Israel were remarkable. The
entry into the promised land was accompanied by
miraculous events that could only be traced to God.
Even more firmly stamped on Israel's memory was
God's powerful deliverance of them from Egypt, through
the Sea and the wilderness. And above all these stands
the astounding accomplishment in the creation of the
heavens and the earth.
But none of these works of God are chosen as stan
dards for the divine power presented before us in
Ephesians chapter one. It is God's power in dealing
with death (in the rousing of Christ) and enmity (in the
exaltation of Christ) that is given here as the pattern of
God's power for us who are believing.
When we consider the rousing of Christ out from
among the dead, we realize that more power was
involved than in the rousing of Lazarus or others who
were resurrected to an extension of their mortality.
Christ's rousing demanded a dealing with sin, result
ing in justification (Rom.4:25). And it was not simply a
restoration of mortal life, but rather it was a victory
over death itself to its eventual elimination from the
universe (cf 1 Cor. 15:22,26).
But again, the measurement of this power is not only
in what it achieves, but in its character as well. It is
fully a positive and constructive power. It is entirely
beneficial and glorious. This has sometimes been
overlooked. Yet the fact remains that in dealing with
death and sin, the rousing of Christ brings forth life
and righteousness so fully and victoriously that no
death or sin can remain in all the universe. Beyond the
resurrection to judgment and beyond the second death
there must come the full fruition of the rousing of
Christ, for this is the nature of God's power manifested
in the resurrection of His Beloved Son.

Exalted Above Every Name
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SEATED AT GOD'S RIGHT HAND
Even as God's power in rousing Christ from among
the dead is characterized by His wisdom, righteous
ness and love, so also His power in seating Christ at His
right up over every sovereignty and authority and
power and lordship and name that is named is charac
terized by these grand attributes of Deity. The presen
tation of divine power in Ephesians 1:19-21 is built on
the blessedness of God's blessing, His love, His grace,
His will and delight, His wisdom and prudence, an
nounced in Ephesians 1:3-14. It is all for the laud of
His glory, without a scrap of enmity or tinge of distress.
What is given to us is full of joy and peace. But
everything we have is in accord with what God is doing
for all. Our lot was cast in Him in Whom all is to be
headed up (Eph. 1:10,11). So also the power given to
us accords perfectly in measure and quality with the
power involved in Christ's rousing and in the subjec
tion of all under His feet.
UNDER HIS FEET

Something has happened to people's concept of divine
subjection that is very sad and unfortunate. Through
the centuries we have associated God's subjection of
enemies primarily with human subjection of foes and
with the subjection of Israel's enemies described in the
Old Testament. There is some excuse for this in certain
contexts, but in the context of Ephesians every expres
sion and phrase guards against this association. Here
God's power in the rousing of Christ, His power in
subjecting sovereignties and His power for the believ
er are all placed in complete harmony. They are all
identical in character and object. All are operations of
love and righteousness, wisdom and glory.

The phrase, "and subjects all under His feet," can
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indeed be traced back to Psalm 8:6, where, in speak
ing of humanity, the psalmist praises Yahweh with
these words:
You give him the rule over the works
of Your hands;
All have You set under his feet.
But the subjection of the creatures of the earth
under Adam (c/Gen.l :28) was for mutual benefit, not
for purposes of unfair privilege and personal aggran
dizement. Furthermore, the Psalm has Messianic appli
cations as made clear in Hebrews 2:5-10. There the
wreathing with glory and honor of Jesus is associated
with His "tasting death for the sake of everyone" and
His "leading many sons into glory." The subjection of
enemies under Christ's feet is involved in leading them
into glory. It introduces them to what exactly Christ
has done for their sake.
Psalm 8:6 forms a background also for 1 Corinthi
ans 15:24-28 where Paul speaks of all enemies being
subjected under Christ's feet. Now suddenly, however,
the association with doing something for "the sake of"
others and with a leading into glory has not been
carefully observed by some of our brethren. The plac
ing of enemies under Christ's feet is an achievement
which Paul associates here as in Ephesians with the
resurrection of Christ and the operation that replaces
dying with vivification (1 Cor.l5:22). The nullifying of
all sovereignty, all authority and power is paralleled
with the abolishing (the same word in Greek as "nulli
fying") of death (1 Cor.l5:24,26). It is the enmity that
is abolished, but the enemy is put under Christ's feet,
no longer an enemy but a subject who becomes acquaint
ed with God as his All (v.28).
Hence to be under Christ's feet is to be blessed. This
is made undeniable in Philippians 2:9-11 where the
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bowing and acclaiming of all is perfectly in accord with
our own bowing and acclaiming of the Lordship of
Jesus Christ. It is all "for the glory of God, the Father"
Christ's triumph over sovereignties

This theme of the subjection of all under Christ's
feet is also found in Colossians. But first of all, it is not
expressed in terms of subjection but of reconciliation!
There is no conflict between subjection and reconcilia
tion. They are both aspects of the same divine opera
tion for good.
We thus read in Colossians 1:16 that all is created in
the Son of God's love, "that in the heavens and that on
the earth, the visible and the invisible, whether thrones,
or lordships, or sovereignties or authorities, all is creat
ed through Him and for Him." The view is the entire
universe, but special mention is made again of the
many powers in the universe who appear to operate
independently and for their own benefit. These were
created "in Christ," just as we all were created. And
everyone of these sovereignties will be reconciled to
God through the blood of the cross (Col. 1:20). When
the Son of God's love died on the cross peace was
gained for every creature in all the universe, including
those who have been most in enmity toward God in
their exercise of authority and power.
This peace is far more than pacification (as some
have perceived it). It is the fruit of the cross. It stems
from the blood of Christ. It fully accords with the
reconciliation granted us as believers as described in
Colossians 1:22.
Nevertheless, a later passage in Colossians has often
been set forward as speaking of this subjection and
reconciliation in a different way. In 2:14,15, Paul speaks
of "the handwriting of the decrees against us, which
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was hostile to us"; this was nailed to the cross. And in
doing this, Christ was "stripping off the sovereignties
and authorities" and "with boldness He makes a show
of them, triumphing over them in it."
Here the language seems much more severe, and we
are tempted to feel a certain gloating satisfaction over
the discomfort (as we perceive it) of those powers who
imposed these hostile decrees. But the triumph of
Christ over these sovereignties is no different in char
acter than His triumph over our enmity and selfishness.
It is but a phase in the process of reconciliation and the
enjoyment of the peace of God. These creatures of His
hand have their power and authority stripped away so
that they may enter the blessing of subjection to the
Lord Jesus Christ.
Nothing that stems from the cross can involve bitter
ness for some and self-satisfaction for others. Christ's
triumph is universally and mutually blessed. This is
the transcendent greatness of God's power for us today.
It is a power that produces peace and joy. It is a power
that subjects the creature to God's vast love. It is a
power that gives life out of death. It is the power
whereby all are headed up in the Christ and that
triumphs with the reconciliation of all. This is the
nature of Christ's triumphal procession and subjection
of all under His feet. May it more and more become
operative in our lives, that "being true, in love we
should be making all grow into Him, Who is the Head—
Christ" (Eph.4:15).
D.H.H.
J. BROMLEY MANN

Our brother in the Lord, J. Bromley Mann, died on March 3. He was
76 years of age. Brother Mann was a dear saint, and knew the truth of
universal reconciliation from an early age, learning it from his father,
Jess Mann, who died at age 99 in 1983. We extend our condolences to
his wife, Sister Margaret Mann.
Don Carleton

God's Revelation to the Chosen

GOD MAKES KNOWN HIS SECRETS
Timothy, a child beloved of Paul, was urged, "Endeav
or to present yourself to God qualified, an unashamed
worker, correctly cutting the word of truth" (2 Tim.2:15).
He would heartily agree that, "All scripture is inspired
by God, and is beneficial for teaching, for exposure, for
correction, for discipline in righteousness, that the
man of God may be equipped, fitted out for every good
act" (2 Tim.3:16,17). However, as so many frequently
fail to understand, carefully searching the Scriptures
will assist in an understanding of God's wisdom, but by
itself it will never unlock or solve God's secrets!
In God's purpose there are those chosen and called
out from the rest. God gives His Own Son "... as Head
over all, to the ecclesia which is His body, the comple
ment of the One completing the all in all" (Eph.l:23).
His purpose in choosing this ecclesia is, in certain respects,
similar to the choice of His gracious Son. At the Jordan
river He declared: "This is My Son the Beloved, in
Whom I delight" (Matt.3:17). Just as our Lord was
chosen to be the Image of His Father, revealing Him in
all His love and grace, so the ecclesia is to make known
to the sovereignties and authorities among the celes
tials, the multifarious wisdom of God (Eph.3:10).
Whether the believer or unbeliever studies God's
Word, both must profit thereby, but, inevitably, His
most precious truths will be confided only to those who
are chosen and called, among whom "... there are not
many wise according to the flesh; not many powerful,
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not many noble, but the stupidity of the world God
chooses, that He may be disgracing the wise, and the
weakness of the world God chooses, that He may be
disgracing the strong, and the ignoble and the con
temptible things of the world God chooses, and that
which is not, that He should be discarding that which
is, so that no flesh at all should be boasting in God's
sight" (lCor.l:27-30).

These observations will have no appeal to the unbe

liever. Some may even protest that it is preposterous to
first declare that our Lord is to reveal His Father's love

and grace, and then propose that this is a secret, grasped
by but a few. Here it must be stressed that such loving
revelation never has been, nor will it ever be, a secret.
However, let us consider our Lord's intimate words to
the twelve: "To you the secret of the kingdom of God
has been given, yet to those outside all is occurring in
parables, that, observing, they may be observing and
may not be perceiving, and hearing, they may be
hearing and not understanding, lest at some time they
should be turning about, and they may be pardoned
the penalties of their sins" (Mark 4:11,12).
WHY SECRETS?

Let us briefly consider the necessity for secrets in
God's loving purpose. There are so many notable exam
ples in history which will help to demonstrate the
reasons why, even on very important occasions, He has
remained silent. Often, premature disclosure, or con
sultation, would have frustrated the outcome.
In Egypt, Pharaoh must have firmly believed in the
wisdom and independence of all his decisions regard
ing the people of Israel. How eager these same people
were at Sinai. Many years were to elapse before Peter,
speaking of the laws of Moses was to describe these as
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"... a yoke on the necks of the disciples which neither
our fathers nor we are strong enough to bear" (Acts
15:10). It was hatred, not love, which motivated Satan
at Calvary. It is hardly likely that he would have redou
bled his efforts had he known that this, his gravest sin,
would be, in God's wisdom, the corrective of all sins!
Primarily intended for the believer, these thoughts
are submitted in humility and reverence, for it is a great
privilege to minister to those whom God has chosen to
make known His multifarious wisdom to the sovereign
ties and authorities among the celestials (Eph.3:10).
Perhaps some example could be considered to rein
force the truths of the argument set forth. From that
well-known chapter 13 in 1 Corinthians, we read in
verse twelve, "For at present we are observing by means
of a mirror, in an enigma, yet then, face to face." Most
will misconstrue this as referring to a yet future time,
when, resurrected, God will explain to us all those
matters which now are a mystery. Disregarding Paul's
clear statement that he completes the word of God
(Col. 1:25), this ignorance clearly sets forth the very
point we are insisting on; namely that God's secrets are
inviolable! Only the chosen may perceive that the pres
ent secret administration had not been publicly revealed
at that time, but was amply set forth when Paul joyfully
declared, "To me, less than the least of all saints, was
granted this grace: to bring the evangel of the untraceable riches of Christ to the nations, and to enlighten all
as to what is the administration of the secret, which has
been concealed from the eons in God" (Eph.3:8,9).
Lest like Paul, we should be lifted up by the tran
scendence of these revelations, we would do well to
remember that our faith may not be in the wisdom of
men but in the power of God. "Yet wisdom are we
speaking among the mature, yet a wisdom not of this
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eon, neither of the chief men of this eon, who are being
discarded, but we are speaking God's wisdom in a
secret, wisdom which has been concealed, which God
designates before—before the eons, for our glory, which
not one of the chief men of this eon knows, for if they
know, they would not crucify the Lord of glory. But,
according as it is written, that which the eye did not
perceive, and the ear did not hear, and to which the
heart of man did not ascend—whatever God makes
ready for those who are loving Him. Yet to us God
reveals them through His spirit, for the spirit is search
ing all, even the depths of God" (1 Cor.2:6-10).
The faithful heart will denote a progression in God's
Word. In this there is nothing unusual. Paul recog
nized this when he wrote of hearing "ineffable decla
rations, which it is not allowed a man to speak"
(2 Cor. 12:4). Secrets of the kingdom were once kept
closed, but are now revealed. The duration of Israel's
callousness, again, another secret, is now disclosed as
being "... until the complement of the nations may be
entering" (Rom. 11:25).
Members of Christ's body exult in the truth that He
will bring all into loving subjection to His God and
Father, before He also abdicates! They rejoice that
God will be All in all (1 Cor.l5:28). At this time, in
humiliation, they are sustained in His glory. "And He is
the Head of the body, the ecclesia, Who is Sovereign,
Firstborn from among the dead, that in all He may be
becoming first, for in Him the entire complement
delights to dwell, and through Him to reconcile all to
Him (making peace through the blood of His cross),
through Him, whether those on the earth or those in
the heavens" (Col. 1:18-20).
"The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your
spirit!" (Phil.4:23).
Donald Fielding

Studies in Deuteronomy

THE COVENANT REAFFIRMED
"These are the statutes and the judgments [guiding
principles] which you shall observe to obey in the land
that Yahweh Elohim of your fathers gives to you to
tenant it all the days that you are alive on the ground"
(Deut.l2:l).
AFFIRMATION OF
COVENANTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

"This day Yahweh your Elohim is instructing you to
keep these statutes and judgments, and you will observe
and obey them with all your heart and with all your
soul. To Yahweh have you affirmed today that He is to
be your Elohim, and you are to go in His ways and to
observe His statutes, His instructions and His judg
ments and to hearken to His voice. As for Yahweh, He
affirms today that you are to be for Him a special
people, just as He promised to you, and that you are to
observe all His instructions; then He promises to give
you supremacy over all the nations which He has
made, for praise, for a name and for beauty, and for you
to be a people holy to Yahweh your Elohim just as He
has promised" (Deut.26:16-19).
When Moses read the scroll of the covenant to the
people in front of Mount Sinai, they affirmed that they
would do and hearken to all that Yahweh has spoken
(Ex. 19:2; 24:7). Almost forty years later, in Ttansjordan,
in the plains of Moab, the post-Sinai generation had
been listening to Moses' explanation and implementa-
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tion of all the statutes and judgments which they should
observe to obey in the promised land.
yahweh's covenant with us

Right at the beginning of his second address Moses
had emphasized: "Hear, Israel, the statutes and the
judgments that I am speaking in your ears today, that
you learn them and observe to obey them. Yahweh our
Elohim, He contracted a covenant with us at Horeb.
Not with our fathers did Yahweh contract this covenant,
but with us, each one of us, these here today, all of us
who are alive" (Deut.5:l-3).
In the final verses of chapter 26 (toward the end of
Moses' second address) the covenant is reinaugurated in
the presence of the post-Sinai generation, although the
ceremony itself is not made explicit in these verses. They
may be viewed as a formal ratification of the covenant
between Yahweh and His special people, Israel (even
though the term "covenant" does not occur here).
FORMAL DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT

Moses is the covenant mediator who (in 26:17) gives
a formal declaration of commitment to the effect that
each one of his audience has affirmed today that Yah
weh is to be his Elohim. In addition each one of them
solemnly affirms that he must go in the way of Yahweh,
that he must observe His statutes, His instructions and
His judgments (just as Moses had explained and imple
mented them in the preceding chapters of Deuterono
my), and that he must hearken to Yahweh's voice in
future days as well when He will speak through Moses'
successor, the elders, the priests and the Levites (cf
Deut.27:l,9; 31:23).
A SPECIAL PEOPLE FOR YAHWEH

Almost forty years before, Yahweh had called to
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Moses from the mountain, saying: "Thus shall you say
to the house of Jacob and tell to the sons of Israel, You
have seen what I did to the Egyptians when I bore you
on vultures' wings and brought you to Myself. Now, if
you shall hearken, yea hearken to My voice and observe
My covenant, then you will become Mine, a special
possession, above all the peoples, for Mine is all the
earth. As for you, you shall become Mine, a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation. These are the words which
you shall speak to the sons of Israel" (Ex.l9:3-6).
In Deuteronomy 26:18 the divine promise is repeat
ed in abbreviated form: "As for Yahweh, He affirms
today that you are to be for Him, a special people, just
as He promised to you." Yet Israel must "observe all
His instructions." Their willingness to do so has signif
icant implications for their future role in the world of
nations, where they will enjoy supremacy over them
in a unique way: Yahweh will set Israel high above the
other nations, so that His special people becomes an
object of praise, renown and beauteous glory, reflect
ing the glory of Yahweh Elohim in their national life,
as a people holy to Him.
RESPECT FOR ISRAEL

We remember the words of Moses at the end of his
first address in the plains of Moab when he said to his
audience: "See! I have taught you statutes and judg
ments just as Yahweh my Elohim had instructed me,
for you to do thus within the land where you are
entering to tenant it. And you must observe and obey
them, for that is your wisdom and your understanding
in the eyes of all the peoples who shall hear of all these
statutes and will say: Surely this great nation is a
people wise and understanding. For what great nation
is there which has elohim so near to it as Yahweh our
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Elohim is in all that we call to Him? And what great
nation is there which has statutes and judgments so
righteous as all this law that I am putting before you
today" (Deut.4:5-8)?
PRAISE, NAME, BEAUTY

The special status of Israel and the praise, the name
(name of elation, or renown), and the beauty (or beau
teous glory) will be recognized by other nations, not as
a reward given to Israel for meritorious behavior, but
rather because their Elohim is near to them when they
call to Him, and because He has given them righteous
statutes and judgments from which they draw thenwisdom and understanding.
Almost a millennium later, Yahweh said to Jeremiah:
"For just as the belt clings to a man's waist, so I have
caused all the house of Israel and all the house of Judah
to cling to Me, averring is Yahweh, to become Mine, for
a people and for a name, and for praise and for beauty,
yet they would not hear" (Jer.l3:ll).
A NAME OF ELATION

When Jeremiah was retained in the jail court of
Jerusalem, Yahweh promised restoration after the judg
ment of those days while He concealed His face from
this city (33:1,5): "Behold, I shall bring up for it whole
ness and health, and I will heal them and reveal to
them the sweet-smell of peace and truth. And I will
reverse the captivity of Judah and the captivity of
Israel and rebuild them as they were at first. I will
cleanse them from all their depravity in which they
sinned against Me, and I will pardon all their depravi
ties by which they sinned against Me and by which
they transgressed against Me. And it will become for
Me a name of elation, for praise and for beauty to all
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the nations of the earth, who shall hear of all the good
that I am doing for them, and they will be in awe and
be astounded over all the good and over all the peace
that I am giving to it" (Jer.33:6-9).
BECOME HOLY TO ME

Why (in spite of repeated showings of depravity and
transgression) would Israel remain holy to Yahweh and
very special to Him? In order to answer this question,
we have to remember what "holy" means in biblical
usage. Our Greek-English Keyword Concordance (p.
146) gives this definition: "Holy, that which is conse
crated or set apart/' So "holy" connotes that which
God has set apart from the common or profane. Israel's
holiness is no indication of inherent merit, but is rather
based on divine choice: "You will become holy to Me,
for I, Yahweh, am holy, and / am separating you from
the peoples to become Mine" (Lev.20:26).
Israel was given this divine promise: "Yahweh shall
raise you as a people holy to Himself, just as He had
sworn to you, in case you should observe the instruc
tions of Yahweh yourElohim, and walk in His ways, so
that all the peoples of the earth will see that the Name
of Yahweh is proclaimed over you, and they will fear
you"(Deut.28:9,10).
SANCTIFY YOURSELVES

The word "sanctify" is derived from the Latin
"sanctificare," make holy. The corresponding Hebrew
verb form belongs to the holy word family; "sanctify
yourselves" means: keep yourselves separated from
the profane, become holy. We read in Leviticus 11:44:
"For I, Yahweh, am your Elohim, so you will sanctify
yourselves and become holy, for I am holy." The divine
reminder in Numbers 15:40 explains how to become
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holy: "... remember and observe all My instructions
and become holy to your Elohim." So when the postSinai generation in the plains of Moab affirmed to
Yahweh that He was to be their Elohim and that they
would go in His ways and would observe His statutes,
they actually sanctified themselves; they were willing
to keep themselves separated from the common and
profane and thus to become holy.
BECAUSE OF THE LOVE OF YAHWEH FOR YOU

Knowing the reason for Yahweh's choice should pro
vide a strong motivation for sanctifying themselves
and becoming holy; so Moses had given his audience
this explanation:
"For you are a people holy to Yahweh your Elohim;
Yahweh your Elohim has chosen you to become His, a
special people from all the peoples who are on the
surface of the ground. It was not because your multi
tude was more than all the other peoples that Yahweh
was attached to you and chose you, for you were the
fewest of all the peoples. But it was because of the love
of Yahweh for you and because of His keeping the oath
that He had sworn to your fathers" (Deut.7:6-8).
The post-Sinai generation had heard from their fathers
about Yahweh's affectionate regard and love for them,
when He brought them forth with a steadfast hand and
ransomed them from the house of servants, from the
hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt (c/Deut.7:8). With this
awareness in mind and with Moses' words implanted
firmly in their memory, they could honestly affirm that
Yahweh was to be their Elohim, knowing that they
must go in His ways all the time, and observe His
statutes, His instructions, His judgments (divine guide
lines), and hearken to His voice.
H.H.R.
(To be continued)

Concordant Version of Psalms 123-125

THREE SONGS OF ASCENTS
PSALM 123
A Song of Ascents

To You I lift 'my eyes,
The One dwelling in the heavens.
Behold, as the eyes of servants look to
the hand of their lords,
As the eyes of a maid to the hand of her mistress,
So do our eyes look to Yahweh our Elohim
Until w He should be gracious to us.
Be gracious to us, O Yahweh, be gracious to us,
For we are surfeited greatly with contempt.
For itself is our soul greatly surfeited
With the derision of the self-satisfied,
With the contempt >of the proud.

PSALM 124

A Song of Ascents, Davidic

Unless Yahweh Himself w had bbeen for us,
prNow let Israel say,
Unless Yahweh Himself w had bbeen for us,

*When mankind rose" onagainst us,
Then they would have swallowed us up alive
In the heat" of their anger 'against us;
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Then the waters, they would have engulfed us,
The watercourse, it would have passed over our soul;
Then there would have passed over our soul
The rampaging waters.
Blessed be Yahweh,
Who has not given us as a prey to their teeth.
Our soul, it has escaped like a bird from
the snares of the trappers1;
The snare has been broken1, and we have escaped.
Our help is in the Name of Yahweh,

dMaker' of the heavens and earth.

PSALM 125
A Song of Ascents

Those who trust in Yahweh are like Mount Zion
which shall not slip;
It shall dwell securely for the eon.
As Jerusalem has mountains round about> it,
+So Yahweh is round about> His people
Henceforth and unto the eon.
For the scepter of the wicked shall not settle
over the lot of the righteous,
So that the righteous may not 'put forth their hands
into iniquity.

cDo good, O Yahweh, to the good
And to those who are upright in their hearts.
+As for those who turn aside1 to their tortuous ways,
May Yahweh banish them 'with the contrivers' of
lawlessness.
Peace be on Israel.

Concordant Version of the Psalms

ASCENDING FROM CONTEMPT TO PEACE
The second triad of steps in the "Songs of Ascents"
begins with a cry from one who is humiliated with the
contempt and derision of enemies. "For we are surfeit
ed greatly with contempt. For itself is our soul greatly
surfeited with the derision of the self-satisfied, with
the contempt of the proud" (Psa. 123:3,4). It ends with
the benediction: "Peace be on Israel" (Psa. 125:5).
CONTEMPT AND DERISION

This Psalm 123 connects with Psalm 121 with its
opening line. Instead of lifting his eyes to the moun
tains, the psalmist directs his attention to Yahweh, his
Elohim, "the One dwelling in the heavens." But the
general tone of Psalm 123 is like that of Psalm 120; it is
a cry to God from one in distress.
Hezekiah knew of such taunts and derision from the
Assyrian king, Sennacherib and his "rab-shakeh" or
field-commander. Psalm 123 well expresses the plea of
the faithful Judean in Hezekiah's day, "Be gracious to
us, O Yahweh, be gracious to us!" (v.3).
The divine reply to Sennacherib delivered through
the prophet Isaiah is given in 2 Kings 19:21-34, from
which we select the following passages in clear parallel
to this psalm:
As the king of Assyria showed contempt toward
Jerusalem, Yahweh declared that now the daughter of
Jerusalem "despises you! she derides you!" (v.21). The
Assyrian camp was devastated by the messenger, and
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now the one who taunted Jerusalem is derided by her.
Now Yahweh asks Sennacherib, "Whom have you
reproached and taunted? And against Whom have you
raised high your voice and lifted up your eyes on high?
Against the Holy One of Israel!... Because your rant
ing against Me and your self-satisfaction have ascend
ed into My ears, so I will place My gaff in your nose and
My bit in your lips, and I will reverse you in the way by
which you came" (2 Kings 19:22,28).
There is an important feature in our lives of faith
that is not exactly the same as Hezekiah's. We have
learned that it is not some foreign people who rant
against God in their self-satisfaction. Rather it is all
of us, the human race itself which despises "the riches
of His kindness and forbearance and patience" (Rom.
2:4). We ourselves are the enemy who show contempt
in self-satisfaction. "Yet God is commending this love
of His to us, seeing that, while we are still sinners,
Christ died for our sakes" (Rom.5:9). Rather than
sending a messenger of death to destroy us, God
spares not His own Son but gives Him up for us all
(Rom.8:32). God chooses the contemptible, of whom
we are (1 Cor. 1:28). Consequently, if we are scorned
by others, we may well remind ourselves of our own
enmity and false pride and of God's grace to us in
Christ Jesus our Lord. We do not search, like the
psalmist (Psa. 123:2), for God to be gracious to us, but
rather we exult in the fact that He is gracious to us
beyond our fondest hopes.
he is for us

Like Psalm 121, Psalm 124 directs attention to Deity.
The dangers and struggles are much spoken of, but they
are viewed as past. Yahweh has given deliverance from
them. He had been for them (124:1,2). The engulfing
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waters, the rampaging floods are gone (verses 4,5); the
trapped bird has escaped from the snare (v.7).
There is an interesting sidelight to Psalm 124:7 re
lated by Dr. BuUinger in his book, The Chief Musician
(pages 252-256).* On a carved cylinder presently in
the British Museum, a boast of this very Sennacherib is
recorded, speaking of the siege of Jerusalem and its
king, Hezekiah: "I reckoned.. . himself like a caged
bird within Jerusalem his royal city." Nevertheless,
"Our soul, it has escaped like a bird from the snares of
the trappers; the snare has been broken, and we have
escaped. Our help is in the Name of Yahweh, Maker of
the heavens and earth" (Psa. 124:7,8).
Here we are reminded of Paul's testimony in 2 Tim
othy. He spoke of persecutions and sufferings, "and out
of them all the Lord rescues me" (3:11). Furthermore,
"I am rescued out of the mouth of the lion. The Lord
will be rescuing me from every wicked work and will
be saving me for His celestial kingdom: to Whom be
glory for the eons of the eons. Amen!" (4:17,18).
YAHWEH IS ROUND ABOUT HIS PEOPLE

The sixth psalm of the Song of Ascents (125) centers
on the confident word of trust in verse 2. "As Jerusalem
has mountains round about it, so Yahweh is round
about His people henceforth and unto the eon." Again
we recall that the word "mountains" is often used in
Scripture as a figure of the nations. Consequently, for
Hezekiah and those in Jerusalem, this psalm could
say: "As Jerusalem has the enemy forces of Assyria
round about it, so Yahweh has His protective forces
round about His people."
The psalm itself contains many details about the
*Now available from Concordant Publishing Concern.
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wicked and the lawless, but as a whole it is a song of
confidence and exultation, mainly because of the open
ing verses. Mount Zion shall not slip. Yahweh is round
about His people. It is, therefore, for this reason that
peace will be on Israel (v.5).
That beautiful passage of Philippians 4:4-7 expresses
similar confidence in the Lord, but as might be expect
ed, it goes beyond the psalm in speaking of lenience
toward all people so that full attention can be given to
God and His peace. With this in mind, it seems appro
priate to arrange Paul's words as a Song of Ascent:
Be rejoicing in the Lord always!
Again, I will declare, be rejoicing!
Let your lenience be known to all men:
The Lord is near.
Do not worry about anything, but in everything
By prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,
Let your requests be made known to God,
And the peace of God that is superior to every
frame of mind,
Shall be garrisoning your hearts and your
apprehensions
In Christ Jesus.
D.H.H.

GRACE TABERNACLE STUDIES

A thirty-two page booklet was prepared for the conference held
in Almont, Michigan, containing two articles reprinted from
Unsearchable Riches. The booklet is entitled "Grace Tabernacle
Studies," the articles having been written by two former teachers
of the Almont Bible class when it was known as Grace Tabernacle.
Pastor George L. Rogers' study is entitled, "Race-wide Condemna
tion and Vivification," and E. Lynwood Crystal contributed the
article, "Correctly Partitioning the Word of Truth." This booklet is
priced at $1.00 and is available from the Concordant Publishing
Concern as long as supplies last.

Studies in Lamentations

HOW SOLITARY SITS THE CITY
The Book of Lamentations has been described as the
most depressing part of the Bible. The name by which
it is generally known, "The Lamentations of Jeremiah"
is in a measure responsible for the impression that this
Book contains nothing more than a melancholy series
of laments.
"how"

The Hebrew title however is charged with deeper
significance. In accordance with a custom of which we
have other instances in the Hebrew Scriptures, the
first word in the text is taken as the title of the book.
The first word of the first chapter means "How." Now
this is a characteristic word for the commencement of
the book. Three out of the five laments begin with it. It
is a note of exclamation, and is not only suggestive of a
certain kind of poem, but is a hint of the general drift of
thought; it strikes the keynote for all that follows.
The first thought suggested by this opening excla
mation is a fusion of opposites, expressing alike horror
and surprise. A crowd will utter the same exclamation
when startled at the sight of a ghastly scene, or when
unexpectedly struck with delight.
The substance of Lamentations coincides with this
suggestion of the title. The daughter of Zion is pros
trate with sorrow. "How solitary sits the city once of
many people! She has become like a widow who was
great among nations; The chief princess among the
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provinces, she has become a payer of tribute. She is
lamenting, yea lamenting in the night, her tears on her
cheeks" (1:1,2). Yet strange as it may seem, this agony
of despair turns out to be the door of hope. "Yahweh is
my portion, my soul declares; therefore I shall hope for
Him" (3:24). She sinks down to the very lowest depths
of sorrow only to take an upward flight on the wings of
gracious favor. The lesson is learned that despair and
hope are not as far apart as appearances would indicate.
Despair is the forerunner of hope; the bitter and the
sweet, the somber and the bright are mysteriously
blended, though it is not possible to detect where the
shadow of the one and the light of the other divide, so
strange and splendid is the merging.
MORE THAN RETRIBUTION

The prophets had proclaimed with tireless energy,
and all the vigor of which their strenuous natures were
capable, that the national sins of Israel must be fol
lowed by dreadful calamity; and when the war cloud
appeared on the horizon our author saw in it the herald
of approaching doom. Then the thunderbolt fell, and
the wreck it caused became the topic of this book of
Lamentations.

After such a preparation, what was more natural,
and reasonable, and even inevitable, than that he should
become confirmed in the conviction that the ruin of
Jerusalem was due to "her many transgressions" (1:5).
That was true, but it was not the whole truth. The law
was not a full-orbed revelation; it was limited both in
sphere and outlook. The law had revealed that phase
of truth which connects judgment with sin. The other—
the inner and grander—side of this somber truth was
reserved for a future time. The opportune occasion for
its unfolding arrived with the overthrow of the city
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which had enjoyed the rich, rare gift of heaven's
friendship. The penalty meted out to her through the
agency of the Chaldeans verified the predictions of the
prophets, sealed the teaching of the law, and made
room for the larger and grander aspect of the question.
THE THEME

"For as at Mount Perazim, Yahweh shall rise; as at
the vale of Gideon, He shall rage up to do His work;
alien is His work! and to serve His service; foreign is
His service!" (Isa.28:21). Thus spoke the prophet Isaiah
when threatening the citizens of Jerusalem with a
disaster similar to the one bewailed in the Lamentations.
Why is judgment spoken of as an "alien" act? Was
not the breach of the daughter of Zion the wages of
"her many transgressions?" Is it not a law universally
recognized, and acted upon, that every transgression
of disobedience should receive the just recompense of
reward? And does not the guilty city herself acknowl
edge the justness of this inexorable law of retribution?
She even justifies the verdict which has brought upon
her disgrace as well as suffering: "Yahweh, He is
righteous: for I have rebelled against His bidding"
(Lam. 1:18). If judgment be nothing more than a rec
ompense for transgression, then it is but a natural
principle which accords perfectly with our moral
constitution. What is there alien or strange about it?
The strangeness inhering in judgment lies, not in its
connection with human conduct, but in its connection
with sin; for although judgment may be the just reward
of disobedience, the spectacle of judgment upon sin is
intermingled with the painful riddle of sin's existence.
Why should there be sin at all under the government of
a just and almighty Creator?
Thus while judgment presents no difficulty consid-
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ered as a law of retribution governing the domain of
human conduct, it raises the gravest perplexities when
considered in its relation to the divine forepurpose.
Once it is seen that judgment is not a mere expedient
called forth by sin, but an item of omniscient fore
thought antedating sin's very existence, then, unless it
can be shown that judgment is something more than a
retributive principle, reason and conscience alike must
view it with suspicion and refuse to acquiesce in the
idea of its justness.
The spectacle of a humiliation which follows nothing
worse than a fall into external misfortune cannot but
elicit commiseration. But all this alters with the discov
ery of a shocking moral lapse at the root of the woeful
plight into which the sufferer has fallen. Commisera
tion gives place to awe as we recognize in the misfor
tune a matter of retribution. We go beyond the sphere
of human conduct, and, passing beyond the universal
course about it, come into the presence of the One
presiding over both. Here our progress in tracking up
the principle is stayed. We have traced judgment back
to its causal source only to be startled by the discovery
that the One who decrees the judgment is, by virtue of
omnipotence, responsible for whatever takes place in
the universe. If we believe that God is supreme we
must concede that He could have prevented sin. But
since sin has been permitted, is not human existence
an ill-fated tragedy? Is not man a helpless victim to the
caprice of a power he is unable to resist? Such are the
thoughts confronting the mind which, unfettered by
conventional dogmas, looks things in the face.
JUDGMENT INTO SUFFERING

Suffering imposed as the result of judgment pres
ents itself in two aspects: (1) The visitation of unde-
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served calamity, which the consciousness of innocence
enables one to endure without any sense of inward
shame. (2) Calamity which is the direct consequence
of transgression, and which is accompanied by the
humiliation of exposure and by the miserable con
sciousness that it is deserved. The one raises the ques
tion, "Why should the just be involved in suffering?"
The other prompts us to ask, "Is there to be no after
glow of sunset after the day of storm and terror?"
The Book of Job deals with the former aspect of the
question. Its answer to the cry, "Why should the just
suffer as a sinner?" is that the connection of suffering
with sin is a transient phase of a process springing from
the absolute goodness of Deity and designed to secure
the absolute good of the creature. The whole subject is
there lifted to a higher plane. Judgment into suffering
assumes a totally different aspect when, freed from
traditional associations of an exclusively penal charac
ter, it emerges invested with the dignity of an instruc
tive agency. That is its true essential character, whatev
er some of its circumstantial functions may be. Thus
the Prodigal Son perceives that he has sinned against
heaven and against his father when he is in the lowest
depths of misery, not because he recognizes a penal
character in his troubles, but on account of the fact that
he has come to himself. This subjective, psychological
connection between sin and suffering is independent
of any dogma of retribution. It is clear that if the
famine possessed any penal character at all, it was only
in its relation to the prodigal; it could not sustain any
such relation to the citizens of the far off country
among whom he dwelt.
But the Book of Job leaves one point untouched. Are
not retributive calamities of an exclusively penal char
acter? The Book of Lamentations takes up this ques-
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Hope Given in the City's Sorrow

tion, and gives the key to the whole tragedy of a
judgment, leading to hardship and loss. For the treat
ment of so momentous a theme the method adopted is
somewhat similar to the one pursued in Job. A con
crete example of the case in point is exhibited in the city
degraded from princely rank and reduced to bond
service. The description of her sad plight is followed by
ruthless exposure of her shame. Next the added fact of
her deposal from Divine favor, in consequence of which
her case is pronounced hopeless, is made known. At
this point developments take a sudden turn. In Chap
ter 3, a new personage breaks in, and after a selfportrayal of his misfortunes—a portrayal presaging in
its happy issue the possibility of a like outcome for the
city—he vanishes from view. In the sequel of the story
the hope kindled by his message becomes clouded by
continued hard slavery. Suddenly a voice is heard pro
claiming the ending of the city's sin (4:22). The hinted
possibility of a happy issue has become a certainty;
hope revives, and the people settle down in a calm
attitude of trustful waiting (5:19-22).
V Gelesnoff

MICHIGAN CONFERENCES
"The Body of Christ" is the general theme for the Michigan Fellow
ship meetings this year. At the all-day gatherings on February 22 and
March 21, both held in Grand Rapids, our speakers laid foundations
concerning the unity of the body and its transcendently gracious place
in God's purpose. A stimulating study of Ephesians 1:15-23 with most
everyone present participating, occupied all the sessions on April 25 at
the home of Clint and Marion Tenniswood, near Peck. Brother Rick
Farwell was the speaker at the special conference held in Almont on
May 15 and 16. In four talks, he traced the references to the Body of
Christ in Romans, 1 Corinthians, Ephesians and Colossians.
Three day Fellowship Conferences are scheduled in Baldwin, Michi
gan, for July 31-August 2, and October 2-4. Write Grace and Truth
Chapel, Box 84, Baldwin, MI 49304, for further details.
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EDITORIAL
The Concordant Version of the book of Lamentations is
presented here along with notes selected and adapted from a
study of this book written by V Gelesnoff about 75 years ago.
(For an explanation of the various typographical features of
the translation, see the introductions and abbreviation keys
given in previously published installments of the CVOT.)
The first word in the Hebrew text, "How!" was taken as
the title in ancient times. This, as Brother Gelesnoff pointed
out, was considered an expression both of horror and surprise.
There is no doubt that the book is filled with tears and
sorrow. But the opening cry points attention not only to the
laments themselves but to momentous questions concerning
them. What is startling in this book is not simply the horror
of Jerusalem's devastation but the fact that this has come
upon the very people and city marked out from the rest by
special divine favor. Over and above the sufferings of Judah
stands the reflection this makes on the Name of Yahweh. Yet
the boldness of the cry is also reflected in the open way in
which the book traces these sorrows to the divine activity.
The five chapters are five distinct laments. They follow an
alphabetical arrangement with verse divisions correspond
ing to the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The first four
chapters are arranged in acrostic form in that each verse (in
chapter 3, each set of three verses) begins with a different
letter, starting at the beginning of the Hebrew alphabet. But
this formal structure is merely the poetic form; the sub
stance of the poetry is the theme of God being revealed
through the pain and sorrows of temporary affliction. Yet the
alphabetical arrangement does remind us of Revelation 1:8
where, with the Greek alphabet in view, the Lord declares,
"I am the Alpha and the Omega."
Indeed we do find the Son of God in the book of Lamenta
tions. As Brother Gelesnoff suggests, the "master who has
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Now Faithful is God

seen humiliation," speaking in chapter 3, points ahead to
the "Man of Pains" Who was "wounded because of our
transgressions" (Isa.53:3-5). The laments direct attention to
Yahweh Who has brought the devastation on Jerusalem but
Who also will restore the people in His compassion and
mercy. This will be accomplished in its perfection through
the work of the great Master, Jesus Christ.
The title of Brother GelesnofPs work was "God's Strange
Work," based on Isaiah 28:21. For the excerpted article
given here, we have given the title, Great is His Faithfulness,
based on Lamentations 3:23. Judgment is God's strange or
alien work, and this certainly is manifest in Lamentations,
but through the afflictions brought forth because of judg
ment God makes known His faithfulness. In many ways,
Paul's words in 1 Corinthians 10:13 serve to express the
overall theme of Lamentations: "Now faithful is God, Who
will not be leaving you to be tried above what you are able,
but together with the trial, will be making the sequel also, to
enable you to undergo it."
The structural analysis of Lamentations provided by Broth
er Gelesnoff should be helpful to the reader in getting an
overview of the book:
Chapter 1. Political Aspect of the Catastrophe
Departure of the glory enjoyed in "days of long ago"
Chapter 2. Religious Aspect of the Catastrophe
Last vestige of hope vanishes
Chapter 3. The Man of Sorrows
Depth of Misery and Dawn of Hope
Chapter 4. Hope Fading in the Presence of Adversity
Yet rising suddenly in the proclamation of pardon
Chapter 5. Hope Regnant
Prayer in view of assured restoration
We have been transcendently blessed with expectation
beyond the view of restoration pictured in this book. Yet the
principle of God's faithfulness in the midst of sufferings
remains as vivid and meaningful to us as it was to the people
of Judah so long ago. May God bless this portion of His Word
to our hearts.
D.H.H.

Concordant Version of the Old Testament

HOW!
commonly called

LAMENTATIONS0
1

2

How solitary sits the city once of many people!
She has become like a widow
who was great 'among nations;
The chief princess 'among the provinces,
she has become > a payer of tribute.
She is lamenting, yea lamenting' in the night,
+ her tears on her cheeks;

There is no one to comfort1 y her ^of all her lovers1;

3

4

All her associates have dealt treacherously *with her;
they have become > her > enemies1.

Deported is Judah ^after humiliation
and f much servitude;

She' dwells 'among the nations but finds no' rest;
All her pursuers1 have overtaken her in the narrow places.
The roads to Zion are mournful
f without anyone coming to the appointed festivals;
All her gateways are desolate1; her priests are sighing;
Her virgins are afflicted1, and to 'herself
it has brought bitterness.

5

Her foes have become> the head; her enemies1 are at ease;

6

For Yahweh Himself has afflicted her
onbecause of her many transgressions;
Her infants have gone into captivity before the foe.
+ Gone 'forth from the daughter of Zion
is all her effulgence;
Her chiefs have become like stags that find no' pasture;
+ They 'go without vigor before the pursuer'.

Lamentations: LXX title, followed by the following introduction (missing in Hb): And
it came to be, after the deportation of Israel, and Jerusalem was desolated, that

Jeremiah sat lamenting, and he intoned this dirge over Jerusalem, + saying*:
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7

Lamentations 1:7-14

Jerusalem remembers in the days of her humiliation
and her =homelessness,

all her coveted things ™thatbwere from days of long ago,

8

9

10

11

12

13

*When her people fell" into the hand of the foe,
and there was no help for her.
The foes saw her; they made sport onof her dissolution.
A sin has Jerusalem sinned;
therefore she has become y an isolated woman;
All who glorified1 her count her abject,
for they have seen her nakedness;

mrIndeed she herself sighs and 'turns away aA>ack.
Her uncleanness is in her skirts,

she was not mindful of her ^future;

+So she has come 'down most marvelously;
there was no one to comfort1 y her.
See, O Yahweh, 'my humiliation,
for the enemy1 magnified himself.
The foe has spread out his hand over all her coveted things;
'Indeed she has seen the nations enter her sanctuary,
Concerning whom You had instructed
that they should not enter * Your assembly.
All her people are sighing, seeking bread;
They have given their coveted things
lfor food to restore the soul;
See, O Yahweh, and look on me, for I have become abject1.
Is it nothing to you, all who pass1 along the way?
Look about and see if there is any pain like my pain
which is brought on * me,
With which Yahweh afflicts in the day of His hot anger.
From on high He sends fire;

into my bones 7He makes it 'descend^;
He spreads a net for my feet; He turns me back a/;
He ^makes me desolate', languishing all the day.
14 The yoke of my transgressions is bound on;
In His hand they 'intertwine themselves;

They ascend upon my neck; it has caused my vigor to falter.

sYahwehph has given me over into the hands of those
I 'cannot rise" against.

1:13 7-Q~ He makes it ■descend: Hb and He holds 'sway over it.

Lamentations 1:15-22
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15 5Yahwehp/l has cast aside all my sturdy ones in my nrmidst;
He has called an appointed assembly onagainst me
to break apart my choice young men;

sYahwehP/l has trodden the winetrough

>of the virgin daughter of Judah.
16 Over these I am lamenting;
my eye, my eye runs down1 with water;

For far from me is any comforter1, any restorer1 of my soul;

My sons bare desolate1, for the enemy1 has mastery.

17 Zion spreads out * her hands;
there is no one to comfort1 > her;

Yahweh has commissioned His foes round about him

Against Jacob;
Jerusalem has become * an isolated woman *btamong them.
18 Yahweh, He is righteous,
for I have rebelled against His bidding;
Hearken prnow all you peoples, and see my pain;
My virgins and my choice young men,
they have gone into captivity.
19 I called to my lovers1; they' deceived me;
My priests and my elders deceased in the city
'While they sought food for themselves
"that they might restore 'their soul.
20 See O Yahweh, that distress is mine;
my bowels, they are in turmoil;
My heart is overturned * within me,
for I have rebelled, yea rebelled';

f Outside the sword bereaves; in the house it is like death.

21 They hear that I am sighing;
there is no one to comfort1 y me;
All my enemies1 hear of my evil lot;
they are elated that You Yourself have done it.
cMay You bring the day You proclaimed
+so they shall become like me I
22 May all their evil come before You,
And bring on > them just what You brought on y me
onbecause of all my transgressions;
For my sighings are many, and my heart is sick.
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Lamentations 2:1-7

2 How in His anger sYahwehp/l has ccovered
'the daughter of Zion with a 'thick cloud!

2

3

4

5

He flung from the heavens to earth the beauty of Israel;
+ He did not remember His footstool
in the day of His anger.

sYahwehPh has swallowed up and has not spared

'all the oases of Jacob;
He has demolished, in His rage, the fortresses
of the daughter of Judah;
He cmade them touch > the earth;
He has profaned the kingdom and its chiefs.
He hacked down all the horn of Israel in the heat of anger;

He has turned back af His right hand
^in the presence of the enemy1;

And He is consuming in Jacob like a blazing fire
that devours all around.
He has positioned His bow like an enemy1,
^setting His right hand like a foe;
And He is killing all that is coveted by the eye
in the tent of the daughter of Zion;
He has poured out His fury like fire.

sYahwehp/l has become like an enemy1;
He has swallowed up Israel;

He has swallowed up all her0 citadels;

6

7

He has ruined its fortresses;
And He is multiplying, in the daughter of Judah,
complaint and complaining.
+ He is casting down His booth as in a garden;
He has ruined His appointed festivals;
Yahweh has made appointed festivals and sabbath
forgotten in Zion,
And in the indignation of His anger
He is spurning king and priest.

sYahwehp'1 has cast off His altar;

He has disowned His sanctuary;

He has surrendered the walls of her0 citadels
into the hand of the enemy1.

2:5,7 her: i.e., Zion's.

Lamentations 2:8-15
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They have ^raised their voice in the House of Yahweh
as on the day of an appointed festival.
8 Yahweh has designed to ruin
the wall of the daughter of Zion;
He has stretched out the measuring tape;
He has not turned back His hand from dismantling';
+So He cmakes the rampart and wall 'mourn;
together they are enfeebled.
9 Her gates have sunk into the earth;
He destroyed and broke her bars;
Her king and her chiefs are 'among the nations;
there is no law.
mrAlso her prophets find no* vision from Yahweh.
10 They sit >on the earth;
the elders of the daughter of Zion are silent;
They ccast up soil on their head;
they gird themselves in sackcloth;
The virgins of Jerusalem cbow down their head to the earth.

11 My eyes are a//exhausted 'with tears;

my bowels are in turmoil;
My liver is poured out >on the earth
over the brokenness of the daughter of my people,
'While the infant and suckling1 droop" in the town squares;
12 They are saying to their mothers, Where is grain and wine?
'While they droop" like the wounded in the city squares,
'While their soul is poured out" >on their mothers' bosom.
13 What shall I testify to you?
What shall I liken to you1, daughter of Jerusalem?
What shall I equate to you,
+that I may comfort you, virgin daughter of Zion?
For your brokenness is great as the sea;

awho shall heal> you?
14 Your prophets envision for you futility and trumpery,
And they do not expose on your depravity
to reverse your captivity,

+But they are envisioning for you
loads of futility and false inducements.
15 They slap their palms onat you, all who pass1 your way;
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Lamentations 2:16-21

They hiss and jerk their head to and fro

onat the daughter of Jerusalem:
Is this the city which they lsacall the consummation
of loveliness, the elation of the entire earth?

16 They open their mouth wide onat you, all your enemies';
They hiss and 'gnash their teeth;
they say, We have swallowed them up!
Yea, this is the day "'that we expected;
we have come upon it and have seen it!
17 Yahweh has done ™what He had planned;
He has carried through His saying,
™What He determined from days long ago;
He has demolished and has not spared;
And He is making the enemy' rejoice over you;
He exalts the horn of your foes.

is Their heart cries out to ^ahweh*^,

the Wall of the daughter of Zion;
Let tears descend like a torrent by day and night;
Do not 'give > yourself intermission;

do not let your eye0 be still.

19 Arise, make appeal in the night
•at the beginning of the vigils;
Pour out your heart like water
before the presence of ^ahwehP11;
Lift your palms to Him onfor the soul of your infants
who droop' in famine *at the head of every street.
20 See, O Yahweh, and look
>at those awhom You have dealt severely thus;
Should women be eating their own fruit,
their infants cradled in arms?
Should priest and prophet be 'killed

in the sanctuary of sYahwehp'1?

21 They lie >on the earth of the streets, youth and elder,
My virgins and my choice young men,
they have fallen *by the sword;
You have killed in the day of Your anger;
You have slaughtered and have not spared;
2:18 eye: literally, daughter of your eye.

Lamentations 2:22-3:17
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22 You have called as on a day of appointment

my 7sojourners'~ from round about,

So +that in a day of Yahweh's anger

there bwas no* delivered one +or survivor;
Those whom I cradled in arms and made to increase,
my enemy1 has a//consumed them.
3 I am the master who has seen humiliation
'under the club of His rage;
2 He leads 'me and cmakes me 'walk
in darkness and not light;
3 ySurely 'against me 'again and again
He is turning His hand all the day.
He wears out my flesh and my skin; He breaks my bones;
He builds onagainst me and 'encompasses me
with ^destitution^ and stress;
6 He cmakes me dwell in utter darkness like the eonian dead'.
7 He dikes me about so +that I cannot go 'forth;
He cmakes my copper fetters heavy;
8 Even 'when I 'cry out and 'implore, He shuts out my prayer;
9 He dikes my ways 'with trimmed stone;
He contorts my tracks.
10 A bear lying in ambush is He to me, a lion in concealments;
11 He withdraws me from my ways and tears me apart;

4
5

He p/makes me desolate'.

12 He positions His bow and is ^'setting me as a target
for the arrow;
13 jje '"pierces my innermost being

with the sons0 of His quiver.
14 I have become the sport >of all Mpeoplescs,
the accompaniment of their song all the day;

15 He surfeits me 'with bitter herbs;
He satiates me with wormwood.
16 + He is breaking up my teeth 'on gravel;
He cmakes me fare 'on ashes;

17 + My soul is 'cast off from peace; I am oblivious of good;
2:22 7-sojourners1: Hb shrinking fears.
3:5 "destitution Hb poison

3:13 sons: i.e., arrows.

3:14 M-cs peoples: Hb my people.
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Lamentations 3:18-39

18 And I 'sathink my endurance has perished,
and my hope from Yahweh.
19 Remember my humiliation and my homelessness,
the wormwood and poison;
20 My soul is remembering, yea remembering'
and is 'prostrate onwithin me.

21 This I 'recall to my heart, and therefore I chave 'hope:
22 It is by Yahweh's benignities that we have not come to end,
that His compassions are not ""finished;
23 They are new> every Tnorning; great is Your faithfulness;
24 Yahweh is my portion, my soul sodeclares;
therefore I shall hope for Him.
25 Yahweh is good to those who are expectant1,
to the soul that 'seeks after Him;
26 It is good +that one should wait + in stillness
for the salvation of Yahweh;
27 It is good for a master that he should bear the yoke
in his youth;

28 Let him sit alone and be still 'when He lifts it up on him;0
29 Let him ffput his mouth 'to the soil;

perhaps there will be expectation;
30 Let him give his cheek to his smiter';
let him be surfeited 'with reproach.
31 For sYahweh*>/l is not casting off for the eon;
32 'Indeed ^though He afflicts, +yet He has compassion
according to the abundance of His benignities;
33 For He does not humiliate from His heart
+or so 'afflict the sons of humanity.
34 To crush "beneath His feet all the prisoners of the earth,
35 To turn aside right judgment for a master
in front of the face of the Supreme,

36 To overturn a human in his cause, does not ^ahwehP*1 see?
37 <*Who is this who saspeaks and it lbcomes about

if ^Yahweh^ does not determine it?
38 Do not both the evil and the good come 'forth
from the mouth of the Supreme?
39 Of what shall a living ^man 'complain,
a master onconcerning his sins?
3:28 him: i.e., imposes it on him.

Lamentations 3:40-61
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40 Let us search and investigate our ways
and return unto Yahweh;
41 Let us lift up our heart
*with our palms to the El in the heavens:
42 We' have transgressed and rebelled;
You' have not pardoned;
43 You have blanketed us lwith anger and 'pursued us;
You have killed and have not spared;
44 You have blanketed Yourself 'with a cloud

to keep prayer from passing" through.
45 You have p*made us offscouring and rejection"
1 among the peoples;

46 They open their mouth wide onat us, all our enemies';
47 Alarm and pitfall bcome >upon us, tumult and 'brokenness;
48 My eye runs down with rillets of water
onat the brokenness of the daughter of my people.
49 My eye will spill forth and not be 'stilled,

f without intermission,

50 Until Yahweh gazes down and 'sees from the heavens;
51 My eye deals severely \vith my soul

'because of all the daughters of my city.

52 My enemies' hunt, yea hunt me like a bird, gratuitously;
53 They efface my life in a dungeon,
"•"which they block up 'over me with a stone;
54 Waters float over my head; I say: I am severed;
55 I call on Your Name, O Yahweh,
from the nether parts of the dungeon;
56 "Hear my voice; O do not 'obstruct Your ear
to my imploring for my mitigation.
57 Come "near in the day I am calling You;
say: Do not be 'fearful;

58 "Contend, O sYahwehp'1, the cause of my soul;

"redeem my life;
59 "See, O Yahweh, the mistreatment of me;

do judge right judgment for me;
60 "See all their vengeance, all their devisings Against me;
61 "Hear their reproach, O Yahweh,
all their devisings onagainst me;
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Lamentations 3:62-4:8

62 The lips of those rising against me and their chant
are onagainst me all the day;
63 Do look at their sitting" and their rising";
I am their jest.

64 Turn back >upon them a requital, O Yahweh,
according to the ddeeds of their hands;
65 'Give > them petrifaction of heart;

Your anathema be >on them;
66 'Pursue in anger and 'exterminate them
from under the heavens of Yahweh.
4

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

How the gold is tarnished!
the good certified gold is 'altered;
The holy stones are 'strewn about
•at the head of all the streets.
The precious sons of Zion,
those classed *with glittering gold,
How they are accounted >as earthenware crocks,
the dwork of the hands of a potter1!
Even wild-jackals offer forth the breast;
they suckle their whelps;
But the daughter of my people is > cruel
like ostriches in the wilderness;
The tongue of the suckling1 clings to its palate *from thirst;
Infants beg for bread;
there is no one spreading it out to them.
Those who ate1 * dainties are desolated in the streets;
Those who were fostered1 onin crimson
embrace hearth dung.
+Indeed the depravity of the daughter of my people
is 'greater 'than the sin of Sodom,
Which was overturned' as in a moment
+though no' hands travailed 'against it!

Her Nazirites were purged more 'than snow;
they were more shimmering 'than milk;
In bodily staunchness they were more ruddy 'than rubies,
their long-beard like sapphire.

Now their visage is darker 'than soot;

they are not recognized in the streets;

Lamentations 4:9-17

9
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Their skin is shrunken over their bones, is dried up;
it has become like wood.

Better off fewere they who were slain by the sword
^than those slain by famine,

Those who are succumbing,
stabbed1 from lack of produce of the field.
10 The hands of compassionate women
cook their own children;
They become > a repast" for them
in the brokenness of the daughter of my people.
11 Yahweh has made 'His fury whole;
He has poured out His hot anger;
And He is ravaging with fire in Zion
+which is devouring its foundations.
12 The kings of the earth did not believe,
+nor any of the dwellers1 of the habitance,
That foe and enemy1 could 'enter
into the gateways of Jerusalem.

13 ^Because of the sins of her prophets,

the depravities of her priests,
Who were pouring out * within her
the blood of the righteous,
14 They rove about blind in the streets;
they are sullied 'with blood,
So that no' one 'dare 'touch* their clothing;
15 Go away! unclean! they call out to them;
go away! go away! do not 'touch!
'Because they wander forth mrand rove about,
men say 'among the nations: They shall not
continue to sojourn here.
16 The face of Yahweh has made them split up;
He shall not continue to look upon them;

They have not respected the priests;
they have not favored the elders.

17 Furthermore for us our eyes are la//exhausted
looking for our help in vain;
*From our watchtower we watched

for a nation which could not 'save us.
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Lamentations 4:18-5:8

18 They hunt our steps,
keeping us from walking" in our squares;
Our end draws near; our days reach their fill;
'indeed our end has come.
19 Our pursuers1 have become fleeter

'than the vultures of the heavens;

They dash after us upon the mountains;
they lie in ambush for us in the wilderness.
20 The spirit of our nostrils, the anointed of Yahweh,
he is seized in their pits,
Of whom we said: In his shadow we shall live
'among the nations.
21 Be elated and rejoice, daughter of Edom,
you who are dwelling in the country of Uz;

onib you mralso shall pass the cup 7of Yahweh0;

you shall become drunk and denude yourself.
22 Your wretchedness will come to end, daughter of Zion;
He shall not continue to carry you away into exile;
He will note your depravity, daughter of Edom;
He will expose on your sins.

5
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Remember, O Yahweh, what has ^happened to us;
look, and see 'our reproach.
Our allotment is turned over to aliens1,
our houses to foreigners.
We have become orphans without a father;
our mothers are like widows.
Our own water we drink *for money;
our wood 'comes *with a price.

7With a yoke~ on our neck, we are pursued;

we are weary, and there is no* rest for us.
We give the hand to Egypt and Assyria
in order to be satisfied with bread.
Our fathers sinned and are no more,
and we ourselves are burdened with their depravities.
Slaves rule *over us;

there is no one to tear us off1 from their hand.

5:5 7-" with a yoke: dropped out of MT by haplography

Lamentations 5:9-22
9
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*At the risk of our soul we 'bring in our bread

^in view of the sword of the wilderness.

10 Our skin is fervid like a stove

^in view of the simoons of famine.

11 They humiliate women in Zion,
virgins in the cities of Judah.
12 Chiefs are hung *by their hands;
the "face of the old is not honored.
13 Choice young men must bear the grinding,

and youths falter 'under loads of wood.
14 Elders have ceased from the gateway,
choice youth from their accompaniment of song.
15 The elation of our heart has ceased;
our fluting is turned to mourning.
16 The crown has fallen from our head;
woe pr to us that we have sinned!
17 onfa this our heart bis languishing;
onbecause of these things our eyes are darkened.
is onBecause of Mount Zion which is desolate,
foxes £°prowl *about it.
19 Yet You', O Yahweh, are dwelling for the eon;
Your throne endures for generation +after generation.
20 why are You forgetting us >so permanently,
forsaking us for length of days?
21 Restore us to Yourself, O Yahweh, and we shall return;
renew our days as of long ago,
22 t i/Uniess You have rejected us yea utterly rejected",

and are wrathful onagainst us fr exceedingly.

Studies in Lamentations

GREAT IS HIS FAITHFULNESS
The first lament opens with an exclamation of surprise at

the sight of a political disaster. A great, influential city has
suddenly sunk into insignificance. Two misfortunes are par
ticularly singled out: depopulation and loss of liberty. The

loneliness of widowhood and the terrors of slavery have
overtaken the former mistress of nations. The bitterness of
the distress is intensified by contrast with the former splen
dor of the proud city. At one time she was a happy mother of
children; now she is solitary. Once she ruled provinces; now
she herself must pay tribute.
1:1,2. The thought of a tremendous fall gives greater
force to the portrait. The first shock has passed; the mind
has regained its bearings sufficiently to take in the awfulness
of the situation. Physical pain, mortified by the stunning
sensation of downfall, is felt acutely now that the feeling of
dizziness has worn off. The stricken widow, racked with
pain and torn by anguish, terribly awake in every fiber of her
being, sits in the solitude of night, lamenting sorely, while
the world around enjoys the repose of sleep.
1:3-7. Following the picture of the weeping widow is a
more direct view of the desolation. The flight of inhabitants
into exile; disorganized groups of fugitives harassed by
marauding bands; deserted roads even during times of the
festivals; groups of crying maidens hiding here and there

among the ruins; crowds of women and children carried into
captivity; processions of prisoners of war driven like droves
of cattle before the conquerors; smoldering heaps of ruined
buildings; the groans of the wounded buried beneath the

How Solitary Sits the City!
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debris blending with the mad shouts of the conquerors
celebrating their victory—all these horrible scenes flash out
in bewildering speed like the whirl of objects we look at
from the windows of an express train.
At the middle of this description, at the point where the
success of the victors is contrasted with the fate of their
victims, is inserted a parenthetic sentence pointing to the
origin of the misfortune in the Divine wrath against sin
(1:5). It flashes as a momentary thought and then is dis
missed with equal suddenness, to allow the previous train of
thought to proceed as though unaffected by the startling
reflection. But this thought, which is uppermost in the proph
et's mind, will rise to the surface later on with increased
force. It is in a sense the key to the whole mystery of the
tragedy.

Coincident with the external calamity is the keener disap
pointment occasioned by the faithlessness of friends and
lovers. And still more bitter than either treachery of friends

or inconstancy of admirers is the fact of facing the unrelent
ing, inexorable law grinding down the unfortunate, the
sense of being pressed down by the force of its crushing
weight. The daughter of Zion finds herself "in the narrow
places" (1:3).
1:8,9. A new color is thrown over the picture by the vision
of sin immediately following. The exposure is as startling in

its suddenness as it is shocking in its display of moral obliquity.
The likeness of a miserable woman is retained, but the
moral tone is wholly changed. Before it was a dignified
matron around whose head sorrow had woven a sacred
halo; now it is an abject child of vice reaping the inevitable
harvest of corruption. The whole effect tends to produce a
feeling of contempt commensurate with the sympathy excit
ed at the first by the sight of deep sorrow.

1:10,11- The vision of Jerusalem's sin and shame is fol
lowed by brief reference to three signs of her distress:
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spoliation, the desecration of the sanctuary by the heathen,

and the distress among the people on account of famine.
The prophet defers all mention of Jerusalem's sin until
after her sufferings have been fully told. The obvious intent
of the prophet in following such a course is to intensify the
humiliation of Jerusalem. It would not be fair, however, to
attribute his methods to a spiteful motive. Trouble has the
tendency to arouse a torpid conscience in a direct and effec
tual way. In the first place, it shatters the pride which is the
chief obstacle to the confession of sin. Then it compels
reflection; it calls a halt, and makes us look back over the

path we may have been following too heedlessly. Sometimes
it seems to exercise a distinctly illuminating influence. It is
as though scales had fallen from the sufferer's eyes; he sees

all things in a new light, and some ugly facts which had been
lying at his side for years disregarded suddenly glare upon
him as a horrible discovery.
1:12. Jerusalem follows the same course for an obviously

different reason. Her aim is to create compassion. She knows
too well that the surest way of reaching the heart is by
arousing the imagination. Hence she appeals by describing

her awful condition in a series of brief, pointed metaphors.
Let us glance at the similes under which Jerusalem presents
the magnitude of her miseries.
1:13. It is like fire in the bones. It burns, consumes, with
intolerable torment; it is no skin-deep trouble, it penetrates
to the very marrow.
It is like a net. The image is changed. We see a wild
creature caught in a trap, or perhaps a fugitive arrested in
his flight and flung down to the ground by hidden snares at
his feet. Here is a shock of surprise, the humiliation of
deceit, the vexation of being worsted. The result is a baffled,
bewildered, helpless condition.
It is like faintness. The desolate sufferer is ill. It is bad
enough to bear calamities in the strength of health. Jerusa-

No one to Comfort the City
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lem is made sick and kept faint "all the day"—with a faintness that is not a momentary collapse, but a continuous

condition of chronic weakness.
1:14. It is like a yoke which is bound on the neck. The
image is that of a beast of burden broken down under the
excessive weight of a galling yoke. The yoke is made out of
Jerusalem's transgressions. The sense of guilt does not light
en its weight; the bond that presses it most tightly is the
feeling of its being deserved. As there is nothing so wretchedly
depressing as the consciousness of guilt, it is natural that the
sinful sufferer should exclaim that God, Who has bound the
yoke upon her, has made her strength to fail.
1:15. Lastly it is like a winepress. The figure points to the
feast of tabernacles. But instead of Israel her enemies are
summoned, and the object is not thanksgiving for the bount
ies of harvest and vintage, but the crushing of the Jews.
YAHWEH HIMSELF HAS DONE IT

The most terrible trait in these pictures, one that is com
mon to all of them, is the Divine origin of the disasters. It was
Yahweh Who sent the fire into the bones, spread the net,

sent languishing, bound the yoke. It is He Who summoned
the assembly of foes to crush His people. It is He Who has
turned loose the wild warriors upon a helpless woman. It is
He Himself Who has trodden the virgin daughter of Judah as
in a winepress.

1:16-22. The feature of the whole situation is the absence
of a "comforter." Five times is this fact deplored (verses

2,9,16,17,21). Jerusalem exerts herself in fruitless efforts to
find something that would soothe her woe. Her efforts are
unavailing; there is no gleam of light, no sign of a let up, no
prospect of relief. As a drowning man grasps at a straw, so

Jerusalem in her despair seeks solace in the thought that her
foes will come in for a like fate. This is the nearest approach
to hope.
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Covered with a Thick Cloud

In each case Jerusalem's cry is directed to heaven. It is an
appeal to God; and she simply prays for His attention—
"See, O Yahweh" (verses 9,11,20). In the first case attention
is called to the insolence of the enemy, in the other two to the
degradation of Jerusalem. Still it is only an appeal for notice.

If Yahweh would only look upon all this misery!
CHAPTER TWO

2:1-9. The second lament commences with the same exclam
atory note as the first. But the cause of astonishment is quite

different. The first lament bewailed the loss of regal majesty.
The daughter of Zion stood before us, stripped of the insignia

of princely rank and shorn of temporal power. The second
lament mourns the departure of priestly glory. The doom of
the sanctuary and its ritual fills the prophet's vision. The first
lament referred to the cessation of appointed assemblies and
noticed the invasion of the sacred precincts of the temple by
the very nations to whom the law especially denied admis
sion into the congregation (1:4,10), but otherwise was silent
respecting the fate of the temple, its ritual and ministry. The
downfall of these constitutes the burden of the second lament.
The anger of God is seen rolling like a storm over all the
habitations of Jacob, touching the strongholds of Judah as it
passes along, and eventually resting over the temple.

The daughter of Zion is covered with a thick cloud (2:1).
The metaphor suggests unwonted gloom—the loss of the
customary light of heaven, rare distress, excessive melancholy.
It is a general, comprehensive metaphor overshadowing all
that follows. Terrible disaster covers the aspect of all things
from zenith to horizon. The dismal darkness overspreading
the holy land is no mere passing shadow of a periodic natural
phenomenon, like storm or eclipse, but a direct, special visita

tion of God's anger.
The physical gloom is a faint intimation of the spiritual
darkness that has enveloped the people.

He has Cast off His Altar
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At the spot where heaven and earth seemed to meet in the
high mystery of sacrifice, there of all places nothing but
wrath and rejection is to be found. He has despised the

sacrifices; He refuses to dispense indulgences. The sanctu
ary, its festivals and altar have been singled out as the
especial objects of His fierce anger. He has cast them down,
blotted them out of His memory, poured His fury upon them,
thrust them violently aside (2:1,4,6,7). No approach to God,

no expiation, no sacrifice for sin! Could the prospect be
more desperately hopeless?
2:8-22. With the idea of redemption still in mind, the

prophet returns to the loss of temporal power bewailed in
the first lament. Israel's political distinction was founded on
redemption, in virtue of which they had been brought nigh,
and, as the recipients of His special favor, became the repre
sentative nation of the Most High. Hence, the fall into dis
grace necessarily entailed forfeit of temporal power. Israel's
horn is hacked off (2:3); the Kingdom is profaned; there is no

law; visions are witheld from the prophets (2:9). The two
heads of the nation—the king, its civil ruler, and the priest,

its ecclesiastical chief—have been despised in God's anger.
They have been carried captives into an alien land. God has
exalted the horn of Israel's foes; the nations have become the
head. The fact that all this trouble is the execution of Yahweh's predetermined design gives it the adamantine strength
of destiny (2:17).

As we have already observed in the first lament, the
prophet attributes the whole series of disastrous events to

the will and action of God. His mind is possessed with one

dark, awful, crushing thought. All this is God's work. And
why has God done it? The answer to that question is the idea
that dominates the mind of the prophet. It is because Yah-

weh has become like an enemy! (2:5). The idea is stated in
the strongest possible terms, and repeated again and again

at every turn—Israel's cloud is the effect of God's anger; it
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has come in the day of His anger; God is acting with fierce
anger, with a flaming fire of wrath and fury. He is behaving
as an adversary; He positions His bow; He manifests violence.
It is not merely that God permits the foes of Israel to commit
the ravages with impunity; God commits those ravages. And
this is all deliberate. The destruction is carried out with the
same care and rigorous exactitude which characterize the
erection of a building. It is as though it were done with a

measuring tape. God surveys to destroy (2:8).
The fact of God's enmity does not contradict the gracious
truth that He is the merciful Saviour of all men. If God's

enmity to any soul were endless, it would conflict with His
love. It cannot be that He willed the ultimate ruin of any of
His own creatures. But if He at the same time actively
opposes, and if He is doing this in anger, in the wrath of

righteousness against sin, it is only quibbling with words to
deny that for the time being He is a very real enemy.
The Divine attitude of persistent antagonism—an atti

tude attested by the rejection of sanctuary and altar—is
what makes Jerusalem's case look so hard and desperate.
If God has become an antagonist, can there be any hope of
recovery? The prophet is unable to find one single instance

which by comparison would serve the practical purpose
of comforting the daughter of Zion. Many a great city had
fallen and risen again to a position of commanding influ

ence. But did any among them enjoy the gift of Divine
favor? Or had they deliberately rebelled against heaven
as Jerusalem had done? Degradation from a position of
lofty privilege on account of reckless perseverance in sin is
what makes Jerusalem's case altogether unique in its
hopelessness. The prophet can think of the sea as the only
image at all adequate to express the vast hopelessness of the
outlook. Can there be healing for a breach as deep and
boundless as the deep (2:13)?
By a jest of fate, much of the blame for the overthrow of

One who Knows Humiliation
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Jerusalem is unhesitatingly ascribed to her prophets (2:14).

This lament exhibits them in a most unfavorable light. Not
only had they signally failed as a body, they had actually
become the means of corrupting the people. They are sin
gled out for an offense which is regarded as the root cause of
all the troubles which have fallen upon the Jews.
CHAPTER THREE

The third lament, both in point of form and of substance,
cannot fail to strike the reader as by far the best of the five.
The workmanship is most elaborate, the thought is most
striking, and the tone most elevated. None of the four sister
poems has any approach to the wealth of thought or uplift
ing inspiration that we meet with in this most highly fin
ished product of sacred poetry.
3:1-21. The distinctive feature of the central poem is the
appearance of the master who has seen humiliation (3:1).
The idea of judgment tends toward personal consummation.

Although the writer starts with the repudiation of the entire
nation from God's presence, yet in his view, as soon as he
approaches the essential character and function of judg
ment and the instrument chosen to display it, the bearer of
this office assumes personal definiteness:
"I am the master who has seen humiliation under the club
of His rage."
The preceding lament had sounded the note of hopeless
ness. Now Jerusalem is summoned to observe the course of
one who was chastened beyond precedent. The figure here
presented to the gaze of the seer is the instrument which the
Lord uses to accomplish His alien work of judgment (Isa.
28:21); and in the description of the medium we learn more
definitely what the work of judgment is and how broad its

range. If Jerusalem has to traverse the course of judgment,
now before him who is the perfect embodiment of obedi
ence to the Divine will there opens a whole abyss of suffer-
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ing, from which he emerges gloriously. The trouble of Jeru
salem, whose sufferings are not unmerited, becomes eclipsed
by the ordeal of him who undeservedly must drink the
bitterest cup of suffering.
A MAN OF SORROWS

This man of sorrows stands before us as a martyr-figure,

whose sufferings come alike from the hand of God and man.
On the one hand, God acts as a ruthless pursuer who will not

let His victim alone for a moment. On the other hand, his
extremity of pain and suffering estranged the people from
him, because the outpoured vials of Divine wrath heaped on
him awakened the suspicion that he was an evildoer chas
tened and branded by God's scourge on account of his
demerit and misdeeds. This mystic personage foreshadows
our Lord in His passion. We cannot but be struck with the
aptness of much in this poem when it is read in the light of
the last scenes of the gospel history. It would be a mistake to
say that the prophet had been thinking of the Messiah, or
that he intended to convey a prophetic meaning. Lamenta
tions was written in reference to a particular event. It was

called forth by that event; and if it did look beyond it, it did

so as giving expression to principles which were capable of
wider application than the particular issue. The fall of Jeru

salem led the prophet to consider the principles which lie

behind Divine judgment. And as he attempted to trace those
principles in the situation immediately at hand, the Spirit of
God charged his language with higher significance and
deeper doctrine, so that while the prophet's handling and
understanding of the problem was limited to the particular
event and person described, it actually sustained a distinct
relation to a more distant part of the Divine plan and to the
sufferings of Another in the far distant future. The applica
tion of the poem to the Man of Sorrows is more than a case of
literary illustration; for the idea of representative suffering

Destitution and Stress
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which here emerges only finds its full realization and perfec
tion in Jesus Christ.

After giving a general description of himself as the man
who has experienced humiliation and adding a line in which

this experience is connected with its cause—the club of
Divine wrath—he proceeds to set forth his case in a series of

vivid metaphors.
The humiliated man was under the guidance of Him Who

is unnamed, though ever in mind; he was neither the victim

of blind self-will nor the dupe of unprincipled leaders; it was
not when meandering into forbidden by-paths that he fell

into the pit of misery. God, Whom he has trusted implicitly,
Whom he has followed absolutely, has led him straight into
darkness (v.2). This first image, then, is of a traveller who
has been lured by a trusted guide into a dark recess. The
misleading is intentional, since under the cover of darkness
the guide comes out as an Opponent and turns His hand
against His trustful follower again and again (v.3)
At this point the metaphor is momentarily suspended to
picture the dreadful condition of the sufferer in consequence
of the blows dealt him in the dark. His flesh and skin, his

very body is wasted away; his frame is crushed and shattered;
it is as though his bones had been broken (v.4). Hardly has
the sufferer time to take in his desperate situation before he
perceives that God's antagonism assumes greater severity.

Taking advantage of his helplessness God shuts him in like
an invested city and throws up a wall around him. By a
sudden transition from the symbol to the object symbolized,
we are informed that the rampart with which he is sur
rounded is "destitution and stress" (v.5).

Here the scene changes. The victim of Divine wrath is a
captive languishing in a dark dungeon. So horrid is the

prison that the sufferer can only compare it to the dreaded
Sheol—the place of the "eonian dead." The horror of Sheol
is here intensified by the idea of its antiquity. Here the
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prisoner is bound by heavy fetters, so that he is unable to
move. He cries for help; but is shut down so low that his
prayer cannot reach his Captor (verses 6-8).
The man of sorrows now returns to the figure of the
traveller, though under altered circumstances. He finds the
road on which he has started blocked, and that not by some
accidental fall of rock, but by an obstruction erected of set
purpose, for it is built of carefully prepared masonry, "trimmed
stones" (v.9). He is forced to turn aside, so that his paths
become contorted. Yet more terrible does the Divine enmity
grow. When the traveller is thus forced to leave the high road
and make his way through the adjoining thicket, He springs
upon him like a lion and a bear lying in ambush. The
consequence is that the hapless man is torn to pieces as by
the claws of the beasts of prey. Taking advantage of his
helplessness his Adversary becomes a Huntsman and shoots
the "sons of his quiver" into the very vitals of the object of
His pursuit (verses 10-13).

The series of images is now suspended for the second

time and the sufferer tells us that he has become the sport
of all peoples (v.14). His sufferings are exceptional. He
meets no sympathy from any others. They insofar dissociate

themselves from his case as to find pleasure and amuse
ment in his misery.
Resuming the metaphor he presents the wretchedness of
his case under the figure of a guest ill-treated at a banquet.

He is fed, crammed, satiated; but his food is bitterness; the
cup forced to his lips is filled with wormwood. Gravel has
been mixed with his bread, and in masticating this unnatu
ral food his teeth have been broken by it (3:15,16). It is
impossible to think of interference with personal liberties

being carried farther than this. Here we reach an extremity

of crushed misery.

Reviewing the whole course of his extreme sufferings
from the climax of misery, the man who has seen affliction

Prayer, Hope, Deliverance
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declares that God has cast him off from peace. He has lost
the very idea of prosperity. Not only has his strength per
ished, his hope has also perished from Yahweh (17,18).
REMEMBER MY HUMILIATION

The triplet of verses 19 to 21 serves as a transition to the
picture on the other side of the Divine action. It begins with
prayer. Thus a new note is struck. We learn that throughout

the troubles his mind was in an attitude of prayer, and that
deep in his heart there lurked the certainty of deliverance.
The fact that his hope was not disappointed leads him to
believe that there is hope for the people in the present crisis.
The opening sentence of the man of sorrows had linked
his sufferings with the present trouble of the people. This
circumstance is fraught with deep significance. We have
seen that the fact of Jerusalem's judgment having been
predetermined imparted to the hopelessness of the outlook
the adamantine strength of destiny. And now out of the very
past from which emerged the darkest shadow there streams
forth a flood of light which makes the situation aglow with
hope. Jerusalem's incomplete ordeal is mirrored in the more
dismal completed ordeal of another. The glorious outcome
in the case of the people's representative puts a new com
plexion upon Jerusalem's ordeal by viewing it in the light of
its ultimate aim. His deliverance presages deliverance for
the suffering city. Before even his woeful tale is fully told, it
is clear, alike from the origin of his trouble and from his
presence among the people, that Jerusalem's case is not

without hope. The opening part of his address makes us feel
that the adamantine strength of destiny has been wholly
shifted from judgment to hope.
The central poem views the subject of Divine enmity
from a totally different standpoint from the preceding. Beyond
the fact that the troubles of both Jerusalem and the man of
sorrows are ascribed directly to the will and action of God,
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their cases are otherwise wholly dissimilar. Unlike Jerusa
lem, which has been led astray by mercenary prophets, and
has been visited with wrath for having grievously rebelled (cf
1:20), the man of affliction was under Divine guidance, and
his whole course was marked by obedience to the will of God.
The disparity between the two cases raises the question,
Can the deliverance of a guiltless sufferer convey hope to a
guilty one? Can the glorious outcome for the just presage a
like outcome for the ungodly? The answer depends entirely
on the premise on which the problem rests. If the problem
were grounded on personal merit, then we should return to
the above questions a decidedly negative answer. But that is
emphatically not the ground here. The problem is poised on
the vital union between Israel as a nation and the represen
tative sufferer. The merit and demerit of the sufferers are
forces influencing the conditions in which the masses must
share, forces which are themselves subject to the control of
other deciding factors. The deciding factor is the indissolu
ble oneness, the organic relation of the nation in its solidarity
to the act and person of him who is the chosen instrument to
carry out God's purpose. The man of affliction is a son of the
sinful nation—flesh of their flesh, bone of their bone. By ties
of flesh he is related to them in their sin. As God's purpose
has lived in the career of the man of affliction so have the
people lived in his experience. The whole thought and
purpose of God concerning the nation's judgment is fulfilled
and expressed in this innocent victim. All that has happened
to the nation has happened to this innocent sufferer, as the
author and representative of the nation's redemption.
YAHWEH IS MY PORTION

3:22-24. The Lamentations relieve judgment from the air
of hopelessness by pointing out that it roots itself in the ac
tion of God's will uninfluenced by any action of the creature. It
is on this truth that the man of sorrows rests his expectation of

The Benignities of Yahweh
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deliverance for the people, and it is a perception of this truth
that enkindles hope in the hearts of the despairing sons of Zion.
The announcement of the man of sorrows, "I will hope for
Him" (3:24) becomes the dominant note in this outburst of
the people. It arouses their trust in God and determines
their attitude in the crises. First of all, the people give
expression to their trust in God's changeless mercy; then,
resting on His mercy, they resolve to imitate the man of

sorrows and "wait for Him."

"It is by Yahweh's benignities that we have not come to
end" (3:22). In the judgment of Jerusalem there is present
an element of restraint. It has not been given full vent. It has
not been carried out to its full limit. It has not reached the
point of total extermination. The element of restraint becomes
the starting point of hope. If the work of judgment has been
restrained, then it is controlled by compassion, and God's

benignities and compassion are unfailing. If God is merciful
at all He must be so at all times.
The manifestation of Divine benignity takes the special
form of daily "renewal" (v.23). Since compassion restrains
judgment it must be superior to it, and if superior to judg
ment then superior to the cause that calls for it. Indeed, each
failure serves to bring out some fresh aspect of its wideness.
Furthermore, the operations of compassion rest on the fidel
ity of the Divine character, a fact which imparts to benignity
the element of changelessness. His faithfulness remains
unaltered by the changefulness of the creature, "He is remain
ing faithful—He cannot disown Himself" (2 Tim.2:13).

Inspired by God's immovable fidelity the people place
their confidence in God and resolve to wait for His merciful
intervention. "Yahweh is my portion," my soul declares;
"therefore I shall hope for him."
YAHWEH IS GOOD

3:25-47. Having kindled hope in the hearts of the people,
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the man of sorrows seeks to deepen their trust in God by
engaging their mind with the thought of His goodness. The
transition from the crushing idea of Divine antagonism to
the absorbing theme of Divine goodness, a transition for
which the people's outburst in 3:22-24 has prepared us, is
not so startling as it seems. A little reflection should lead us
to expect a change to the brighter side of the revelation of
God at the very place where it appears. Adversity is far
from blinding our eyes to the benevolent facet of God's
ways. Sometimes it is the very means by which they are
opened. In trouble the value of past blessings is enhanced,
and in trouble the need of God's compassion is most acutely
felt. Nor is this all. The softening influence of sorrow on
human nature seems to have a more direct effect upon our

sense of Divine goodness. The afflicted one is, consciously

or unconsciously, visited by the Spirit of God, and the effect
of the visitation is that things hitherto hidden visualize

themselves to the surprised sufferer. It is this surprising
light from heaven which burst upon the man of sorrows in
the hour of dire extremity that accounts for the sudden
change in the mode and tone of his address. The declara
tion, "Yahweh is good," is not an abstract theological dog

ma, but a conception of God mirrored in the actual emer
gence to peace and glory of one who had been smitten by
the rod of His anger.
The enjoining of non-resistance in 3:25-30 is not as para
doxical as it appears. It is the necessary sequence of the idea
which runs through the book, that the sufferings therein
described are from the hand of God. A Divine purpose is
recognized in human instrumentality. What God has ordained
to take place may enter our experience as the effect of
human enmity. This fact at once lifts the whole question out
of the region of human spite and passion. If a despot is the
executor of a Divine purpose, then in apparently yielding to
a despot the sufferer is really submitting to his God.

It is Good to Wait
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The speaker adduces three weighty reasons why expectant

waiting and submission should be diligently fostered. The first
is the temporary character of judgment (3:31). God seems to
have forsaken His afflicted people. If so it is only for a season.

This is not a case of absolute desertion. The suffering people
are not treated as reprobates. The first ground of waiting and
submission is hope. How could patient submission be expect
ed from souls thrust into a hell from which there is no exit?

The second reason is to be found in the fact that God's
dispensation of affliction is not divorced from, but rather
serves the ends of, compassion (3:32); indeed, it furnishes

the occasion for both the exercise and display of Divine
benignity. Affliction is ever the precursor of mercy.
The third and last reason is God's unwillingness to afflict
(3:33). He never takes up the rod with delight. Since God

Himself grieves to afflict, the affliction will not be unneces
sarily prolonged. It cannot be supposed that a Deity whose
very substance is goodness could indefinitely harbor a grudge.
Still less is it supposable that He could rest satisfied in the
presence of interminable pain. If it grieves Him to adminis
ter even a temporary chastisement, could He deliberately
devise an unending one? Could He do so without inflicting

upon Himself the incubus of endless grief? He does not
afflict "from the heart."
But if God does not afflict willingly, why does He afflict at
all? If judgment, evil, death, and the countless ills which
afflict the sons of men, do not proceed from His heart, where
do they come from? To say with popular theology that these

were no part of His plan is to deny that God works all things
after the counsel of His will and make His operations contin
gent on the designs of another. The simple distinction between
the end and means of a plan will deliver us from making

concessions to pagan dualism. Scaffoldings are not an essen
tial part of a proposed edifice, yet they are prearranged by
the same mind which planned the building.
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Evil is Temporary

The means as well as the end of the plan were pre

arranged and perfected in the Divine mind before the initial
step was ventured upon. Since God is good, He could only
propose to Himself the accomplishment of a good end. Per
fect goodness could not entertain the thought of such terrible
ends as unending agony and annihilation: it could conceive
nothing less than absolute, unmixed good for every creature.
Since man is not a Divine plaything, the disport of an hour, a
creature capriciously given being and then as capriciously
expunged from being, we must conclude that the experience
of evil is a prelude to another order of things upon which he
enters with the product of his earth knowledge. Evil, there
fore, is but a means subserving a good end, and so naturally
when that end shall have been attained the means to it shall
pass away, just as men pull down the scaffolding when a
building is completed.
BOTH THE EVIL AND THE GOOD

Since good and evil spring from one common source, they
cannot be mutually contradictory; they cannot be pitted
against each other, like two deadly antagonists, bent on each
other's destruction, but each is necessary to the existence of

the other. If evil comes out of the mouth of the Supreme, i.e.,
by His command (3:38), then God controls and directs and
makes it subservient to His own ends; and if God controls it,

then evil works for good, and leads to good. Is it only by
accident that the speaker says "evil and good," and not, as
we usually put the phrase, "good and evil"? Good shall have

the last word. Evil exists; but the finality and crown of
existence is not evil, but good.
There is much comfort in the unquestionable fact that the
origin of both opposites is found in God. All that has been
said of God illumines the purpose of evil. In the antecedent
verses the writer has been dwelling very emphatically on
the indubitable justice of God. When, therefore, he declares
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that both evil and good have their source in the Most High, it
is as though he said that they both originated in justice. A
little earlier, he was apostrophizing in tones of rapture the
unchanging goodness and exhaustless compassion of God.
Then these gracious attributes should be in our thoughts as
we hear that the mixed forces of the universe are to be
traced back to Him.
In the linking of God's goodness with the universal Divine

origin of events we have the strongest ground of hope. In
itself evil exists all the same, whether we can trace its cause
or not, and the discovery of the cause neither aggravates nor

alleviates its pressure. But this discovery assuredly invests it
with new meaning and compels a new view of its issues. If it
comes from One who is as good as He is just and mighty we
must certainly conclude that it will lead to most blessed
results. Considered in the light of the assured character of its
purpose, the evil itself must assume a totally different
character. The child who receives a distasteful draught from

a stranger may well suspect his intentions; but when that
draught is proffered by the hand of the kindest of parents, he
knows that it cannot be a cup of poison, and has a good
reason for believing it to be a necessary medicine.

Verse 39 expresses the startling thought that no man has
reason to complain on account of his sins. "Of what shall a
living man complain, a master concerning his sins?" The
idea that good and evil spring from one common source is

carried one degree further and pushed to its logical conclusion.
If evil is a necessary law to the development of good, sin,
which is but a classification of the principle, is subject to the
laws governing the wider circle of evil. If God is good, it
must be that He has a good purpose for sin. If abounding sin
paves the way for superabounding grace, can there be a

valid reason for complaint?

The Most High has a purpose, and He is operating all
things in line with His determination. To Him sin is no un-
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foreseen accident, but a necessary incident. It does not
thwart His purpose. It helps to effect it. The work He is
prosecuting during the period of evil's existence is not a
"scheme" to repair damages wrought by sin; it is no after
thought necessitated by sin's presence. If sin had been a
surprise to God, outside His primeval purpose, no remedial
"scheme" would guarantee against a recurrence of such
catastrophe. But the Divine object is to reveal His goodness,
and sin is the stage upon which alone goodness can act.
But if sin is the servant of good, it may be dismissed when
its service is no longer needed. And here we reach the
zenith of the doctrine of judgment: Judgment in its highest
and essential aspect is a predetermined agency appointed
by the Most High for the accomplishment of that good
purpose which He proposed for His own glory and for the
good of the creature.
LET US RETURN

The voice of the people (verses 40-47) brings into evi
dence the lasting impression and salutary effect wrought by
the vision of God's goodness. The representative character
of the speaker's sufferings has been already pointed out. His

deliverance is also representative. His emergence into light
is a foregleam of the destined goal toward which the people
are advancing. The first part of the speaker's address aroused
them to "hope" for God (v.24). Now, inspired by the further
teaching of waiting for God's salvation, their resolve goes
further: they will "search" their ways with a view of return
ing to Yahweh; they will lift up hearts and hands unto Him.
Henceforward their one endeavor is to amend their ways—
to bring about a thorough readjustment of heart and con
duct in accord with God's mind.
MY EYE RUNS DOWN

3:48-66. In the concluding part of the third lament the
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man of sorrows appears in the capacity of intercessor. He
distinctly identifies himself with the cause of his broken and
disheartened people (3:48).

Right at this juncture the man of sorrows, deeply affected
by the plaint of his suffering brethren, enters the arena as
the champion and helper of their cause. He is moved by
their plight. He sympathizes with them, and his influence is
exercised on their behalf. They have already learned from
his lips that their case is neither exceptional nor solitary. He
has traversed before them the length of the road they are
treading, and knows its hardships from personal experience.
Has God forsaken them? Has He smitten them in wrath? He
had received a like treatment at His hands. Has He deliv
ered them into the power of cruel, heartless foes? He had
been abandoned to a like fate. In all points he has been made
like unto them. He is one of them, and, in his suffering and
deliverance, is their representative and file leader. His expe
rience is a concrete demonstration, a living embodiment, a

pre-realized accomplishment of God's foreordained purpose
for them. Therefore, having made known his active, unfail
ing concern in their welfare (48-51) he proceeds to relate his
career of suffering and its aftermath of peace.
In the opening part of his address (3:1-21) the speaker
had dwelt on the subject of Divine enmity. In this, its con
cluding part, he takes up the topic of human antagonism. He
recounts the ill-treatment received at the hands of man. He
presents the two phases of human enmity—physical vio
lence which impairs the bodily frame, and moral outrage

which crushes the spirit. The comforter points out that
human antagonism, like Divine enmity, is but a milestone on
the road to peace. But in this case deliverance takes the
special form of reversal—the oppressed and their oppres

sors exchange places.
The triplet of verses 52 to 54 describes the various forms
of violent persecution to which our author had been subject-
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"I am Severed"

ed by his enemies. These were so dreadful and severe that
he despaired even of life. He cried, "I am severed." This
brief exclamatory sentence conveys the fiendish character
of the torture by means of a striking figure. The figure is
folded in the verb "sever." Two passages illustrate the shade
of meaning which the verb is capable of assuming. When
Solomon rendered the famous verdict, he said "sever the
living boy into two" (1 Kings 3:25). The other passage is
even more forceful. In Ezekiel's vision of the dry bones the

same verb conveys the thought of dismemberment by dis
section (Ezek.37.11). Our writer compares the ordeal of his
torture to the slow, painful process of vivisection.
With the next triplet (verses 58-60) another form of
human enmity is introduced by the speaker. His detractors
were not satisfied with torture. They went further and
endeavored to crush his spirit by making life unbearable.
They distorted his character by spreading false reports,
and thus aroused popular prejudice and indignation against
the object of their hate.

The speaker has already identified himself with the suf
ferings of the people. Now he identifies himself with their
hope. As surely as the Lord pleaded his cause, so surely will
He plead their cause (3:61-63). The day of vindication is
future for him as well as for them. Thus they are cemented
by the bond of common interest. Their cause is his cause.
Both look forward to the fulfillment of a promise rich in
glory for both.
There remains to emphasize one more point before the

speech can be concluded—the certainty of a coming retribu
tion. Just as Israel is now enduring God's displeasure, so will
it come upon the nations. The fate in store for Israel's
oppressors forms the topic of the last triplet (3:64-66). The

idea of recompense is developed by instalments in a series of
successive clauses. God will give them "petrifaction of the
heart." This implies inability to see. The next clause defines
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this covering as God's anathema. With each line there

appears a heightening in the idea of recompense. The last
line drops the metaphor and reveals the essence of the
execration: "Exterminate them from under the heavens of
Yahweh."

The man of sorrows concludes his address by emphasizing
the certainty of the hope of Israel. That is the limit of his
vision. The outlook of blessing is confined to Israel's pale.

The Lamentations go no further. God's universal dealings lie
outside its scope. It was reserved for the apostle Paul to take
up these very truths in relation to all created intelligences
and extend the sphere of the grace glorious to creation's
utmost bound.
CHAPTER FOUR

The first two laments were specially concerned with Divine
anger in its bearing on the political and religious status of the
people of Judah. The opening section of the third lament

carried the subject to its farthest limit and viewed Divine
antagonism at its highest. When the zenith of anger was
reached, the lament took a sudden turn and hope came into
view. Thus the central lament is the converging point of
seemingly irreconcilable opposites. Here wrath and hope
meet and melt in the warmth of Divine Goodness.
4:1-12. A distinctive feature of the fourth lament is the
delicate balancing of its ideas and phrases. The opening
section of it, from the beginning to the twelfth verse, con
tains a pair of companion pictures portraying the plight of
the people of Judah subsequent to the fall of Jerusalem—the
first from verse one to verse six, the second from verse seven
to verse thirteen.
A characteristic of these twin passages is a massing of
similes to emphasize the tremendous contrast between the
former condition of the people and their present wretched
ness. The pathos of the situation is heightened by the force
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of contrasts. The two descriptions follow similar lines, with
sufficient variation of idea and figure to render them
supplementary. Both passages open by describing the vio
lent change of circumstances in the condition of the privi
leged classes—one of the nobles (verses 1-2), the other of
the Nazirites (verses 7,8).
Their humiliation is intensified by contrasting their fate
with the splendor of their estate prior to the fall of the city.
Next the prophet describes the still more degraded and
miserable condition of the masses. In the one instance the
whole aspect of the lives and fortunes of the people is
compared to the lair of the creatures of the wilderness (v.3);
in the other to a battlefield where a cause has been fought
and lost, so that those slain in the heat of battle are to be
counted happier than the survivors left to eke out a misera
ble existence. Both passages make special reference to the
fate of the children—the first points to their starvation
(verses 4,5), the second tells of the violent reversal of the
maternal instinct under the maddening influence of famine
(v.10). Both passages trace the calamities back to the illdoings of the people.
The writer concludes the first picture of the dreadful
desolation with the startling declaration that the depravity
of the daughter (that is, the city) of his people is greater than
the sin of Sodom (v.6). The comparison is not new. In an
earlier day Isaiah declared that, but for a loyal few, Jerusa
lem had become like unto Sodom (Isa.l:9). The overthrow
of Sodom and Gomorrah stands out in the prophets as the
exceptional visitation of proverbial wickedness. But now
Jerusalem has smashed all records and holds first place in
the annals of doom. Even heathen Sodom has been outdone

in the headlong course of the holy city. Two features are

singled out as constituting Jerusalem's preeminence in misery.
The destruction of Sodom was instantaneous, and it came
directly from the hand of God with no human hands travail-
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ing against it; but Jerusalem is abandoned to a long, linger
ing agony; and her punishment is meted out through the
cruel heathen—a calamity which David judged to be worse
than falling into the hands of God.
At the close of the second graphic portrayal of Jerusalem's
desolation, the writer reiterates the idea of antecedent laments

and attributes the misfortunes which have come upon his
people to the anger of God (v.ll). The awful fate of Jerusa
lem indicates a fierceness of Divine wrath—a protest of
righteous indignation, an outburst of retributive justice which

is not satisfied until the very foundations of Zion had been
demolished.

The prophet shows that the effects of the shock were felt
beyond the Jewish pale. We see the kings of the earth
amazed at the fall of Jerusalem (4:12). In former days God's

arm had been laid bare, and Jerusalem saved without a
blow, when the destroying angel thinned the ranks of
Sennacherib's army. So profoundly did the event impress
the nations, that many brought gifts unto Yahweh to Jerusa
lem (2 Chr.32:23). Was not such a city impregnable? But

now the incredible has happened. Jerusalem has fallen. The
news of the disaster sends a shock through foreign courts.

How huge a calamity must that be the mere echo of which
spreads consternation in remote countries!
BECAUSE OF SINS

4:13-16. The following verses reiterate the idea that the
miseries of the people are the direct consequence of their
sins. There had been an earlier and much greater spiritual
collapse. Long before the Chaldeans appeared at her gates
the city had succumbed to a subtle foe nursed within her
own walls. It had fallen a prey to faithlessness. Disguised for

a time, the latent canker of an unsteadfast spirit was certain
to break out sometime; and when it broke out it was met

with a measure of indignation proportionate to the previous
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Sins of Prophets and Priests

formal and false profession. The shame and sorrow of Jeru
salem's doom lie just in this fact, that it was a foul degrada
tion of Yahweh's friendship.
The crimes of priests and prophets were at the root of all
the troubles that had fallen upon the Jews. Their duplicity
was the prime cause of the calamities that accompanied the
siege and sack of the city by the Chaldeans. Then, as
always, the cause of truth suffered more from the hypocrisy
and conceit of some of its avowed champions than from the
attacks of all the host of pronounced foes. The sham profes
sions of priests and prophets had been the chief provocative
of practical scepticism. Verses 13-16 constitute a separate

paragraph. The writer has been describing the desolation
of the city and the sufferings of its citizens. Now he pro
ceeds to point out the cause responsible for the terrible

situation. Verse 13 lays the blame for the fall of Jerusalem at
the door of her priests and prophets. Verse fourteen details
the sufferings which the misconduct of the priests brought
upon the people.
In the opinion of the nations the withdrawal of the Divine
mercy from Israel was irrevocable and final. To them the
exercise of anger precluded the possibility of eventual resto

ration and denied the very idea of hope (4:16).
After-events demonstrated that Israel's fall was neither
final nor hopeless. The subsequent restoration of the Jews
proved that the fires which consumed Jerusalem were not
vindictive but rather corrective. Since then they experi
enced another fall when their city and temple were demol

ished by the Romans. We are assured, however, that their
fall is only temporary (Rom. 11:25). This fact must profound
ly affect our views of judgment. It would be sheer folly to
minimize the awfulness of God's anger. If God is angry at all
His anger can be no light thing; for no act of His is feeble or

ineffectual. But the intensity and fierceness of His wrath
against sin should not blind us to the kindliness of its motive
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or the benevolence of its aim. The exercise of God's severity
does not exclude the possibility of mercy, but rather pre
pares the way for its reception and appreciation.
LOOKING FOR HELP

4:17-20. We have seen thus far the effects of judgment on
things temporal. We are now to see its spiritual results. The

quatrain of verses 17-20 touches on brighter ideas. There
appears a faint sign of a healthy awakening. In sharp con
trast to the rest of the lament, which is written in the third
person singular, this section is composed in the first person
plural. The pronoun "we" comes in for the most natural
reason, viz., because the writer introduces the captives speak
ing as a concrete multitude.
When the logic of events exploded the long-established
superstition, the disillusionment fell upon the people with

all the shock of a thunderbolt; and when it came they were
thrown into a state of desperation proportionate to their
previous confidence. We have an expression of their frame of
mind in the midst of the disaster. "Our end draws near; our
days reach their fill; indeed our end has come." It is emphati
cally one of despair verging on madness. But God's aim is to

correct, not to overwhelm us. His ways are delicately adjust
ed to both His aim and our needs. A healing virtue inheres in
His severest blows. The fall of Jerusalem could not fail to

suggest that the grandeur which could be so easily turned to
ashes must have been somewhat tawdry at least. God is
educating us through illusions. Through disappointment hope

is purged and elevated by the discovery of the vanity of its
pursuits. The very experience of disappointment is a ground
of fresh hope. The discovery that we have been misled by a
mirage while seeking an oasis makes the longing for it the

more deep and real. Thus the captives were led to look
through the collapse of their hopes on to the One Who is in

truth the Hope of Israel.
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Zion s Wretchedness will End

The confession in verses 17-20 has shown the purging and
educating effect of judgment on the nation. It has renounced
the hidden things of darkness; it has recanted vain hopes; it
has ceased from man. Its spirit is chaste and humble. It lacks
one thing—the assurance of the ultimate triumph of good
ness to steady the spirit and nerve it for the race. This want is
supplied by the proclamation that the iniquity of the daugh
ter of Zion is to be finished (verses 21,22).
EDOM AND ZION

4:21,22. It is remarkable that the advent of Israel's deliv

erance is set in contrast to the fate of Edom. This singular
fact cannot be accounted for on the ground of racial preju
dice between the two nations. The reason for their linking is
a psychological necessity. If hope is to be effective it must
rest on the bedrock of Divine supremacy. A hope held out by
a deity balked in his achievements by his own creatures
cannot inspire confidence. An alien nation is introduced to
show that the supremacy of God over the heathen is quite as
effective as His supremacy over Israel. Edom—her most
annoying tormentor—is singled out to enforce the fact that
the deadliest enemy is under His control. We must also

observe that depravity is ascribed to Israel in the identical
terms that are applied to foreign nations. Yahweh is not a
mere tribal divinity like the Philistine Dagon; and the Jews
are not so much His favorites that the treatment of their sin
is essentially different from that accorded to their neighbors.
The announcement of the end of Israel's wretchedness

(depravity) occurs in the middle of the passage describing
the coming doom of Edom. Verse 22 as a whole reveals the
intimate connection between sin and its exposure in judgment.
Judgment has in view the reformation of the corrupt nation,
and when its end shall have been accomplished sin and
wretchedness will be removed. The word translated "wretch
edness" is generally rendered "depravity" as in the latter
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part of this verse. The Hebrew word not only speaks of the
sinful deeds but of their effects.
CHAPTER FIVE

5 :l-22. The fifth and last lament differs from the others in
being entirely a prayer. In the earlier laments are found
brief, exclamatory prayers, and the third contains two long
er appeals—one calling attention to the insolence of the
conquerors, the other imploring vengeance; but this lament
from beginning to end is a prayer addressed directly to
Yahweh. It is not a formal rehearsal of set petitions, but a
meditation in the presence of God. With childlike simplicity
and freedom the suppliants tell Yahweh what is on their
heart. They would have Him know everything.
The prayer rises by degrees, each degree an octave higher
than the preceding. Two lines of thought run parallel to each
other. There is a progress of humiliation. Concurrent with
this intensification of misery there is a corresponding eleva
tion in spirituality. The opening section reviews the distress
ing yoke of external conditions (verses 1-10). The terrible
hardships of existence keep the people in a state of weari
ness verging on exhaustion. "We are weary, and there is no
rest for us" (v.5). With the next section we pass into the moral
sphere. The downtrodden people recite the terrible abuses
and vile outrages perpetrated against them by their arrogant
captors (verses 11-18). The effect of these has been to
change the aspect of all life. Elation has departed from their
heart. Both these sections dwell on the common topic of
"reproach" struck in the opening sentence. With a few keen,
clear strokes the triplet of verses 16-18 summarizes the
exact situation. "The crown has fallen from our head." Such
is the reproach of Israel. It is degradation from royal rank.

The unhappy nation has run the entire gamut of experience
from royalty to slavery. "Woe to us that we have sinned."
These words reveal the cause of the fall. Israel has experi-
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enced failure through sin. It has been deposed from royal
estate on account of unworthiness. When the people follow
the confession of their sin with the words, "At this our heart
is languishing; because of these things our eyes are dark
ened," (5:17) it is plain that they attribute the forfeiture of
the crown to the guilt that has invited the disaster. The
humiliation is now accounted for. The abject wretchedness
is admitted by the people to be the effect of their defection.
Their condition is like that of a swooning person, and there
is nothing in their surroundings affording relief. The deso
late temple site, with foxes prowling over it as though it were
a desert, brings home with point and force the memory of
their sin, and acts depressingly on the spirit. When the point
of utter helplessness is reached, the prayer suddenly changes
into a fervid appeal for restoration (verses 19-22).
The intense spiritual tone of this lament marks an advance
on the four earlier poems. When the various sections of the
book composed in the first pronoun plural are studied togeth
er, it becomes apparent that the last lament indicates a
decided advance in the condition of the people. The spirit of
the prayer is faultless. No unworthy thought, no question
able motive, no extravagant expression ruffles the course of
this meditation. There is not one single jarring note from
beginning to end. The acme of self-possession is in evidence
throughout. Direst poverty, cruelty, insult, tyranny, are recount
ed, yet there is no trace of complaint, not the slightest
manifestation of provocation or passion. The vilest outrages
are deplored; yet no expression of vindictiveness towards
the perpetrators escapes the lips of the mourning people!
How is this? Because the great truth enunciated at the close
of the fourth lament has been thoroughly assimilated. This
is the explanation of the remarkable change in the condition
of the people observable in the last lament.
his name's sake

The opening sentence of the prayer calls upon God to
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remember the reproach of His people—"Remember, O Yahweh, what has happened to us; look and see our reproach"
(5:1). The popular idea of the time was that the defeat of a
people was also the defeat of their god. Since Israel sus
tained a peculiar relationship to Yahweh, their ruin would
be regarded as derogatory to the honor of their Divine
Keeper. For His Name's sake He chose and blessed them;
therefore their fall cast a shadow upon His character. It
seemed to imply that He was both changeable and unable to
carry out His intention. The captives are deeply conscious of
this. They have awakened to the realization that the honor
and glory of God are bound up with their fortunes. They are
keenly alive to the fact that they have dishonored His Name.
They would see His prestige reestablished, His honor
vindicated; and that involves the fulfillment of all the prom
ises of national blessing. Therefore the petition for restora
tion to the former estate is an evidence of their concern for
His glory rather than self-seeking. They view the situation
wholly from God's standpoint. Herein is evidence of a purged
spirit. If under conditions of intense distress the suppliants
evince more concern for His glory than they do for their
sufferings, then indeed the center of their life has been
wholly shifted. They have been regenerated by the fiery
judgment. The severe ordeal has not been in vain.
A PRAYER LAMENT

The fact of this lament being a prayer accounts for its
calm, dignified spirit. Even the feelings of outraged victims
must be stilled in the presence of God. These captives stand
in His presence, and the calm of the atmosphere communi
cates itself to them. In drawing near to God they escape the
tumults of earth and breathe the still, pure air of heaven. He

Himself is so calm and strong, so completely sufficient for
every emergency, that they begin to enter His rest as soon as
they approach His presence. All unawares, perhaps unsought,
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The Fruit of Adversity

the peace of God steals into their hearts as they cast their
cares upon the heavenly Father.
These captives have long been pupils in the school of
adversity. No teacher imparts so much to a docile pupil as
sorrow. The language represents long reflection over the
ruin of Zion and the distress of its citizens. Protracted reflec
tion has exerted a clarifying and refining influence in the
ideas of the people. Adversity has imparted fresh knowl
edge and a truer way of looking at life and its fortunes. More
than this: it has accomplished the higher work of education—
it has developed spiritual culture. This, indeed, is the great
advantage that has accrued to the people from the stern
discipline of sorrow. They have received grace to use it
aright, are purged and pruned, chastened and softened,
lifted to higher views, and at the same time brought down
from self-esteem to deep humiliation. From this we derive
the hint that we must go through evil to enjoy good, that evil
is a contending force necessary to give to goodness life and
motion, if not generation.

This is the main result aimed at through the whole course
of judgment. Until it has been reached its work is not done.
When it is attained judgment has wrought its greatest work.
The disgrace of the situation leads to realization of guilt.

Humbled and penitent, the chastened people are just in the
position where God can meet them in gracious pardon.

yahweh's throne
The lament takes a turn at the nineteenth verse. At the
last moment our eyes are directed upwards. It is not by
accident that a new attitude appears at the very close of the
book. The course of the thought and the course of experi
ence that underlies it have been preparing for the change.

The thought of the suppliants ascends at one bound from
the desolate city to the throne of God in the heavens. In this
change of vision the mood which gave rise to the Lamenta-
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tions disappears. The fleeting things of a season lose their
value in view of glory enduring through the ages. The praying
people forget themselves and their surroundings in a rapt
contemplation of Yahweh.

The permanence of God's throne grips the people as they
lift their eyes to the glory above. This is borne in upon their
consciousness by the transitoriness of things. Men wither
and fall like flowers; one generation follows another in the
swift march to death; dynasties which outlive many genera
tions have their day; to be succeeded by others of an equally
transient character; kingdoms reach their zenith, decline,
and fall. His throne only remains, impregnable, unchange
able, untouched by the fortunes of war and the shocks of
revolution which overthrow the thrones of nations. He is
invincible and immutable, therefore His sworn purpose con
cerning Israel is also immutable; their desertion, therefore,
can only be temporary. Their fall in no way affects the throne
of God; it is even brought about by His will; it could not have
occurred unless He had ordered it.
This remarkable prayer shows that the people perceive
that they need something more than revulsion from the old
life. They realize that a good wish is not enough of itself to
attain its object. Their willingness is not sufficient. There
must be an action of God. The people have learned the
futility of resolutions. These may be repeated countless
times without any result following. The suppliants are confi
dent that when God takes them in hand to turn them to
Himself they will be turned. The words suggest that previ

ous efforts had been made, and had failed. They must wait
for God to undertake the work; then success is certain.
Next, we see that the return is to be accompanied by an

improvement in external conditions. The people pray, "Renew

our days as of long ago." They pray that the crown may be
replaced upon their brow. With a return to God the prosperi
ty of former times will be brought back. The memory of a
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Yahweh Does Not Reject Utterly

lost blessing makes the prayer for restoration the more intense.

Since God is immutable He will surely restore them and
renew their days. There is but one thing that might make
their hope of renewal vain and fruitless—changeableness in
God, and that one thing is impossible, nay, inconceivable.
He has not utterly rejected them. So deep is His love, so
boundless His grace, to firm the strength of His fidelity to
create unshaken conviction that He will restore them to
Himself in filial trust.
With this note of hope terminates the Book of Lamentations.
With the introduction of a brighter prospect the writer
concludes his work, and the reader follows him—with feel
ings not unlike those of the traveller who, having long
sojourned in dreary, storm-swept regions, at length emerges
on some sunlit landscape smiling in tranquillity and peace.
V Gelesnoff

AFTERWORD

The preceding study has been adapted and excerpted from
Brother Gelesnoff's book entitled God's Strange Work, originally
published in 1916. Although he did not comment directly on the
well-known line, "Great is Your Faithfulness," appearing in Lam
entations 3:23, our brother's theme focused on this very truth: The
great values of divine faithfulness are made real through affliction.
When our attention is directed to God in prayer and pleadings, the
"How!" of despair becomes a "How!" of amazement and praise.
From our own perspective, under the light of the evangel brought
by Paul, the glory of God's faithfulness is greatly magnified. It is a
faithfulness not just regarding Jerusalem or the nation of Israel but
the entirety of creation. Through the sorrow and affliction of Christ's
cross will come the joy and peace of universal reconciliation.
D.H.H.
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EDITORIAL
"Christ is the Saviour of the body" (Eph.5:23). We are
saved in grace, and this is not out of our doing (Eph.2:8).
The "evangel of our salvation" (Eph.l:13) tells us what
God has done in giving His Son for our sakes; our deliv
erance is through the blood of God's Beloved (Eph.l:7).
This is the core of our faith, the good news of what God
has done in Christ, an unbelievable message that God has
graciously granted us the privilege of believing. Yet the
more we listen to the word of the evangel, the more it
appears to oppose what we hear and see and feel. A good
example of the superiority of the evangel to the usual way
of thinking is provided in the context of Ephesians 5:23.
Paul tells us that Christ is the Saviour of the body in
connection with thoughts regarding subjection. It is in a
section dealing with deportment that this great teaching
is presented. Of course deportment is always based on
teaching, but how is the behavior of subjection related to
the teaching of salvation? We can understand how entreat
ies for believers to be subject to one another, the wife to
the husband, and all of us to Christ, are associated with
the truth that "Christ is the Head of the ecclesia" which is
Paul's first point in Ephesians 5:23. But we may be
surprised at this second point of association. Salvation
involves subjection!
SAVIOUR AND SUBJECTOR

Christ is both our Saviour and Subjector. We should not
separate the two achievements. In Philippians 2:5-11,
Christ's obedience to the death of the cross is shown to
lead forward to the bowing of every knee and the acclaim
ing of Christ's Lordship by every tongue. "Christ Jesus
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came into the world to save sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15), and in
doing so He brings them into subjection to Him. It is God's
delight that all be headed up in the Christ (Eph.l:10).
We have thought of subjection to tyranny as a great evil,
which indeed it is. But insubjection to God is a much
greater evil. The fact is that humanity is always subject.
In refusing to glorify and thank God, humanity is made
subject to vanity (Rom. 1:21; 8:20). Hence it is good news
indeed that Christ is our Saviour from this wrong subjec
tion to vanity and this sinful insubjection to God. He
delivers us into the subjection described in Romans 8:21
as "the glorious freedom of the children of God."
SUBJECTION UNDER THE LAW

For Israel there had to be obedient subjection to the law
in order to avoid God's curse. Brother Rocke brings this
out in his article "Mount Ebal and Mount Gerizim,"
which ends by contrasting Deuteronomy 27:26 with the
evangel as stated in Galatians 3:9-14. Christ is the Sav
iour of the body. Deliverance from the curse of the law
has been graciously gained on our behalf in the death of
our Lord and Saviour. Consequently, subjection is not a
requirement for salvation but the fruit that develops from
believing that we are saved in grace.
ENJOYING SUBJECTION NOW

Still, we are not likely to see the blessedness of subjec
tion immediately. It seems so foreign to our way of thinking.
It is only as we grow in the realization of God that this
disposition of humility and obedience, which is the disposi
tion of Christ (Phil.2:5-8), becomes a matter of delight to us.
In Brother Fielding's article entitled "The Day is Near,"
there are some very helpful thoughts on the futility of
giving ourselves over to current religious and philosophi
cal concepts in contrast to being subject to the word of
God's grace. Like the psalmists (see Psalms 126-128), we
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are learning the value of looking to God for all things. We
are granted the further grace of centering our expectation
on Christ. It is Christ Himself Who descends with a shout
of command to raise those who are reposing and snatches
us all up together to be with Him always (see Brother
Knoch's study, "What is the Trumpet of God?"). This is
not of ourselves and does not even depend on our
wakefulness (c/1 Thess.5:10), but in believing this good
news we are being drawn into enjoyment of subjection to
our gracious Rescuer.
ROADBLOCKS TO SUBJECTION

There seems to be a lack of this enjoyment of subjec
tion to the Christ of the Scriptures among believers today.
Many do not know the peace and assurance that lies in
knowing Christ as He is taught in the evangel. Like the
Galatians there is a loss of happiness when one stands
apart from a humble appreciation of the grace of Christ
(cf Gal. 1:6; 4:15). To think of Christ as only a partial
Saviour, requiring something of ourselves in religious
service and personal righteousness is a roadblock to the
delight of subjection to Him.
Traditionally there has been a stress on salvation from
"hell," which, at its very foundation, has emphasized
what the human must do. This does not lead to subjection
to Christ as the Saviour but rather to a subjection to a
religious system built on terror. Brother Coram shows
some of the fallacies of this teaching in his study of the
words, sheol and hades. The emphasis has too often been
on steps we must take in order to escape hell and on being
freed by the right application of our free will. Because the
truth that Christ is the Saviour, and that our deliverance
is in Him alone, is obscured by the stress on what we must
do, so also the glory of salvation into subjection and
dependence is unfelt.
This is also made evident by the usual sermons and
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comments on Philippians 2:9-11 where the subjection of
all throughout the universe is explained in terms of unwill
ing and resentful submission on the part of most. If it is
possible for anyone to come face to face with Christ and
begrudge His Lordship, and further if such submission
could possibly bring glory to God the Father, all of this
could be achieved without the death of God's Beloved
Son. It is God's achievement of salvation in Christ, through
His obedience even to the cross, that shapes the glory of
this universal subjection.
OUR NEEDS SUPPLIED

There is a great deal of turmoil and insecurity in our
world, politically, economically, socially. And this can be
traced to our subjection to our own schemes and idols and
our lack of subjection to Christ in Whom are life and light
and love. It is into this glorious and gracious subjection
that Christ has saved us.
This subjection is a recognition and enjoyment of our
dependence on God. It does call for a humility on our part
and a discarding of self-righteousness and conceptions of
self-sufficiency. But it brings us into an honest and true
recognition of what is best and good. Hence we join Paul in
the conviction that our God shall be filling our every need
in accord with His riches in glory in Christ Jesus (Phil.4:19).
To us, therefore, subjection to Christ means that He is
our Saviour, and through His obedience God can now be
known and relied upon as the Saviour of all mankind,
especially of believers (1 Tim.4:10).
Thus we see that Christ has saved us to subjection, to
expectation, to dependence upon Him. As confusion and
disorder, rebellion and hate increase, the evangel becomes
more precious to us and its message of joy and peace more
real. What Christ has saved us to, what He is saving us to,
and what He will safely deliver us into with full enjoy
ment and appreciation, is just exactly what we long for
and need.
D.H.H.

Our Happy Expectation

WHAT IS THE TRUMPET OF GOD?
"This we are saying to you by the word of the Lord, that
we, the living, who are surviving to the presence of the
Lord, should by no means outstrip those who are put to
repose, for the Lord Himself will be descending from
heaven with a shout of command, with the voice of the
Chief Messenger, and with the trumpet of God, and
the dead in Christ shall be rising first Thereupon we,
the living who are surviving, shall at the same time be
snatched away together with them in clouds, to meet
the Lord in the air. And thus shall we always be togeth
er with the Lord" (1 Thess.4:15-17).
Until a beloved brother in Christ and in the Lord,
F. H. Robison, requested me to set forth the difference
between the "trumpet of God" in this passage and the
seventh trumpet in the Unveiling of Jesus Christ (Rev.
11:15) I had never noticed the fact that the seventh
trumpet does indeed loom up in the background of this
passage, and probably gave rise to the peculiar form in
which it is cast. One would suppose, from the empha
sis, that the Thessalonians had been told that, at the
presence of the Lord, the living will outstrip the dead,
and that He will not blow the trumpet, and that the
dead will not rise until later, at another time, and that
the meeting will be on the earth. And so they had, no
doubt, been informed, for this is just how it will be
when the Messiah returns to Israel. What Paul now
tells them is quite the reverse of that which he had said
before, hence he insists that it comes from the Lord.
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"By the Word of the Lord"

In our quotation we have italicized the emphatic
statements which are in striking contrast to the course
of events when the seventh messenger introduces the
reign of Christ over the world kingdom by his blast. It is
difficult to account for the striking form in which the
apostle expresses himself unless we keep this in mind
and note that he is concerned to show that he is not
speaking of the presence of the Lord at the commence
ment of the kingdom, when the living will outstrip
those reposing, and the Lord will not blow the trumpet
Himself, and the dead will not be rising first and will
not be snatched away at the same time with the living,
and they will not meet Him in the air. Practically every
particular clashes with the occurrences when this sev
enth trumpet sounds.
First of all, why should Paul insist that he was saying
this by the word of the Lord? Had he been speaking
from himself? Was not all of this epistle inspired? The
statement strikes us as purely emphatic, and is intro
duced because what he is about to say regarding the
presence of the Lord for the nations is in contrast to the
presence of Christ for Israel. Doubtless he was well
acquainted with the close of Daniel's prophecy. That
he had instructed them along these lines is clear from
his question in the second epistle: "Do you not remem
ber that, still being with you, I told you these things?"
(2 Thess.2:5). Then he had told them that the resurrec
tion would occur some time after the presence of Christ.
Now he wishes them to receive a further revelation
somewhat similar, but not to be confused with that
which he had already given. This is a new truth, which
he had not told them previously.
The close of Daniel's prophecy seems to give us a
clear idea of some of the principal events at the epipha
ny or presence of Christ when He comes to set up the
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kingdom. This will occur three and a half years—twelve
hundred sixty days—after the middle of the last heptad, commonly called "Daniel's seventieth week." But
everything connected with the kingdom does not take
place at once. Thirty days later (1290 days from the
same starting point) the offering that was stopped is
resumed. Forty-five days after this (1335 days) seems
to be the time set for the resurrection of Daniel and the
kingdom saints. Thus the living saints, who have gone
through the tribulation, will enter the kingdom seventyfive days before the dead are raised.
Is not this what Paul has in mind when he insists that
we, the living, who are surviving unto the presence of
the Lord, will by no means outstrip those who are put
to repose? This is precisely what will be the case in
Israel, and, up to this time, this was the only resurrec
tion of the saints of which they could have heard. Does
not this account for the emphatic double negative, not
no, by no means? Here was a new revelation, a pres
ence of the Lord in which the dead do not come behind
the living. If Daniel and the saints with him are "bless
ed" though they must wait (Dan. 12:12), how much
more blessed are those who do not need to wait, but
arise immediately! They do not even wait until the
Lord touches the earth, but are drawn to Him by the
magnetism of His presence while He is in the air.
Thrice blessed are those who are put to repose in this
day of grace!
Christ's presence and his word

But why is this? If Christ is present on earth at His
epiphany, why do not the reposing saints rise to greet
Him? We must remember that the mere presence of
Christ does not raise the dead. If that were so, all
would have been raised when He was here in humilia-
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tion, or, at least, after His own resurrection, before His
ascension. His word is needed to recall the dead to life.
And, at the seventh trumpet, the blast is blown by a
messenger, not by Christ Himself. No messenger can
raise the dead, no matter how long or loud he blows.
The seventh trumpet is also the third woe (Rev. 11:14).
It does not bring life, but death; it works no weal, but
woe. Hence it is not fitting that the Living One should
blow this trumpet. Nor is it meet that it should recall
the dead to life.
The scenes at the beginning and end of this adminis
tration are often confused in the minds of the saints.
And this is not strange. Every great change or adjust
ment is bound to bring with it a period more or less
chaotic. In Berlin, where some of this is being written,
they are cutting through two grand boulevards, one
north and south, the other east and west, right through
the heart of the city. Some of it needs no change. "Unter
den Linden" remains as it was. Yet in one spot a whole
block of magnificent houses was pulled down to make
an open place. The confusion was quite orderly, yet it
was there, and even the well-informed could not say
just how everything would be. So it was in the begin
ning of this administration. A grand boulevard had to be
cut for grace right through from beginning to end.
Yet the confusion at the end is even worse, partly
because it is still future, while the beginning is past,
but more so because it is not merely a peaceful adjust
ment, but a great battle line, darkened by His dreadful
indignation and the din of destruction. Here are no
clear limits, for it is the twilight between night and day.
We cannot say this moment is in man's day, for he is still
ruling, nor can we reason that the same moment is in
the Lord's day, for He is thundering, but it is a time like
no man's land, which belongs to both sides until the
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issue is decided. I would not stake off an exact bound
ary here. Reasoning is useless on such vague "premises."
As we have seen, in the kingdom the living meet the
Messiah first, and the dead do not rise until seventyfive days later. Unlike our upward call, His presence in
Israel will at first call for sorrow. All the tribes of the
land will be grieving over Him (Rev. 1:7). It will not be
a scene in which the dead would be welcome or happy.
Hence there is a delay, as in the case of Joseph's brethren,
until the affairs of the living have been adjusted, and
normal relations are restored between them and their
Deliverer. After that the dead are raised in Israel, and
the thousand years' reign commences.
In this way two periods of a thousand years' duration
are formed, one commencing seventy-five days later
than the other. Satan will be bound at the epiphany of
Christ, so will be loosed before the saints have complet
ed their term of office. His insurrection, after he has
been loosed, lasts as long as the time between Christ's
presence and the proper commencement of the kingdom
administered by the saints. This seventy-five day delay
is in strong contrast to the course of events when the
Lord comes for us. Then the resurrection comes first,
though we who survive are by no means left behind, for
both unite in rising to meet the Lord in the air.
But why should there be this difference? The answer
is simple—grace. The kingdom on earth is introduced
by judgment, and this demands time for its execution,
even where the saints are concerned. No such prelimi
naries are needed with us, for we are vivified first,
before we are called upon to give an account of our
actions in the body. With them He appears to those who
await Him (Heb.9:28). They may feel the force of His
indignation contained in the "bowls." In the brief period
following His advent, the living saints receive their
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wages (Rev.ll:18) and the living nations are judged
(Matt.25:31-46). But we are not appointed to indigna
tion, but to the procuring of salvation through our Lord
Jesus Christ, Who died for our sakes, that, whether we
may be watching or drowsing, we should be living at
the same time together with Him (1 Thess.5:9,10).
Grace removes the differences between us. Were
resurrection a matter of merit, some of us would fall far
behind, while some, I am sorry to say, feel that they
should be raised at the time of their decease, if not soon
after. But grace is a great leveler. There will not be a
split second of priority in the resurrection. We will all
be first! None will be last! In Israel the circumstances
are such that the resurrection of the faithful of old is not
due until the kingdom has been inaugurated.
HIMSELF

The reason why the living will not outstrip those
who are reposing is found in the precious word Himself.
In the work of woe, of devastation and death, He sends
seven messengers, but in His prior presence which
Paul is now presenting for the first time to the saints,
the Lord Himself will not only descend from heaven,
but will Himself blow the trumpet, so that the effect
will be the opposite of the woe trumpets. His is the
voice that even the dead can hear! Indeed, it affects
them first. Instead of waiting for two months or more,
they are first to feel the vivifying power of His voice,
and catch up with the living as they are snatched away
from the earth into the air. And He it is Who blows the
trumpet of God, not another!
It is possible that the Greek text of 1 Corinthians
15:52 is idiomatic, and so does not determine who
does the trumpeting. It may be translated "it will be
trumpeting," if we ignore the fact that it is grammati-
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cally active voice, so does not blow itself. Perhaps a
small leeway is left to the bias of the translator. This
is indicated in the sublinear by the fact that the He
is printed with a small e, not a capital E. And I am
certainly partial in my judgment in this matter. A
trumpet is usually sounded by someone, so it is only
a question of who does it. In this case it will rouse
the dead, and I challenge anyone in the universe,
apart from Christ, to do it! I have heard many a
trumpet sound. Earth will hear the terrible blasts of
the seven messengers at the time of the end. But no
dead are roused! When these come forth I am remind
ed that He alone has this honor. All shall hear His
voice, and not another's! Whose voice but His can
rouse the dead?
There was a time when I thought that Gabriel or
some other "angel" would accompany our Lord and
serve with his voice on this occasion. But, in other
places it is plain that the dead, like Lazarus, will hear
His voice. This opened to my gaze a new glory of our
Lord. I had never thought of Him as an "angel," even
though He seems to be the "Angel of the Covenant"
of the Hebrew Scriptures. But now I see that, when
He comes to us, He comes as a Messenger from God,
and as such He is above all of the "angels." He is
the Chief Messenger. His voice alone can cope with
this tremendous task. Not merely must it cover the
earth but it must vivify the saints. He may have given
His disciples authority to raise the dead when the
kingdom was heralded, but no one has that power
now. And they did not vivify, but died themselves, and
need His power to give them life eonian. Let us listen
for His voice, not another's!
A.E.K.

(To be continued)

Concordant Studies

THE SOUL AND THE UNSEEN
#

In approaching the question of the scriptural meaning
of the Hebrew sheol and the Greek hades, it is neces
sary first of all to establish the scriptural significance of
"soul." This is because, in Scripture, man, who is said
both to be a soul and to have a soul, returns in death to
the "unseen," which is sheol or hades.
Since man is a corporeal being which, both by associ
ation with and as the representation thereof, is a living
"soul," it is evident that when he returns to the unseen,
his soul returns there as well. Since in death, man, who
"is" a "soul," does indeed return to the unseen (e.g.,
Psa.9:17), it is correct to say of any certain man who
dies, not only that that "soul" has returned to the
unseen, with reference to the man himself, but that his
soul has returned there as well, with respect to his
sensations or experiences.
UNTENABLE TRADITIONS

From a realization of this fact alone, it becomes
evident that orthodoxy is mistaken, at least in part. For
while the soul's pre-existence is repudiated, its postexistence is insisted upon, its survival after death, prior
to resurrection. Yet whatever the lot of the human soul
after this life (prior to resurrection), it is that which
obtained unto it as well prior to this life. Therefore the
orthodox view cannot be correct in both of its claims.
Orthodoxy is mistaken as well in conceiving the
human soul to be not the human experience itself, but
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to be instead, an intangible, immortal entity, a spirit (or
"ghost") which, while possessing personal traits and
partaking of personal experience, is nonetheless not a
person or corporeal being at all.
Wherever the Scriptures declare that a certain man
"died," or wherever they speak of his "death," the
orthodox insist that we are not to understand that that*
man died, but only that his present lifetime ended and
that his body died. It is not that these traditionalists do
not know what death is, but that they insist that it does
not appertain to man. Indeed, like the spiritualists,
they assure us that they are correct in their claim that,
in death, man does not die because he cannot die.
SENSATION OR EXPERIENCE

Nevertheless, scripturally speaking, the human "soul"
is simply the human experience. Soul is the sensation
which results from the combination of an organic body
with breath or spirit (Gen.2:7; cp 1:21). Soul is con
nected with the blood (Lev.l7:14; "life" AV), and is
possessed not only by man but by all living creatures
that move or "roam" (Lev. 11:46).
The expression "living souls" speaks of the entire
animate creation generally, "every animal of the field
and every flyer of the heavens" (Gen.2:19; cp 2:24,30),
even "the great sea monsters and all the moving living
souls with which the waters swarm" (Gen. 1:20,21).
Soul is a phenomenon; it is the perception of the
senses. It encompasses all sensation, all that is experi
enced by means of the sentient faculties. By associa
tion, soul is the capacity for seeing, hearing, tasting,
touching, and smelling. In itself, soul consists in the
sensation of these things themselves. Man, like the
animals, is a "living soul" (Gen. 1:21; 2:7). While both
are living creatures, they are termed (by association)
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living "souls." This is because they are not only living
creatures but are living creatures which possess soul,
that is, sentient capacity. Both man and beast are termed
living souls because they are living creatures which,
through sentient faculties, are capable of experience.
"Soul" (Hebrew, nephesh, Greek, psuche) does not
mean "life," though it is often incorrectly translated
"life" in the Authorized Version. Soul is not life itself,
though it is intimately connected with it. A man's "soul,"
speaks of a man's sensations or experiences. A man
who is termed a "soul," speaks of a man from the
standpoint of his sensations or experiences.
In Scripture, it is common to speak of men as "souls."
Through this means man comes before us not simply as
an organic entity such as a tree, but as a sentient crea
ture partaking of experience. Literally, soul is not some
thing that man is, but something that he partakes of.
When a man is spoken of as a "soul," the word is a
figure of speech (metaphor [representation] and meton
ymy [association]). And, even when man is spoken of
as possessing a soul, technically, this too is a figure of
speech (ellipsis [omission]).
When man is spoken of as being a soul, he thus
becomes representative of that with which he is closely
associated. Yet when man is spoken of as possessing a
soul, the evident thought in view, while understood, is
not expressed. This is because it would be both tedious
and needless to do so.
The inherent idea which is present though not
expressed when man is spoken of as possessing "a" soul
is, capacity of or means of experiencing. The full thought
is that man has "a [capacity of] soul," or sensation.
Strictly speaking, man does not have "a" soul but a
capacity of soul, a means by which he engages in sen
tient activity, a facility by which he experiences life.

The Desires of the Soul
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DEFINITIVE TEXTS

"The connection of soul with the senses is evidenced
by a selection of interesting passages. 'My soul is dis
gusted with my life; I shall give free rein to myself and
my concern; Let me speak in the bitterness of my soul'
(Job 10:1). The taste is especially intended in such
scriptures as, 'with all the yearning of your soul you
may sacrifice and eat flesh' (Deut.l2:15; cp vss. 20,21);
'you may eat grapes to your soul s desire, to your satis
faction (Deut.23:24); 'their soul abhorred all food'
(Psa.lO7:18);\ .. a thief when he steals, in order to fill
his soul's needs when he is famishing' (Prov.6:30); 'The
just man knows the soul s needs of even his domestic
beast, yet the compassions of the wicked are cruel'
(Prov. 12:10); 'eating to his souVs satisfaction' (Prov. 13:
25);'... honey of the comb, [is] sweet to the soul and
healing to the bones' (Prov.20:24); 'if you are a person
of soulish appetite' (Prov.23:2); 'The soul that is surfeit
ed tramples on honeycomb, yet to the famished soul,
any bitter thing is sweet' (Prov.27:7); 'cause his soul to
see good from his toil' (Ecc.2:24); 'All of a man's toil is
for his mouth, yet even then the soul is never filled'
(Ecc.6:7);'... to make the souloi the famished empty'
(Isa.32:6). In all of these cases, the point lies in the
sensation accompanying the use of food, the physical
satisfaction which the soul furnishes when we partake
of its products.
"This is amply confirmed by our Lord's words: 'Do
not worry about your soul, what you may be eating, or
what you may be drinking,... Is not the soul more
than nourishment?' (Matt.6:25). These creature needs
are what the soul craves, yet true satisfaction is not to
be found in them. Even as He said on another occasion:
'For what will a man be benefited, if he should ever be
gaining the whole world, yet be forfeiting his soul? Or
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what will a man be giving in exchange for his soul?'
(Matt.l6:26). This is the evil which the wise man saw:
'A man to whom the One, Elohim, gives riches and
substance and glory, and he has no lack to his soul of all
that he yearns for, yet the One, Elohim, does not give
him power to eat of it' (Ecc.6:2)....
"How luminous does our Lord's invitation become
in the light of a true understanding of the soul! 'Hither
to Me, all who are toiling and laden,... and you shall
be finding rest in your souls' (Matt. 11:28,29). It is the
soul that feels the pressure and distress of life's bur
dens and responsibilities, and it is the soul that finds
its rest in His yoke."*
DEATH IS A RETURN

Having established the meaning of soul, that it is a
phenomenon or that which pertains to the senses, we
must emphasize that, in death, the human soul under
goes a return. It returns to that concerning which, apart
from revelation, we can only inquire. Yet we do so
because we are interested in the whence and whither of
things, especially in the whence and whither of man.
From where did he come, and to where does he go?
Now if we should ask, What are we, where did we
come from and where are we going? the answer is,
From the ground you were taken, For soil you are, And
to the soil you shall return (cf Gen.3:19). But if we
should ask, Yet what of the human soul; what becomes
of it? the answer is, The soul returns to the unseen.
That is, the human soul, man's experience, has the
same status subsequent to this life that it had prior to
this life. If it had life before this present, corporeal
lifetime, then, when that which we term "death" ensues,
*A. E. Knoch, "What is the Soul?" pp.8,9,11
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it returns to its previous life. Alternatively, if it did not
have life prior to this present, corporeal lifetime, then,
when that which we term "death" ensues, human expe
rience returns to its previous status, that of non-existence.
Job knew that God would return him to death. "I
know that You are turning me back to death, to that
house appointed for all the living" (Job.30:23). "If
He places it in His heart concerning him, He can
gather back His spirit to Himself; all flesh would
expire together, and humanity would return to the
soil" (Job 34:15). "You conceal Your face; they are
flustered. You gather away their spirit; they expire
and return to their soil" (Psa. 104:29). "All are going to
one place; all have come from the soil, and all return
tothesoil"(Ecc.3:20).
It is thus, through such passages of Scripture as
these, that we become aware that, essentially, death
itself is a return. Man is soil and returns to the soil
(Gen.3:19). The spirit—the imperceptible power of
life, action, and intelligence—in death, returns to God
Who gave it (Ecc.l2:7). "Death," then, is simply the
specialized term signifying the absence of life which
follows mortality as contrasted with the absence of life
which precedes it.
We may speak of our soul even as we speak of our
body. Even as the elements, however, which compose
our body are entirely decomposed in death, the experi
ences which comprise our soul are entirely terminated in
death. This is because "soul" is that which is produced
when an organic body is endowed with spirit or breath,
that is, with life-giving, soul-enabling power (Gen.2:7).
SHEOL AND HADES

The Hebrew for that to which, in death, man re
turns (the unseen, CV; grave, hell, or pit, AV), is
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sheol, which signifies "ask,"* and corresponds to the
Greek hades, meaning "unseen" (cp Psa.l6:10; Acts
2:27,31). Thus, in death, the soul returns to the "ask";
that is, it returns to that which must be asked about in
order to be known, being unseen. Since it is impercep
tible, that to which the soul returns is naturally the
subject of inquiry. How appropriate, then, that the
Hebrew should speak of it as the "ask" and that the
Greek should speak of it as the "unseen."
It is true that sheol is ordinarily concerned with the
state of those who are in "the tombs" (John 5:28), or as
we would say, according to our own burial customs,
that it is ordinarily concerned with those who are in
their graves. Nevertheless, sheol does not mean "grave."
It means "ask," and is used in reference to something
that is unseen, which is an object of inquiry. In Mat
thew 16:18, the Greek equivalent of sheol, which is
hades, is used in reference to the unseen domain of the
Adversary. Yet in Matthew 11:23, it is used in refer
ence to the unseen state (as a consequence of its
destruction and desolation) to which the city of Caper
naum would one day subside.
In Genesis 37:35, Jacob declared, "I shall go down
mourning to my son, to the unseen." These words,
however, do not refer to being lowered into a grave, but
to that which he claimed as his portion for the remain
der of his lifetime (i.e., mourning for his son). We use a
similar idiom when we say, "having traveled down the
road of life and come to the end of our journey." The
sense of "go down mourning" is parallel to the modern
*Sheol belongs to the Hebrew word family of the stem shal, ask,
which is regularly used in that sense; cf The New Englishman's
Hebrew Concordance, p. 1220, cp entries 2 and 6 (Peabody, Mass.:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1984).
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idiom, "go down fighting," namely, to continue on,
unintermittingly, until the end.
It should also be noted that Jacob's words, "to my
son," are elliptical; they are not complete in themselves.
Since it would be a neutral expression, the objective
ellipsis must be, "to [the status of] my son"—regardless
of what that status may be. To say the least, it is begging
the question to insist upon some sort of extraordinary,
double ellipsis such as, "to [the dwelling place of] my
son [where he is still alive, even though not in a body]."
THE SOUL IN SHEOL

"We have learned that the soul is not substance; nor
is it immaterial spirit. It is only the result of a combina
tion of the spirit with the body ....
"A point which seems to have been entirely over
looked, and which will help us much at this juncture, is
the fact that the soul only is coupled with the unseen.
The spirit must never be associated with sheol or hades.
The body is never connected with the unseen, except
in such extraordinary cases as the sons of Korah, Dathan
and Abiram, who 'descended. .. alive toward the
unseen' [i.e., into the unseen substratum, below the
earth's surface], when 'the ground which was under
them was rent, and the earth opened its mouth and
swallowed them up' (Num.l6:31-33), or Jonah, who
found his sheol in the fish's belly (Jonah 2:2).* In
contrast to this, the soul is definitely spoken of as in
sheol in at least six passages (Psa.l6:10; 30:3; 49:15;
86:13; 89:48; Prov.23:14), as well as in hades in two
*It is as foolish to claim that "hell" (where "lost souls" are torment
ed prior to judgment) is within the bowels of the earth as it would
be to claim that it is within the belly of the great fish which
swallowed up Jonah.
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(Acts 2:27,31). Besides this, the thought latent in the
context of these two words is always concerned with
sensation when the reference is to humanity."*
SCRIPTURAL USAGE DETERMINES MEANING

It does not follow from the fact that the Greek word
hades signifies "unseen," that, when speaking of the
human soul in death, hades therefore speaks of an
unseen place, much less that it speaks of an unseen
place where "disembodied spirits" abide. An "abode"
is the place where one remains or dwells; it is the place
where one lives or resides. Our inquiry is that of the
nature of the unseen. It will not do simply to make the
bald claim that hades is "the abode of disembodied
spirits." We are aware that such were the notions of
certain intertestamental Jews and of many ancient
Greeks. We also realize that many modern scholars are
of the same opinion. Tales, however, about disembod
ied spirits in the unseen world of Greek mythology
even as historical records concerning ancient Jews who,
under the influence of such myths, claimed that similar
doctrines are to be found in the Hebrew Scriptures, are
no basis for truth. What we are interested in is what the
Scriptures actually reveal concerning the unseen. If it
is a sufficient revelation, God granting us eyes to see,
we will then know from the Scriptures themselves
whether such sources as those to which so many appeal
are right or wrong.
CONSOLATION ACCORDING TO TRUTH

The Scriptures always speak of the death and resur
rection of man himself; they never speak of either the
*A. E. Knoch, Unsearchable Riches, "Sheol and Hades," vol.54,
pp.167,168
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death or resurrection merely of the body. It is the dead
who are in their tombs (John 5:28); and, the dead are
in their tombs, not in "the abode of disembodied spirits."
Indeed, why should we deem it unbelievable that God
is rousing the dead? (Acts 26:8).
Concerning believers who are reposing (not, believ
ers' bodies which are merely lying in the grave; 1 Thess.
4:13), we are told to console one another with the
words that the dead in Christ shall be rising first,
and thereupon the living shall at the same time be
snatched away together with them, to meet the Lord
in the air and always to be together with Him (1 Thess.
4:16,17). It is remarkable indeed, then, if the dead in
Christ are not really dead but are instead in the joy of
heaven, that, in a context in which the theme is the
consolation of the bereaved, we are only told to con
sole one another with these words (1 Thess.4:18), the
words of the apostle Paul concerning resurrection,
and are not at all told to console one another as well
with some testimony to the effect that our loved ones
are not really dead at all but are gloriously alive, even
in the presence of Christ Himself.
Howbeit, resolute claims seeking to justify the immor
tality of the soul are the order of the day. Such claims
are regularly set forth, even in the face of the most
explicit, scriptural declarations to the contrary. For
example, the testimony of Ecclesiastes concerning the
dead is viewed as utterly mistaken, and is appraised as
but "humanistic thought," the "perspective of autono
mous man."* Such claims are freely set forth by many,
notwithstanding the fact that Ecclesiastes' own author,
concerning this same testimony, under divine inspiration,
*Robert A. Morey, Death and the Afterlife, pp.65,216 (Minneap
olis: Bethany House, 1984)
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insists that "what was written is uprightness and words
of truth" (Ecc. 12:10).
Similarly, it is claimed that what the psalmist meant
when declaring, "The dead cannot praise Yah, nor all
those descending into stillness" (Psa.ll5:17), was
that, in death, one can no longer praise God before
men, in this life: "in the church militant, as is done by
saints in the land of the living."* This, however, we
hardly need to be told. Besides, since the dead descend
into "stillness," it is evident that they do not praise
God at all.
DEATH PRECLUDES LIFE

The Scriptures make it clear that the dead are not
alive and that soul (sensation or experience) is impossi
ble in death. The fact is that "... the dead do not
live..." {cf Re\.20.5).
The unseen is not only commonly set in parallel to
death as its practical equivalent (e.g., 1 Sam.2:6;
Psa.6:5,6; 89:48; Hos.l3:14), but, the apostle Paul, in
a close adaptation of Hosea 13:14, even substitutes the
Greek word for "death" (thanate) where the prophet
had used the Hebrew sheol (1 Cor. 15:55).
Similarly, earlier in the same chapter, in reply to the
claim of some of the Corinthians "that there is no
resurrection of the dead" (v. 12), the apostle argues that
if the dead are not being roused, (1) neither has Christ
been roused; (2) vain is your faith; (3) you are still in
your sins! and (4) "Consequently those also, who are
put to repose in Christ, perished." The apostle does not
say that if there is no resurrection, that those no longer
having bodies will just have to continue to make do
*John Gill, Body of Divinity, vol.2, p.208 (Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1978)
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without them, but, that if there is no resurrection, that
the dead in Christ perished
In many places, the Scriptures speak of the dead as
destitute of knowledge or speech, and as knowing
nothing until resurrection. These scriptures are to be
believed, not twisted. They make it clear that death is
truly death, not life in some other form. The following
are a selection of notable passages concerning sheol
and the state of the dead. May God give us grace to
believe them.
"Do return Yahweh! Do extricate my soul! Save me
on account of Your benignity. For in death there is no
remembrance of You; in the unseen, who shall acclaim
You?" (Psa.6:4,5). "What gain is there in my blood
poured out, in my descending to the grave? Does soil
acclaim You? Does it tell Your faithfulness?" (Psa.30:9).
"O Yahweh, let me not be ashamed, for I have called
out to You. Let the wicked be ashamed; let them be
silent in the unseen" (Psa.31:17). "The dead cannot
praise Yah, nor all those descending into stillness"
(Psa.ll5:17). "Let me praise Yahweh throughout my
life; let me make melody to my Elohim through all my
future. Do not trust in patrons, in a son of humanity
with whom there is no salvation. His spirit shall go
forth, and he shall return to his ground; in that day his
reflections perish" (Psa. 146:2-4).
"This is the evil in all that is done under the sun: That
one destiny is for all; moreover, the heart of the sons of
humanity is full of evil, and ravings are in their heart
throughout their life, yet after it, they are joined to the
dead. Indeed for anyone who is joined with all the living
there is trust; for it is better for a living cur than a dead
lion. For the living know that they shall die, but the
dead know nothing whatsoever" (Ecc.9:3-5). "All that
your hand finds to do, do with your vigor, for there is no
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doing or devising or knowledge or wisdom in the unseen
where you are going" (Ecc.9:10). "Indeed the unseen
cannot acclaim You, nor can death praise You; and those
who descend into a crypt cannot look forward to Your
faithfulness. The living! the living one! he is acclaiming
You as I do today; the father makes known to his sons
Your faithfulness" (Isa.38:18,19).
THE LAST ENEMY

From the scriptural facts set forth in this present
exposition, we may be certain that, with reference to
the human soul after death, the "unseen" is not a. place
(i.e., a realm or locale) at all, but a status. In death, the
status of the human soul is that of post-existence. Except
for the fact that it follows rather than precedes the time
of the soul's existence, the post-death status of a man's
soul is the same as that of its pre-generative status,
namely, that of non-existence. Therefore, we may be
certain that any and all who claim otherwise—be they
ancient Jews or Greeks or modern scholars—are mis
taken in their beliefs.
Let us rejoice that the day will come when Christ
will have gloriously placed all His enemies "under His
feet" (lCor.l5:25). "Under His feet," is a figure of
speech signifying subjection. The secret of God's will is
to head up all in the Christ (Eph.1.10). Thus all will
become "in Christ," their Head, to Whom all will be
subject. This will come to pass in a way that accords
with God's delight, and as the achievement of that
which He purposed in Christ (Eph.l:9).
Let us rejoice that after all other enemies have been
subjected, that even the very last of all Christ's enemies
will also be subjected. But while we await that day, let us
recognize what that last enemy is. "The last enemy is
being abolished: death" (1 Cor.l5:26).
J.R.C.

To Him be the Glory

THE DAY IS NEAR
"This, also, do, being aware of the era, that it is already
the hour for us to be roused out of sleep, for now is our
salvation nearer than when we believe. The night pro
gresses, yet the day is near" (Rom.l3:ll,12).
It has been a long night. Generations have flickered
and gone, one upon another with their dreams and
schemes, each with their vanities and selfishness paying
scant attention to that which has been and what was yet to
be. There has been much despair and tragedy, but always,
like a golden thread linking the years, there has been an
indefinable persuasion that there was purpose and mean
ing to life. It could not merely be aimless or accidental:
The children s tales, the trusting, wide-eyed wonder, the
insatiable hunger which was nurtured in lives of drab
monotony, in lives of repetitive tasks, in seemingly end
less days of pain. How strange, but reassurring, that
there has never been complete surrender or capitulation;
never a wholesale yielding to the adversary's insidious
whispering snare of, "Futility! Futility!" Oh, how bless
ed is the Guardian Who has sustained humanity!
"all is of god"

How the elect have loved God's precious Word!
Despite evil opposition and suppression, this same Word
has been wonderfully preserved. Within the pages our
aching hearts have rejoiced in rich horizons, new endeav

ors, and a love which far surpassed our wildest dreams.
Especially important were the secrets which have point
ed us to the stars and have directed our thoughts and
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values away from transient materialism to the incredi
ble promise of immortality. How we searched the riches
of this Word for it brought new meaning and purpose to
all of creation. What a precious release from the sad
humility of grievous insignificance and corruption. Now
we see it is not humanity for the stars, but rather the
stars, indeed, the whole universe for man in Christ.
There is a glow in the sky which heralds the approach
of morning. The shadows loom heavy, and the change is
so slight that only a few have noticed the transition. For
these there is a stir of excitement, a sense of imminence.
They can hardly withhold the wonder of their anticipa
tion, but few listen or care. On the contrary, the grey of
this dawning seems but to disclose the world's forlorn
excesses, the stale decay of misery and failure. Even to
these who perceive the consummation it is a time of
much impatience. They fully understand that ultimate
ly all will learn the wise provision of our loving Father.
Without a single exception, all will eventually rejoice,
but now, in their humility, they are yet a part of this
world's loneliness and fear.
Initially, we could scarce contain ourselves, and eager
ly we proclaimed the glorious news of conciliation.
These happy tidings were ruthlessly opposed, and over
the years the persecution has become more subtle and
deceptive, but there is consolation: "We are thanking
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, always
praying concerning you, on hearing of your faith in
Christ Jesus and the love which you have for all the
saints, because of the expectation reserved for you in
the heavens ..." (Col. 1:3-5).
How foolishly mankind has venerated that which
was feared. What depths were plumbed in contriving
to placate the mighty and elementary forces of nature,
not realizing that these same forces do but serve His
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directing! Little wonder that our Lord marvelled at the
faith of the centurion (Matt.8:10). Hungrily persisting,
each new religion has borne the same weary hallmarks
of mystery and deception. All are urged to meditate,
contemplate, and even procrastinate! In the failures
(for there was no permanence), it has always been the
same. Even now in these last days, humanism is striv
ing to deify the creature with the trappings of "free
will" and self-determination. All this was planned.
Opposing God's will through inbuilt stubbornness, all
unwittingly fulfill His intention. Knowing nothing of
the purpose of conflict; unable to perceive that loving
obedience is impossible without the essential contrast
of offense, all have reacted precisely as designed. The
shameful stake is still there, for naught may erase that
memory, but day by day it becomes obscured in a
virtual forest of deceit. Is God then frustrated? Nay,
how can this be? Even the darkness of deception serves
for the glowing revelation of contrasting grace.
"all is through god"

Let us consider our preferment. We would remark
on God's choice, for there is little to recommend us:
"For you are observing your calling, brethren, that
there are not many wise according to the flesh; not
many powerful, not many noble, but the stupidity of
the world God chooses, that He may be disgracing the
wise, and the weakness of the world God chooses, that
He may be disgracing the strong, and the ignoble and
the contemptible things of the world God chooses, and
that which is not, that He should be discarding that
which is, so that no flesh at all should be boasting in
God's sight" (1 Cor. 1:26-29). What constrains us to
reach out with such persistence? With loving devotion
we attempt to mirror the graciousness of our calling.
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We faithfully proclaim the conciliation, though we be
shunned.
Paul, who was honored with the revelation of the
secret of the untraceable riches of Christ, once bade
276 souls heed his advice. These obeyed to the letter in
a desperate situation, and thus all were saved from
certain shipwreck and drowning off the coast of Malta
(Acts 27). It may be concluded that through revelation
he knew that he was set by God to appear before
Ceasar, but how arresting to think that in such a panicstricken crisis he commands and is immediately obeyed.
There was a similar directness in his earlier request,
which reads like a demand, that he be accorded the
privilege of Roman citizenship, to be tried in Rome (cf
Acts 23:25). Knowing the murderous intentions of
those in Jerusalem, he shrugged off any further involve
ment or commitment in that land.
There is no drowning for the elect in this dawning,
but as stated, we are assaulted daily. In keeping with
our Royal commission, our service has already begun.
The first rays of the glory of our expectation are even
now lighting up the skies. Our course is firmly set. Our
embarkation awaits the Master's command. We are to
appear before One Who is far, far mightier than Ceasar.
What of the morning and noon following this dawn?
The night has been long and far spent, yet at the close of
the eons it will serve as a back-cloth for the illumination
of God's endless and all-embracing love. Out of the
pain, the heartache, the tears and sorrow, will come that
for which the hearts of all mankind have yearned. And
all that has gone before will serve to help them under
stand; to kneel, not in abject submission, but in loving
adoration. There in the glorious consummation, when
all the stories, with their individual complexities, are re
lated to the greatest love story of all at Calvary, and they

To God be the Glory!
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are contrasted with the awe-inspiring completeness of
that wondrous sacrifice, there will be no complaint, no
resentment, no request for redress of grievance, but a
single, universal acclamation of praise and joy!
"all is for god"

"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, Who blesses us with every spiritual blessing
among the celestials, in Christ, according as He chooses
us in Him before the disruption of the world, we to be
holy and flawless in His sight, in love designating us
beforehand for the place of a son for Him through
Christ Jesus; in accord with the delight of His will, for
the laud of the glory of His grace, which graces us in the
Beloved" (Eph. 1:3-6).
It is early morning, and the restoration is impending.
From every part of this globe, in a mistling wonder of
glory, these few, who are surviving, and who wait to be
snatched away together with those who sleep in Christ
are ready, indeed, eager to raise the curtain for the com
mencement of the eons of the eons! When these, God's
ambassadors for peace, are withdrawn, it will mark the
conclusion of this day of grace, and God's indignation
and judgment, so long patiently and most lovingly re
strained, will be loosed. The ecclesia, this body of Christ
will itself be complete and ready to serve as the comple
ment of the One completing the all in all (Eph.l:23).
"Now to Him Who is able to establish you in accord
with my evangel, and the heralding of Christ Jesus in
accord with the revelation of a secret hushed in times
eonian, yet manifested now and through prophetic
scriptures, according to the injunction of the eonian
God beingmade known to aUnationsforfaith-obedience—

to the only, and wise God, through Christ Jesus, be
glory for the eons of the eons. Amen!" (Rom. 16:25-27).

Donald Fielding

"THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER HEARD"
Much to the dismay of traditionalists, some leaders within what
is called "The Evangelical Movement," have recently published
repudiations of the doctrine of everlasting, conscious suffering for
those who die apart from faith. They have been searching the
Scriptures to find support for the view that many who have never
heard the evangel may still be saved (with the rest being annihilated).
But in their searching these Evangelicals have not given much
attention to what the evangel itself may say on the question.
"Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners" (1 Tim. 1:15).
"Consequently, then, as it was through one offense for all mankind
for condemnation, thus also it is through one just award for all
mankind for life's justifying" (Rom.5:18). The evangel gives no
support to either the doctrine of everlasting torment or to that of
conditional immortality. Rather it speaks of God's delight to recon
cile all to Him through the blood of the cross (Col. 1:20).
We are preparing some responses to these claims concerning the
destiny of "those who have never heard" the evangel as well as
those who have heard it but have not believed, and hope to publish
them in the coming issues of Unsearchable Riches. The article on
"Sheol and Hades" in this issue takes up one of the issues involved.

OUR SAVIOUR IS THE SAVIOUR OF ALL

Since there is one God, and one Mediator of God and mankind, a
Man, Christ Jesus, Who is giving Himself a correspondent Ransom
for all, God wills that all mankind be saved (1 Tim.2:4-6). Hence it
is welcome and ideal in the sight of our Saviour, God, that petitions,
prayers, pleadings, thanksgiving be made for all mankind (1 Tim.
2:1-3). God not only wills that all mankind be saved and come into
a realization of the truth, but He is operating all in accord with the
counsel of His will (Eph. 1:11).
"That God may be All in all" (1 Cor.l5:28; cp Eph.3:ll), is the
divine goal. Thus, in the glorious prophecies relating to this goal
(e.g., Rom.5:12-19; 1 Cor. 15:20-28; Eph.l:9,10; Phil.2:9-ll;
Col. 1:20), God is "telling from the beginning, the hereafter, and
from aforetime, what has not yet been done, saying, 'All My counsel
shall be confirmed, and all My desire will I do'" (c/Isa.46:10). It is
certainly true that God is the Saviour "especially of believers"

(1 Tim.4:10b), for we are granted many blessings in grace that are
not the portion of the unbeliever. But it is certainly true as well that,
our Saviour, God, is not only our Saviour but is also "the Saviour of
all mankind" (1 Tim.4:10a). Let us, then, be rejoicing in anticipa
tion of the day when God becomes All in all.

Studies in the Psalms

GLORYING IN EXPECTATION
The songs of ascents (Psalms 120-134) divide into
groups of three, each of which begins with reference to
human affliction and concludes with a focusing on
Yahweh and the blessings He has for Israel. This prog
ress from centering on human concerns to divine con
cerns certainly accords with the term "Ascents."
The ascending steps of these songs remind us of
Paul's words in Romans 5:3,4, observing "that afflic
tion is producing endurance, yet endurance testedness,
yet testedness expectation." In the group of psalms
given here we find that the affliction of "captivity" in
Psalm 126 leads to the endurance that results from an
appreciation of Yahweh's giving in Psalm 127, and
finally to the happiness of blessing, goodness and peace
from Yahweh as expressed in Psalm 128.
LIKE THOSE DREAMING

Often in Israel's history, even before they were taken
captive to Babylon, they experienced deprivations and
crises that corresponded in many ways to literal captivity.
It was this way in Egypt before Moses was raised up to
lead them to the promised land. So also in Hezekiah's
day, the city of Jerusalem was suffering under the
threat of invasion from the forces of Assyria. Yet "it
came to pass on that night that a messenger of Yahweh
went forth and smote 185,000 in the Assyrian camp"
(2 Kings 19:35). While the people slept, Yahweh brought
devastation on the Assyrian army so that its survivors
had to flee from Judea in haste. In the words of Psalm
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126:1, "When Yahweh reversed the captivity of Zion,
we were like those who were dreaming."
But other crises arose, such as Hezekiah's severe
sickness (2 Kings 20; Isaiah 38) and the nation's deep
corruption during the days of Manasseh and Amon
(2 Kings 21). Then the words of Psalm 126:4 would be
most fitting: "Reverse again, O Yahweh, our captivity
like channels in the Negev." As the dry watercourses of
the desert were suddenly filled with rushing waters in
the rainy season, so Yahweh would reverse the threats
against the nation of Israel.
We can imagine also how, years later, during their
actual captivity in Babylon the words of this psalm
would refresh the people and stir them to endurance
and expectation.
YAHWEH HIMSELF

Yahweh's reversal of Israel's captivity is pictured in
Psalm 126:5,6 by the contrast between the grievous
labor of sowing and the joys of the harvest. Yet the toil of
sowing itself does not guarantee the harvest. Psalm 127
begins, "If Yahweh Himself is not building a house, its
builders toil futilely in it." It is futile to rise early and sit
down late (Psa.l27:2; c/the words to Sennacherib in Isa.
37:28) because of the labors of the day if Yahweh does
not bring the growing crop safely through the reaping.
The last line of Psalm 127:2 is not altogether clear in
Hebrew. But if we associate it with the reference to
dreaming in Psalm 126:1, and keep in mind the illus
tration of Yahweh's deliverance of Jerusalem from the
Assyrians in the night while the people slept, the
thought is clarified. If Yahweh does not give the bread
that is looked for after weeks of grievous labor, the toil
was futile. "Yet so [the eating of the bread] is He giving
to His beloved in [their] sleep."

Allotments from God
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It was not food alone, but also the building of verse 1
and the children of verses 4 and 5, all of these are an
"allotment from Yahweh." If there is bread to eat, a
home to live in, and posterity to enrich and strengthen
the nation, these are of Yahweh's giving. All Israel's
building and sowing and all the travail of child-bearing is
futile unless Yahweh Himself gives the fruitful blessing.
HAPPY ARE YOU

Psalm 128 picks up where 127 left off with refer
ence to the happy man. For those who feared Yahweh
in reverence and appreciation for His giving there was
happiness. They would eat the labors of their palms
and enjoy the physical blessings of home and family.
But the emphasis must never be put on the blessings
themselves, but on the One Who blesses. "May Yahweh
bless you from Zion" (Psa. 128:5).
Indeed, if we today are blessed with food and home
and family, it is of God that we have these blessings.
But the blessings set before us in Paul's epistles are
not physical blessings but spiritual blessings (Eph.l :3).
Those who are chosen beforehand and blessed today
in Christ may not enjoy the terrestrial blessings spo
ken of in these psalms. But the spiritual blessings,
including that of "peace" (cf Psa. 128:6), that we are
blessed with are from God. They are not the fruit of
our labor, but are given to us in grace by the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. It is in this, the tracing
of all our blessings to God Himself, that we especially
find a connection between the words of the psalmists
and the words penned by our apostle. Even as the
sorrows over Israel's captivities ascended to a happi
ness in Yahweh's blessings, so also our afflictions lead
finally to a glorying in expectation of the glory of God.
D.H.H.

Concordant Version of Psalms 126-128

ASCENTS TO HAPPINESS
PSALM 126
A Song of Ascents

*When Yahweh reversed" 'the captivity of Zion,
We bwere like those who are dreaming.
Then our mouth was 'filled with mirth
And our tongue with jubilation.
Then they 'said 'among the nations,
Yahweh has cdone great things
>in His ddealings" with these people.
Yahweh did cdo great things Mn His ddealings" with us;
We bwere a rejoicing people.
Reverse again, O Yahweh, 'our captivity
Like channels in the Negev.
Those who sow1 *with tears,
*With jubilation shall they reap.
Going" out, he 'goes +with weeping",
Bearing the drawbag of seed;
Coming" in, he 'comes *with jubilation,
Bearing his grain-sheaves.

PSALM 127
A Song of Ascents, Solomonic

1

If Yahweh Himself is not building a house,
Its builders' toil futilely in it.

The Blessing of Peace

2

3
4
5
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If Yahweh Himself is not guarding a city,
The guard is alert futilely.
Futile is it for you0 who are being early to rise",
Who are being late to sit" down,
Who are eating the bread of grievous labor;
Yet so is He giving to His beloved in their sleep.
Behold, sons are an allotment from Yahweh;
The fruit of the belly is a reward.
Like arrows in the hand of a master,
So are the sons of youthful parents.
Happy is the master who fills 'his quiver Avith them;
They shall not be ashamed
'When they are speaking 'with enemies1 in the gateway.

127:2 you: i.e., enemies of Yahweh

PSALM 128
A Song of Ascents

Happy is everyone who is fearing Yahweh,

'Who is walking in His ways.
The labor of your palms shall you 'surely eat;
Happy are you, and it will be well for you.
Your wife will be like a fruitful1 vine
In the recesses of your house,
Your sons like transplanted olive shoots
Round about> your table.
Behold that so a master is being blessed,
Who is fearing Yahweh.
May Yahweh bless you from Zion;
+Thus see • the goodness of Jerusalem

All the days of your life,
And see the sons >of your sons.
Peace be on Israel.

Studies in Deuteronomy

MOUNT EBAL AND MOUNT GERIZIM
The reaffirmation of the covenant in the plains of
Moab was reported in chapter 26. Now Moses is com
ing to the conclusion of his second address. Would his
audience, the post-Sinai generation, always remember
the divine instructions and statutes of the covenant in
the years to come, while living all over Canaan, most of
them far away from the central sanctuary? Chapter 27
deals with the way of preserving the divine law in the
memory of the people by holding visual reminders
before their eyes, so as to keep them mindful of the
particulars of Yahweh's testimonies, statutes and guide
lines or judgments that Yahweh their Elohim had
enjoined on them, so that they could pass them on to
their sons (c/Deut.6:20-28).
ONCE YOU HAVE CROSSED THE JORDAN

"Moses and the elders of Israel instructed the peo
ple, saying: You are to observe all the instructions that I
am enjoining on you today. And it will come to be in the
day on which you shall cross over the Jordan to the land
that Yahweh your Elohim is giving to you, that you will
set up for yourself large stones and whitewash them
with lime. Then you will write on them all the words of
this law when you cross over, that you may enter the
land that Yahweh your Elohim is giving to you, a land
gushing with milk and honey, just as Yahweh Elohim of
your fathers promised to you. And it will come to be
that when you cross over the Jordan you shall set up
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these stones about which I am instructing you today, at
Mount Ebal, and you will whitewash them with lime.
"When you build there an altar for Yahweh your
Elohim, an altar of stones, you shall not swing an iron
tool over them. You shall build the altar of Yahweh your
Elohim with suitable stones, and you will bring up
ascent offerings on it to Yahweh your Elohim. Also you
will sacrifice peace offerings and eat there and rejoice
before Yahweh your Elohim. Then you will write on
the stones all the words of this law. Make it thoroughly
plain" (Deut.27:l-8).
SHECHEM

The public exhibition of the law in the promised land
was to be part of the covenant renewal. Later fathers
would tell their sons that Moses had instructed the
elders and the people to set up large stones at Mount
Ebal, approximately 40 miles north of Jerusalem and
20 miles west of the Jordan. An east-west trade route
passed between Mount Ebal and Mount Gerizim, with
the ancient city of Shechem beneath the mountains, at
the eastern end of the valley between them.
There Abraham had built an altar to Yahweh Who
appeared to him, saying, "To your seed am I giving this
land" (Gen.l2:6,7). Later Jacob was camping before
the city of Shechem after his return from Padan, Syria.
He acquired a portion of the field where he had pitched
his tent, and he set up an altar and called on El, the
Elohim of Israel (c/Gen.33:18-20). After Joshuas death,
the bones of Joseph were buried on Jacob's section of
that field (Josh.24:32).
Thus, since the days of the patriarchs, Shechem had
been associated with Yahweh's promise to give the land
to their seed. Once the Israelites had crossed the Jordan
and had entered the promised land, it was appropriate
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to renew the covenant with Yahweh in the vicinity of
Shechem, or, as Moses put it, "at Mount Ebal."
For this purpose large stones, whitewashed with
lime, should be set up by the people, and someone
would have to write "all the words of this law" on them.
Their fathers had known this method of writing on
plastered walls in Egypt. However in Canaan's differ
ent climatic conditions, the inscriptions would have to
be rewritten from time to time for any future covenantrenewal festivals.
BUILD THE ALTAR WITH UNHEWN STONES

Furthermore, a rough altar of uncut stones had to be
built in order to bring up ascent offerings to Yahweh,
also to sacrifice peace offerings, so that the people
could eat there and rejoice before Yahweh their Elohim.
Altar building had to be done in accordance with the
divine stipulation in Exodus 20:25; "If you shall make
an altar of stones for Me, you shall not build it with
them trimmed; in case you have swung your sword [or
blade] against it, then you would have profaned it."
We learn from chapter 3 of Leviticus that the peace
offering was an optional sacrifice which an Israelite
could bring at any time. Apart from Pentecost (Lev.23:
16,19), it was not part of the regular daily offerings on
the altar at the tent of appointment, where the ascent
offering and the cereal approach present (Lev. 1:3; 2:1)
were brought every morning and evening. Of the peace
offering, only the fat, the liver and the kidneys were
burned on the altar, not the whole animal as in the
ascent approach. Thus the worshiper showed that he
was giving the best part of the animal to Yahweh
Elohim. The peace offering closed with a meal; the
priests were assigned the breast of the animal and the
right thigh (Lev.7:31-33). The rest would be eaten by
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the worshiper and his family, his servants and his
maidservants. After getting settled in Canaan, the local
Levites would participate as well (Deut.l2:12). All of
them would rejoice before Yahweh their Elohim.
MAKE THE WRITING THOROUGHLY CLEAR

The instructions conclude with the repeated injunc
tion: "Then you will write on the stones all the words of
this law." This should not be interpreted literally as
referring to a complete transcription of chapters 12-26
of Deuteronomy, but rather to the law of the covenant
on which Moses' implementations were based. About
forty years before, Moses had written "all the words of
Yahweh and all the judgments" as he had heard them
from Yahweh, on "the scroll of the covenant" (Ex.24:4,7).
Later Joshua would write a transcript of that scroll on
those stones, making the writing thoroughly clear. Set
ting up these stones with the words of the law would
express symbolically that the sons of Israel wholeheart
edly intended to live by this law in the land gushing
with milk and honey. Forty years before, in the wilder
ness of Sinai, the people had expressed their intent
with the words, "All that Yahweh has spoken, we shall
do and hearken to" (Ex.24:7). At Shechem, all the
people would have to respond to divine maledictions
by saying "Amen," as we will see later in the remaining
verses of chapter 27.
BLESSING AND MALEDICTION

"See! I am setting before you today blessing and
malediction: the blessing if you should hearken to the
instructions of Yahweh your Elohim that I am enjoining
on you today, and the malediction if you should not
hearken to the instructions of Yahweh your Elohim,
and you withdraw from the way that I am enjoining on
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you today, by going after other elohim whom you have
not known. When it comes to be that Yahweh your
Elohim shall bring you into the land where you are
entering to tenant it, then you must pronounce the
blessing on Mount Gerizim and the malediction on
Mount EbaT (Deut. 11:26-29).
Here Moses comes to the conclusion of the first part
(5:1-11:32) of his second address. So before taking up
the specific legislation (chapters 12:1-26:15, that would
lead to the present renewal of the covenant in 26:16-19),
he said, "I am setting before you today blessing and
malediction..." The ten commandments reflected
the good way of life with all its blessings which Israel
should enjoy by obeying the instructions of Yahweh
their Elohim (11:27).
Earlier Moses had described the blessings with these
words: "It will come to be when you shall hearken, yea
hearken to all His instructions that I am enjoining on
you today, to love Yahweh your Elohim and to serve
Him with all your heart and with all your soul, then He
will give rain to your land in its season, the former rain
and the latter rain. You will gather your grain, your
grape juice and your clarified oil, and He will give
herbage in your field for your domestic beasts; thus you
will eat and be satisfied" (Deut.l 1:13-15).
The malediction was pronounced in the following
verses: "Guard yourselves lest your heart should be
enticed, and you withdraw, serve other elohim and
bow down to them. Then the anger of Yahweh will
grow hot against you, and He will restrain the heavens
so that there shall be no rain, and the ground shall not
give its crop, and you will perish quickly off the good
land that Yahweh is giving to you" (11:16,17).
Furthermore a future renewal of the covenant was at
that time intimated with these words: "When it comes

Barren Ebal, Fruitful Gerizim
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to be that Yahweh your Elohim shall bring you into the
land where you are entering to tenant it, then you must
pronounce the blessing on Mount Gerizim and the
malediction on Mount Ebal" (Deut. 11:29).
Because of their different geological structures, the
two mountains present starkly different appearances:
the northern one, Ebal, is barren, while Gerizim, south
of it, is fruitful. So the blessing must be pronounced on
the mountain of fruitfulness, and the malediction on
the barrenness of the unfruitful mountain.
KEEP QUIET AND HEARKEN

"Moses and the priests, the Levites, spoke to all
Israel, saying: Keep quiet and hearken, Israel. This day
you have become a people holy to Yahweh your Elohim.
So you will hearken to the voice of Yahweh your Elo
him and keep His instructions and His statutes which I
am enjoining on you today.
"Moses instructed the people on that day, saying:
These shall stand to bless the people on Mount Gerizim
when you cross over the Jordan: Simeon, Levi, Judah,
Issachar, Joseph and Benjamin. And these shall stand
for the malediction on Mount Ebal: Reuben, Gad,
Asher, Zebulun, Dan and Naphtali" (Deut.27:9-13).
The latter six of the tribes, standing on the slopes of
the northern mountain, Ebal, were those who would
come to live in the north of the promised land, and
those east of the Jordan, while the other six tribes on
the southern mountain, Gerizim, were to live in the
southern part of the land. These six tribes, descen
dants of Jacob's legitimate wives, Leah and Rachel,
would stand on fruitful Mount Gerizim and bless the
people. Of those standing for the malediction on bar
ren Mount Ebal, Reuben and Zebulun were Leah's
sons; the other four were descended from Zilpah and
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Bilhah. Reuben had been guilty of incest (Gen.49:4),
while Zebulun had been blessed by Jacob to tabernacle
where he would profit from the traffic of the Sidon
seaport (Gen.49:13; later confirmed in Deut.33:18,19).
Deuteronomy chapter 27 does not report the text of
the blessings which were to be pronounced on Mount
Gerizim. As for the twelve curses, they are very succinct
in their wording and refer to trespassers of various
commandments who had been warned time and again
since the days when "Elohim spoke all these words"
that are recorded in Exodus 20:2-17. Yahweh Himself
implemented these basic commandments and gave judg
ments (guidelines) how to deal with offenders in various
cases (Ex.21:1-23:13). The fathers of the post-Sinai
generation had spoken about these things ever so often
to their sons who had committed everything to memory.
Now, in the plains of Moab, Moses had added further
implementation, so that his audience was well prepared
to understand the seriousness of the curses.
ELOHIM SPOKE ALL THESE WORDS

We remember the wording of the first command
ment of the decalog; it sets forth a fundamental require
ment of each single member of the sons of Israel who
would be willing to enter into the covenant relation
ship with Yahweh: "You [singular] shall not come to
have other elohim in preference to Me" (Deut.5:7). So
the use of images of foreign gods would be a flagrant
act of disobedience.
The second commandment (Deut.5:6-10) says that
only Yahweh is to be worshiped as Elohim, and He
must not be represented by a carving or a physical
representation of that in the heavens (the firmament),
on the earth or in the waters beneath the earth. For any
such image might become the very thing that is

No Representations
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worshiped; thus it would detract the worshiper from
loving Yahweh his Elohim with all his heart and with
all his soul and with all his intensity (c/Deut.6:5).
Moses had implemented this commandment with
these words: "Guard yourselves lest you forget the
covenant of Yahweh your Elohim that He contracted
with you, and so you make for yourselves a carving, a
physical representation of anything, against which Yah
weh your Elohim had instructed you; for Yahweh Elo
him is a devouring fire, a jealous El" (Deut.4:24). For
He has said of Himself: "I, Yahweh, your Elohim, am a
jealous El, visiting the depravity of the fathers on the
sons, on the third and on the fourth generation, to those
hating Me" (Deut.5:9).
So any false form of worshiping Yahweh would have
severe consequences for a man's posterity for more
than one generation, since he would have failed to
instruct his children and grandchildren properly in the
true relationship to Yahweh which was essential to
their good life and well-being. That man's failure to
hearken to Yahweh's instruction would bring maledic
tion, i.e., separation from Yahweh, disaster and bleak
despair of a future without Him.
MANDATORY DEATH SENTENCE

In Deuteronomy 17:2-7, Moses had implemented
the legal procedure in prosecuting trespassers against
the first commandment. Great care must be taken not
to condemn any innocent person. So the truth of the
matter had to be established by the mouth of two or
three witnesses, and the man or the woman who had
committed this abhorrence must be put to death "with
stones so that they die" (17:4-6).
Any false prophet or dreamer of dreams who speaks
of defection from Yahweh Elohim, must also be put to
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death (Deut.l3:5). Furthermore Moses warned, never
to listen or to yield to attempts by near relatives or
friends who, in concealment, would ask to serve other
elohim. The tempter must be killed, and the one who
had been approached must take the initiative; he must
not spare him, nor cover up for him (13:8,9).
Forty years earlier, a man had uttered the name of
Yahweh and had cursed. Such blasphemy brings guilt
on those who hear it as well as on the blasphemer
himself. To rid themselves of this guilt, all the hearers
had to lay their hands on the blasphemer's head who
was then pelted with stones by the whole congregation
(Lev.24:13-16). The third commandment says: "You
shall not take up the name of Yahweh your Elohim for
futility" (Deut.5:11).
In this context we should remember that the death
penalty was also mandatory for those who had commit
ted adultery or any other ugly crime (c/Ex.22:19; Lev.
20:10-16; Deut.27:20-23). Every public execution
would get wide publicity and might be a deterrent to
disobeying the law of Yahweh Elohim.
We may be certain that Moses' audience was familiar
with all these details; time and again they would have
heard about them from their fathers. As for the Mount
Ebal maledictions, we may assume that the post-Sinai
generation would hardly expect anything new or extraor
dinary, apart from Yahweh cursing the perpetrators of
the most serious crimes. Yet there was more to it; the
words "in concealment" (Deut.27:15:24) indicate the
new trend.
THE LEVITES RESPONDED

Levi was among the tribes who should stand to bless
the people on Mount Gerizim (Deut.27:12). The words
of their blessings are not recorded here; for verse 14

Idolatry in Concealment
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goes on to say: "Then the Levites will respond and say
to every man of Israel in a raised up voice." From the
condensed report in Joshua 8:30-35 we learn that only
the Levitical priests, the carriers of the coffer of the
covenant, were standing in the center between the
tribes on the slopes of Mount Ebal and those on Mount
Gerizim. So these few Levites, selected for this pur
pose, were the ones who pronounced the twelve curses
of Deuteronomy 27:15-26. The first one reads as follows:
"Cursed be the man who makes a carving or a mol
ten image, an abhorrence to Yahweh, the work of an
artificer's hands, and places it in concealment. Then all
the people will respond and say: Amen!"
It did not matter whether the carved or molded
image was intended to represent Yahweh, or any of the
elohim of other nations. It would be a breach of the first
commandment (if it were the idol of a foreign god) or of
the second commandment (if it were an attempt to
represent Yahweh Elohim in any manner whatsoever,
c/Deut.5:8). In either case, any such work of a crafts
man's hands was an abhorrence to Yahweh, even if the
idol or image were kept in concealment, and the elders
and judges in Israel would never learn that a crime was
being committed. The divine curse would remind the
hearers of Yahweh's words: "I, Yahweh, your Elohim,
am a jealous El, visiting the depravity of the fathers on
the sons, on the third and on the fourth generation, to
those hating Me" (Deut.5:9).
so be it!
"Amen" means "So be it" or "In truth." By saying so,
everyone acknowledged that he understood the full
meaning of the curse and that he agreed to the wording
of the malediction; he would have no excuse for the dire
consequences of his conduct if he should ever disobey
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the divine commandment. Yahweh Elohim would pun
ish him for what he had been doing in secret.
Though the following curses deal with offenses, trans
gressions and crimes which are ethical (and not reli
gious) in nature, they are nevertheless in violation of
Yahweh's commandments, instructions, statutes and
judgments (c/Deut.6:l) and deserve His curse.
"Cursed be the one dishonoring his father or his
mother;... the one moving the boundary marker of
his associate;... the one causing the blind to err on the
road;... the one turning aside the judgment of the
sojourner, the orphan or the widow. Then all the peo
ple will say: Amen!" (Deut.27:16-19).
BREAKING THE FIFTH COMMANDMENT

The law required the parents of a stubborn and
rebellious son, a glutton and a carouser, to bring him to
the elders of his city. "Then all the men of the city will
pelt him with stones so that he dies" (Deut.21:21). Yet
the continuing love of the parents for their son might
make it very difficult for them to decide at what point
his behavior at home would force them to prosecute
him, as long as he did not offend others by overt acts of
misdemeanor. Yet even if the rebellious son was not
brought to trial, breaking the fifth commandment
incurred the anger of Yahweh and His curse.
OVERBEARING OFFENDERS

A rich landowner might illegally move the boundary
marker of his poor neighbor in an attempt to acquire a
part of that man's allotment, unnoticed to others in the
community. The influential offender might succeed in
doing so with impunity if the poor neighbor was afraid
to prosecute him. Yet the offender would incur the
wrath of Yahweh and His curse, just as the one who

Abuse of Underprivileged
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would put a stumbling block before a blind man (cf
Lev. 19:14), i.e., put him at a disadvantage for personal
gain. If money were stolen from the blind, he would be
unable to identify the thief. Causing the blind man to
err on the road would be in stark contrast to the com
passionate attitude that the spirit of the law prescribed
toward all fellow Israelites.
Especially the resident alien, the orphan and the wid
ow could be easily abused, almost unnoticed by others in
the community. Judges had been warned not to pervert
justice; they should neither show favoritism nor take a
bribe (Deut.l6:19). Whenever injustice would be done
more or less in concealment, the underprivileged victim
would be either afraid or unable to bring proceedings
against the offender. Yet the divine curse would put the
latter under the judgment of Yahweh Elohim.
OFFENSES DONE IN PRIVATE

We had already seen that the death penalty was
mandatory in case of adultery, incest and other crimes
of this kind (Lev.20:10-16; Ex.22:19), if the offenses
became known to the local judge. Yet since they were
committed in private, they might never be brought to
trial (c/Deut.27:20-23).
IN CONCEALMENT

"Cursed be the one smiting his associate in conceal
ment; . .. the one taking a bribe to smite a soul of
innocent blood" (27:24,25).
Yahweh had decreed: "The smiter of a man that dies
shall be put to death" (Ex.21:12). If the murder remained
undetected the elders of the nearest city would per
form the ritual described in Deuteronomy 21:1-9, and
they would pray: "O Yahweh, let not guilt for the blood
of the innocent remain among Your people, Israel."
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Thus the elders would respond to the divine decree:
"From the hand of each man, as regards his fellow man,
I shall require the soul of a human" (Gen.9:5).
The man murdering his associate or neighbor in
concealment as well as the paid assassin would break
the sixth commandment. Even if they should succeed
in avoiding the penalty of law, in each case the offender
would incur the wrath of Yahweh and His curse.
SUMMARY

"Cursed be the one who is not performing all the
words of this law to do them. Then all the people will
say: Amen!" (Deut.27:26). The blessings on Mount
Gerizim apply only to those who observe every detail
of the law at all times. The malediction on Mount Ebal
includes even the slightest infringement. Paul quotes
this verse (27:26) and goes on to write: "Now the law is
not of faith, but who does them shall be living in them.
Christ reclaims us from the curse of the law, becoming
a curse for our sakes, for it is written, Accursed is
everyone hanging on a pole, that the blessing of Abra
ham may be coming to the nations in Christ Jesus, that
we may be obtaining the promise of the spirit through
faith" (c/Gal.3:9-14).
H.H.R.

(To be continued)
MABEL LAMB

Her family and many friends will miss Mabel Lamb who was put
to repose on May 29,1992, at the age of 82. For over twenty years
she and her husband John hosted Thursday evening Bible classes in
their home in Pasadena, California. Practical-minded and cheerful,
Sister Lamb was a real encouragement to those who attended. We
feel the loss with her husband and family, but our sorrow is tem
pered by the expectation God has set before us in His Word. "And
thus shall we always be together with the Lord" (1 Thess.4:17).

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR NOVEMBER 1992
BEING THE

SIXTH NUMBER OF VOLUME EIGHTY-THREE

EDITORIAL

A friend writes for my thoughts on the "future of the
Concordant Movement." Knowing that others are simi
larly concerned, it seems well to make a few comments
on the matter here in this editorial.
If there is such a thing as a Concordant Movement, it
has no real significance apart from God's undertaking
(Phil. 1:6). God has placed us in the body of Christ as
He wills and given Christ to us as the Head, Who
supplies what is needed for each one's part and for the
growth of the body (Eph.4:15,16). Consequently, we
are not concerned about the Concordant work as an
end in itself, but as a means to point to God's operations
in Christ. Our focus, yours and mine, and that of all
believers everywhere, is to be on God's good work
which He has undertaken among us.
To be sure, there is much in what we do that is well
described by Paul in 1 Corinthians 1:21 as "the stupid
ity of the heralding." Yet we are thankful if we may
plant or irrigate, recognizing that if there is any fruit, it
is God Himself Who makes the Word grow up in the
lives of those who are believing (1 Cor.3:5-9).
The repetition of these themes may well seem irk
some, like Paul's reminder to the Philippians to rejoice
in the Lord. The evangel that Christ died for our sins
and its message concerning what God has procured
through the obedience of His beloved Son is empha
sized again in this issue of Unsearchable Riches. The
first Ephesian prayer as it relates to the exaltation of
Christ and our expectation in Him is treated in our
selection from the writings of A. E. Knoch. Misunder
standings concerning the destiny of unbelievers are
brought up again in these pages in the study on
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Gehenna. And here, as with our review of Martin
Luther's teaching on this matter, our desire is that God
may use these feeble efforts to free hearts from those
traditions that obscure the glories of His grace and of
His purpose for all.
Our work in preparing the Concordant Version of
the Old Testament has directed us in preparing the
articles on Deuteronomy and the Psalms, and also such
special issues of our magazine as last July's which was
devoted to the book of Lamentations. These "Sacred
Scriptures" were very important to Paul and played a
critical role in his ministry, and we have learned that
they have much for our benefit (cf 2Tim.3:14-17;
Rom.l5:4; 1 Cor.lO:ll). We have given much atten
tion to their value as a background to Paul's evangel by
way of contrast.
Yet here we may not have given enough attention to
the harmony and unity within all of God's Word con
cerning His glory. When it comes to God's heart, the
motivation of His operations and the purpose He has in
view for mankind, for Israel, for the body of Christ and
for all the universe, there is a unity throughout the
Scriptures. These matters are clarified and intensified
in Paul's epistles which are built on the foundation of
Christ crucified and exalted with a Name above every
name. But all of God's Word supports and indeed finds
its meaning in the revelation of God and His glory.
I believe the future of this work belongs in these
same pathways that Unsearchable Riches has been
following for 83 years: Evangelizing the evangel of
God's grace and the transcendent riches of His grace in
Christ Jesus; Exposing those misunderstandings which
detract from an appreciation of that grace; and, Encour
aging one another in the faith. May God guide us all
into appreciation of His glory in Christ and usefulness
of service in our Lord.
D.H.H.

Our Happy Expectation

THE EXPECTATION OF HIS CALLING
(Ephesians 1:15-23)

Most forlorn of all mankind are we if our expectation
is limited to this life (1 Cor. 15:19). Material prosperity,
sensations of pleasure, high honors, are by no means
the special prerogatives of the saints in Paul's latest
revelations. He himself, as their chief representative,
lived a life of great hardship, with much persecution,
and, at the last, was loaded with a chain, and lived on
prison fare, and had very little he could call his own.
Far worse than that, the very ones to whom he had
brought the highest honors and grandest glories, who
should have at least rewarded him with their loyalty
and friendship—even these were turned against him.
He was, indeed, forlorn, with no perceptible evidence
of his vast spiritual wealth or the rich reward for his
labors and his sufferings (2 Tim. 1:16).
In contrast to our poor expectations in this life, there
seems to be no limit to the riches and glories that await
us in the next. These are promised to us, not on account
of our deserts, but rather the opposite. God's main
object is to reveal Himself to the heavenly hosts, espe
cially the riches of His grace and love, so He needs such
undeserving subjects as we are in order to press home,
by practical examples, what He can do for those who
are unworthy of His gifts and have done much to draw
forth His enmity and little to deserve His favor. Let us
press this home to our hearts, or it will be impossible
for us to believe the magnificent promises of honors
and glories which are ours in Christ Jesus.
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What are we to Expect?

The first part of the petition of Ephesians 1:15-23
has to do with our future. The saints in Israel had a very
clear and definite idea of what was in store for them,
for the prophets are full of predictions on which to base
their expectations. Our Lord added much to raise high
hopes of a grand and glorious kingdom when He returns.
Even if that were the basis of our expectation, we
would have cause for thankfulness, for the nations in
that day will be blessed through Israel. But this is not
our calling! We will not be the lowest on earth, but the
highest in the heavens! We would, indeed, be highly
favored if we received a secondary place among the
celestials. But this would not reveal God to us. His
grace would not be properly displayed even by such a
promotion. It calls for much more than that! It demands
that the last shall become first, the lowest highest. So it
is that we, as members of the body of Christ, are given
the highest place in the heavens, who did not deserve
even the lowest place on earth.
Ours is a life of faith. Our blessings lie in the future.
While the present is not our expectation, it is a neces

sary and salutary preparation for the life which is to
come. Our own appreciation of God's glorious grace
will be vastly enhanced as we view the fearful failures
of the saints even after they have been called, and our
own experiences in crucifying the flesh and fighting
our spiritual foes. We fail to put the flesh in the place of
death, and we fail to use the large shield of faith to
protect us from our unseen foes. But our shortcomings
should have the salutary effect of convincing us of our
own utter unworthiness, and magnifying our thankful
ness and adoration for the fullness of His favor.
The Concordant Version makes a clear-cut distinc
tion between expectation and hope. We expect that
which is sure and certain, something on which we can
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depend. Indeed, it is translated so when used of God on
Whom we rely (2 Cor. 1:10; 1 Tim.4:10; 5:5), which is
in contrast with the dubiousness of riches, on which we
do not rely (1 Tim.6:17). Hope, in contrast with this,
must also be rendered apprehensive, as in the case of
the sailors on board the ship that was wrecked on the
island of Melita (Acts 28:6). Faith does not hope, is not
apprehensive, but expects, and relies on the promises
of God for the future.
The prophetic Scriptures are full of the expectation
of Israel, and the Circumcision writings of later revela
tion confirm then}. The disciples of our Lord expected
that He was about to redeem Israel (Luke 24:21). Yet it
is remarkable how much more often this thought wells
up in Paul's epistles. Although they are not nearly half
as long as the Circumcision writings, far more than half
of the occurrences of "expect" and "expectation" occur
in them. In other words, about two-thirds of the occur
rences are found in Paul's epistles. This is doubtless
due to the fact that faith is far more prominent in the
truth for today than it ever was in the past.
Expectation is the future outlook of faith. The past
provides the foundation of faith, the future its fruition.
We look back and believe God's record of His activities
in creation and revelation as recorded in the Scriptures
of the truth. We, who have His latest and fullest unfoldings, revel in the deeper truths, that He not only creat
ed the heavens and the earth, as recorded in Genesis,
the book of the Beginning, but that all was created in
Christ, the Son of His love, His visible Image, whether
that in the heavens or on the earth, whether visible or
invisible. All was created through Him and for Him,
and He is before all (Col.l:13-17).
Although expectation is not concerned with the past,
it is largely based upon it. Confidence in the future of
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anyone depends on his previous record. When we realize
the exalted position of God's Son as His creative Original
(Rev.3:14), so that He is First in place as well as time, it
helps us to look forward with confidence to His exalta
tion in the future, so we expect to see Him as the Last
(Rev. 1:18), in Whom all will be headed up (Eph.l: 10).
This is especially true as to ourselves. How it cheers
our hearts, and consolidates our faith and encourages
our outlook for the future to know that we were chosen
in Christ before the disruption (Eph.l:4)! Our sonship
is not a recent development. This high honor was ours
before we were called, yes, ere we were born. It even
antedated the entrance of evil into the world. The high
nobility of earth do not, as a rule, do anything them
selves to deserve their exalted position in society. They
inherit it from their ancestors, some of whom may go
back as far as the crusades. But the sons of God today
derive their title from a patent dated in a time when sin
had not even entered this scene. So it does not mar
their escutcheon or endanger their prospects.
THE FIRST EPHESIAN PRAYER

After expounding to us the universal headship of
Christ (Eph.l :9-ll), the apostle begins this most mar
velous prayer for us who are of the nations (Eph.l :1523). This new faith, which made the nations the peer
of Israelites in an allotment unutterably higher than
that which they will have upon the earth, called forth
his thanks and the special request that God, as the
Father glorious, may be giving us a spirit of wisdom
and revelation in order to make it known to us. He
would have our hearts' eyes enlightened, first of all,
that we may perceive the expectation of His calling
(Eph.l: 18). Just as the first hint of present truth came
through the revelation of a new expectation, so now
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the first part of the new faith for the nations (which the
apostle would have us grasp) is the expectation for
which God calls us. Only in the light of this glory may
we be enabled to realize the grandeur of this calling,
for it is hidden now, and will be, until Christ appears.
Incorruption, glory, power—such are the splendid
excellences of the resurrection body (1 Cor.l5:42,43).
And here, in this supreme revelation of our future fate,
these are repeated and magnified. Paul prays that we
may realize the riches of the glory, and the transcen
dent greatness of the power which is for believers. Our
bodies are sown in dishonor and roused in glory. So also
our present lot is one of humiliation. But our future
allotment will not simply be glorious. That would not
be too strong a term for the allotment of Israel on the
earth. Ours will by far transcend it. We will have riches
of glory. So also with power. Great indeed will be the
power for the saints in the kingdom, but ours will not
be merely great, but surpassingly, transcendently great.
Our prospect is superlatively supreme. We were last
and least. We shall be first and foremost.
It would be practically impossible to convey an ade
quate idea of the power which is ours apart from the
fact that Christ has already preceded us. His exaltation
is an exhibition of the strength which will raise us to
the empyrean. It is impossible for the human mind to
imagine a display of power superior to that which has
operated in the Christ, rousing Him from among the
dead and seating Him at God's right hand. Who could
be weaker than the despised Nazarene, crucified, for
saken, dead? And who, in all the universe, is so power
ful as the Executive of the Deity? There can be no
greater sum than the difference between zero and
infinity, nor can there be any vaster difference in power
than that between the dead Saviour and our exalted
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Lord. Yet such is the only example which adequately
conveys a conception of the power which God will use
to exalt the members of the body of His Christ.
The exaltation of Christ is no longer confined to
earthly dignities. These are doubtless included, but are
not so much as mentioned. Universal supremacy is His!
Every form of intermediate rule is subordinate to Him.
From the highest of all, probably symbolized by the
twenty-four elders in His Unveiling (Rev.4:4) down to
the least of the messengers, and every name of influ
ence, all are placed beneath His feet. We do not share in
this administration yet, but in the eons to come, just as
Israel, as the bride of the Lambkin, will share His
terrestrial honors, and administer the kingdom on the
earth, so will we partake of His celestial dignities, and
administer the realms above. His universal headship
will then be exercised by the ecclesia which is His body,
the complement of Him Who completes the all in all.
The restoration and rule of the earth by means of
Israel would by no means bring all of His creatures
back to God. Earth is far from being the whole of God's
creation, nor are its denizens all of His intelligent
creatures. We have not been given any definite idea as
to the size or population of the universe, for it is proba
bly so vast that human words would fail and human
minds be utterly inadequate to comprehend its infini
tude. So that much, indeed, remains of rule after the
earth has been made subject to His scepter.
English has no good equivalent for the Greek plero
ma, that which fills, but the word complement has this
as one of its nuances. That which was missing to round
out the subjection of the universe is supplied by us.
Now we can look back and see why it was that Israel
was made stubborn, and the nations called. We can see
why the destiny of a few Israelites was changed, a step
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at a time, from the earth to the air, and from the air to
the celestial realms. God needs a specimen to exhibit
the excellence of His grace to the universe, and espe
cially to the celestial beings who otherwise could never
learn the power and preciousness of His love (c/Eph.
2:6,7). With a master hand and heart He has wrought
His wonderful display on the black background of
human misery and sin, which alone can adequately set
forth the deathless splendor which will be our glorious
heritage in the eons of the eons.
Let us not miss the marvelous fact that our degrada
tion and exaltation are both vital to the glory of our God.
The certainty and satisfaction which this imparts will
enable us to anticipate much of our future bliss. God has
thrust us down for His own sake, and will exalt us for the
same reason. He chose Israel, and cast them off, and will
glorify them for His own name's sake. But how great is
the wisdom He displayed in taking those who were not
members of the elect nation, who had no prospects,
no promises of their own, and giving them the place
supreme among the celestials! This is the precious fruit
of the secret of the resurrection. Not for naught are we to
be changed from earthbound slaves of the soil to free
citizens of the empyrean. We are the greatest achieve
ment of God's grace in order to be the grandest display
of His glory. Let us exult in God as He beams upon us in
the secret of the resurrection!
A.E.K.
PERSEVERING IN PRAYER

In prayer, we are especially praying the three prayers of Ephesians.
First of all we are praying that the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ may be giving us a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the realiza
tion of Him (Eph. 1:15-23). Then we are praying that we may be made
staunch with power, through God's spirit, in the man within (Eph.3:14-21).
And finally we are praying for boldness in making known the evangel,
both as it relates to our salvation (Eph. 1:13) and the untraceable riches of
Christ (Eph.3:8) as well as the secret of the evangel (Eph.6:18-20).

In Adam and In Christ

THAT WHICH HAS BEEN PROCURED
In Whom you also—on hearing the word of truth,
the evangel of your salvation—in Whom on believing
also you are sealed with the holy spirit of promise
(which is an earnest of the enjoyment of our allotment,
to the deliverance of that which has been procured) for
the laud of His glory! (Eph.l:13,14).

An awe-inspiring sequence of events is furthered
when some special words are heard by those whom
God chooses in Christ. The "evangel of your salvation"
is composed of words; they may be in any language,
and they are "God's power for salvation to everyone
who is believing" (Rom. 1:16). From the beginning of
creation, God has exercised His power through words.
Even today, He continues to operate through "the word
of truth" in the salvation and life of believers. "The
word of God is living and operative ..." (Heb. 4:12).
When humans believe the evangel, they are imme
diately sealed, and given an earnest of what is to
come. Two figures of speech are notable here: we are
sealed for security, and given an earnest. Both are
figures of likeness.
Sealing is, in one respect, like the seals humans
place on official documents. Such seals may, among
other things, pledge the security of a commitment. Of
course the seal is only as secure as the human agency,
and history records a substantial measure of insecurity.
Only God can guarantee the future. He "is operating
all in accord with the counsel of His will" (Eph. 1:11,12).

Sealed with the Spirit of Promise
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He assures us that "nothing, consequently, is now con

demnation to those in Christ Jesus" (Rom.8:l). The
"nothing" here translates the absolute negative in the
Greek, which has both an absolute and relative negative.
There is nothing that we who have believed the evan
gel of our salvation can do that would cause our
condemnation. His seal assures it.
Our seal is "with the holy spirit of promise." God's
spirit makes its home in us (1 Cor.3:16,17; Rom.8:9,
11). He "is not dwelling in temples made by hands"
(Acts 17:24,25), for we are the temple of the living
God (2 Cor.6:16). The One Who makes the world and
all that is in it, the One inherent of heaven and earth,
the One Who is operating all after the counsel of His
will, He makes His home in us. That certainly should
make us careful to avoid "corrupting the temple"
(lCor.3:16).
In this context, His residence in us is particularly
directed to making us conscious of our expectation in
Christ. We are sealed with the holy spirit of promise.
"Our outward man is decaying, nevertheless that with
in us is being renewed day by day. For the momentary
lightness of our affliction is producing for us a transcendently transcendent eonian burden of glory" (2 Cor.
4:16-18). While He has not yet actually delivered all
that "has been procured," yet even now we have an
earnest, we have an indescribable gratuity (2 Cor.9:15);
we have a spiritual blessing that directs our minds to
the future when "He should he displaying the transcen
dent riches of His grace in His kindness to us in Christ
Jesus..."(Eph.2:7,8).
The "earnest" that we have is spirit. The full deliver

ance is more spirit, such a deliverance of power that we
will be transfigured, our bodies conformed to the body
of Christ's glory. The "earnest," with which we are
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sealed, is also a figure of likeness. It is like human
transactions in which a forepayment pledges the full
amount. In our case, the full gratuity is "that which has
been procured." The earnest is the blessing received
now, while we are still in these bodies of humiliation.
This is revealed especially in Ephesians, in the out
pouring of grace which "He lavishes on us" (Eph.l :8).
God "blesses us with every spiritual blessing among
the celestials, in Christ" (Eph.l:3). Although no spe
cial physical blessings are promised, our spiritual bless
ings are sufficient for us until the "deliverance of that
which has been procured."
So believers are saved, have spiritual blessing while
still in bodies of infirmity, and have an earnest or
pledge of future deliverance consisting of unspeakably
greater blessing. Christ died that we might have these
benefits. It is not that only those who presently believe
will be saved. Rather, it is that God "is the Saviour of all
mankind, especially of believers" (1 Tim.4:9-ll). Even
more, Christ is Sovereign, "Firstborn from among the
dead, that in all He may be becoming first, for in Him
the entire complement delights to dwell, and through
Him to reconcile all to Him (making peace through the
blood of His cross), through Him, whether those on the
earth or those in the heavens" (Col. 1:18-20).
Why is God through the Son of His love so interested
in the welfare of His creatures? "All was created in the
Son of God's love (Col. 1:16). God loved His Son. Cre
ation should never be divorced from that substratum of
divine affection which brought it forth. This is the
unbreakable tie which binds God to His creation, and
the Son to every creature in the universe."*
God's creation placed in the Son of His love all else,
"... for in Him is all created, that in the heavens and
that on the earth, the visible and the invisible, whether
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thrones, or lordships, or sovereignties, or authorities,
all is created through Him and for Him, and He is
before all, and all has its cohesion in Him" (Col. 1:16,17).
Humanity was there; in God's purpose every human
who has or will exist was there, in Christ, awaiting his
turn to play his part in this vast drama. All of the
leaders and followers of the universe were there. This
fact establishes the nearness of the creation to the
heart of Christ. It increases our understanding of His
willingness to endure the death of the cross, for it gives
increased meaning to the words, "... God loves the
world ..." (John 3:16). Human mothers, even though
calloused by sin, illustrate by their love to those who
were in them the love Christ has for those who were
created in Him. Human mothers illustrate the love of
God as well, for out of Him is all. The key to Christ's
love for us, that He would humble Himself and become
obedient unto death, even the death of the cross, was
our "inclusion" in Him.
God placed the universe, including humanity, "in
Christ." Thereupon, Christ created all; and, in the
course of that creation, He transferred all humanity
into one man, Adam. Then Adam committed an act
that has had monstrous effects on mankind. Through
his disobedience—a single offense—has come all of
the problems of mankind, centered in death and sin:
"... even as through one man sin entered into the
world, and through sin death, and thus death passed
through into all mankind, on which all sinned.. ."
(Rom.5:12,13). Adam deliberately disobeyed; he sinned,
and this has affected all who were in him. The penalty
was death, not immediate death, but a gradual declin
ing process with which we are so familiar, ultimately
resulting in death. Upon his eating, he experienced a
severe reduction in vitality, so that he began to die,
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subsequently passing this mortality along to all mankind.
As a result of our lack of vitality, we make mistakes, we
"sin." Adam's lack of vitality has been passed along to
all mankind via physical generation. We inherit death
(and thus sin) from Adam; consequently, we become
sinners without any choice in the matter. We are there
fore in desperate need of a Saviour. Our "inclusion" in
Adam is the key to understanding how all humans
descended from Adam became sinners. It is the pro
cess of death that makes it thus, and it comes to us via
physical generation.
god's underlying purpose

"In considering Adam's transgression, almost every
one focuses his eye on the word 'evil,' as though the
tree did not give the knowledge of good. This, coupled
with the express warning of God, gives the impression
that it was not His intention that Adam should get the
knowledge of this tree. It would have been far simpler,
however, to cut it down if that were truly His object.
God did wish Adam and his race to appreciate the good
He gave them, even though it involved the knowledge
of evil. The very act which brought sin into the race,
while it was a direct transgression of His word, was in
line with His underlying purpose, for it gave the knowl
edge of good."*
So humanity is subjected to death and sin without
any choice in the matter (Rom.5:12). God's purpose
required it. Humanity must have the knowledge of
good, the ability to love and an appreciation for real life.
There was no other route than the experience of evil,
hate, and death. But this experience cannot be endless.
"Endless evil and sin would defeat the very purpose for
which these were introduced. Hence a definite dura
tion is devoted to this process, called the eonian times.

"In Christ"
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These eons were made in God's Son (Heb.l :2). Sin and
evil are strictly confined to them. The first three eons
are devoted to the development of sin, the last two to its
retirement. As a result, all creatures will revel in a

knowledge of God's goodness and grace, and He will
become All in all, thus accomplishing the object for
which they were formed."*
The marvelous passage in Romans 5:12-19 shows
how we become sinners involuntarily. It comes about
because of our inclusion in Adam who disobeyed. And
the Romans passage also makes emphatically clear
that salvation comes through a Man also, Christ Jesus.
Adam's one act of disobedience condemns all mankind
to death and sin, but Christ's one act of obedience
results in one just award "for all mankind for life's
justifying" (Rom.5:18).
The dying process is transmitted to mankind through
physical generation, and, with no choice in the matter,
all are thus constituted sinners. Yet it is thus also,
through the obedience of the One, that life and vitality
are transmitted by spirit. Consequently, all mankind
will be constituted just (Rom.5:19), and this gratu
itously as well. We who are believers, have the earnest
even now, with a view toward the "deliverance of that
which has been procured."
FUTURE DELIVERANCE

"Now is our salvation nearer than when we believe"
(Rom. 13:11). The future completion of salvation for

the members of the ecclesia which is Christ's body is
already accomplished in spirit, in the purpose of God.
He "... vivifies us together with Christ (in grace are
you saved!) and rouses us together and seats us togeth
er among the celestials in Christ Jesus ..." (Eph.2:5-7).
The tense of the verbs is indefinite; in time, we were
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saved on believing, He will also be vivifying our mortal
bodies, we are sealed in spirit, and seated in spirit, and
we will literally be enjoying these blessings in the
future, upon the deliverance of that which has been
procured. To us, "the consummations of the eons have
attained" (1 Cor. 10:11). In spirit, we have been intro
duced to that time when "this corruptible should be
putting on incorruption and this mortal should be put
ting on immortality" (1 Cor.l5:54). In spirit, we have
been given an earnest of the consummation when
death will be abolished. "Then shall come to pass the
word which is written,
Swallowed up was Death by Victory.
Where, O Death, is your victory?
Where, O Death, is your sting?" (1 Cor. 15:54,55).

Having been spiritually energized by "the holy spirit
of promise," we are anticipating the shout of com
mand, the voice of the Chief Messenger, and the trum
pet of God (1 Thess .4:16). That which even now is as
certain of accomplishment as if already accomplished,
is that which started with words in creation. It was
furthered by our hearing the word of truth, the evangel
of our salvation. Then, through words, it is shouted by
the Chief Messenger. Then will come the deliverance
of that which has been procured.
"Now to Him Who is able to do superexcessively
above all that we are requesting or apprehending, ac
cording to the power that is operating in us, to Him
be the glory in the ecclesia and in Christ Jesus for
all the generations of the eon of the eons! Amen!"
(Eph.3:20,21).
Robert B. Killen
*These quotations have been excerpted from "Substitution or Inclu
sion," pages 549-573, Unsearchable Riches, volume 22, by A. E.
Knoch.

The Work of an Evangelist

THE SALVATION OF SINNERS
The work of an evangelist (2 Tim.4:5) is to proclaim
the evangel by life and by word. The evangel that is
proclaimed is that Christ Jesus came into the world to
save sinners (1 Tim. 1:15). In this we see the love of
God, commended to us, in that while we are still
sinners, Christ died for our sakes (Rom.5:8). To the
apostle Paul was given this good news which he, as a
faithful apostle and evangelist, gives over to us: that
Christ died for our sins, and that He was entombed,
and that He has been roused from among the dead
(lCor.l5:3,4).
god's achievement

This evangel speaks of God's achievement, not ours.
"For in grace, through faith, are you saved, and this is
not out of you; it is God's approach present, not of
works, lest anyone should be boasting. For His achieve
ment are we, being created in Christ Jesus for good
works, which God makes ready beforehand, that we
should be walking in them" (Eph.2:8-10). It is all of
God and to His glory. "Now thanks be to God for His
indescribable gratuity!" (2 Cor.9:15).
Not only is the evangel all of God, it is for all mankind.
"For there is one God, and one Mediator of God and
mankind, a Man Christ Jesus, Who is giving Himself a
correspondent Ransom for all" (1 Tim.2:5,6). The evan
gelist announces that in the death, entombment and
resurrection of Christ God achieves good for every sinner.
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Did Christ Do What He Came to Do?
THE GLORY OF THE EVANGEL

It would be a great blessing to believers today if the
full glory of the evangel was seen by all, appreciated
and faithfully proclaimed. Yet on every hand, and even
within each of our hearts, there are doubts and misun
derstandings concerning the contents, the scope and
the certainty of this message. It may be that for some it
seems so good, so triumphant, so glorious that it cannot
be received simply at face value. Its gratuity, its focus
on God's achievement and our helplessness, all of this
as well often leads to revisions and distortions of its
gracious terms.
For instance, we may say that Christ Jesus came into
the world to make it possible that sinners be saved. If

by this we mean that what Christ has made possible
may never become complete reality, we have dimmed
the glory of the evangel in our minds.
Again we may say that He came into the world to
save a limited number of sinners, whom God predeter
mined to save. But recognizing God's grace in choosing
some beforehand must not become an excuse for deny
ing that Christ died for all. Here the measure of God's
love and righteousness as presented in the evangel is
sadly discounted.
But also if we claim that all will be saved, but through
different channels, some by believing the evangel, some
by a sincere searching for God and diligent exercise in
good works, some through the schooling of suffering
and pain, we have distorted the evangel.
"Faithful is the saying and worthy of all welcome
... that we rely on the living God, Who is the Saviour
of all mankind, especially of believers. These things be
charging and teaching" (1 Tim.4:9,10).
THE LIGHT OF GRACE

For centuries it has been the majority view among
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believers that some sinners will remain unsaved forever.
Whether traced to mysterious counsels of God or to the
stubborn willfulness of the sinner, this has cast a gloomy
shadow on the evangel. Apparently it has not greatly
troubled the hearts of a few who have held this position,
but it has brought distress to many, and even despair.
At the end of his book, The Bondage of the Will,*
Martin Luther wrote, "You may be worried that it is
hard to defend the mercy and equity of God in damn
ing the undeserving, that is, ungodly persons, who,
being born in ungodliness, can by no means avoid
being ungodly, and staying so, and being damned, but
are compelled by natural necessity to sin and perish ..."
On this point, however, Luther could not find any
solution in Scripture: "By the light of grace, it is inex
plicable how God can damn him who by his own
strength can do nothing but sin and become guilty." All
he could do was trust that "the light of glory ... will
one day reveal God ... as a God Whose justice is most
righteous and evident."
Few will deny that Luther grasped with keen insight
what he called "the light of grace." Yet from the human
aspect it seems (to use Luther's term) "inexplicable"
that he could not see what the light of grace says about
the ultimate destiny of the unbeliever. To be sure, the
mistranslations of certain scriptural terms and mislead
ing teachings from his early training were hindrances
to him. But somehow this great man of faith could not
associate the message of the grace of God in Christ
Jesus with the destiny of everyone.
Nevertheless, Luther did believe that God's grace
*First published in 1525; the quotations are from the English trans
lation of J. I. Packer and O. R. Johnston (James Clarke & Co., Cam
bridge, 1957), pages 314-318.
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could be granted to all through faith, strictly viewing
the matter in light of God's power. In a letter to Hans
von Rechenberg,* written perhaps in 1522, he took up
this very question, "whether God can or will save
people who die without faith." His answer was clear:
"God cannot and will not save anyone without faith."
But he added: "It would be quite a different question
whether God can impart faith to some in the hour of
death or after death so that these people could be
saved through faith. Who would doubt God's ability to
do that? No one, however, can prove that he does do
this...."
What a remarkable statement! We thank God for the
insight He gave to Luther and the courage to share it.
This great reformer and evangelist shows us that faith
is not something that man can conjure up by the power
of his free and independent will. It is graciously grant
ed by God (c/Phil. 1:29). Furthermore, Luther testifies
that God is able to grant faith to everyone.
Consequently, the granting of faith is no problem to
God, Who places us where He wills, Who arranges
circumstances and operates all in accord with the coun
sel of His will (Eph.l:ll). The children of Israel were
all saved through the Sea (Ex.l4:21-31). With the
Egyptian forces behind them and the opened path
before them they were saved quite willingly. God had
no problem in granting faith to the stubborn calumnia
tor, Saul of Tarsus. To all of us, looking back, has come
the realization that our acceptance of the evangel was
and is due entirely to the grace of God.
Who can doubt whether God can impart faith even
to those who are not granted the grace of believing
during their present lives?
*Luther's Works, vol.43, Devotional Writings, edited by Gustav K.
Wiencke (Fortress Press, Philadelphia), pages 51-55.
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WILL GOD DO THIS?

But for Luther and many others, the question remains
whether God will give everyone what He is able to give
them. Let us accept this challenge and turn to the Word
of God for evidence that God will do what He wills to
do: To save all mankind and bring them into a realiza
tion of the truth (1 Tim.2:4).
Our Lord spoke of Israel's unbelief when He cried,
"Jerusalem! Jerusalem! who art killing the prophets and
pelting with stones those who have been dispatched to
her! How many times do I want to assemble your chil
dren in the manner a hen is assembling her brood under
her wings-and you will not!" (Matt.23:37). Yet Psalm
110:3 tells us that the people of Zion shall be willing in
the day of Yahweh's valor. When the Rescuer arrives out
of Zion, all Israel shall be saved (Rom.ll:26). Our Lord
Himself spoke of this, not in terms of forcing but in terms
of bringing His people to Himself with willing hearts and
appreciation. "And I, if I should be exalted out of the
earth, shall be drawing all to Myself" (John 12:32).
But what of the rest of mankind who have not yet
been given faith?
It is not Israel alone that is in view at the close of
Romans 11. When Luther spoke of God's inscrutable
judgments at the close of The Bondage of the Will, he
referred to Romans 11:33. But he did not cite the
words of verse 32, where Paul pointed to the stubborn
ness of both Israel and the nations. "For God locks up
all together in stubbornness, that He should be merci
ful to all." It is this astounding work of God that imme
diately leads to the apostle's exclamation of praise, "O,
the depth of the riches and the wisdom and the knowl
edge of God!" The inscrutable judgments of God do
not include damning for all eternity those who could
not avoid being damned. They are rather His judg-
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ments that lead all through the experience of stubborn
ness and unbelief into the enjoyment of His mercy.
This is the evidence of God's Word.
EVERY KNEE AND EVERY TONGUE

Furthermore, Paul tells us in Philippians 2:9-11 that
God has exalted Christ and given Him a name above
every name. This is so in order that "in the name of
Jesus every knee should be bowing, celestial and ter
restrial and subterranean, and every tongue should be
acclaiming that Jesus Christ is Lord, for the glory of
God the Father."
Such bowing and such acclaiming cannot exist apart
from faith. Without faith in the hearts of those who
acclaim Jesus Christ as Lord, His Lordship cannot be
real and glory cannot be given to God the Father.
For the present, "not for all is the faith" (2 Thess.3:2).
It is a special time of faith apart from sight. But when
the unbelieving sinners see the One Who died for
them, and perceive His ascended and exalted glory,
they will be like Thomas of whom Jesus said, "Seeing
that you have seen Me, you have believed" (John 21:29).
In the meantime we evangelize the evangel that the
chosen may even now know the happiness of "those
who are not perceiving and believe."
The work of an evangelist may involve warnings
concerning God's indignation. It certainly will involve
a recognition of the seriousness of sin. But its ultimate
aim is to focus attention on the evangel which speaks of
salvation from indignation and sin. This is the the good
news concerning what God has done and will yet do on
our behalf in and through His Son. It is a glorious
message of victory and grace, that is fully out of God
and through Him and for Him: to Him be the glory for
the eons! Amen!
D.H.H.

Studies in Deuteronomy

INCENTIVE FOR COMMITMENT
The reaffirmation of the covenant in the plains of

Moab (as reported in Deuteronomy 26:16-19) is again
the theme in chapter 28. In a lengthy speech Moses
refers to "this day" (26:16) and the formal declaration
of commitment when his audience had solemnly
affirmed that they would go in the way of Yahweh and
would obey His statutes and instructions, His judg
ments and guidelines (26:17).
BLESSINGS ABROAD AND AT HOME

"It will come to be if you should hearken, yea hear
ken to the voice of Yahweh your Elohim, to observe and
to keep all His instructions which I am enjoining on you
today, that Yahweh your Elohim will give you suprema
cy over all the nations of the earth. And all these
blessings will come on you and overtake you in case
you should hearken to the voice of Yahweh your Elohim.
"Blessed be you in the city, and blessed be you in the
field. Blessed be the fruit of your belly, the fruit of your
ground and the fruit of your beast, the calving of your
domestic animals and the lambing of your flock. Bless
ed be your basket and your kneading-trough. Blessed
be you in your coming in, and blessed be you in your
going forth" (Deut.28:l-6).
In the opening lines of his speech, Moses sets the
theme for his discourse of future blessings and male
dictions once the people would have crossed the Jor
dan and entered the promised land. Their hearkening
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to the voice of Yahweh would result in all the blessings
that will come on them and overtake them, both in
international relations and in their prosperity as a nation,
in urban and in rural life, as well as in a man's daily
work ("your coming in and ... your going forth").
FOREIGN RELATIONS AND DOMESTIC AFFAIRS

"Yahweh shall make your enemies who are rising
against you to be struck down before you. By a single
road shall they come forth to you, and by seven roads
shall they flee before you. Yahweh shall instruct the
blessing to be with you in your granaries and in every
undertaking of your hand, and He will bless you in the
land that Yahweh your Elohim is giving to you. Yahweh
shall raise you as a people holy to Himself, just as He
had sworn to you, in case you should observe the
instructions of Yahweh your Elohim, and walk in His
ways, so that all the peoples of the earth will see that
the Name of Yahweh is proclaimed over you, and they
will fear you" (Deut.28:7-10).
Israel had experienced the steadfast hand and the
outstretched arm with which Yahweh had protected
them from the military might of Egypt. He had van
quished the Amalekites who had harassed Israel on the
route through the wilderness and had attacked them
from the rear (Ex.l7:8-15; Deut.25:17,18). Yahweh
had given Israel victory over the two Amorite kings in
Ttansjordan (Deut.3:8). So, in the promised land, Isra
el must not be afraid of any enemies who might attack
them with well-organized armies ("by a single road").
Yahweh will see to it that they will flee "by seven
roads," i.e., dispersed and scattered.
The men and women of the post-Sinai generation
were a holy people because of their special relation
ship to Yahweh, which separated them from other

that Yahweh is Proclaimed in Israel
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peoples and their practices. The latter would fear (regard
with awe) Israel because of its special status; and they
will say: "Surely this great nation is a people wise and
understanding" (Deut.4:6).
In foreign relations, Israel will enjoy the respect of
other nations ("the head and not the tail") and be
above them and not below. Israel will become so pros
perous that it will lend money ("obligate many nations"),
but will not have to borrow from anyone (28:12,13).
Yahweh promised to bless the people in the land that
He was giving to them: Their granaries and barns

would be filled, the basket in which fruit is stored will
be blessed together with the kneading-trough in which
the daily bread is prepared. The divine blessing would
extend to fertility in every respect: in human life, in
animals, in the fruit of the ground, by providing rain to
the land in its season (28:4-6,8,11,12). Moses conclud
ed the first part of his speech by reminding his audi
ence once more that Yahweh would bless them if they
should hearken to the instructions of Yahweh that he
was enjoining on them, and if they would not withdraw
from any of his words, neither to the right nor left, to go
after other elohim to serve them (28:13,14).
THE TWO THEMES IN MOSES* SPEECH

The reader of Deuteronomy 28:15-68 may wonder
why the section dealing with maledictions is about four
times longer than the one pertaining to the blessings.
When Moses delivered this discourse, right after the
covenant reaffirmation ceremony of Deuteronomy
26:16-19, he felt that he himself had approached the
end of his earthly career and was about to die, the
people were about to cross the Jordan, and the whole
future of Israel's existence as a nation in the promised
land would depend on observing "to obey all the words
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of this law, the ones written in this scroll, to fear the
Name of this glorified and fear-inspiring One, Yahweh
your Elohim" (28:58). Whenever, in the future, the
audience would remember the long and solemn series
of divine maledictions, it might provide a final incen
tive for wholehearted commitment on their part in the
reaffirmation ceremony (Deut.26:17).
In Deuteronomy 28:15-68, as in the preceding bless
ing section, two themes are running that are significant
for a full understanding of the Name of the glorified
and fear-inspiring Yahweh Elohim. He is the Lord of
His creation and the Lord of history. The fate of the
individual is in His hands just as the fate of Israel as a
nation, as well as the fate of all other nations of the
earth. For "like rillets of water is a king's heart in the
hand of Yahweh" (Prov.21:l).
As Lord of His created world, He directs the course
of nature, the health of the individual, the happiness in
his family, the prosperity of the community, the fruitfulness of the land. Yahweh would "open His good
treasure, the heavens, to give rain... in its season"
(Deut.28:12). But should the people no longer love
Yahweh with all their heart and with all their soul and
with all their intensity (Deut.6:5), should they no long
er serve Yahweh Elohim with rejoicing and with good
ness of heart over the abundance of everything (Deut.
28:47), should they no longer hearken to the voice of
Yahweh to observe and to do all His instructions and
His statutes (Deut.28:15), then there would be no
sphere of life in which the individual and the nation
could escape His wrath.
THE SIXFOLD MALEDICTION

The sixfold "cursed be" in 28:16-19 runs parallel
with the sixfold "blessed be" in 28:3-6. Should Israel

Details of the Malediction
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fail to observe all of Yahweh's instructions and statutes,
then every blessing will be reversed into a curse: "Cursed
be you in the city, and cursed be you in the field.
Cursed be your basket and your kneading-trough.
Cursed be the fruit of your belly, the fruit of your
ground and the fruit of your beast, the calving of your
domestic animals and the lambing of your flock. Cursed
be you in your coming in, and cursed be you in your
going forth" (28:16-19).
In the following verses (20-35), Moses goes into detail:
"Yahweh shall send the curse, the discomfiture [frustra
tion] and the [divine] rebuke on you in every undertak
ing of your hand that you shall do, until you are extermi
nated and you perish quickly, in view of the evil of your
actions in which you have forsaken Me" (28:20). In
addition to various diseases, some of epidemic propor
tions like the plague, "Yahweh shall make the rain of
your land to be dust and soil-drifts; from the heavens it
shall descend on you until you are exterminated" (28:24).
A STIRRING HORROR

Well-organized armies attacking Israel would be dis
persed and scattered, so said the divine blessing in
28:7. Yet for disobedient Israel it is reversed into a
curse: "Yahweh shall make you to be struck down
before your enemies. By a single road shall you go forth
to them, and by seven roads shall you flee before them.
So you will become a stirring horror to all the kingdoms
of the earth" (28:25).
Yahweh repeated this malediction four times while
speaking to Jeremiah. When the frustrated people ask,
"Whither shall we go forth? then you will say to them,
Thus says Yahweh:
"Those who are for death, to death,
And who are for the sword, to the sword,
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And who are for famine, to famine,
And who are for captivity, to captivity ....
"I will make them a stirring horror to all the kingdoms
of the earth" (Jer.l5:2-4; c/24:9; 29:18; 34:17).
SCATTERED AMONG THE NATIONS

Moses goes on to describe the horrors of occupation by
a foreign power (28:30-33), of going into captivity (28:41),
of enduring a siege (28:52-57). And then he speaks of
the fate of the disobedient nation: "Yahweh will scatter
you among all the peoples from one end of the earth unto
the other end of the earth. There you will serve other
elohim, those of wood and stone which you have not
known, neither you nor your fathers" (cf 28:64-67).
"All these maledictions will come on you, and they
will pursue you and overtake you until you are extermi
nated, for you would not hearken to the voice of Yah
weh your Elohim .... They will be a sign and a miracle
against you and your seed until the eon" (28:45,46).
H.H.R.

(To be continued)
THE EXALTATION OF CHRIST

The general theme for the 1993 conferences in Michigan and
Ohio is "The Exaltation of Christ." The first gathering is scheduled
for February 13 in Grand Rapids, Michigan (Games Township
Hall), with Orville Hunt as host. Other meetings in Michigan are
set as follows: April 24 at the home of Clint and Marion Tenniswood
near Peck; May 15 and November 6 in Almont; July 17 in Lansing;
August 6-8 and October 1-3 in Baldwin; and September 11 in
Grand Rapids.
Two conferences are scheduled in Ohio this coming year: March
19-20 in Centerville (see the announcement on the inside back
cover), hosted by Robert B. Killen; and June 18-19 near Youngstown, hosted by Ted McDivitt.
Further details are available from Grace and Truth Chapel, Box
84, Baldwin MI 49304.

Concordant Version of Psalms 129-134

SIX SONGS OF ASCENTS
PSALM 129
A Song of Ascents

1
2

Many times have they distressed me from my youth,
May Israel prnow say,
Many times have they distressed me from my youth,
mrYet they did not prevail Against me.

3

On my arched back have the 7wickedg plowed;

4

They have lengthened > their plowing lines.
Yahweh is just;
He has cut away the ropes of the wicked.

5
6
7

8

They shall be shamed and turned away ^backward,
All who are hating Zion.
They shall become like grass on the housetops,
Which dries up before it unfurls,
With which neither the one reaping can fill his palm,
+Nor the one binding sheaves his bosom pouch.
And those passing by do not even say,
Yahweh's blessing be >on you.
Yet we do bless 'you all in the Name of Yahweh.

129:3 7-Q Wicked: Hb plowmen1

PSALM 130
A Song of Ascents

1

From the depths I call to You, O Yahweh;

2

O 5Yahwehp'1, do hear * my voice;
Let Your ears bbe attentive
To the sound of my supplications.
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3
4

5

6

7

8

Ransomed From Depravities

If you should keep account of depravities, O Yah,
O sYahwehP/l, awho should stand?
For with You is pardon
That You may be devoutly 'feared.
I am expectant for Yahweh; my soul is expectant,
And I wait for His word.

My soul longs for sYahweh^/l
More 'than sentinels1 for the morning,
Yea, sentinels' for the morning.
Wait, Israel, for Yahweh,
For with Yahweh is benignity,
And with Him abundant' ransom.

And He Himself shall ransom 'Israel
From all its depravities.

PSALM 131
A Song of 'Ascents, Davidic

O Yahweh, my heart is not haughty;
Nor are my eyes set high,
And I do not walk in ways too great

+Or «' too difficult' 'for me.

Assuredly I have poised and stilled my soul
Like a weaned1 child onwith his mother;
Like a weaned1 child is my soul onto me.
Wait, Israel, for Yahweh,
Henceforth and unto the eon.

PSALM 132
A Song of Ascents

Remember, O Yahweh, Concerning David,
All his humiliation',

Yahweh's Dwelling Place
2
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"How he swore to Yahweh

And vowed to the Sturdy One of Jacob:
3

I shall assuredly not come into my tent house,
Assuredly not go up onto the cot of my berth,
4 Assuredly not give sleep to my eyes,
Or slumber to my eyelids,
5 Until I should find a place for Yahweh,
A Grand Tabernacle for the Sturdy One of Jacob.
6 Behold, we heard of it in Ephratah;
We found it in the fields of Jaar.
7 Let us go to His Grand Tabernacle;
Let us worship >at His footstool.
8 Do rise, O Yahweh, to Your resting place,
You and the coffer of Your strength.
9 Your priests, may they be clothed with righteousness,
And your benign ones, may they jubilate.
10 For the sake of David, Your servant,
0 do not 'turn back from the face of Your anointed one.
11 Yahweh has sworn to David the truth;
He shall not turn back from it:

Out ^of the fruit of your loin

Shall I set One xon your throne.
12 If your sons should keep My covenant
And My testimonies that I shall teach them,
Their sons mralso unto the future,
They shall sit >on your throne.
13 For Yahweh has chosen * Zion;
He yearns for it >as His dwelling place:
14 This is My resting place unto the future;
Here shall I dwell, for I yearn for it.
15 Its provision shall I bless, yea bless";
Its needy ones shall I satisfy with bread;

16 + Its priests shall I clothe with salvation,
And its benign ones, they shall jubilate, yea jubilate';
17 There shall I cmake the horn >of David sprout;
1 will arrange a lamp for My anointed one.
18 His enemies' shall I clothe with shame,
+Yet his insignia shall blossom upon him.
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Blessing Determined by Yahweh
PSALM 133
A Song of 'Ascents, Davidic

1
2

3

Behold, ""how good and ""how pleasant
For brothers to dwell" mras one.
It is like the good oil upon the head,
Descending upon the beard,
Aaron's beard, which is descending
over the slit of his coats.
It is like the night mist of Hermon,
Which is descending upon the mountain ranges of Zion,

For there Yahweh has determined 'the blessing to be,
Life ^rfor the eon.

PSALM 134
A Song of Ascents

Behold, bless 'Yahweh, all servants of Yahweh,
Who are standing in Yahweh's House *by Tiight.
Lift your hands toward the Sanctuary,
And bless "Yahweh.
May Yahweh bless you from Zion,
Maker1 of the heavens and earth.
GOD'S DWELLING PLACE

The theme of God's Dwelling Place which predominates in
Psalms 132-134 is treated in a wider scope in a study under the
above title written by our late brother, John H. Essex. Originally
appearing in the pages of Unsearchable Riches in 1976 (volume
67), it is now available in book form, published by Grace and Truth
magazine (28 Burlington Rd., Nottingham NG5,2GS, England),
U.S. $10.00. Readers can order this 160-page paperback from us or
from Phil Scranton, 185 Burson Rd., Corydon IN 47112.

Studies in the Psalms

ASCENTS TO BLESSING
Psalms 129-131 form a group within the fifteen Songs
of Ascents, beginning with bitter thoughts about Isra
el's enemies (Psalm 129) and ending with expectant
words urging Israel to wait for Yahweh (Psalm 131).
Many psalms express a hope for divine retribution
against foes. An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth
(cf Ex.21:24) was the code not only for Israel but
among the nations as well.
In this there is no parallel in the faith relating to us.
For "God was in Christ, conciliating the world to Him
self, not reckoning their offenses to them" (2 Cor.5:19).
Hence, Paul writes, "I am entreating, then, first of all,
that petitions, prayers, pleadings, thanksgiving be made
for all mankind ..." (1 Tim.2:l). Yet the ultimate out
look for Israel as well is: "Love your enemies, and pray
for those who are persecuting you" (Matt.5:44). Any
need of vengeance is left in God's hands (cf Rom. 12:
17-21), with the realization that He is the One Who
"locks up all together in stubbornness that He should
be merciful to all" (Rom. 11:32).
The imprecations of Psalm 129 reflect Hezekiah's
dismay over the Assyrian threat under Sennacherib.
However, through the prophet Isaiah, Yahweh spoke
concerning the destruction of Sennacherib's fortressed
cities: "They have become like herbage of the field
and green verdure, grass of the housetops, blasted
before the east wind" (Isa.37:27). So in strikingly
similar terms, Psalm 129:6 foresees the enemies be-
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coming "like grass on the housetops, which dries up
before it unfurls."
In their blindness, the nations did not see that their
own blessing depended on Israel's blessing. In Abra
ham "all the nations of the earth will be blessed"
(Gen.l8:18; cf 12:3), but "those passing by do not
even say, Yahweh's blessing be on you" (Psa. 129:8). It
is not a mere formality that is in view, but a recognition
from the heart that all blessings are from God, and
that God's designs are right and good for all. Behind
the imprecation of verses 5-7 lies the conviction that
Yahweh's blessing of Israel will bring blessing to the
entire earth.
WITH YAHWEH IS PARDON

Psalm 130 rises "from the depths" of the distress of
Psalm 129 and calls to Yahweh with expectation. Yet
what is in view is not only the distress caused by outer
enemies such as Assyria but that caused by the great
inner enemies of personal depravity. The psalm may
originally have been one of David's when his sin with
Bathsheba had been exposed, but it accords with
Hezekiah's circumstances too, after he had shown his
riches to the king of Babylon and was told of the
captivity to come (2 Kings 20:12-19). The recognition
of our own failings strengthens us in prayer and reli
ance on God.
"If You should keep account of depravities, O Yah, O
Yahweh, who should stand?" (Psa. 130:3). There was
no word of the conciliation for David or Hezekiah, but
there was an expectancy: "For with You is pardon that
You may be devoutly feared. I am expectant for Yahweh;
my soul is expectant, and I wait for His word" (verses
4,5). How much more should we be expectant despite
our failings, for we have received the word that God is

From Distress to Expectation
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not reckoning offenses against us but rather graciously
granting us deliverance through Christ's blood, "the
forgiveness of offenses in accord with the riches of His
grace" (Eph.l:7).
The singer of Psalm 130 was expectant for Yahweh,
waiting for Yahweh's word (v.5); his soul longed for
Yahweh (v.6). None of this was possible apart from the
distresses caused by enemies and by the humiliation
and shame of personal depravities. This is not to be
thankful for enemies and sinfulness nor for the distress
they cause, but it is to be thankful that these temporary
evils serve a good purpose, which in turn results in
their permanent removal when it is achieved. Our
thanksgiving is for God's word of good news concern
ing deliverance, so that we may be strengthened in
endurance and encouraged in expectation even while
we live in these bodies of humiliation under these
"momentary" afflictions.
POISED AND STILLED

A Psalm of David completes this fourth group of the
Songs of Ascents. It is written in a time of humility and
therefore of maturity. The soul of the psalmist is not
haughty or ambitious or full of self-confidence in fac
ing great and difficult challenges. Instead it is "poised
and stilled" in expectation, "like a weaned child with
his mother" (Psa.131.1,2). Whatever God has in store
for the psalmist is what he calmly awaits with assur
ance in his Lord. Self-assurance is weak, but expecta
tion for Yahweh and what He has in store for His
chosen is strong.
THE HEIGHTS OF THE ASCENTS

The final triad of psalms in the Songs of Ascents, as
would be expected, brings us to the highest point of
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praise. Psalm 132 does not treat of the depth of dis
tress we saw in the other initial psalms. Only briefly
does it refer to "humiliation," (verse 1), and then turns
to concentrate on Yahweh's dwelling place, His "resting
place unto the future."
The Psalmist is looking upward in Psalm 132, away
from his humiliation to Yahweh's dwelling place and to
the promises of His Word. The reference is to a building
made by hands and to One of David's descendants who
would sit on a throne in Jerusalem. "Do rise, O Yahweh, to Your resting place" (132:8). Solomon was most
immediately in view, and he prayed with words very
similar to Psalm 132:8-10 at the dedication of the
Temple (2 Chron.6:40-42). But the ultimate fulfillment
will be realized in Christ.
The theme is taken still higher by Paul who tells us
we "are being built together for God's dwelling place in
spirit" (Eph.2:22), and that God "rescues us out of the
jurisdiction of Darkness, and transports us into the
kingdom of the Son of His love" (Col. 1:13)
HOW GOOD AND HOW PLEASANT

Psalm 133 celebrates the unity of all Israel, especial
ly during their annual festivals. No doubt it held unique
meaning to those attending the great Passover called
by Hezekiah (1 Chron.30). Here both Judah and Ephraim came together as one. Yahweh's blessings shall
encompass the entire land, from Mount Hermon in the
north to the lower ranges of the south.
King Hezekiah and the pilgrims of Israel making
their way to the Passover Festival would certainly
have found joy as they sang this psalm concerning the
blessing "Yahweh has determined" (v.3). Among the
spiritual blessings that God blesses us with is this:
That He designates us beforehand for the place of

God Determines and Designates
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a son (Eph. 1:3-5). There are other parallels as well
between this psalm and the evangel given to us, con
cerning the unity of the body and eonian life, for
example. "Like the good oil" descending on the head
and beard, so "the love of God has been poured out
in our hearts through the holy spirit which is being
given to us" (Rom.5:5).
MAKER OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH

The highest of these psalms is the shortest of them
all (Psa.134). Here we find all Israel blessing Yahweh
in His dwelling place. They are no longer ascending
but are "standing in Yahweh's House." Consequently,
they bless Yahweh and are blessed by Him from Zion.
But the closing words speak of something even higher.
Neither Hezekiah nor David could see beyond the
promises given through the prophets. Yet they knew
that all the nations of the earth would be blessed. And
they also knew that Yahweh is the Maker of the heav
ens and the earth.
What is hinted at in the last line of Psalm 134 (see
also 121:2 and 124:8) is expanded to its fullest glory in
Colossians 1:16-20. In the two passages there is full
harmony, but in the latter the revelation begun in the
Psalms is made complete. In Psalm 134 Christ is seen
only in the types. But these types fill the Psalms and
are found throughout the temple complex and the
great assemblies held there. Looking back we can see
these pictures of Christ's work at the cross and the
deliverance though His blood.
The association of Yahweh and Zion with the heav
ens and the earth are blessed indeed, but when God's
purpose for the heavens and earth are viewed with
respect to Christ and the blood of His cross, the bless
edness is transcendently enlarged. All that was creat-
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ed in Christ will be brought into the joys of reconcilia
tion through Him.
The Songs of Ascents take us from distress to great
heights of blessing. Their associations with the types of
Christ and His death for sinners are especially instruc
tive to us. For God lifts us from the distress of hopeless
ness and the depths of enmity and unrighteousness to
the revelation of His righteousness through the faith of
Jesus Christ. He commends His love to us in the death
of His Son for our sakes. And then, having been rooted
and grounded in this love, we are introduced to its
"breadth and length and depth and height" in His
operations in the exalted Christ (Eph.3:18).
D.H.H.

PRAISE FOR FAITH

Of all the gifts thine hand bestows,
Thou Giver of all good!
Not heaven itself a richer knows
Than my Redeemer's blood.
Faith too, the blood-receiving grace,
From the same hand we gain;
Else, sweetly as it suits our case,
That gift had been in vain.
-William Cowper
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Concordant Studies

THE GEHENNA OF FIRE
The Old English "hell," denoted that which is cov
ered (hidden or unseen). Consequently, it once served
as a suitable translation of the Greek hades, which
means "imperceptible" or "unseen." In modern English,
however, due to the corrupting influence of human
tradition, "hell" has come to mean "the abode of the
dead; the place of punishment after death [in which
the dead are alive]!' Consequently, since in modern
English the notion represented by the term "hell"
constitutes, to say the least, interpretation, not transla
tion, it is unconscionable for modern translators to
render either the Hebrew sheol or the Greek hades by
this expression.
Yet it is worse still, whether in old English or modern
English, to render the Greek tartarosas and especially
the Greek geenna, also as "hell." Such "translations" are
not translations at all; they are but the product of circu
lar reasoning and hoary tradition. Whatever one's under
standing may be concerning the matters to which these
words make reference, as a translation of the Original,
the rendering "hell," in all cases, is wholly unjustifiable.
Yet it is this very rendering, the single term, "hell," for all
these distinct words in the Original, which has spawned
all the familiar talk concerning "hell" which prevails
among "Bible-believing Christians" today.
GLOOMY CAVERNS OF TARTARUS

Just as "anathema," which was originally a cursing
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A Likeness to Tartarus

formula found in pagan imprecatory texts, was adapted
in the Septuagint to represent that which was devoted to
destruction (Lev.27:28,29), and was later adapted by the
apostle Paul to speak of one who was following a destruc
tive course (Gal. 1:8,9), the apostle Peter, as his own
figure of likeness, coins the verbal form tartarosas, which
he adapts from the pagan Greek noun, Tartaros, which
was the name of the Greek unseen world. It appears in
works such as Plato's Phaedo and Homer's Iliad It is the
name given to the murky abyss deep beneath Hades in
which the sins of insurgent and defeated immortals
(such as Kronos, or the Titans) are punished.
When Peter says that "God spares not sinning mes
sengers," but "[subjects them] to-CAVERNS of-gloom
TARTARUsmg" (Concordant Greek Text sublinear,
p.667), "tartarusing" is a coined verbal form used as a
figure of speech. In employing this expression, Peter is
by no means giving legitimacy to the Greeks' fantastic
notions about their unseen world, called Tartarus.
Instead, he is simply adapting this word for his own
purpose. Since there is a certain likeness between that
to which God actually subjects sinning messengers and
that to which the Greeks imagined their gods to be
subjected in punishment, Peter employs this name for
the Greek underworld accordingly.
Sinning messengers are decidedly not in "Tartarus."
Except in the deluded minds of Greeks idolators, Tar
tarus does not exist. Indeed, according to the Scrip
tures, the sinning messengers are not even said to be
undergoing chastening judging at present. Instead, in
an estate which may somewhat be likened to the tav
erns of gloom in the Greeks' fanciful Tartarus, they are
said to be "being kept for chastening judging" (2 Pet.2:4).
Jude adds that "messengers who keep not their own
sovereignty, but leave their own habitation, [Yahweh,
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cp Jude 5] has kept in imperceptible bonds under gloom
for the judging of the great day" (Jude 6). Since "chas
tening" (kolasis) speaks of discipline (i.e., "training";
literally, "hitting") with a view to amendment, we may
rejoice that for this they are being kept {cp Heb. 12:7-l 1).
THE RAVINE OF HINNOM

In popular theology, in accord with ancient tradi
tion, it is claimed that "Gehenna" is a symbolic expres
sion used in reference to eternal punishment. Milton
also employs it thus in his familiar lines:
"The pleasant Valy of Hinnom, Tophet thence
And black Gehenna call'd, the Type of hell/'
Paradise Lost, Book One, lines 404,405

In the Scriptures, however, "Gehenna" ("hell," AV)
—all incredible myths to the contrary notwithstanding—
does not speak of "the place of the eternal torments of
the damned." Instead, it refers to an actual place on
earth, namely, the valley (or "ravine") of Hinnom
(Neh. 11:30) in the land of Israel. The ravine of Hinnom
is a valley to the southwest of Jerusalem ("the ravine of
the son of Hinnom"; Joshua 15:8). The Hebrew phrase
ge ("ravine of") hinnom became geenna in Greek,
whence Gehenna in Latin and English.
In time, Moloch, a god worshiped by the Ammo
nites, came to be worshiped by Israel as well (Lev. 18:21;
1 Kings 11:3,5,7; 2 Kings 23:10; Amos 5:26; Acts 7:43).
In Jeremiah's day, the ravine of Hinnom was associated
with the worship of Moloch (Jer.32:35). Josiah, in Judah,
defiled this shrine by destroying the high places of
Moloch, thus putting a stop to the sacrifices offered
there (2 Kings 23:10,13).
Moloch worship incorporated human sacrifice, name
ly, the sacrifice of children by fire. In the days of the
Kings, under Ahaz (2 Chron.28:3) and Manasseh
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(2Chron.33:6), children were sacrificed by fire on
altars erected within the valley of Hinnom. In later
times, according to some, this valley was used for burn
ing the corpses of criminals and animals, and indeed
refuse of any sort. Jeremiah spoke of the day when this
ravine would no longer be termed the ravine of the son
of Hinnom, "but rather, the ravine of the killed, and
they shall entomb in Tophet* because there is no other
place" (Jer.7:31,32; cp Jer.l2:3; 19:6; Zech.ll:4-9).
Perhaps this was first carried into effect through the
reforms of Josiah {cp 2 Kings 23:10-20).
CAST INTO GEHENNA

These considerations rehearse Gehenna's place in
the past. It is in Isaiah 66:23,24, however, that we
learn of Gehenna's future role, in the kingdom eon.
The book of Isaiah closes with these words, which the
Lord Jesus Himself, in the synoptic accounts (Matthew,
Mark, and Luke), identifies with "Gehenna":
23 And it will come to be,
As often as the new moon comes in its monthly time,
And as often as the sabbath comes in its sabbath cycle,

All flesh shall come to worship before Me in Jerusalem0,
Says Yahweh.
24 And they will go forth and see * the corpses of the mortals
'Who transgressed1 'against Me,
For their worm shall not die,
And their fire shall not be quenched,
And they will become a repulsion to all flesh.

The meaning of Gehenna must be established from
facts furnished by the Scripture, not by falsehoods
foisted by human tradition. To the reader of the Hebrew
*Tophet was a locale, apparently an elevation, within the ravine of
Hinnom; it was the location of the "fane [i.e., temple] heights*'
where sacrifices were made to Moloch.
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Scriptures themselves, Gehenna can only mean a ver
dict which, besides condemning a man to death, also
ordains that, after death, his body should be cast into
the loathsome valley of Hinnom. This being the sense
of Gehenna in the Hebrew Scriptures, we may be sure
that this is the sense in which Christ used it.
It must be kept in mind, then, as Isaiah 66:23,24
makes clear, that in the era of Israel's restoration, the
"judging of Gehenna" (Matt.23:33) will be instituted.
In the stated seasons of worship, representatives of the
nations who will come to Jerusalem, will go forth and
see the corpses of the mortals who transgressed the law
in such a way so as to be subjected to death. Their
corpses will remain unburied: worms will prey upon
the corrupting flesh, and fires will always be at work to
purify the air from pestilential infection.1
"Gehenna" appears in the Greek Scriptures twelve
times (Matt.5:22,29,30; 10:28; 18:9; 23:15,33; Mark
9:43,45,47; Luke 12:5; James 3:6). Not one of these
passages has reference to the so-called "final state."
The Lord explicitly identifies Gehenna with Isaiah
66:23,24 by speaking of it as the place of "unextinguished fire, where their worm is not deceasing2 and
the fire is not going out" (Mark 9:46). All whose bodies
are destroyed in Gehenna will be raised to be judged at
the great white throne, and go into the lake of fire.
Excerpted and adapted from Unsearchable Riches, vol.4, p.94, by
V Gelesnoff
2"Their worm" is a figure of association for the many worms which
will be found there. The root of the verb "is not deceasing" (not,
"dieth not," in the sense of never die, as some might imagine from
the AV) does not signify "die" but finish. The sense is that,
figuratively speaking, there will be "no end" (for, literally, there
will be no end in sight) of worms in Gehenna to feed on the corpses
cast into it.
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Unable to "Kill" the Soul

Gehenna is the capital punishment of the kingdom,
without burial.
UNEXTINGUISHABLE, EONIAN FIRE

In Matthew 10:28 the Lord declares: "And do not
fear those who are killing the body, yet are not able
to kill the soul. Yet be fearing Him, rather, Who is
able to destroy the soul as well as the body in Gehen
na." Since, as explained in the previous exposition,
"The Soul and the Unseen," we know that "soul"
speaks of sensation, and that in death there is no
sensation, we will not imagine that the reason why
man is not able to kill the soul is because the soul is
immortal. Besides, since, as this very passage plainly
states, God is able to destroy the soul, we will be
certain that the soul is not immortal.
In this phrase, then, "not able to kill the soul," "kill"
is figurative, and is a relative statement with reference
not to their present life, but to their life in the coming
eon. With reference to the delights of the kingdom,
those who would kill one of these faithful ones, would
not be able to hinder (i.e., put a stop to, or "kill") the
bliss which they will enjoy in that day. Those who come
under God's judgment in the Messiah's kingdom will
not only have their bodies destroyed in the valley of
Hinnom, but they will be subjected to total loss (i.e.,
"destruction") of the joys which their souls long for in
the kingdom. "The martyrs who die for the sake of the
kingdom have nothing to fear. So far as their souls [i.e.,
their sensations] are concerned, death gives them an
immediate entrance into the delights of the earthly
paradise, even though at their martyrdom it was thou
sands of years in the future."*
*A. E. Knoch, Concordant Commentary, p.24

Gehenna Will Be Destroyed
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The fact that a fire is unextinguishable (e.g., Matt.
3:12; Mark 9:43), does not entail its burning for all
eternity. It does not follow that a fire which is not put
out, will never go out. After rebuking Israel for her sins
and idolatry, Yahweh declared that He would pour out
His indignation upon Jerusalem, on man and beast, on
the trees of the field and on the fruit of the ground: "it
shall burn and shall not be quenched" (Jer.7:20). This
was fulfilled in the Babylonian captivity. The fires of
that day burned themselves out long ago. Surely the
fires of Gehenna, if indeed they are still burning at that
time, will themselves be consumed by fire, in the day,
following the thousand years, in which the earth's
elements are dissolved by combustion (2 Pet.3:10).
Similarly, the fact that "the Gehenna of fire" is "fire
eonian" {aidnion; Matt. 18:8,9) affords us no reason to
claim that it is an endless fire, and, therefore, that it is a
fire that is to be identified with so-called "everlasting
punishment." Indeed, the fact that, following the king
dom eon, the valley of Gehenna, together with the
entire earth, will be dissolved by combustion (2 Peter
3:10-13; cp Rev.20:ll; 21:1), proves that Gehenna
fire is not everlasting fire but eonian fire. "Eonian"
(of-eon) is the adjectival form of "eon." In every usage,
it denotes not endlessness, but that which pertains to
or is concerned with one or all of the eons.
LAMENTATION AND GNASHING OF TEETH:

OUTER DARKNESS; A FURNACE OF FIRE

The "weeping and gnashing of teeth" which are
usually associated with it, in fact, have no connection
with Gehenna. This expression usually occurs in con

nection with "outer darkness," quite the opposite of
the lurid flames of Gehenna. Even so, since this fear
ful phrase is so often predicated of the final condi-
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Barred From the Kingdom

tion of the damned, it will be worthwhile to put it
where it belongs.
In Matthew 8:12, our Lord, commenting on the faith
of the centurion said, "yet the sons of the kingdom shall
be cast out into outer darkness. There shall be lamenta
tion and gnashing of teeth." The kingdom ("the king
dom of the heavens") is likened to a wedding (Matthew
22:2-14). The sons are Israelites according to the flesh.
Just as an unfit guest would be thrust out into the dark
night, while within the marriage feast was being enjoyed
in brilliant light, so it will be for certain living Israelites
who seek to enter the kingdom on earth.
Among those who remain alive after the time of Jacob's
trouble (Jer.30:7), "the great affliction" (Matt.24:21),
will be some who while not overtly lawless nonetheless
are unworthy of the kingdom. They will continue to live,
yet be barred from it. They will have no part in the
wedding festivities, that is, in the glorious reign which
will be centered in Jerusalem. Accordingly, they will
lament and gnash their teeth in the day when they see
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in the
kingdom of God, while they themselves are cast outside
(Luke 13:28; cp Matt.22:11-13; 25:30).
Before the kingdom eon, however, in the conclud
ing period of the present eon, the Son of Mankind will
send His messengers to be "culling out of His kingdom
all the snares and those doing lawlessness, and they
shall be casting them into a furnace of fire. There shall
be lamentation and gnashing of teeth" (Matt.l3:41,42).
In the nature of the case, lamentation and gnashing of
teeth, here, must be confined to those who while observ
ers of this judgment nonethless are not among its sub
jects, as well as to those wicked ones among its sub
jects, who, through circumstances, find it impossible to
avoid the contemplation of their own imminent doom.
The figure is that of clearing a field for planting. Many
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will be destroyed, some by literal fire (Rev.9:17,18;
16:8; 18:8,18). Matthew 13:49 limits this judgment to
the conclusion of the present eon.*
THE TERRESTRIAL KINGDOM

Under the Circumcision evangel, personal righteous
ness according to law is essential to life in the kingdom.
Only those working righteousness may enter into life.
Nevertheless, the chosen ones, who, indeed, are wor
thy, are only so according to the choice of grace
(Rom. 11:5). They will be saved, yet not apart from an
upright walk. Though they will endure, still, they must
endure in order either to enter the kingdom without
dying or to be worthy of the resurrection of the just.
The salvation of the Circumcision, which though through
works accords with grace, nonetheless does not accord
with fatalism. Hence, in all gravity, the Lord warns
even His own disciples of the judging of Gehenna
which will come upon all capital transgressors.
All of this is contrary to the grace which we enjoy
today as members of the body of Christ, through the
evangel proclaimed by the apostle Paul. We are not
under law (Rom.6:14); we are justified apart from law
(Rom.3:21,24); eonian life itself is a gracious gift (Rom.
6:23). Indeed, in our case, if sin should be increas
ing, grace will superexceed (Rom.5:20). This is not
true concerning the chosen under the evangel of the
Circumcision, but it is true concerning those who are
chosen according to the evangel of the Uncircumcision.
Gehenna fire only concerns the transgressors of Moses'
law in the coming kingdom on earth. It has no reference
whatever to the members of the body of Christ, nor to the
final destiny of the lost. It is confined to the coming eon
and to the nation of Israel in that day.
J.R.C.
*cp Unsearchable Riches, vol.24, p. 118, by A. E. Knoch
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